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Report to  

PLANNING AND DESIGN COMMISSION 
City of Sacramento 

915 I Street, Sacramento, CA 95814-2671 

www.CityofSacramento.org 

 

PUBLIC HEARING 
October 24, 2016 

To: Members of the Planning and Design Commission 
 
Subject: Sacramento Railyards (P15-040) 
A request to amend the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan and related entitlements to 
authorize a soccer stadium, major medical facility, and the following: 6,000-10,000 
dwelling units; 514,270 square feet of retail; 2,757,027 - 3,857,027 square feet of office 
use; 771,405 square feet of flexible mixed use; 1,228,003 square feet of hospital and 
medical uses; 1,100 hotel rooms (keys); 485,390 square feet of historic and cultural 
uses; and approximately 34 acres of open space.  
 

A) Review and Consider the Subsequent Environmental Impact Report 

(SEIR) for the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Update, KP Medical 
Center, MLS Stadium & Stormwater Outfall;  

B) Development Agreement between the City of Sacramento and Downtown 
Railyard Venture LLC (DRV);  

C) Amendment to the Sacramento Railyards Finance Plan rescinding the 
2007 Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Public Facilities Financing Plan 
and adopting the 2016 Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Public Facilities 
Financing Plan;  

D) Amendment to the 2035 General Plan land use diagram to change the land 
use designation for various parcels in accordance with the Sacramento 
Railyards Specific Plan;  

E) Amendment to the 2035 General Plan Circulation Element; 

F) Amendment to the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan rescinding the 
2007 Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan and adopting the 2016 
Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan;  

G) Amendment to the River District Specific Plan;  

H) Amendment to the Sacramento Railyards Design Guidelines;  

I) Amendment to the 2016 City Bicycle Master Plan; 
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J) Amendments to the Sacramento Railyards Special Planning District and 
related changes to Title 17, including replacing chapter 17.440 and 
amending sections 15.148.193, 17.108.220, 17.808.220, and 17.812.060 of 
the Sacramento City Code relating to the Railyards Special Planning District; 

K) Rezone various lots in the Sacramento Railyards; 

L) Tentative Subdivision Map to subdivide approximately 197.7 gross acres 
into 118 lots;  

M) Subdivision Modification (Withdrawn by Staff);  

N) Conditional Use Permit for A Sports Complex; 

O) Conditional Use Permits for stand-alone surface parking lots; 

P) Conditional Use Permit for a helistop at the proposed Kaiser Permanente 
Medical Center; (Withdrawn by Applicant) 

Q) Variance to allow an extension to the hours of construction established by 
the noise ordinance for the construction of the sports complex; 

R) Variance to allow noise from the operation of the sports complex and 
surrounding plaza area to exceed levels allowed by the City of Sacramento 
noise ordinance; 

S) Approve the Water Supply Assessment Report for the Sacramento 
Railyards; 

T) Adopt the Sacramento Railyards Mixed Income Housing Strategy and 
repeal the 2007 Sacramento Railyards Inclusionary Housing Plan; 

U) Site Plan and Design Review for a Sports Complex; 

V) Site Plan and Design Review for stand-alone surface parking lots with 
deviations to paving, tree shading, and landscaping requirements; 

W) Site Plan and Design Review for the Railyards Tentative Map;  

X) Site Plan and Design Review for the Stormwater Outfall facility.  
 
 
Location/Council District: Generally east of Sacramento River, south of City Water 
Treatment Plant and North B Street, west of 12th Street, north and west of the Alkali Flat 
neighborhood, north of H Street between 5th and 7th, and northwest of 5th and I Street  
 
APNs: 001-0064-011-0000, 001-0064-012-0000, 001-0064-013-0000, 001-0064-014-0000, 
002-0010-023-0000, 002-0010-027-0000, 002-0010-028-0000, 002-0010-044-0000,  
002-0010-049-0000, 002-0010-052-0000, 002-0010-054-0000, 002-0010-056-0000,  
002-0010-060-0000, 002-0010-062-0000, 002-0010-063-0000, 006-0023-002-0000 
 
Council District 3 
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Recommendation: Staff recommends the Planning and Design Commission review 
and consider the Subsequent Environmental Impact Report and forward a 
recommendation of approval of the project to the City Council based on the findings of 
fact and subject to the conditions listed in the attachments. 
 
Contact:   Teresa Haenggi, Associate Planner, (916) 808-7554 

thaenggi@cityofsacramento.org  
Evan Compton, Senior Planner, (916) 808-5260 
ecompton@cityofsacramento.org  
Richard Rich, Railyards Project Manager, (916) 808-2519 
rrrich@cityofsacramento.org 
 

Applicant:  Jay Heckenlively, Downtown Railyard Ventures, LLC 
Owners:   Downtown Railyard Venture, LLC,  

3140 Peacekeeper Way, McClellan, CA  95652 
(LLC representatives: Larry D. Kelley, Denton Kelley, Jay Heckenlively, 
Frank Myers, and Alan Hersh) 
City of Sacramento, 915 I Street, Sacramento, CA  95814 
State of California, 455 Golden Gate Ave. #8, San Francisco, CA  94102 
SMUD, P.O. Box 15830, Sacramento, 95852 
Robert Hoffman, 5652 El Camino Ave., Carmichael CA  95608 

 
                Figure 1: Vicinity Map 
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Summary 
 
The Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan area is approximately 240-acres and includes 
the applicant’s property, the City’s Sacramento Valley Station, and the Union Pacific 
Railroad rail corridor. The applicant is proposing to subdivide approximately 197 acres 
of the site into 118 lots for a variety of uses, including residential, retail, and office. The 
project also includes a medical center campus on approximately 17 acres and a major 
sports complex on approximately 14.56 acres.  

The proposed design and construction of the sports complex, also referred to as the 
MLS stadium, requires the following entitlements: 

 conditional use permit to operate a sports complex;  
 site plan and design review for a sports complex; 
 conditional use permits for stand-alone parking lots; 
 site plan and design review for the stand-alone parking lots; 
 noise variance for construction; and 
 noise variance for operations.  

The Railyards project includes the design and construction of a stormwater outfall 
structure which is a facility that will collect, treat, and generally convey stormwater 
within the project area.  

The design and construction of Kaiser Permanente Medical Center (Kaiser) is not part 
of this project. Kaiser will submit plans for various phases of a medical center in the 
future. However, Kaiser representatives have been very much involved with the 
Railyards project throughout the entitlement review process to provide input on 
entitlements that would affect the Kaiser site, including the Special Planning District, 
Specific Plan, Design Guidelines, and tentative map. 
 
As part of this proposal, several amendments are required for documents related to the 
Railyards, such as the Railyards Specific Plan, Design Guidelines, Special Planning 
District, Development Agreement and Financing Plan. The project also includes 
amendments to the general plan land use diagram, rezones, and several site plan and 
design reviews.  
Documents related to this project are provided on the City’s website at:  
http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Community-Development/Planning/Major-
Projects/Railyards-Project/Sacramento-Railyards 

http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Community-Development/Planning/Major-Projects/Railyards-Project/Sacramento-Railyards
http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Community-Development/Planning/Major-Projects/Railyards-Project/Sacramento-Railyards
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Entitlement Background 
 
The City Council approved the existing Railyards project (P05-097) on December 11, 
2007. The approvals included a land use plan that allows a maximum of 10,000 to 
12,100 dwelling units, 1.4 million square feet of retail, 1,100 hotel rooms, 2.4 million 
square feet of office, 485,390 square feet of historic/cultural space, and 491,000 square 
feet of mixed use. The Planning Director also approved a subdivision modification for 
minor changes in 2012 (P10-040).  
 
In June of 2015, a planning entitlement application was submitted for a new project at 
the Sacramento Railyards, including a request to modify the land use plan to allow for a 
major sports complex and a medical center. The proposed project includes the 
following: 

 6,000-10,000 dwelling units; 
 514,270 square feet of retail; 
 2,757,027 - 3,857,027 square feet of office use; 
 771,405 square feet of flexible mixed use; 
 1,228,000 square feet of medical campus; 
 1,100 hotel rooms (keys); 
 485,390 square feet of historic and cultural uses; 
 34 acres of open space; and  
 A soccer stadium with 19,621 seats, and potential to expand to 

approximately 25,000 seats. 

Figure 2: Project Site Map  
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Public/Neighborhood Outreach and Comments: Staff sent a notice of this hearing to 
owners of properties within a 500-foot radius of the project site and to various 
neighborhood groups and associations including: the Alkali and Mansion Flat 
Neighborhood Association; Dreher Tract Neighborhood Association; The River District; 
Preservation Sacramento; Downtown Sacramento Partnership; Midtown Business 
Association; China Mall Committee; Old Sacramento Business Association; Historic Old 
Sacramento Foundation; California State Railroad Museum Foundation; Sacramento 
Housing Alliance; Walk Sacramento; and Sacramento Area Bicycle Advocates.  
 
The applicant is also conducting an extensive outreach effort, which will continue 
throughout the entitlement process. A summary of this outreach is provided in the 
Attachment 19 of this report.  
 
To date, twelve letters of support for the project were provided by the Alkali & Mansion 
Flats Historic Neighborhood Association, Sacramento Bicycle Advocates (SABA); 
Downtown Sacramento Partnership, Midtown Business Association; Sacramento 
Metropolitan Chamber of Commerce; Sacramento Steps Forward; Greater Sacramento 
California, Sacramento Metropolitan Air Qaulity Management District; East Sacramento 
Improvement Association; the River District;  Bardish Homes; and Lial Jones of the 
Crocker Art Museum.  
 
Staff also received four letters expressing concerns about the proposed Railyards 
project. The issues include potential high noise level that would be generated from the 
on-going operations of the sport complex; pedestrian circulation in specific areas of the 
project area; increased traffic on HWY 16; and concerns related to the relocation of the 
Kaiser Permanente Medical Center from Morse Avenue to the Railyards site.  
 
All comment letters can be found in Attachment 18.  
  
Commission/Committee Action: Due to the complexity of the proposed Railyards 
project, staff has presented portions of the project to the Planning and Design 
Commission and the Preservation Commission for review and comment on several 
occasions:  
Planning and Design Commission  

 October 22, 2015: Applicant team introduction and project overview;  

 March 24, 2016: General Plan Amendments and Rezones; 

 May 12, 2016: Specific Plan, Design Guidelines and Special Planning District; 

 June 30, 2016 (Joint Commission Meeting): Preservation review, Design 
Guidelines, Specific Plan, Special Planning District, medical center concept and 
helistop; and stadium design;  

 August 11, 2016: Noise variance, 10th Street extension, shifting the stadium to 
the north;  

 September 8, 2016: Security fencing and gates and continued discussion on 
shifting the sports complex to the north; 
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 September 22, 2016: Stadium lighting and event parking, and Stormwater 
Outfall Facility; and 

 October 6, 2016: Mixed Income Housing Ordinance. 

Preservation Commission 

 November 18, 2015: Applicant team introduction and project overview;  

 May 18, 2016: Specific Plan, Design Guidelines and Special Planning District; 

 June 30, 2016 (Joint Commission Meeting): Preservation review, Design 
Guidelines, Specific Plan, Special Planning District, medical center concept and 
helistop; and stadium design; and 

 August 17, 2016 (Hearing): Recommendation to Council on amendments to the 
Central Shops Historic District ordinance and nomination of the water tower as a 
landmark. 

On September 21, 2016, the Preservation Commission reviewed and forwarded a 
recommendation of approval to the Planning and Design Commission on entitlements 
relating to Historic and Cultural Resources within the Railyards project area. The motion 
included the addition of two guidelines to the Railyards Design Guidelines and a 
modification to the Special Planning District. These modifications are summarized 
below: 

 New Guideline for Chapter 5 (Historic Resources) of the Design Guidelines: “Trees 
were historically located in the Central Shops area as shading elements for workers 
and as part of the natural environment. In locating new trees, it is important that they 
not conceal historic facades or be placed immediately adjacent to buildings. 
Placement shall reflect the industrial nature of the buildings and connection areas 
and plazas between the buildings.” 

 Modified Guideline for Chapter 6 (Signage) of the Design Guidelines (new language 
is in italics: “Provide district identity markers that are pedestrian-scaled and related 
by design, materials, and location with the character-defining features of the historic 
district. Provide each historic structure with a bronze landmark sign identifying the 
year of construction and original use of the structure.” 

 Modification to Special Planning District: The Special Planning District was modified 
to broaden the Preservation Review of development on Lot 4d that is adjacent to Lot 
4e where the nominated Water Tower Landmark is located.  

 
The Preservation Commission also provided comments on the project for areas within 
the Railyards, but outside of the Central Shops Historic District and which did not affect 
landmark parcels. These comments are found in Attachment 20.  
 
Policy Considerations: The proposed Railyards project will assist the City in achieving 
the vision of the 2035 General Plan. Attachment 21 provides a discussion on project 
consistency with the General Plan land use designations and a list of general plan 
policies that are supported by the proposed Railyards project. The project site is a large 
urban infill opportunity located immediately north of the downtown CBD area and will 
provide new residents, employment opportunities and services in an area that is 
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substantially surrounded by urban development. The site will accommodate a mix of 
residential and non-residential uses around public transit and will achieve land use 
efficiency through higher density and intensity of development. The project will better 
connect the downtown CBD area to the riverfront, Old Sacramento, the River District 
and integrate into adjacent and existing neighborhoods through a roadway and bicycle 
network, appropriate massing, and thoughtful design principles. The project also offers 
a network of open space that will provide access to the historic Central Shops buildings, 
the riverfront, the sports stadium and new parks. The restoration and adaptive reuse of 
the Central Shops buildings and the proposed nomination of the water tower as a 
landmark will provide reintroduce the region to these iconic structures that will create a 
unique sense of place and contribute to the City’s goal to be known for its distinctive 
and memorable places.  
 
SB 5 – Flood Protection: State Law (SB 5) and City Code Chapter 17.810 require that 
the City make specific findings prior to approving certain entitlements for projects within 
a flood hazard zone. The purpose is to ensure that new development will have 
protection from a 200-year flood event or will achieve that protection by 2025. The 
project site is within a flood hazard zone and is an area covered by SAFCA’s 
Improvements to the State Plan of Flood Control System, and specific findings related 
to the level of protection have been incorporated as part of this project. Even though the 
project site is within a flood hazard zone, the local flood management agency, SAFCA, 
has made adequate progress on the construction of a flood protection system that will 
ensure protection from a 200-year flood event or will achieve that protection by 2025. 
This is based on the SAFCA Urban level of flood protection plan, adequate progress 
baseline report, and adequate progress toward an urban level of flood protection 
engineer’s report that were accepted by City Council Resolution No. 2016-0226 on June 
21, 2016. 
 
Environmental Considerations: To comply with the California Environmental Quality 
Act (CEQA), the City prepared a Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report for the 
Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Update (RSPU), KP Medical Center, MLS Stadium, 
and Stormwater Outfall (together, the Draft SEIR). The City has circulated documents 
relating to environmental review as required by CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. The 
Draft SEIR was circulated for a 45-day public review and comment from June 10, 2016 
to July 27, 2016. Twenty comment letters were received on the Draft SEIR. 
 
The RSPU Draft SEIR describes the existing environmental resources in the vicinity of 
the Railyards Specific Plan (RSP) Area and the individual project sites, analyzes 
potential impacts on those resources due to the proposed projects based on existing 
(baseline) conditions, and identifies mitigation measures that could avoid or reduce the 
magnitude of the significant impacts identified in the Draft SEIR. Where appropriate, the 
SEIR also provides a comparison of the effects of the proposed RSPU with those 
disclosed in the 2007 RSP EIR. The environmental impacts evaluated in the SEIR 
concern various subject areas, including aesthetics/light and glare, cultural resources, 
transportation and circulation, air quality, global climate change, noise, biological 
resources, hydrology and water quality, hazards and hazardous materials, utilities, 
public services, as well as potential for growth and urban decay effects. 
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The Draft SEIR evaluates a range of alternatives for the proposed RSPU, as well as 
alternatives for the proposed KP Medical Center, MLS Stadium, and Stormwater Outfall 
projects. The alternatives considered include different amounts of mixed-use 
development in the RSP Area, a smaller-sized KP Medical Center, and different sizes 
and locations for the proposed MLS Stadium, as well as No Project Alternatives for the 
RSPU and the other proposed projects.  
 
A Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (Final SEIR) has been prepared that 
includes all agency and public written comments received on the Draft SEIR. The Final 
SEIR provides written responses to each comment received. Also included are changes 
in the text of the Draft SEIR either in response to written comments or initiated by staff. 
The Final SEIR document, which has been prepared in accordance with CEQA and the 
CEQA Guidelines, together with the Draft SEIR (and Appendices) constitutes the SEIR 
for the proposed projects that will be used by the decision-makers during project 
hearings. The responses and text changes correct, clarify, and amplify text in the Draft 
SEIR, as appropriate. As the project has undergone review, the 30 acres of open space 
described within the Draft SEIR has increased to approximately 34 acres of open space. 
These changes do not alter the conclusions of the Draft SEIR. 
 
The RSPU Draft SEIR, Final SEIR, and appropriate Findings of Fact and Statement of 
Overriding of Considerations (pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 and 15093), 
will be provided to the City Council prior to final action on the project. 
 
The Draft and Final SEIR are available on the City’s website at: 
http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Community-
Development/Planning/Environmental/Impact-Reports 
 
 
ENTITLEMENT DISCUSSION 
 
The entitlement discussion that follows is organized into five sections as outlined below: 

I. Major Sports Complex (Major League Soccer Stadium) 
II. Stormwater Outfall Facility 

III. Mixed Income Housing Strategy 
IV. Supporting Project Documents, e.g. General Plan Amendment, Development 

Agreement, Public Facilities Financing Plan, Specific Plan, Design Guidelines, 
Rezones, etc. 

 
I. MAJOR SPORTS COMPLEX (MLS STADIUM) 
 
Conditional Use Permit for a Sports Complex 
 
The proposed sports complex is for a Major League Soccer (MLS) stadium located on 
five parcels that total approximately 14.6-acres near the eastern end of the Specific 
Plan project site, north of Railyards Blvd, between 8th and 10th Streets, and south of 
the former railroad berm that forms the northern boundary of the project site. The 
tentative map includes five parcels on the sports complex site to provide alternative 

http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Community-Development/Planning/Environmental/Impact-Reports
http://www.cityofsacramento.org/Community-Development/Planning/Environmental/Impact-Reports
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development options should the MLS Soccer stadium not be constructed. To build the 
sports complex this parcel configuration would be changed. 
 
An extension of Railyards Boulevard borders the south side of the site, and beyond that 
the UPRR tracks and the Alkali Flat neighborhood that consists of existing and planned 
residential, a TV station, and industrial uses. To the north of the proposed sports 
complex, remnants of the existing berm will create a grade separation at North B Street 
before transitioning to the River District’s primarily industrial and office uses. 
 
Cross sections that show the proposed stadium’s location in relation to adjacent uses 
can be found in Attachment 22. 
 
 

 
The stadium would be constructed initially with capacity for 19,621 attendees and the  
capacity to accommodate concerts with attendance up to 21,500. The stadium could be 
expanded to a maximum of 25,000 attendees over time. The seating bowl of the 
stadium would include general seating, standing room decks, and premium seating 
including suites. The seating areas would be accessed via a concourse area that would 
surround the seating bowl. The stadium would also include the following features: 

Figure 3: Sports Complex Context Map 

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjGma248efPAhVJrFQKHb5VBzkQjRwIBw&url=https://www.pinterest.com/pin/307581849530519416/&bvm=bv.136499718,d.cGw&psig=AFQjCNHX7JBSmVTQkUZUmFrHEcY72H7xZQ&ust=1477001424374405
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 Clubs for supporters; 
 A kitchen for food preparation; 
 Home and visiting team locker rooms; 
 Media facilities, including press rooms, radio and television booths; 
 Security facilities, including a security command center; 
 First aid room; 
 Stadium operations offices; 
 Stadium maintenance and storage areas; 
 Loading docks and other support areas; 
 Ticketing areas; and 
 Concession and small retail stores. 

 
The complex will have approximately 37 events a year. Most of these events will be 
soccer games, and the remaining events would include concerts. Outdoor stages in the 
plaza area on the west side of the complex are provided for pre-event music and other 
entertainment.   
 
The site layout, operations, and design of the sports complex were reviewed as part of 
the conditional use permit and site plan and design review. The review includes 
circulation, pedestrian/bicycle access, parking, architectural design and operation of 
the sports complex. A summary of the review is provided below. 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4: Sports Complex Circulation 
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 Circulation. The site has street frontage on 8th Street and Railyards Blvd. In 

order to ensure pedestrian safety and to facilitate crowds, 8th Street will have 
limited access during events. The site will be accessed by pedestrians from 
Railyards Blvd. and a pedestrian promenade that connects 7th and 8th Street. 

 
 10th Street Extension. The Railyards Tentative Subdivision Map conditions 

include eventual extending extension of 10th Street to North B Street. This 
connection is important for the event circulation and public safety access during 
events. Although pre-event visitors to the sports complex may arrive in stages at 
the venue, post-event exiting is more concentrated leading to significant delays 
at the Railyards and 7th Street intersection.With limited access to the sport 
complex, staff believes the 10th Street connection is vital for opening day of the 
sports complex. An exhibit showing details of the 10th Street connection can be 
found in Attachment 23. 

 
 Public Transit. A future Light Rail Station will be located on 7th Street just west of 

the complex. The station will be constructed and functioning by the time the 
sports complex opens. A pedestrian path that connects 7th and 8th Street will 
provide easy access to the complex. The entire Railyards site will also have 
several bus routes and stops that will serve the sports complex. 

 
 

Figure 5: Sports Complex Site Plan 
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 Pedestrian/Bike Circulation. Pedestrians and bicyclists will access the site from 
Railyards Blvd., a pedestrian promenade that connects the stadium to 6th and to 
7th Streets, and North B Street. The plaza of the sports complex, shown below in 
red, provides a direct connection to 8th street and during event days a closed 8th 
street will act as an extension of the plaza and a connection to the future ground 
floor retail on the west side of the street. Pedestrians will enter the stadium via 
three routes: the main east plaza level for VIP and media, the eastern plaza for 
team support groups, and the main concourse 20 feet above the plaza that will 
be accessed via stairs and disabled access ramps at the north west and 
southwest corners. 

 
Typically, pedestrian and bike traffic is the most intense immediately after an 
event. Various measures proposed in the Event Transportation Management 
Plan (ETMP) will be in place to control crowds and ensure pedestrian and 
bicycle safety. These measures include installing temporary barricades to direct 
the flow of the pedestrian traffic, having traffic control officers who will direct 
traffic, and programming traffic signals to have longer pedestrian walk times The 
ETMP can be found in Attachment 26. 

 
Staff supports the conditional use permit for a sports complex, because the proposed 
use and its operating characteristics are consistent with general plan goals that 
encourage land uses that support transit service and which encourages the 
development of cultural and entertainment facilities in the city’s center to attract visitors 
and establish a unique identity for Sacramento. A sports complex is also allowed and is 
consistent in the Central Business District land use designation and the Sacramento 
Railyards Specific Plan concepts, goals and policies related to the East End District 
where the sports complex is located. Furthermore, the proposed sports complex site is 
physically suitable in terms of location, size, topography, and access, and is adequately 
served by public services and utilities in that the tentative map associated with the 
Sacramento Railyards project requires improvements that will serve the area and 
provide a roadway system that connects to adjacent neighborhoods and provide 
sufficient physical access to the sports complex. Staff believes the proposed complex 
and its operations will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, convenience, or 
welfare of persons residing, working, visiting, or recreating in the surrounding 
neighborhood, nor will it result in the creation of a nuisance in that the project is 
designed and conditioned to support both existing and future surrounding land uses and 
to minimize detrimental impacts.  
 
 
Site Plan and Design Review for a Sports Complex 
 
MLS Stadium Design Principles 
 Clear Identity: An identity that is unique to the Sacramento Republic FC and 

Sacramento.  
 Site Development: Design and programming to activate the area on both match and 

non-match days and reflect transit‐oriented development goals of the Railyards. 
 Innovative: The stadium design reflects the railyard goals of demonstrated 

sustainability.  
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Design Elements 
• The exterior appearance and building structure is based upon the team logo “star” 

prominently featured on Republic FC’s shield and tree-like roof steel support 
structures.  

• Seating: The seating bowl steep rake is designed provide the best sight lines. 
• Closed Bowl: The seating bowl will wrap around the pitch on all four sides with 

minimal break focusing noise and light inward. 
• Continuous Roof: The proposed design will have a roof that will wrap around the 

entire stadium, providing shade to the majority of the seats  
 

The proposed MLS Stadium is rectangular structure with rounded corners. A canopy 
roof utilizing a combination of solid metal deck and a transparent synthetic material will 
wrap around the entire stadium, providing shade and rain protection a large portion of 
the seats. The primary entrances to the stadium are located on the west side of the 
structure with a secondary entrance on the east side of the building. There are two 
primary general admission entrances situated at the southwest and northwest corners 
of the stadium facing 8th Street and an entry plaza on the west. 
  
The proposed MLS Stadium is essentially a two-level structure. The Field level is 
located approximately at the planned grade of the Entry Plaza and 8th Street. The Field 
level includes the soccer pitch, general and supporter seating, locker rooms, clubs and 
lounges, kitchens, storage, ticketing facilities, media and press facilities, a security 
command center and related facilities, first aid, loading docks and marshaling areas, 
and other operations and support facilities.  
  
The Main Concourse level is located at the same level as the entry plaza, approximately 
20 feet above the Field level. The Main Concourse includes the main entrances to the 
Stadium, horizontal circulation space, concession spaces, restrooms, team store(s) and 
other retail spaces, and VIP lobby and club space. 
  
Situated directly above the premium club space on the west side of the main concourse, 
the Suite Level includes approximately 35 enclosed conditioned suites and related 
lobbies, lounges, restrooms, circulation and storage areas. 
   
Situated directly above the Suite Level, the Press Level provides media rooms, 
television and radio booths, lobbies, lounges suites for team use, and other related 
facilities. 
  
The exterior of the proposed MLS Stadium consists of a range of textures and 
materials, including metal, glass, fabric and translucent synthetic panels while also 
providing open views into the seating and field areas.  
  
The fencing at the proposed MLS Stadium includes permanent fencing around the 
perimeter of the stadium structure with access at permanent gates that lead into and 
out of the stadium, and a fencing system is temporary and generally placed at the outer 
edges of the site.  
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The temporary fencing will be used to block off the plaza area and will have gates to 
take tickets at specific entry points. Staff believes it would be beneficial to wait until the 
operator is in place to help define the fencing needs of the proposed MLS Stadium. 
Therefore, instead of requiring a completed fencing plan for entitlement approvals, 
Staff is conditioning the project to require the applicant to provide staff with a fencing 
plan for Planning staff’s review and approval prior to finalizing building permits. 
 

 

 
 
As the south of the stadium there is a parking area to be used for deliveries and 
loading as well as parking on game days for media broadcasting trucks and equipment. 
The stadium is moving 50’ to the north from its original proposed location to provide a 
larger parking area and to allow for a continuous sidewalk on both sides of Railyards 
Blvd. 
 
Lighting has been reviewed and conditioned as a part of the project approvals. Ground 
level pedestrian lighting and landscape lighting is compliant for total light level and 
containment on the site. Field lighting is subject to the controls of the mitigation 
monitoring plan to keep light levels within the boundaries of the site from adversely 
impacting sensitive resources in the Alkali Flat neighborhood. 
 
Noise generated by events in the stadium will exceed city standards for both daytime 
and night and noise generation will be conditioned under the MLS CUP. More 
information is provided in the “noise variance” section below. 
 
Signage will be reviewed under a separate Site Plan and Design Review, and all 
materials and finishes not defined in the submittal, or requested to be changed at a 
later date, will be subject to staff-level review and approval. 
 

Figure 6: Sports Complex - Exterior Schematic Design 
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Staff supports the design of the proposed sports complex, because the material palette 
and treatment of textures and finishes meets and exceeds the relevant guidelines, and 
design considerations are taken to ensure that the scale of the building is comfortable to 
the site’s visitors while also creating an iconic and functional structure. Staff believes the 
project will not be detrimental to the public health, safety, convenience, or welfare of 
persons residing, working, visiting, or recreating in the surrounding neighborhood, nor 
will it result in the creation of a nuisance in that the project is designed and conditioned 
to be compatible with both existing and future surrounding land uses and to minimize 
detrimental impacts. 
 
Conditional Use Permit for Stand-Alone Surface Parking for a Sports Complex 
 
The MLS sports complex project will provide 6,500 parking spaces for opening day 
attendance. Of these, approximately 4,000 will be within the Railyards area and 
approximately 2,500 will be within the River District area. The timeline for the 
construction of the sports complex is anticipated to be early in the overall development 
of the Railyards project. Given this constraint, the future parking garages that are 
described in the City-MLS Term Sheet, and which may be part of other new 
development on adjacent parcels, will not have been constructed for the projected 
opening day of the sports complex. Consequently, an interim solution for the event 
parking is needed. The applicant has requested to locate surface parking lots initially 
within the RSP area and the River District. The expectation is that the surface parking 
lots will be replaced with shared structured parking as the overall Railyards project is 
developed. Attachment 24 provides a memo that describes the parking plan in more 
detail.  
 
  Figure 7: Surface Parking for MLS Sports Complex 
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MLS Parking Proposal within the Railyards SPD. In Figure 7 on the previous page, the 
applicant has shown the proposed locations and parking space supply for the surface 
parking lots to be developed during the interim before parking structures are 
constructed. The results were that approximately 3,872 parking spaces could be 
accommodated within the Railyards on the lots identified below.  
 
Staff worked with the applicant to ensure that proposed surface parking lots were not 
located within the High Rise Residential (R-5) zone since residential structured parking 
is not compatible for shared use with evening entertainment activities.  
 

 
MLS Parking Proposal within the River District. The remaining 2,500 space parking 
demand will be met through the provision of surface parking lots in the River District. At 
this time, Conditional Use Permits are only being proposed for the surface parking lots 
within the Railyards. Conditional Use Permits and Site Plan and Design Review for the 
surface parking lots in the River District will be required to be obtained before opening 
day. The applicant has been studying the possibility of using a Union Pacific Railroad 
parcel on the north side of North B Street, which is adjacent to the Railyards site, the 
City “Incinerator” site at the northeast corner of 7th Street and North B Streets, and the 
Township 9 development.  
 
The Development Agreement and/or future conditions of approval will lay out a plan to 
transition the parking from surface to structured and ensure the lots are not permanent.  
 
Conditional Use Permits for Stand-Alone Surface Parking. The Planning and 
Development Code (Title 17) does not recognize temporary parking lots as a use, but 
does require a Conditional Use Permit for stand-alone surface parking. A “stand alone” 
parking lot is a parking lot that is the sole use on a parcel. Generally, the City does not 
support stand-alone surface parking, particularly in the Central City, because of the 
opportunity cost of providing a higher intensity use that it envisioned in the General 
Plan. However, staff is supportive of the proposed surface parking lots since the 
Railyards Specific Plan and Design Guidelines encourage future development of the 
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site with shared-use parking structures and there is an essential parking need given 
the anticipated timing for construction of the MLS sports complex in the initial phase. 
Staff has conditioned the use of the surface parking lots exclusively to visitors of the 
sports complex-related events and other events approved by the city.  
 
Site Plan and Design Review for Stand-Alone Surface Parking. Each parking lot 
requires Site Plan and Design Review to evaluate conformance with development 
standards. The lots are interim, “all-weather” with a gravel or shale surface but not 
otherwise fully developed. Deviations are requested for the surface parking lots to 
waive the requirement for a paved surface, the minimum 50% tree shading, and the six-
foot landscape planter with six inch raised concrete curbing around the perimeter of the 
site. Staff is supportive of these deviations to allow the surface parking lots to be 
minimally improved to clearly demonstrate the short-term nature of the lots. Staff has 
conditioned the project to require that final details not reviewed at the time of the final 
hearing, would require staff level review and approval. These final details include, but 
are not limited to, items such as ADA compliance, fencing, lighting, and signage. 
 
Noise Variances for a Sports Complex 
 
Section 8.68 of the City Code establishes standard, permissible noise levels within the 
City. The applicant is requesting two noise variances. The first is related to noise 
generated during short-term construction activities and the second is related to noise 
generated by long-term operation of the sports complex. 
 
Noise Variance – Construction. Per the noise ordinance, noise sources due to the 
erection, excavation, demolition, alteration or repair of any building are exempt from 
noise standards. (Section 8.68.080[D]) The hours of exemption are 7am-6pm, Monday-
Saturday, and 9am-6pm on Sunday. In order to meet this projected schedule, working 
hours will require two, eight-hour construction shifts, six days a week. The applicant is 
requesting a variance to allow particular construction activities to take place outside of 
the hours of exemption. These activities are provided in a table attached as an exhibit to 
the resolution approving the noise variance.  
 
Mitigation measures have been identified to minimize disruptions to residences, the 
general public, and adjacent uses. They include the following: 

 Temporary barriers will be constructed around the construction sites to shield the 
ground floor of the noise-sensitive uses whenever construction occurs within 130 
feet to occupied residences. (Mitigation Measure 4.10-1a) 

 Construction equipment staging areas will be located as far as feasible from 
residential areas. (Mitigation Measure 4.10-1b) 

 Auger displacement for installation of foundation piles will be used if feasible. If 
impact pile driving is required, “sonic” pile- drivers will be used. (Mitigation 
Measure 4.10-1c) 

 The project applicant will develop a Vibration Reduction Plan in coordination with 
an acoustical consultant, geotechnical engineer, and construction contractor, and 
submit the Plan to the City Chief Building Official for approval. (Mitigation 
Measure 4.10-4) 
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Staff believes that it is appropriate to allow a variance to the noise ordinance for 
construction related activities because of the nature of the construction being proposed 
and the timeframe and setting under which it must be conducted. Extending the hours of 
construction will allow the project to be constructed within the prescribed timeframe. 
Steps will be taken to minimize disruption to adjacent uses, to the extent feasible, as 
listed above. 
 
Noise Variance – Operational. The proposed MLS sports complex will be a venue for a 
variety of sporting and entertainment events. It is estimated that up to 37 annual events 
will take place in the sports complex. A majority of the events will be soccer matches, 
but up to 7 concerts a year may also occur. Amplified sound inside the MLS sports 
complex and outside in the plaza area during events will exceed operational standards 
established in the City’s noise ordinance. The noise standards, established in City Code 
8.68.060 (Exterior Noise Standards), that apply to residential property include the 
following: 

 From seven a.m. to ten p.m. the exterior noise standard shall be fifty-five (55) 
dBA 

 From ten p.m. to seven a.m. the exterior noise standard shall be fifty (50) dBA 
Sound sources will include events soccer games and concerts inside the sports 
complex that may be heard outside from openings in the facilities and events at 
outdoors stages in the plaza. The applicant provided a technical memo that analyzed 
the effects of three different types of events that will occur at the proposed MLS sports 
complex: 1) soccer game; 2) pre-game events at outdoor stages; and 3) music concerts 
in the sports complex. Each of these scenarios were modeled for both pre-development 
and post-development of the Railyards site. 
The technical memo, provided in Attachment 25, modeled the noise that would be 
generated from the three scenarios. The modeling considered the following: 

 the design of the MLS sports complex, including structure height, materials, 
locations of entries and exits, and roof structure;  

 the capacity of the sports complex and noise anticipated from the event 
attendees; 

 specific location of event stages; 
 the topography of the surrounding area; and 
 existing and proposed building heights, locations and site coverage. 

 
The technical memo concludes that the areas to the southwest, west, and north of the 
sports complex would be affected the most by the amplified sound and crowd noise. 
The concerts inside the sports complex would travel the farthest, followed by noise from 
soccer games, and then from the outdoor stages. Exterior amplified events will 
generally impact areas to the west to a greater degree than other areas. Amplified 
events interior to the sports complex will travel generally evenly but will be attenuated 
differentially by sound blocking elements with significant mass such as the southern 
seats of the sports complex and buildings to the south and west. 
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Mitigation measures in place for the operations of the sports stadium include the 
following:  

 HVAC equipment and the loading docks will be at least 10 dBA below existing 
ambient levels at nearby residential and other noise-sensitive land uses. 
(Mitigation Measure 4.10-2(a)i) 

 Noise-generating stationary equipment such as generators, compressors, and 
compactors will be enclosed or acoustically shielded to reduce noise-related 
impacts to noise-sensitive residential uses. (Mitigation Measure 4.10-2(a)ii) 

 The project operator will retain a qualified acoustical consultant to verify that the 
MLS Stadium architectural and outdoor amplified sound system designs 
incorporate all feasible acoustical features in order to comply with the City of 
Sacramento Noise Control Ordinance. (Mitigation Measure 4.10-2(b)i) 

 The project operator will be required to limit speakers at temporary plaza stages 
outside the stadium to be no louder than 100 dBA measured five (5) feet from the 
source. (Mitigation Measure 4.10-2(b)ii) 

Staff supports the requested noise variance for operations. Efforts have been made to 
minimize, to the extent feasible, the noise impacts on adjacent sensitive uses and staff 
has placed a condition on the sports complex to require that the amplified music for 
concerts will cease after 10 pm on Sunday through Thursday and after 11 pm on Friday 
and Saturday. 
 
II. STORMWATER OUTFALL FACILITY 
 
Site Plan and Design Review for an Outfall Facility 
 
Stormwater drainage for the proposed Railyards Specific Plan area would be collected, 
treated, and generally conveyed within the Specific Plan area from east to west. The 
stormwater would discharge into the Sacramento River, on the western edge of the 
Railyards via a new pump station and outfall system. This is a key facility for the 
Railyards project and will be constructed early in the phasing of development. The 
stormwater outfall will allow for full development of the Railyards area and facilitate 
integration of the project into the fabric of the existing Central City, meeting City and 
relevant regulatory agency requirements. 
 
The stormwater outfall will be located near the foot of the planned I Street Bridge 
replacement, so the elevations on the north of the outfall will change significantly when 
the new bridge is constructed to accommodate ramping up/down from the bridge. The 
renderings of the proposed outfall, found in Attachment 27, show the facility after the 
bridge is constructed. The applicant worked closely with the Utilities Department to 
design the facility to address stormwater drainage. Staff has conditioned the outfall 
facility to provide decorative fencing that will meet the Utilities Department’s security 
standards. The fencing has not yet been identified, but the project is conditioned to 
ensure Planning and Utilities staff will review and approve fencing that will be used on 
the site as well as other design features such as roofing material and paint colors. 
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III. MIXED INCOME HOUSING STRATEGY 

A revised Mixed Income Housing ordinance (City Code Chapter 17.712) was adopted 
by the City Council on November 1, 2015, after a lengthy period of public debate and 
compromise. The ordinance is intended to require residential projects to contribute 
toward the construction of affordable housing, and to implement the policies of the City’s 
General Plan Housing Element of the General Plan. A component of the new ordinance 
is the requirement of a mixed income housing strategy for projects exceeding 100 gross 
acres in size that include residential development, but that do not provide 10% of the 
dwelling units as affordable development units. The Railyards project will include a 
mixed income housing strategy. 
 
A mixed income housing strategy, which requires Council approval, must demonstrate 
how the project provides housing for a variety of income levels and family types 
consistent with the policies of the General Plan Housing Element. When reviewing a 
mixed income housing strategy, the City Council shall also take into account the amount 
of regulated affordable housing in the vicinity. The Central City Community Plan area 
has a higher percentage of affordable housing than anywhere in the City. However, 
given the size of the Railyards area, affordable housing would be a welcome component 
of the development.  
  
Under the ordinance, the Planning Director reviews the proposed mixed income housing 
strategy in consultation with the Executive Director of the Sacramento Housing and 
Redevelopment Agency (SHRA). The Planning Director shall then recommend 
approval, modification, or denial of the proposed mixed income housing strategy to the 
Planning and Design Commission in conjunction with the development project’s earliest 
planning approvals. The Planning and Design Commission then hears and makes a 
recommendation forwarded to the City Council for final approval. 
 
The Railyards Mixed Income Housing Strategy is premised on the following four 
components: 
 

1. Affordable Units. The applicant will build the first 300 affordable units as part of 
an initial phase of 3,000 housing units. Up to an additional 300 units will be built 
either by the applicant, or through land dedications to SHRA as follows: 

 
Table #2 

Phase 
Housing 

Units 
Per Phase 

Affordable Units Developed 
(at 40% to 60% AMI) or land 

dedicted 

Commulative 
Housing Units 

Developed 

1 3,000 300 units 3,000 
2 1,500 100 units and/or land dediction  4,500 
3 1,500 100 units and/or land dediction 6,000 
4 2,000 100 units and/or land dediction  8,000 
5 2,000 No additional units 10,000 
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2. Workforce Housing. This housing segment is intended to benefit the middle-
income cohort; this middle income stratum of the market has been the least 
served. In order to accommodate this need, the Railyards Specific Plan and 
design guidelines for Railyards will provide for the following benefits to reduce 
the cost per residential unit: 

 Higher density development; 
 Smaller and more efficient design; 
 Close proximity to transit; 
 Access to amenities; and  
 Shared or public parking.  

 
3. Product Type Variation by Tenure (Ownership and Rental). This housing 

segment includes rental and condominium housing, ranging from units similar to 
existing mid-rise or high-rise apartment projects within the Central City to 
executive condominiums on the riverfront.  

 
4. Product Innovation. Over the life of the Railyards development, the housing 

market will undergo various changes, unforeseen today, based on changes in 
technology, demographics, construction materials and methods, and personal 
lifestyle choices. Areas where product innovation is expected to have a near term 
impact are as follows:  

 Micro units and other product lines to broaden affordability; 
 Design efficiencies to reduce structured parking; and 
 Sustainability, i.e. proximity to public transit and amenities, a highly walkable 

environment, building materials, and reduction in energy consumption.  
 

Projected Buildout. The following tables provide a recap of the range of possibilities that result 
from this Strategy. 
Table 3            Projected Build out 

6,000 Residential Unit Scenario 

  

Estimated 
Household 

Size Percent of Total 
Range of 

Units 
Current Price 

Range ($) 
Estimated Range 

of Income ($) 

Affordable 
Housing 1 - 6  

 
8.33%  500 486 1,083 

19,440 
(VLI) 

48,360 
(LI) 

Micro and 
Studio 
Units 1 - 2 5.00% 

- 
15.0% 300 900 1,157 1,467 34,704 58,680 

One 
Bedroom 
Units 1 - 3 45.00% 

- 
65.0% 2,700 3,900 1,380 2,400 41,400 96,000 

Two 
Bedroom 
+ Units 1 - 4 25.00% 

- 
40.0% 1,500 2,400 2,045 4,300 61,350 172,000 

For Sale 
Housing 1 - 6 15.00% 

- 
30.0% 900 1,800 340,000 540,000 55,000 172,000 
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Table 4                                                Projected Build out 

10,000 Residential Unit Scenario 

  

Estimated 
Household 

Size Percent of Total 
Range of 

Units 
Current Price 

Range ($) 

Estimated 
Range of 

Income ($) 

Affordable 
Housing 1 - 6  

- 
6.00%  600 486 1,083 

19,440 
(VLI) 

48,360 
(LI) 

Micro and 
Studio 
Units 1 - 2 5.00% 

- 
15.0% 500 1,500 1,157 1,467 34,704 58,680 

One 
Bedroom 
Units 1 - 3 45.00% 

- 
65.0% 4,500 6,500 1,380 2,400 41,400 96,000 

Two 
Bedroom + 
Units 1 - 4 25.00% 

- 
40.0% 2,500 4,000 2,045 4,300 61,350 172,000 

For Sale 
Housing 1 - 6 15.00% 

- 
30.0% 1,500 3,000 340,000 540,000 55,000 172,000 

 
IV. SUPPORTING PROJECT ENTITLEMENTS 

 
Development Agreement  
 
The applicant coordinated with the City Manager’s Office, the City Attorney’s Office, and 
staff to complete a development agreement that includes provisions specific to the 
development of the property within the RSP area. The development includes a 20-year 
initial term with up to two five-year extensions based on the applicant reaching specified 
development milestones. The development agreement requires compliance with the 
mixed income housing strategy and also contains a framework for transitioning interim 
surface parking into permanent structured parking. 
 
Planning staff recommends the Commission recommend approval of the Development 
Agreement and forward it to City Council. 
 
Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Public Facilities Financing Plan  
 
The Draft Finance Plan quantifies the required infrastructure and other applicant 
obligations needed to serve the project, identifies preliminary funding sources and 
phasing, and proposes a preliminary strategy based on City policies to fund those 
requirements. 
 
Factors influencing the Finance Plan: 

 As a major infill redevelopment project, a private/public partnership is required to 
advance the Railyards development. To date, a number of publicly funded 
infrastructure investments have been made for track relocation, I-5 interchange 
improvements, utilities, roadways and public transit improvements. 
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 The project requires a significant amount of major infrastructure in the early 
phases of development and funding sources for that work are limited. 
Infrastructure costs for the Initial Phase exceed $80 million, including 
approximately $33 million in sewer and storm water improvements needed 
before any development occurs, including Kaiser or MLS Stadium.  

 Early project feasibility may be contingent on public underwriting of infrastructure 
costs. 

 The City and applicant acknowledge that key infrastructure financing vehicles 
remain to be negotiated and that the Development Agreement and future 
Funding Agreement will memorialize the terms and agreements.  

 
The goals of the Financing Plan are as follows: 

 Assure that new development pays its proportionate share of backbone 
infrastructure and public facility improvement costs without rendering the 
development project infeasible. 

 Build in flexibility to allow for changing real estate market conditions and public 
and private financing opportunities. 

 Make appropriate use of municipal debt financing mechanisms to reimburse 
developers for construction of facilities. 

 Provide other City funding for infrastructure and public facilities to assist in 
creating a feasible project. 

 Secure funding from Federal and State agencies to contribute to the financing of 
major freeway, roadway, transit facilities, other transportation improvements, 
utilities, and other infrastructure; and 

 Provide Tax Increment funding and other City funding for infrastructure and 
public facilities to assist in creating a feasible project. 

 
Among other actions, the Financing Plan proposes that the City update a new Railyards 
Impact Fee program to replace existing Richards/Railyards development impact fee 
programs and create new special financing districts to provide equal participation in 
financing the proposed public facilities. To the extent that other funding is available from 
special local, state, and federal sources, the costs funded through the aforementioned 
fee programs and special financing districts may be reduced. 
 
A draft Financing Plan is attached as Attachment 2. 
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Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan  

The Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan (Specific Plan) is the overarching policy 
document that guides development within the Railyards Project area. The purpose of the 
Specific Plan is to establish goals and policies that are specific to the Railyards, while 
advancing the vision of the General Plan.  

The objectives of the Specific Plan are to: 

 Integrate the Railyards into the fabric of the existing central City; 

 Create a dynamic, mixed-use environment of complementary uses; 

 Connect the Railyards with Sacramento’s downtown office, retail, 
tourism;residential and governmental centers; 

 Connect the Railyards to Sacramento’s riverfront; 

 Transform the Railyards from an abandoned industrial site into a nationally 
renowned urban environment; 

 Capitalize on the historic Central Shops; and 

 Create a sustainable community. 

The Specific Plan establishes the overall project concept, which is comprised of five 
distinct neighborhood districts. Each district has characteristics and a use-mix unique to 
that area, while together work as cohesive infill development.  

  
Figure 11: Railyards District Map 
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Amendments to the 2007 Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan are required to 
incorporate the 2035 General Plan goals and policies and to allow the proposed 
changes in land use assumptions that will increase the square footage of commercial 
uses and decrease the number of dwelling units.  

Other Specific Plan amendments proposed address revisions in the project’s circulation 
plan, open space plan, district boundaries, and zoning. While the policies and goals in 
the proposed Specific Plan were revised to reflect the General Plan, the project-specific 
goals and policies remain largely the same as the 2007 Sacramento Railyards Specific 
Plan.  
 
Staff supports the adoption of the Sacrament Railyards Specific Plan because it is 
consistent with the general plan in that it is aligned with the general plan land use and 
supports general plans goals addressing infill development, preservation of historic and 
cultural resources, sustainable development and access to the riverfront.   
 
The Specific Plan is provided in Attachment 5, and a summary of the proposed changes 
to the Specific Plan is provided in Attachment 28. 

Sacramento Railyards Special Planning District 

The purpose of the SPD is to implement the planning principles, goals, and policies of 
the Specific Plan by establishing necessary procedures and standards through zoning. 
The SPD increases the allowed density and Floor Area Ratios to be consistent with the 
downtown core. Specific uses allowed in the citywide zones are not allowed in the 
Railyards (e.g. cemeteries, mini storage, gas stations, and check-cashing centers.) The 
SPD also has provisions regarding parks and recreational facilities, which allow the city, 
in its sole discretion, to reduce land dedication obligations and deem land under 
Interstate 5 as satisfying the requirements of a buildable acre for Quimby land 
dedication purposes. The current standard is 5 acres per 1,000 residents. Changes are 
underway to modify the Central City dedication standard. This effort will not be 
completed by the anticipated adoption of this plan. Attachment 10 provides the 
proposed Railyards Special Planning District. Further highlights of the revised code 
have been provided below.  

Project Review Process 

The project proposes to replace the Planning Director Urban Design Permit with the 
citywide Site Plan and Design Review process. In doing so, development projects within 
the Railyards will be subject to the same review process that is conducted citywide. 
Using the Site Plan and Design review process will result in consistency of review as 
well as opportunities for a project to deviate from development standards per 17.808 of 
the Planning and Development Code.  

Preservation review will be required for all development within the Central Shops 
Historic District and on Water Tower lot 4e. In addition, the Preservation Director will 
review and forward recommendations to the Urban Design Manager for projects within 
the transition zone and buildings on lot 4d that front the Water Tower lot. 
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Building Height and Street Wall Height 

The map in Figure 12 shows the proposed maximum building height and maximum 
street wall height in the Railyards. In general, generous heights consistent with the C-3 
zone are allowed throughout most of the Railyards site to encourage higher intensity of 
development. However, lower height is required around areas where visual intrusion 
should be minimized, including adjacent to Vista Park, the riverfront, the historic shops 
and Alkali Flat neighborhood.  

 

 

Rezones 

Currently, the Railyards project area has zoning districts that are unique to the Railyards 
project area and were established to allow for more flexibility for mixed use and higher-
intensity development than was allowed by the zoning code (Title 17) that was in place 
when the Railyards project was adopted in 2007. The City has since revised Title 17 
(Planning and Development Code) to provide for the same development flexibility that 
the Railyards zones provided. In order to be consistent with the new Planning and 
Development Code and to facilitate future development within the Railyards, the entire 
project area will be rezoned to zoning districts that are used throughout the city.  

 
 

Figure 12: Building Height Map  
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An individual summary of each zone proposed in the Sacramento Railyards is provided 
below. 
 
Central Business District (C-3) Zone 
 
The C-3 zone provides for the most intense residential, retail, commercial, and office 
developments in the city. The Railyards is contiguous to the downtown core and the 
continuation of the C-3 zone into the Railyards Specific Plan Area is consistent with the 
plans for development with intense urban uses. Additionally, the C-3 zone is one of the 
two zones in the city which allows the issuance of a conditional use permit for a “Sports 
Complex.” (The other zone is the Sports Complex (SPX) zone which is the designation 
for the current Sleep Train Arena in Natomas.) 
 
Staff believes the C-3 zone is appropriate for a majority of the parcels in the Railyards 
which include the Major League Soccer (MLS) stadium and the Central Shops Historic 
District. The approved 2007 plan provided for unlimited heights in many portions of the 
site and permitted by right a wide mixture of urban uses. The approved plan, through 
the regulations with specialized zoning districts and flexible height standards, operated 
very similarly to the C-3 zone.  
 
  

Figure 13: Proposed Zoning  
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The intent with a rezone of a majority of the site to C-3 would be to continue to allow a 
wide range of urban uses, fold the site into the downtown core, and also continue to 
restrict heights as appropriate similar to the approved plan around the Central Shops 
and to add some height restrictions along the east portion of the plan as a buffer to the 
Alkali Mansion Flat neighborhood. 
 
Hospital (H) Zone 
 
The H zone is to provide primarily for medical-type uses, such as hospitals and 
convalescent homes, and group care facilities for the physically and mentally 
challenged; offices, laboratories, and pharmacies are also permitted.  
 
The Hospital (H) zone is proposed to allow a major medical center, residential care 
facilities and non-residential care facilities without a conditional use permit. The SPD 
allows up to 658,000 square feet of hospital (420 in-patient beds), 510,000 square feet 
of medical clinic or office building, and a 60,000 square foot central utilities building. 
The code also allows a parking ratio of up to three parking stalls per hospital bed and 
3.5 parking spaces per 1,000 square feet of medical office. Parking is limited to 200 
permanent surface parking stalls and the remainder would be in two parking garages 
with up to 1,500 spaces each, for a total maximum of 3,200 parking spaces on the 
hospital campus. 
 
Staff believes the H zone is appropriate for the proposed Kaiser Medical Campus. Most, 
if not all, the major medical facilities within the city limits are zoned H including the 
Kaiser on Bruceville Road, Mercy General Hospital, Sutter Midtown, and Shriners 
Hospital.  
 
General Commercial (C-2) Zone 
The purpose of the C-2 zone is to provide for the sale of goods; the performance of 
services, including repair facilities; office uses; dwellings; small wholesale stores or 
distributors; and limited processing and packaging. 
 
Staff recommends that the site on the east side of 10th Street have a General 
Commercial (C-2 SPD) zone. This is consistent with the adjoining parcel in the River 
District which is on the south side of North B Street and currently operating as SIMS 
metal recycling. By providing a consistent General Plan designation and zoning for this 
block bounded by North B, Railyards, 10th, and 12th Street, it will assist in future 
redevelopment of the site. Additionally, the reduction in anticipated intensity and height 
for this site is an appropriate transition and buffer moving east which abuts the Alkali 
Mansion neighborhood. 
 
Limited Commercial (C-1) Zone 
 
The purpose of the C-1 zone is to provide for certain commercial establishments that 
are compatible with residential developments. This zone is intended to be applied to 
small lots that are surrounded by a residential neighborhood. 
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Staff recommends that the Vista Park site have a Limited Commercial (C-1 SPD) zone. 
This would allow small scale commercial within the park similar to the restaurant at 
Cesar Chavez Park across from City Hall. This type of business could be an asset to 
providing an active use in the park. It is still too early to predict how the park will be 
master planned in the future, but this zone provides flexibility to the future creative 
process. 
 
High Rise Residential (R-5) Zone 
 
The purpose of the R-5 zone is to permit high density dwellings and limited commercial 
services serving the surrounding neighborhood. Non-residential uses are limited to the 
ground level in the R-5 zone. 
 
Staff recommends the area south of North B Street, east of 5th Street, west of 7th Street, 
and north of Railyards have a High Rise Residential (R-5 SPD) zone. This area is 
across the street from Vista Park which will be a great recreational asset for future 
residents. It will also abut existing R-5 zoning in the River District on the north side of 
North B Street. This assists to focus density and create the sense of a neighborhood. 
Staff believes that by rezoning a portion of the Railyards site to high density residential, 
it will ensure that this area will be devoted to residential dwellings and encourage a 
better jobs/housing balance within the district. 
 
Transportation Corridor (TC) Zone 
 
The purpose of the TC zone is to regulate land uses within, above, and below public 
agency transportation corridors to ensure that development is consistent with the 
general plan, and to provide uniform standards for development of ground rights and air 
rights within the corridor. The rail lines will continue to be zoned TC-SPD and no 
changes are necessary. 
 
Heavy Industrial (M-2) Zone 
 
The M-2 zone currently applies to the Sacramento Valley Station site, which is owned 
by the City of Sacramento. This zone within the Special Planning District is intended to 
allow a wide range of urban functions. No significant changes have been proposed.  
 
 
Staff finds the proposed rezoning is consistent with the applicable general plan land use 
designation, use, and development standards; the goals, policies, and other provisions 
of the general plan; and the proposed Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan. Additionally, 
the rezoning promotes the public health, safety, convenience, and overall welfare of the 
city by allowing development that supports transit-oriented, mixed-use development that 
includes a major medical center and sports complex. 
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2035 General Plan Amendment to the Land Use and Urban Form Diagram 
 
Currently, the General Plan designations within the Railyards project area are Urban 
Center High, Urban Neighborhood High Density, Public/Quasi-Public, and Parks and 
Recreation. The current proposal includes amendments to the Downtown Sacramento 
Railyards project site to align with the new land uses which include a soccer stadium 
and hospital and reconfigured open spaces.  
 
Staff recommends that a majority of the Railyards site be designated as Central 
Business District, consistent with the proposed Central Business District (C-3 SPD) 
zoning that is further explained earlier in this report. Staff also recommends the 
easternmost portion of the site between 10th and 12th Street be designated as 
Employment Center Low Rise to correspond to the proposed General Commercial (C-2 
SPD) zoning, to match the development standards of the adjoining parcel which is in the 
River District, and to ensure this block serves as an appropriate buffer with the adjacent 
Alkali Mansion neighborhood. 
 
The Sacramento Valley Station and rail lines would continue to be designated as 
Public/Quasi-Public, and Vista Park and the Riverfront area would continue to be 
designated as Parks and Recreation. The site where the medical center is proposed will 
remain Urban Center High.  
 
  

 
 
 

Figure 14: Proposed General Plan Land Use  
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As noted in the chart below, the allowed density and floor area ratios would be 
increased with the approval of the General Plan Amendments to Central Business 
District for most of the site. However, the Railyards Specific Plan will establish 
maximum development densities and intensities which may be below the maximums 
stated.  
 
Table 6: Proposed General Plan Change Designation Highlights 

Proposed Designations Density Range du/na Floor Area Ratios 

Central Business District  61-450 3.0 to 15.0 
Employment Center Low Rise  NR .15 to 1.0 
Urban Center High 24-250 .50 to 8.0 

 
Staff supports approval of the proposed amendments to the general plan land use 
designation. The project will promote development that the general plan envisions for 
the city’s central core: high-density, mixed use development that supports a variety of 
uses such as residential, commercial, and office uses. The range of development 
anticipated in the project area will promote public health, safety, and welfare of the city 
in that supports infill development, transit-oriented development, open space, 
pedestrian and bike connections, historic and cultural resources, creating a unique 
sense of place, and connecting neighborhoods, corridors, and centers 
 
Sacramento Railyards Design Guidelines 

The Railyards Design Guidelines supplement the Central Core Design Guidelines by 
providing additional design guidance in written and graphic form for private and public 
projects undertaken in the Railyards. The Guidelines aim to promote the improved 
aesthetic and functional quality of the future Railyards community.  

The Railyards is viewed as an extension of the City’s Central Business District. 
Therefore, the applicant, with staff’s support, is proposing to remove information in the 
Railyards Design Guidelines that is duplicated in the Central Core Design Guidelines 
while retaining only what is unique to the project area. In doing so, both documents 
would be used to review projects within the Railyards: The Central Core Design 
Guidelines will be used as a basis for design review, and the Railyards Design 
Guidelines will be used to identify any development characteristics specific to the 
Railyards vision. This will ensure the consistency in quality of project throughout the 
downtown area.  
 
The Sacramento Railyards Design Guidelines implement design principles through use 
of guidelines that address open space, historic and cultural resources, and development 
within both the private and public realm. These guidelines provide criteria that is used to 
determine the appropriateness of any proposed building or structure or alteration 
thereof within the design review district. The Guidelines are important in protecting and 
enhancing the value, appearance, and economic development and vitality of public and 
private property, maintains a high level of community development and achieves an 
orderly, harmonious, and integrated development in the Railyards and which is 
compatible with the surrounding areas. 
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A summary of the proposed changes to the Railyards Design Guidelines is provided in 
Attachment 29 and the proposed Railyards Design Guidelines are provided in Attachment 7.  

Tentative Map 

General  

The applicant is proposing to subdivide approximately 197.7 acres into 118 lots. The 
tentative map includes street sections and identifies the location and dimensions and 
public improvements such as roads, sidewalks, and bike lanes. The tentative map also 
identifies easements for infrastructure, location of public open spaces, and access to 
the Riverfront.  

The review of the tentative map includes ensuring the layout of the land and the public 
infrastructure addresses various code requirements, results in a functional layout, and 
can accommodate the anticipated growth for the area. The proposed tentative map 
provides access to the riverfront, identifies location of public open space, and reflects 
the vehicular, pedestrian, and bicycle across and within the site. In general, the tentative 
map supports the General Plan’s infill goals by subdividing land for uses that will place 
new residents and jobs close near a major transportation hub and accessible to 
necessary services, identifies public parks, open space, riverfront access, and public 
gathering opportunities, and features the historic Central Shops which will preserve a 
distinctive architectural and historical context and foster a unique sense of space.     

The tentative map will be conditioned to ensure the provision and design of public 
improvements is fulfilled before the map is recorded. The tentative map and cross 
sections of the roadways can be found in Attachment 12. The sections below describe 
various aspects of the tentative map. 

Circulation.  

The tentative map ensures both improved circulation within the site and to adjacent 
neighborhoods by connecting the site to the Downtown area and the River District. New 
roadways in the project area include the recently built Railyards Boulevard, which runs 
east-west through the center of the site, as well as 5th and 6th Streets that will extend 
north-south across the Plan Area to connect with existing streets in the River District 
area. Other new streets include 8th Street, South Park Street, and Camille Lane. 
Roadways that will be extended, expanded, or modified to provide direct access into the 
Railyards site include Bercut Drive, Jibboom Street, F Street, G Street, as well as North 
B Street, and North 10th Street. 
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Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities 

Streets, blocks, and land uses in the Specific Plan Area will be laid out in ways that 
encourage walking and bicycling. In addition to wide sidewalks, the pedestrian facilities 
include a network of plazas and open space that will contribute a safe and interesting 
experienced for pedestrians.  
 
The tentative map establishes a network of on- and off‐street bicycle paths, which is 
discussed in more detail below under the Sacramento Bicycle Master Plan Amendment 
section. A map showing the proposed bicycle network in the Railyards can be found in 
Attachment 8 and street cross sections that show bike lanes and sidewalks for each 
street can be found in the Tentative Map (Attachment 12).  

 

  

Figure 15: Circulation 
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Open Space 

The tentative map identifies lots that will be either exclusive recreation easements or 
open space. The different terms are used to identify the responsible parties for 
maintenance, but together these easements will establish an open space system that 
includes the Riverfront and associated trails, promenades, and river access. Urban 
plazas within the historic Central Shops provides a gathering place among retail uses 
and cultural and entertainment venues; a 10-acre community park with a variety of 
attractions, while traditional neighborhood parks are located within the residential area.  

The open space plan for the Railyards evolved during the development of the tentative 
map, and resulted in approximately 34 acres of open space, which exceeds the 30 
acres described in the initial project submittal.   

Figure 16 below shows the open space network as provided in the proposed Specific 
Plan. 

 

 
As discussed in the policy section, the project is consistent with the land use 
designation, goals and policies, and density requirements of the 2035 General Plan. 
Staff finds the proposed tentative map is physically suitable for the proposed uses, and 
the design of the subdivision and the type of improvements will not conflict with 
easements, acquired by the public at large, for access through or use of property within 
the proposed subdivision. The project will not overly burden the sewer system, nor will it 
preclude future passive or natural heating and cooling opportunities. 

Figure 16: Railyards Open Space 
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Tentative Map Site Plan and Design Review 
 
The zones with the Railyards SPD do not have parcel size and dimension 
requirements. In addition, all parcels are accessible by public or private roads or public 
access easements. Therefore, the tentative map is consistent with the development 
standards.  
 
2035 General Plan Amendment to the Circulation Plan 
 
The General Plan includes a Circulation Diagram depicting the roadway network 
expected to be constructed by 2035 based on current funding projections. The 
Railyards Specific Plan update includes modifications to the existing diagram in the 
General Plan. The changes will provide consistency with the Tentative Map exhibit, 
which has reconfigured roadways from the 2007 approval to accommodate a sports 
complex parcel and major medical facility campus. 
 
The proposed amendment to the Circulation Diagram is in full compliance with 
applicable land use and policy documents. Staff supports the proposed amendment, 
because it advances a major urban infill project that provide access to a range of uses, 
transportation choices, and employment opportunities  
 
River District Specific Plan Amendment 
 
North B Street is an east/west street which is located partially within both the Railyards 
and River District Specific Plan areas. The street sections for North B Street were 
evaluated as part of the Railyards Specific Plan update. Modifications have been 
proposed to this street section which requires a minor amendment to the River District 
Specific Plan. The revision includes increasing bike lanes from five feet to six feet, 
eliminating parking on both sides, reducing the middle turn lane from 12 to 10 feet, and 
incorporating two travel lanes in each direction (between 7th and 12th Street as currently 
exists) rather than one lane in each direction with on-street parking as approved by the 
River District Specific Plan.  
 
Sacramento Bicycle Master Plan Amendment 

The 2016 City Bicycle Master Plan was developed to serve the recreational and 
transportation needs of the public. This document was adopted by the City of 
Sacramento on April 11, 1995 and has since undergone several updates and revisions, 
the most current update was approved on August 16, 2016. The current master plan 
bikeways within the Railyards is based on the 2007 Sacramento Railyards approvals.  

The current Railyards project requires an amendment to the Bicycle Master Plan to 
incorporate changes in the street network and circulation for the Sacramento Railyards 
Specific Plan. The propose project requires the following modifications to the Bicycle 
Master Plan:  
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a)    to align the bikeway map with the new street network within the Railyards 
project site;  

b)    to connect to the Central City and Old Sacramento to the south and the 
River District to the north; 

c)     to connect to the river trails;  
d)    to anticipate new bridge connections; and  
e)    to incorporate new east-west connections.   

Class 2 bikeways will travel both ways on Railyards Boulevard, 5th Street, 6th Street, 
South Park Street, North B Street, Camille Lane, and G Street; off‐street Class 1 
pathways for bicycles and pedestrians will extend across the site in several places, 
including Railyards Boulevard, east of 7th Street; Bercut Drive; F Street, within the 
intermodal parcel through the Big Four Bend; and along the river, just west of Jibboom 
Street. Protected Class 4 bicycle lanes are designated on F Street west of 7th Street 
and along both sides of 6th Street itself from H Street to Railyards Boulevard. Finally, 
the publicly accessible main street route, Stanford Street, is also designated as a 
bicycle route, where bicycles and cars share a wide travel lane 

The proposed bike plan for the Sacramento Railyards is provided in Attachment 8.  

Water Supply Assessment Report 
 
According to Senate Bill 610, a water supply assessment is required for proposed 
residential developments with more than 500 units and office developments of more 
than 250,000 square feet. In addition, SB 221 requires written verification of sufficient 
water supply before a project is approved. This assessment and written verification is 
included in the Draft SEIR, which concluded the City of Sacramento has sufficient water 
allocations available to serve the proposed Railyards project, as well as the projected 
future growth. A draft resolution approving the Water Supply Assessment is attached as 
Attachment 15. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Staff recommends approval of the proposed Railyards project because it: 1) supports 
the 2035 General Plan goals and policies related to infill development, transit-oriented 
development, open space, pedestrian and bike connections, historic and cultural 
resources, creating a unique sense of place, and connecting neighborhoods, corridors, 
and centers; 2) provides guiding documents, primarily the Sacramento Railyards 
Specific Plan, Design Guidelines, and Special Planning District that will ensure 
development is consistent with the City’s general plan goals; 3) encourages the 
rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of historic structures; 4) will provide needed housing in 
the City’s downtown area; and 5) proposes uses that will generate jobs.  
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ORDINANCE NO. 2016- 
 

Adopted by the Sacramento City Council 
 

November 10, 2016 
 

APPROVING THE AMENDED AND RESTATED DEVELOPMENT 
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO AND 

DOWNTOWN RAILYARD VENTURE, LLC (P15-040) 
 
Section 1. Incorporation of Agreement. 
 
This ordinance incorporates the establishment of the development agreement between 
the City and Downtown Railyard Ventures, LLC (“Applicant”) a copy of which is attached 
to this ordinance as Exhibit A. 
 
Section 2. Hearing before the Planning and Design Commission. 
 
On October 24, 2016, in accordance with Government Code section 65867 and 
Sacramento City Code chapter 18.16, the Planning and Design Commission conducted 
a noticed public hearing on an application to establish a development agreement. 
During the hearing, the Planning and Design Commission received and considered 
evidence and testimony. After the hearing concluded, the Planning and Design 
Commission forwarded to the City Council a recommendation to approve the proposed 
agreement. 
 
Section 3. Hearing before the City Council; Findings. 
 
On November 10, 2016, in accordance with Government Code section 65867 and 
Sacramento City Code chapter 18.16, the City Council conducted a noticed public 
hearing on the application to establish a development agreement. During the hearing, 
the City Council received and considered evidence and testimony concerning the 
proposed amendment. Based on the information in the application and the evidence 
and testimony received at the hearing, the City Council finds as follows: 
 

a) The development agreement is consistent with the City’s 2035 General Plan and 
the goals, policies, standards, and objectives of the Central City Community 
Plan, the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan, and the Sacramento Railyards 
Special Planning District. 

 
b) The proposed development agreement will facilitate Applicant’s development of 

the property subject to the development agreement, which should be encouraged 
in order to meet important economic, social, environmental, or planning goals of 
the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan and the Central City Community Plan. 
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c) Without the agreement, Applicant would be unlikely to proceed with development 
of the property subject to the development agreement in the manner proposed.  
 

d) Applicant will incur substantial costs to provide public improvements, facilities, or 
services from which the general public will benefit. 

 
e) Applicant will participate in all programs established or required under the 2035 

General Plan, the Central City Community Plan and the Sacramento Railyards 
Special Planning District and all of their approving resolutions (including any 
mitigation-monitoring plan) which will benefit the public. 

 
f) Applicant has made commitments to a high standard of quality and has agreed to 

all applicable land-use and development regulations. 
 

g) State Law (SB 5) and City Code Chapter 17.810 require that the City make 
specific findings prior to approving certain entitlements for projects within a flood 
hazard zone. The purpose is to ensure that new development will have protection 
from a 200-year flood event or will achieve that protection by 2025. The project 
site is within a flood hazard zone and is an area covered by SAFCA’s 
Improvements to the State Plan of Flood Control System, and specific findings 
related to the level of protection have been incorporated as part of this 
project.  Even though the project site is within a flood hazard zone, the local flood 
management agency, SAFCA, has made adequate progress on the construction 
of a flood protection system that will ensure protection from a 200-year flood 
event or will achieve that protection by 2025.  This is based on the SAFCA Urban 
level of flood protection plan, adequate progress baseline report, and adequate 
progress toward an urban level of flood protection engineer’s report that were 
accepted by City Council Resolution No. 2016-0226 on June 21, 2016. 

 
Section 4. Approval and Authorization. 
 
The City Council hereby approves the establishment of the development agreement. 
The City Council hereby authorizes the Mayor to sign on the City’s behalf, on or after 
the effective date of this ordinance, the development agreement for the Sacramento 
Railyards project. 
 
Table of Contents: 
 

Exhibit A – Development Agreement for the Sacramento Railyards Project. 
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 FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY 
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Recording Requested by and Benefiting 
the City of Sacramento, a Government Entity –  
No Fee Required per Government Code §§6103, 
27383 
 
RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND WHEN RECORDED RETURN TO: 
 

City Clerk           
City of Sacramento                   
915 I Street 
Sacramento, CA 95814                    

  
 

  
AMENDED AND RESTATED 

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
 

FOR 
 

SACRAMENTO RAILYARDS PROJECT  
 

Project No. P15-040 
 

Between 
  

CITY OF SACRAMENTO  
 

and 
 

DOWNTOWN RAILYARD VENTURE, LLC 
 

Approved on: 
 

____________, 2016 
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 FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY 

 ORDINANCE NO.______________________ 
 
CITY AGREEMENT NO. 2008-0150-1 DATE ADOPTED:______________________ 

 
AMENDED AND RESTATED 

DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT 
BY AND BETWEEN 

THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO 
AND 

DOWNTOWN RAILYARD VENTURE, LLC 
FOR  

THE RAILYARDS PROJECT  
 
 
This AMENDED AND RESTATED DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT (hereinafter "Agreement") is made 
and entered into as of this __ day of ___________ (“Effective Date”), by and between the CITY 
OF SACRAMENTO, a municipal corporation (hereinafter the "CITY"), and DOWNTOWN 
RAILYARD VENTURE, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (hereinafter the "LANDOWNER").  
The CITY and LANDOWNER hereinafter may be referred to collectively as the “Parties” or in the 
singular as “Party,” as the context requires.   

 
 

RECITALS 
 
 This Agreement is entered into on the basis of the following facts, understandings and 
intention of the Parties.  These Recitals are intended to paraphrase and summarize this 
Agreement; however, the Agreement is expressed below with particularity and the Parties 
intend that their specific rights and obligations be determined by those provisions and not by 
the Recitals. In the event of an ambiguity, these Recitals may be used as an aid in interpretation 
of the intentions of the Parties. 
 

A. Definitions.  These Recitals use certain capitalized terms that are defined in 
Section 1.0 of this Agreement.  The Parties intend to refer to those definitions when a 
capitalized term is used but is not defined in these Recitals.  

 
B. Authority. To strengthen the public planning process, encourage private 

participation in comprehensive planning and reduce the economic risks of development, in 
1979 the Legislature of the State of California adopted Article 2.5 of Chapter 4 of Division 1 of 
the Government Code, commencing at Section 65864 (the “Statute”), which authorizes the CITY 
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to enter into this binding Agreement with LANDOWNER in order to establish certain rights and 
obligations of the Parties relative to Development of the Property for the Project.  The authority 
for the CITY’s approval of this Agreement is contained in the Statute, the City Charter, the 
Procedural Ordinance, other applicable City ordinances, resolutions and procedures. CITY and 
LANDOWNER desire to enter into this Agreement pursuant to the provisions of the Statute in 
order to provide for the orderly Development of the Project on the Property. 

 
C. Property Subject to Agreement. LANDOWNER owns certain legal or equitable 

interests in the Property which is located within the City.  LANDOWNER seeks to develop the 
Property for the Project consistent with the General Plan, Community Plan, Specific Plan, and 
other Project Entitlements, as those plans may have been adopted, approved and amended as 
part of the process for approval of the Project. 

 
D. Procedural Requirements. The City Planning and Design Commission and the 

City Council held duly noticed public hearings on the approval of the General Plan and 
Community Plan amendments, adoption of the Specific Plan and the Special Planning District, 
approval of the Design Guidelines, approval of the other Project Entitlements, and approval of 
this Agreement.   The City Preservation Commission and the City Council held duly noticed 
public hearings on the adjustment to the Central Shops Historic District and approval of the 
Design Guidelines as they apply to the District. 

 
E. Environmental Compliance. The Subsequent Environmental Impact Report 

prepared for the Project was certified as adequate and complete and specific findings, 
Mitigation Measures, a statement of overriding considerations, and a Mitigation Monitoring 
Program were approved by the City Council to allow for the Development of the Project.      

 
F. Financing Plan. The City Council, after a duly noticed public hearing, approved 

the Financing Plan to provide a plan for the financing of the Public Facilities needed to 
successfully implement the Specific Plan and for the Development and operation of the Project 
in the future. The Parties’ are committed to implement the Financing Plan, which is essential to 
assure the coordinated and orderly Development of the Property for the Project, the 
investment of private capital for the Project, and the timely and properly-phased construction 
of all required Public Facilities needed for the Project.  Implementation of the Financing Plan is 
also essential to the proper implementation of the General Plan, Community Plan and Specific 
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Plan, and the Parties’ commitment to participate in the implementation of the Financing Plan 
was a material factor in making the finding of consistency of the Project and this Agreement 
with the General Plan, Community Plan and Specific Plan. 

 
G. Plan Compliance. LANDOWNER and CITY desire to facilitate implementation of 

the General Plan, Community Plan, Specific Plan, Financing Plan (collectively “Plans”), and 
LANDOWNER therefore intends to develop the Property for the Project consistent with the 
Development Plan, provided that LANDOWNER is assured that no subsequent changes in the 
Plans after the Effective Date which would affect LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights shall apply to 
the Property or the Project during the term of this Agreement, except as expressly provided 
herein, particularly in regards to Subsequent Approvals and application of a Subsequent Rule.   
  

H. Project Entitlements. Development of the Property for the Project in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of this Agreement will provide for the orderly growth and 
Development of the Property in accordance with the requirements, policies, goals, standards, 
and objectives of the General Plan, Community Plan, Specific Plan, and the Planning and 
Development Code, Subdivision Ordinance, and other applicable provisions of the City Code.  
This Agreement limits the CITY’s rights to revoke, terminate, change, impair or amend the 
Project Entitlements, or to require the LANDOWNER to comply with any ordinances or 
resolutions enacted after the Effective Date that conflict with or impede Development of the 
Property for the Project, except as expressly provided herein, particularly in regards to 
Subsequent Approvals and application of a Subsequent Rule.   
 

I. Infill Goals and Policies.  This Agreement and Development of the Property for 
the Project is in furtherance of and substantially consistent with the City of Sacramento 2035 
General Plan adopted on March 3, 2015, by City Resolution 2015-0061.  The adopted General 
Plan includes the following goals and policies for infill development: 1) promote infill 
development, rehabilitation, and reuse that contributes positively to the surrounding area and 
assists in meeting neighborhood and other CITY goals; 2) remove regulatory obstacles and 
create more flexible development standards for infill development; 3) provide improvements to 
infrastructure to allow for increased infill development potential; 4) provide financial incentives 
and project assistance to assist in infill development that provides the greatest infill opportunity 
in terms of number of vacant lots, total potential for new infill development, or overall 
economic or environmental benefit; and 5) engage the community to ensure new infill 
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development addresses neighborhood concerns and to gain greater acceptance and support for 
infill development.  

 
J. Procedural Ordinance. The City Council adopted the Procedural Ordinance by 

which CITY will consider, adopt, amend and subsequently review development agreements by 
and between CITY and a given landowner.  The Procedural Ordinance, and as it may be 
amended in the future after the Effective Date in accordance with the Statute, shall apply to the 
review, amendment and enforcement of this Agreement. CITY and LANDOWNER have taken all 
actions mandated by, and have fulfilled all requirements set forth in, the Procedural Ordinance 
for the adoption of this Agreement by the City Council. 

 
K. Agreement Voluntary. This Agreement is voluntarily entered into by 

LANDOWNER in order to secure a Vested Right to develop the Property for the Project and to 
limit the CITY’s right to subject the Property and Development of the Project to ordinances, 
policies, rules, and regulations that may be enacted in the future which conflict, supplant, or 
are contrary to the express terms and conditions set out herein.  This Agreement is voluntarily 
entered into by CITY in the exercise of its legislative discretion in order to assure the 
implementation of the General Plan, Community Plan, Specific Plan, Financing Plan and in 
consideration of the agreements and undertakings of LANDOWNER as specified in the Project 
Entitlements and Special Conditions.  The Parties are entering into this Agreement voluntarily in 
consideration of the rights conferred and the obligations incurred as specified herein. 
 

L. Consideration.  Development of the Property in accordance with the terms of 
this Agreement requires major investment by LANDOWNER in Public Facilities, as well as 
Dedications and Reservations of land for public benefit and purposes, and a substantial 
commitment of the resources of LANDOWNER to achieve the public purposes and benefits of 
the Project for the CITY.  By entering into this Agreement, CITY will receive such benefits, the 
assurances of implementation of the General Plan, Community Plan and Specific Plan as applied 
to the Property, and the Development of the Property, which is currently vacant, blighted, and 
underutilized, that will generate net new tax revenues for the CITY after payments for Public 
Services as identified in the Fiscal Impact Analysis.  By entering into this Agreement, 
LANDOWNER will obtain a Vested Right to proceed with Development of the Property for the 
Project in accordance with the Agreement’s terms and conditions, and CITY’s approval of the 
Specific Plan and Project Entitlements may increase the value of LANDOWNER’s Property. 
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M. Consistency Findings. The City Council has reviewed and approved this 

Agreement. It finds that this Agreement is consistent with the General Plan, Community Plan, 
Specific Plan, and the Land Use and Development Regulations. The implementation of this 
Agreement is in the best interest of CITY because it promotes the health, safety and general 
welfare of its existing and future residents. The environmental impacts of Development of the 
Property for the Project were adequately considered in the environmental documentation 
prepared by CITY and adoption of the Adopting Ordinance complies in all respects with the 
CEQA. This Agreement provides assurances that implementing the General Plan, Community 
Plan and Specific Plan, and Development of the Property for the Project will not proceed 
without the timely provision of Public Facilities and Public Services required to serve the 
Project.  This Agreement is just, reasonable and fair and equitable under the circumstances 
facing the CITY, and it provides sufficient benefits to the community to justify entering into this 
Agreement.   
 
 
 AGREEMENT 
 

NOW, THEREFORE, based on the Recitals, the mutual promises and covenants of the 
Parties contained in this Agreement, and for other good and valuable consideration, the receipt 
and sufficiency of which is hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:  

 
[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank.] 
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1. DEFINITIONS AND EXHIBITS. 
 

For purposes of this Agreement and all Exhibits, the capitalized terms shall have the 
meanings set forth below or in the Recitals, unless the context otherwise requires or if the 
capitalized term is defined in a particular section.  Words not defined in this Agreement shall be 
given their common and ordinary meaning.  The word “shall” is always mandatory.  
 

The documents which are attached to this Agreement and labeled as exhibits (Exhibits) 
and which are referred to in this Agreement are incorporated into this Agreement by such 
reference.  The documents which are referenced in this Agreement or in the Exhibits which may 
not be physically attached to this Agreement are also incorporated into this Agreement by such 
reference.  

  
1.1 Adopting Ordinance: The ordinance by which the City Council approves this Agreement. 

 
1.2 Allocation Procedures: Those procedures set forth in Section 5.2 of this Agreement, by 
which the various land uses and densities of the Project are distributed to and among the 
various parcels, or portions of them, comprising the Property. 

 
1.3 Approved LUC(s): One or more land use covenants between the LANDOWNER and 
DTSC, and recorded against the Property in accordance with Civil Code Section 1471 and Health 
and Safety Code Section 25355.5, to restrict use of the Property because of the presence of 
hazardous materials, as defined in Health and Safety Code Section 25260, on or under the 
Property.  

 
1.4 Annual Review: The process and procedures whereby CITY reviews, pursuant to 
Government Code Section 65865.1, the nature and extent of compliance by LANDOWNER and 
Assignee(s) with all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement, which process and 
procedures are as specified in the Procedural Ordinance, and in Section 5.13 of this Agreement. 

 
1.5 Assessment: A special assessment (or special tax in the case of a Community Facilities 
District) levied on real property within all or part of the Property for the purpose of financing 
Public Facilities and Public Services in accordance with the California Streets and Highways 
Code, the California Government Code, and/or the Sacramento City Code. 
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1.6 Assessment District Policy Manual: The document entitled "City of Sacramento Policy 
and Procedures for Use of Special Assessment and Mello-Roos Community Facilities District 
Financing for Infrastructure and Public Facilities," as adopted by the City Council on June 29, 
1993 (Resolution 93-381), as said document may be amended from time to time. 

 
1.7 Assignee: A third Person executing an Assignment and Assumption Agreement. 

 
1.8 Assignment: The sale, assignment or other transfer by LANDOWNER of all or part of its 
right, title and interest in the Property and in this Agreement to another Person, in accordance 
with the terms and conditions of this Agreement and the Assignment and Assumption 
Agreement. 
 
1.9 Assignment and Assumption Agreement: The agreement in the form set out in Exhibit J, 
or such other form as shall be proposed by LANDOWNER or Assignee and approved by the City 
Attorney. 
 
1.10 Backbone Infrastructure: Those Public Facilities, public improvements, or items of 
public benefit as identified in the Financing Plan, Funding Agreement Business Terms, Funding 
Agreement and Project Entitlements, including without limitation, roads and freeway 
improvements, parks and open space improvements, wet and dry utilities, police and fire 
stations, and public parking garages which are required to be constructed in or for the benefit 
of Development of the Project and that may also benefit adjacent areas that are within the 
Community Plan area, including the adjacent redevelopment project areas. Backbone 
Infrastructure may also include the Central Shops if one or more of the buildings are publicly 
owned and used to provide Public Services. 
 
1.11 Building Permit: A permit issued pursuant to Title 15 of the City Code that allows for 
construction of improvements on the Property as specified in the permit.  The term “Building 
Permit”, for the sole and limited purpose of the triggering of payment of applicable fees 
required under this Agreement, also includes a building permit issued by OSHPD for 
improvements over which OSHPD has jurisdiction. 
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1.12 Central Shops Historic District: Lots 19, 20, 21b, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, and 32 
on the Tentative Map as the boundaries of said District approved by the City Council and as said 
boundary may be amended.  The formation of the Central Shops Historic District establishes the 
process for the review and approval of the rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of the existing and 
new improvements located on such lots in accordance with Chapter 17.134 of the City Code. 

 
1.13 CEQA: The California Environmental Quality Act, as set forth at California Public 
Resources Code, Division 13, commencing at Section 21000 (CEQA), and the CEQA Guidelines, 
as set forth in Title 14 of the California Code of Regulations commencing at Section 15000 
(CEQA Guidelines), as CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines may be amended from time to time. 

 
1.14 City: The City of Sacramento. 

 
1.15 City Agency: The City of Sacramento Redevelopment Agency Successor Agency (RASA), 
the Housing Authority of the City of Sacramento, and the Sacramento Housing and 
Redevelopment Agency when the City Council acts as the governing board of that agency. 

 
1.16 City Code: The Sacramento City Code as adopted by the City Council, as the City Code 
may be amended from time to time, and the provisions of the Sacramento City Charter as it 
may apply to the provisions of the City Code and this Agreement, as the Charter may be 
amended by a vote of the electorate from time to time. 

 
1.17 City Council: The Council of the City of Sacramento. 

 
1.18 Community Plan:  The Central City Community Plan contained in the General Plan 
adopted by the City Council on March 3, 2015. 

 
1.19 DTSC: The State Department of Toxic Substances Control. 

 
1.20 Days: As used in this Agreement, “days” shall mean calendar days.  

 
1.21 Dedication:  The transfer of real property, including an easement or other defined 
interest less than a fee interest in real property, under an Offer of Dedication to CITY, City 
Agency or Public Agency, subject to limitations on use and reserved access and other rights to 
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LANDOWNER as set out herein and in the Tentative Map conditions, and free of all 
encumbrances, mortgages, liens, leases, easements and other matters affecting the title except 
as may otherwise be expressly agreed to by CITY, City Agency or Public Agency, at no cost as 
specifically set forth in the Financing Plan or Project Entitlements.   

 
1.22 Deed of Trust: A real property security device whereby the LANDOWNER as debtor 
(trustor) conveys title to real property consisting of all or a portion of the Property to a trustee 
as security for a debt owed to the creditor (beneficiary). 

 
1.23 Design Guidelines: The architectural and site design standards that are applicable to 
Development of the Property for the Project as approved by the City Council and as may be 
referenced in the Project Entitlements, which are set forth in Exhibit C, and as said Design 
Guidelines may be amended from time to time as provided herein. 

 
1.24 Development (or Develop): The use(s) to which the Property will be put, the buildings 
and improvements to be constructed on the Property, and the construction activities incident 
thereto, together with the process of obtaining all required land use entitlements in accordance 
with the Railyards Special Planning District, Planning and Development Code, Subdivision 
Ordinance, Building Permits for the Project, and all other Project Entitlements. 

 
1.25 Development Fee: All fees now or in the future to be imposed on and/or collected by 
the CITY from LANDOWNER or Assignees as a condition of Development of the Property for the 
funding of Public Facilities, including Backbone Infrastructure, including those lawfully imposed 
fees by another Public Agency having jurisdiction and which CITY is required or authorized to 
collect pursuant to federal or State law or local ordinance or agreement.  

 
1.26 Development Plan: The LANDOWNER's plan for Development of the Property for the 
Project as set forth or referenced in Exhibit B.  

 
1.27 Discretionary Action: A discretionary approval or disapproval that requires exercise of 
judgment, deliberation, or a decision, and that contemplates and authorizes the imposition of 
revisions or conditions by CITY, including any board, commission or department and any officer 
or employee thereof, in the process of approving or disapproving a particular activity. 
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1.28 Effective Date: The date on which the Adopting Ordinance becomes effective (not the 
date the Adopting Ordinance was approved by the City Council), which is thirty (30) days 
following City Council approval of the Adopting Ordinance.   
 
1.29 Financing Plan: The Railyards Specific Plan Public Facilities Financing Plan dated 
_____________ that encompasses the Property and the Project as approved by the City Council 
by its resolution, as more particularly described in Exhibit E, as the financing plan may be 
amended from time to time. 
 
1.30 Financing Plan Area: The lands within the area covered by, and obligated by, the 
Railyards Financing Plan, as that area may exist from time to time. 
 
1.31 Funding Agreement: The agreement to be developed after the Effective Date between 
the Parties that will specify the sources, schedules and terms and conditions for the CITY’s 
financing assistance for a portion of the Backbone Infrastructure based on the Financing Plan, 
consistent with the Funding Agreement Business Terms.   

 
1.32 Funding Agreement Business Terms: The outline of the conditions under which CITY 
perform the matters described in Exhibit G.   

 
1.33 General Plan: The General Plan of the City of Sacramento, as adopted by the City 
Council on March 3, 2015. 
 
1.34 Infrastructure: All public facilities and improvements needed to serve urban 
development, as identified in the General Plan, Specific Plan, or in subdivision maps or parcel 
maps, or as may otherwise be constructed and conveyed to CITY or another public agency, 
including but not limited to street improvements, drainage improvements, sanitary sewer 
improvements and water storage and transmission facilities. 

 
1.35 Irrevocable Offer of Dedication. In accordance with the provision of Government Code 
section 66475 et seq., an unconditional and irrevocable offer by LANDOWNER to transfer real 
property, or an interest therein, to CITY or Public Agency pursuant to the provisions of the 
Development Plan, Project Entitlements, or Special Conditions.  Exhibit L provides the form of 
the Dedication agreement if the Irrevocable Offer of Dedication is not set out on the tentative 
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and final subdivision map or if the Parties desire to specify the terms of the Dedication and the 
acceptance of the property or interest therein.  

 
1.36 Land Use and Development Regulations: The Planning and Development Code, Special 
Planning District Ordinance, Subdivision Ordinance, Mixed Income Housing Ordinance, and the 
other provisions of the City Code (including the Sign Code) applicable to Development of the 
Property, together with the General Plan, Specific Plan, Design Guidelines, Central Shops 
Historic District,  and any other City ordinances, resolutions, rules, regulations, and official 
policies of the City as they exist on the Effective Date , which govern or regulate land use 
and/or development in the Special Planning District, which encompasses the Property. 

 
1.37 Lender: A Person (or a successor in interest to such person) who has advanced funds to, 
or who is otherwise owed money by, LANDOWNER as a debtor, where the obligation is 
embodied in a promissory note or other evidence of indebtedness, and where such note or 
other evidence of indebtedness is secured by a Mortgage or Deed of Trust on all or a portion of 
the Property. 

 
1.38 Ministerial Action:  An approval or disapproval that merely requires a determination 
whether there has been compliance with applicable statutes, ordinances, resolutions, 
regulations or conditions of approval including, without limitation, the Development Plan, 
Project Entitlements, Special Conditions, and Mitigation Measures.  

 
1.39 Mitigation Measures: The measures adopted by the City Council as part of the 
certification of the Subsequent Environmental Impact Report as of the Effective Date that apply 
to Development of the Property for the Project and as may be referenced in the Project 
Entitlements, as well as those that may be added or amended and incorporated into this 
Agreement pursuant to this Agreement. 

 
1.40 Mitigation Monitoring Program: The plan for implementation of the Mitigation 
Measures adopted by the City Council as of the Effective Date and as may be referenced in the 
Project Entitlements, and as may be amended and incorporated into this Agreement pursuant 
to this Agreement. 

 
1.41 Mixed Income Housing Ordinance: Chapter 17.712 of the City Code. 
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1.42 Mixed Income Housing Strategy: The strategy prepared by LANDOWNER in accordance 
with the Mixed Income Housing Ordinance, and approved by the City Council in accordance 
with the Mixed Income Housing Ordinance and City Code Section 17.808.260. The Mixed 
Income Housing Strategy is set forth in Exhibit I.  
 
1.43 Mortgage: A contract by which the LANDOWNER as mortgagor (debtor)  hypothecates 
or pledges real property consisting of all or a portion of the Property, or otherwise grants a 
security interest therein to a Lender (mortgagee), to secure performance under a promissory 
note or other evidence of indebtedness, and where the holder of the mortgage is granted a 
power of sale. 

 
1.44 NEPA: The National Environmental Policy Act as set forth at 42 U.S.C. commencing at 
Section 4300, the Council on Environmental Quality regulations set out in 40 CFR 1500 et seq., 
applicable NEPA regulations of federal agencies, Executive Orders related to NEPA compliance, 
and as said Act and regulations may be amended from time to time.  

 
1.45 Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD): The state office that is 
responsible for the enforcement of all building standards published in the Title 24, California 
Building Standards Code relating to the regulation of hospital buildings, acute psychiatric 
hospitals, skilled nursing facilities, intermediate-care facilities, and under certain circumstances 
clinics, as codified in the California Health and Safety Code. OSHPD is designated as the 
enforcing agency for these health facilities, including plan checking and inspection of the design 
and details of the architectural, structural, mechanical, plumbing, electrical, and fire and panic 
safety systems, issuance of building permits, and the observation of construction. 

 
1.46 Owner Participation Agreement or RASA Agreement: The agreement between 
LANDOWNER and RASA regarding the provision, under the Railyards Redevelopment Plan, of 
tax increment revenues generated from the Property, as more particularly described in the 
Financing Plan and Funding Agreement, and as consistent with the applicable redevelopment 
law, that may be paid to LANDOWNER for Development of the Project.  
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1.47 Park Development Impact Fees: The fees as specified in City Code Chapter 18.84 that 
fund the cost of development of parks and open spaces on land dedicated to CITY or acquired 
by CITY to serve the Project.  

 
1.48 Parties: The CITY and LANDOWNER. 

 
1.49 Person: A person, firm, association, organization, partnership, business trust, limited 
liability company, corporation or company. 

 
1.50 [Intentionally omitted] 

 
1.51 Plans:  The General Plan, Specific Plan, and Financing Plan. The reference to “Plans” may 
also include the Development Plan as the context indicates. 

 
1.52 Planning and Development Code: The Planning and Development Code of the City of 
Sacramento, which is set out in Title 17 of the City Code.   

 
1.53 Procedural Ordinance: Chapter 18.16 of the City Code, which sets forth procedures for 
application, review, approval, implementation, amendment, recordation, compliance review, 
and related matters with respect to development agreements for lands outside of the North 
Natomas Community Plan area (which is governed by Ordinance No. 95-012). 

 
1.54 Project: The permitted uses, location, density or intensity of use, height or size of 
buildings,  including, without limitation, the provisions for Dedication and Reservation of land 
for Public Facilities and Backbone Infrastructure, implementation of the Mitigation Measures, 
the financing of Public Facilities and Backbone Infrastructure, the development of mixed 
income housing, and the rehabilitation of the Central Shops, as set forth in the Development 
Plan, Project Entitlements, and Special Conditions. 

 
1.55 Project Entitlements: The actions, plans, ordinances, resolutions, maps, plan review, 
conditional use permits, design review, preservation review, Mixed Income Housing Strategy, 
and permits and approvals, including certification of the Subsequent Environment Impact 
Report, Mitigation Measures, and Mitigation Monitoring Program, that have been approved by 
CITY for the Project based on the Development Plan as of the Effective Date, which are set out 
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in Exhibit C, as well as all Subsequent Approvals. The Project Entitlements also include minor 
changes to the Development Plan approved pursuant to Section 2.4.4 and substantive changes 
to the Development Plan for which an amendment to this Agreement has been approved 
pursuant to Section 2.4.3. 

 
1.56 Property: The real property owned or controlled by LANDOWNER as described in Exhibit 
A. 

 
1.57 Proposition 1C Agreement: The agreement between LANDOWNER and the State 
Department of Housing and Community Development or other State agency for receipt of 
funding under the Infill Incentive Grant Program of 2007 and the Transit Oriented Development 
Implementation Development Program that were funded under Proposition 1C, which was 
approved by the electorate in November 2006 and implemented under Senate Bill 86 (Peralta) 
and Assembly Bill 1091 (Bass), Statutes of 2007.    

 
1.58 Protest Waiver: The agreement set forth in Exhibit H and executed by LANDOWNER 
pursuant to this Agreement or in connection with the condition of any Project Entitlements. 

 
1.59 Public Agency(ies): A city (other than CITY), county, special district, public utility, school 
district,  regional agency formed pursuant to federal or state law, joint powers agency, 
municipal corporation, or a non-profit corporation formed by a public entity to provide services 
to or charitable benefits for the public, and the City Council does not act as the governing board 
of that agency. 

 
1.60 Public Facilities: All public infrastructure, facilities, improvements and amenities needed 
to serve the Project as identified in the Plans, the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, 
Special Conditions, or Subsequent Approvals; or as may otherwise be constructed or owned by, 
or conveyed to, CITY, City Agency or Public Agency, including, without limitation: (i) streets, 
alleys, bridges, pedestrian and bicycle paths, surface and structure parking facilities, and 
interchanges and freeway improvements; (ii) heavy and light rail and trolley tracks, lines, 
stations, platforms, tunnels, and passenger facilities; (iii) bus rapid transit lanes and bus transfer 
facilities, turnouts and stops; (iv) surface and storm drainage improvements; (v) sanitary sewer 
improvements; (vi) water storage and transmission facilities; (vii) flood control improvements; 
(viii) solid waste facilities; (ix) electrical and gas utilities; (x) street lighting; (xi) police and fire 
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stations; (xii) parks, plazas, open space, greenbelts, trails, and landscaping; (xiii) habitat 
conservation areas; (xiv) drainage retention and flood control basins; (xv) schools and 
educational facilities; (xvi) community centers, performing arts centers, and museums; and 
(xvii) publicly owned artwork. 
 
1.61 Public Financing Mechanism: An assessment district, a community facilities district, a 
fee district, area of benefit district, or any similar financing mechanism imposed on real 
property or as a condition of development approval, excluding Development Fees.  

 
1.62 Public Services: All services provided by CITY, City Agency and Public Agency to serve 
the residents and the businesses to be located on the Property, as may be identified in the 
Plans; or in the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, Special Conditions or Subsequent 
Approvals; including, without limitation, the maintenance, operation or the provision of, as the 
context implies: (i) streets, alleys, bridges, pedestrian and bicycle paths, parking lots and 
freeway improvements; (ii) surface and storm drainage improvements and pollution control 
services; (iii) sanitary sewer improvements and pollution control services; (iv) water collection, 
storage, treatment and transmission facilities; (v) flood control improvements; (viii) solid waste 
services; (ix) street lighting; (x) police and fire services, (xi) parks, plazas, open space, 
greenbelts, trails, and landscaping;  (xii) drainage retention and flood control systems; (xiii) 
community centers and museums; and (xiv) publicly owned artwork.   

 
1.63 Quimby In-Lieu Fees: The fees referenced in City Code Chapter 16.64 relating to the 
Quimby Parkland Dedication Requirement, as modified by this Agreement. 

 
1.64 Quimby Parkland Dedication Requirement: The obligation to dedicate land pursuant to 
City Code Chapter 16.64, as modified by this Agreement. 

 
1.65 Radio or Microwave System:  The Sacramento Regional Radio Communications System 
(SRRCS), the Automated Local Evaluation in Real Time (ALERT) system, the State of California 
Public Safety Microwave Network system, or another emergency or weather communication 
facility that is owned, operated by, or used by the federal, state, county, CITY, City Agency or 
other Public Agency to protect the public health, safety or welfare.  
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1.66 Reconfiguration: The adjustment of lot lines, re-subdivision, re-parcelization, creation or 
elimination of air rights, reversions to acreage, or other alteration of property lines through 
parcel or subdivision mapping, lot line adjustment, or lot merger, which may affect the 
description of LANDOWNER’s Property as set out in Exhibit A.  

 
1.67 Reimbursement: The reimbursement of monies to LANDOWNER who has advanced 
funds for Public Facilities, including Backbone Infrastructure, required for Development of the 
Property for the Project, or the entity who has advanced funding for particular Public Facilities 
and Backbone Infrastructure which are required by the Plans and  Project Entitlements, and 
where such Public Facilities have benefit to land beyond the final map parcels and the Property 
in accordance with the terms of the Financing Plan, Funding Agreement, Special Conditions, 
Assessment District Policy Manual, and/or a reimbursement agreement approved by CITY and 
executed by the Parties and as may more particularly be described herein and in the Funding 
Agreement Business Terms and the Owner Participation Agreement. 

 
1.68 Reservation: In accordance with the provision of Government Code Section 66479 et 
seq., the transfer of real property, including an easement or  other defined interest less than a 
fee interest therein, under a reservation to CITY, City Agency or Public Agency, subject to the 
limitations on use and reserved access and other rights to LANDOWNER as set out herein and in 
the Tentative Map conditions, free of all encumbrances, mortgages, liens, leases, easements 
and other matters affecting the title except as may otherwise be expressly agreed to by CITY, 
City Agency or Public Agency at a purchase price set out in the Reservation Agreement, the 
form of which is provided as Exhibit M.     

 
1.69 Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility: The planned expansion of the existing 
Sacramento Valley Station for intercity passenger rail, light rail and bus transportation services, 
the development of Depot Park, and ancillary joint development as described in concept in the 
Subsequent Environmental Impact Report.  

 
1.70 Sign Code: Chapters 12.36 (awnings and canopies) and 15.148 (signs) of the City Code, 
as each chapter may be amended from time to time.  

 
1.71 Special Conditions: Those conditions, terms, and requirements specified in Exhibit P. 
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1.72 Special Planning District: The Railyards Special Planning District as set out in Chapter 
17.440 of the City Code as approved by the City Council by ordinance on  _______________.   

 
1.73 Specific Plan: The Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan as approved by the City Council by 
resolution on _____________. 

 
1.74 Subdivision Ordinance: The Subdivision Ordinance of the City of Sacramento which is 
set out in Title 16 of the City Code, and as the ordinance may be amended from time to time. 

 
1.75 Subsequent Approvals: Any Ministerial or Discretionary action by CITY to implement the 
Development Plan after the Effective Date that is necessary or desirable to implement 
LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights under this Agreement, that are not set out as a Project 
Entitlement as defined herein and described in Exhibit C. 

 
1.76 Subsequent Environmental Impact Report: The Subsequent Environmental Impact 
Report prepared for the Project in in accordance with CEQA that was recommended for 
certification by the Planning and Design Commission by record of decision and certified by the 
City Council by its resolution as more particularly described in Exhibit D. 
 
1.77 Subsequent Rule: All City ordinances, resolutions, rules, regulations and official policies 
that are adopted after the Effective Date.  

 
1.78 Tentative Map: The tentative subdivision map that subdivides LANDOWNER’s Property 
into legal parcels pursuant to the Subdivision Map Act (commencing at Section 66410 of the 
Government Code) as approved by the City Council as part of the Project Entitlements, as more 
particularly described in Exhibit C.  
 
1.79 Term: The length of this Agreement in terms of time is specified in Section 2.1, or as that 
time may be extended pursuant to an amendment of this Agreement. 
 
1.80 Two-Party MOA: The Memorandum of Agreement dated May 10, 2016, between DTSC 
and LANDOWNER, as amended, regarding, among other things, (i) implementation of the 
Approved LUC(s), and (ii) DTSC providing written assessment of whether proposed uses at the 
Property are consistent with the restrictions imposed in the Approved LUC(s). 
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1.81 Vested Right: A property right or rights conferred by this Agreement, pursuant to 
Government Code Section 65865.4, to develop the Property for the Project in accordance with 
the Development Plan and consistent with the Plans and Project Entitlements, and Special 
Conditions that may not be cancelled or revoked by CITY after the Effective Date, except as 
expressly provided in this Agreement. 
 
1.82 Zoning: The division of the City into districts, and the application of zoning regulations 
thereto, which include (without limitation) regulation of the type of land use, density, height or 
bulk of buildings (structural design), setbacks, and parking as set out in the Planning and 
Development Code. 
 
1.83 Zoning Map: The map that specifies the applicable zoning classifications for the lots on 
the Tentative Map in accordance with the Specific Plan, Special Planning District, and Planning 
and Development Code, which is part of the Project Entitlements as more particularly described 
in Exhibit C. 
 
1.84 2015 Railyard Agreement.  The Railyards Agreement Among UPRR, DRV, and IAH, dated 
February 12, 2015, by Union Pacific Railroad Company, Downtown Railyard Venture, LLC, and IA 
Sacramento Holdings, LLC, as amended, that allocates among the parties work and liabilities in 
connection with completion of remediation and development of the Property. 
 
 

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank] 
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2. GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS. 
 
2.1 Term.  The term of this Agreement shall mean and include the Initial Term plus the First 
and Second Extensions (individually an “Extension Period”) as made applicable below, unless it 
is sooner cancelled by a Party for default as provided in Section 7.6, or terminated for 
convenience or for other reasons as provided in Section 7.8.  

 
2.1.1. Initial Term and Extensions.  The Term of this Agreement shall commence on 

the Effective Date and may extend for specified periods thereafter based on the length of the 
Initial Term and each Extension Period and the LANDOWNER’s completion of the various levels 
of development as defined below (Development Milestones) relating to each Extension Period.  
Each Extension Period shall consist of five years, commencing as of the last day of any prior 
Extension Period.  Upon a failure to achieve the Development Milestone, there shall be no 
further extensions of the Term and the Agreement shall expire as of the ending date of the last 
Extension Period provided hereunder.  

 
2.1.1.1 Initial Term:  Twenty (20) years following the Effective Date.   
 
2.1.1.2 First Extension:  Additional five (5) year extension if at least the following 

amount of Development has been constructed, based on occupancy permits or certificates 
issued (1st Development Milestone), as of end of the Initial Term.  

 
Non-Residential Sq. Ft.   Residential Units 

    2,000,000      4,000 
  

2.1.1.3  Second Extension:  Additional five (5) year extension if at least the 
following additional amount of Development has been constructed, based on occupancy 
permits or certificates issued, (2nd Development Milestone), as of end of the First Extension.  

 
Non-Residential Sq. Ft.   Residential Units 

   2,750,000        5,000 
 

2.1.1.4 Total Development:  If LANDOWNER develops more than the 
Development Milestone as required for commencement of the next Extension Period, that 
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additional amount of Development shall be credited for the purpose of determining whether 
the Development Milestone has been met for the next Extension Period.   

 
2.1.2. Extension Options.  In addition to the requirements set out in Section 2.1.1 and 

this Section 2.1.2, the specific conditions for exercise of the extension options are as follows: 
 

2.1.2.1 On the Exercise Date, LANDOWNER shall not be in default in any material 
respect under this Agreement, including any amendments hereto, as determined by the CITY 
and subject to a default hearing pursuant to Section 7.7.1 if LANDOWNER’s protests CITY’s 
determination. For purposes of this subsection, "Exercise Date" shall mean the date that CITY 
receives LANDOWNER’s written notice of intention to exercise the option to extend the term of 
this Agreement, in accordance with the provisions of Sections 2.1.1 and 9.2. 

 
2.1.2.2 The option to extend the term shall be exercisable by delivering to CITY 

written notice of LANDOWNER's intention to exercise the option to extend the term not later 
than one hundred eighty (180) days prior to expiration of the Initial Term and each Extension 
Period as defined in Section 2.1.1, above. 
 

2.1.3. Maximum Term.  Except as provided in Sections 2.1.4, 2.1.5, and 2.1.6 with 
respect to moratoriums, litigation, and cancellation or modification for default, The Parties 
specifically intend that under no circumstances shall the term of this Agreement extend beyond 
thirty (30) years, unless this Agreement is amended in accordance with Section 2.4. 

 
2.1.4. Effect of Moratoriums on Term of Agreement.    If a Subsequent Rule is enacted 

prior to the expiration of the Term of this Agreement that limits the rate of Development over 
time or governs the sequence of Development of the Project, and that Subsequent Rule applies 
to the Property as provided in Section 4.10, the Term of this Agreement shall be extended by 
the amount of time that the Subsequent Rule is in effect on the Property. 

 
2.1.5. Effect of Litigation on Term of Agreement.   Pursuant to Section 4.3.3, if 

litigation is filed under Section 4.3.3, the Term of this Agreement shall be extended by the 
amount of time between the date the litigation was filed and the date of the final judgment if 
the law, regulation or action had the effect of preventing or suspending Development of the 
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Property for the Project and the final judgment allowed this Agreement to remain in full force 
and effect. 

 
2.1.6. Effect of Litigation Over Cancellation or Modification for Default.  Pursuant to 

Section 7.7.2, if LANDOWNER institutes legal proceedings to obtain judicial relief from CITY 
modifying or canceling this Agreement for LANDOWNER’s default, the expiration of the Term of 
this Agreement shall be tolled during the period of the legal proceedings if there be a judicial 
determination invalidating or reversing the CITY’s cancellation or modification of this 
Agreement. 
 
 
2.2 Development Timing.   

 
2.2.1. Project Schedule.  Other than for the purpose of determining whether the Term 

of this Agreement shall be extended as described in Section 2.1, above, and except as may be 
provided in Section 2.3.2., 3.3.7., or the Funding Agreement, this Agreement contains no 
requirement that LANDOWNER must initiate or complete Development of the Project or any 
phase thereof, or Development of the Property or any portion thereof, within the Term of this 
Agreement or within any period of time set by CITY.  It is the intention of this provision that 
LANDOWNER be able to develop the Property for the Project in accordance with LANDOWNER's 
own schedule; provided, however, that Development of the Property is substantially consistent 
with the Development Plan, as evaluated in the Subsequent Environmental Impact Report and 
subject to the Project Entitlements and the Special Conditions. Any act which is required to be 
completed within a specific time period, as set out in the Project Entitlements, shall be timely 
completed as provided therein.   

 
2.2.2. Application of Subsequent Rule Affecting Rate of Development. Except as 

provided in Section 4.10, no Subsequent Rule that limits the rate of development over time 
shall be applicable to the Property or the Project.  However, nothing in this Agreement shall be 
construed to relieve LANDOWNER from any time conditions, phasing provisions, or schedule 
compliance as set forth in this Agreement, or to excuse the timely completion of any act that is 
required to be completed within a time period as set out in the Financing Plan, Project 
Entitlements, Special Conditions, any other provision of this Agreement, any applicable 
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provision in the City Code provision or the Land Use and Development Regulations, or any 
applicable Subsequent Rule. 

 
2.2.3. 2015 Railyard Agreement. The Parties recognize that the 2015 Railyard 

Agreement may affect the timing, uses, and extent of the Development of the Property for the 
Project.  Nothing contained in this Agreement is intended to alter or modify the terms and 
conditions of the 2015 Railyard Agreement or to allow LANDOWNER to Develop the Property in 
a manner that is inconsistent with DTSC’s enforcement orders or the Approved LUC(s).   

 
2.2.4. Two-Party MOA / Approved LUC(s). The Parties recognize that the Two-Party 

MOA and the Approved LUC(s) may affect the timing, uses, and extent of the Development of 
the Property for the Project.  Nothing contained in this Agreement is intended to alter or 
modify the terms and conditions of the Two-Party MOA or the Approved LUC(s) or to allow 
LANDOWNER to Develop the Property in a manner that is inconsistent with the Two-Party MOA 
or Approved LUC(s).   

 
2.2.5. Two-Party MOA / Approved LUC(s) / Building Permits.  The Parties recognize 

that the Approved LUC(s) set forth criteria required by DTSC for development activities within 
the Property, which include, but may not be limited to compliance with a DTSC-approved soil 
and groundwater management plan, DTSC-approved engineered controls relating to vapor 
mitigation in specified areas, and DTSC approved native soil coverage criteria.  As part of each 
application for a Building Permit for Development of a part of the Property that is subject to an 
Approved LUC, the application shall include a certification or other writing from DTSC 
satisfactory to the CITY that, as applicable, (i) DTSC has approved a soil and groundwater 
management plan for the parcel described in the application, (ii) DTSC has approved a vapor 
mitigation plan for the improvements described in the application, (iii) any other DTSC 
approvals required by the Approved LUC for construction of the improvements on the parcel 
described in the application have been obtained, and (iv) the proposed use of the parcel 
described in the application is permitted under the Approved LUC.  Consistent with the 
requirements of the Two-Party MOA, LANDOWNER (or its permitted designee) shall report on 
compliance with the Approved LUC(s) and shall provide the CITY with copies of all required 
reporting concurrent with submission to DTSC.  
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2.3 Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility. The CITY owns the property where the 
Sacramento Valley Station is located and intends to develop the property as the future 
Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility.  Nothing contained in this Agreement or in the 
Specific Plan, Subsequent Environmental Impact Report, or the Project Entitlements shall be 
construed as a commitment by CITY to LANDOWNER that the concept plan for the Sacramento 
Intermodal Transportation Facility will be developed during the term of this Agreement. CITY 
commits to LANDOWNER to make a good faith effort to develop the Sacramento Intermodal 
Transportation Facility during the term of this Agreement, subject to receipt of the necessary 
federal and state funding, permits, and approvals. 
  

2.3.1 Consistency with Specific Plan. The Specific Plan and the Subsequent 
Environmental Impact Report were prepared on the assumption that the Sacramento 
Intermodal Transportation Facility would be developed by the CITY in accordance with the 
concept plan then in existence.  The CITY intends to develop the Sacramento Intermodal 
Transportation Facility in a manner consistent with the Specific Plan and Subsequent 
Environmental Impact Report, subject to further environmental review under CEQA and NEPA.  
However, the CITY has no obligation under this Agreement to develop Depot Park as shown in 
the Specific Plan and described in the Design Guidelines, or to construct parking facilities or an 
extension of 3rd Street within the CITY’s property. In the exercise of its proprietary capacity and 
legislative authority to cause or allow the private development of any portion of the 
Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility, the CITY may take into consideration the Design 
Guidelines in developing and reviewing the design plans for joint or private development of the 
CITY’s property. 

 
2.3.2 Intermodal Related Improvements.  LANDOWNER shall complete improvements 

for (i) an ingress and egress gateway structure on lot 22 to service intermodal passengers, and 
(ii) a related bicycle/pedestrian walkway to the intersection of Stevens Street or Camille Lane 
and 5th Street, so that these improvements are open to the public no later than the opening of 
a multi-purpose outdoor stadium or a major medical facility on the Property, whichever occurs 
first. LANDOWNER shall obtain a staff-level site plan and design review permit for the 
improvements before undertaking construction of the improvements. Such improvements may 
be required in advance of the filing of the tentative map for the Central Shops Historic District 
and/or the Development of the Central Shops Historic District and, to the extent that such 
improvements are interim and constructed in advance of such Development, LANDOWNER 
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shall provide reasonable detour routing for the bicycle/pedestrian ingress and egress during 
subsequent Development of the Central Shops Historic District.  Upon the Development of the 
Central Shops Historic District, interim structures and the related bicycle/pedestrian ingress and 
egress may be reconstructed and relocated by LANDOWNER, however, the above described 
ingress and egress connectivity shall be maintained. 

 
2.4  Amendment, Suspension or Termination of Agreement.   
 

2.4.1 Amendment. Except as otherwise expressly provided herein, this Agreement 
may be amended from time to time by the mutual written consent of the Parties in accordance 
with the express terms of this Agreement, the provisions of Government Code Section 65868 
and the Procedural Ordinance.  No waiver, alteration, or modification of this Agreement shall 
be valid unless it is made in writing and signed by the Parties.   
 

2.4.2 Requests for Development Plan and Project Changes.  The Parties acknowledge 
that in the future it may be feasible to propose Development of the Property at a density which 
exceeds the Development Plan, but that is consistent with the Specific Plan.  Nothing in this 
Agreement is intended to limit LANDOWNER or an Assignee’s right to request CITY to consider 
amending the Plans, Project Entitlements and Land Use and Development Regulations to allow 
for additional Development or for a reduction in the level of Development from that set out in 
this Agreement, subject to compliance with CEQA and applicable state and City laws and 
regulations and the applicable provisions of this Agreement. Nothing in this Agreement shall be 
construed as limiting the exercise of the discretion by CITY in reviewing and approving or 
denying any requests to amend the Plans, Project Entitlements and Land Use and Development 
Regulations. 
 

2.4.3 Substantive Changes Related to the Project and Project Entitlements. 
Substantive changes to this Agreement, the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, or Special 
Conditions proposed by LANDOWNER, as well as substantive changes to the Plans necessitated 
by such changes, will necessitate an amendment to this Agreement to incorporate the revised 
Development Plan and the applicable changes to the terms and conditions of the Project 
Entitlements, Special Conditions, and related documents and agreements.  A “substantive 
change” to this Agreement, the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, or Special Conditions 
is one that changes the Term of this Agreement or for which an application is made to modify 
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any of the following: the permitted uses; density or intensity of use; height or size of buildings; 
provisions for reservation and dedication of land; conditions, terms, restrictions and 
requirements relating to subsequent discretionary actions; monetary contributions by a 
landowner; or any other material term or condition of this Agreement. If either Party notifies 
the other Party that an amendment is needed due to LANDOWNER’s proposed substantive 
changes to this Agreement, the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, or Special Conditions, 
the Parties shall meet and negotiate in good faith the terms of an amendment to this 
Agreement.  The scope of the good faith negotiation is limited to such amendment(s) necessary 
to effectuate the substantive changes to the Development Plan contemplated in this Section 
2.4.3, and shall not reopen other provisions of this Agreement not affected by the proposed 
amendment(s). The CITY may withhold a Subsequent Approval that relates to the proposed 
change if reasonably required by the circumstances then existing at the time of the proposed 
change in the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, or Special Conditions until the Parties 
can come to an agreement on the terms of such an amendment or mutually agree to the 
termination of this Agreement. 
 

2.4.4 Minor Changes.  This Agreement need not be amended to allow for changes to 
this Agreement, the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, or Special Conditions that are not 
substantive, as described in section 2.4.3 and the Procedural Ordinance, but rather are minor in 
character. The Parties acknowledge that refinement and further implementation of the 
Development Plan, Project Entitlements, or Special Conditions may demonstrate that certain 
minor changes may be appropriate with respect to the details and performance of the Parties 
under this Agreement, and the Parties desire to retain a certain degree of flexibility with 
respect to such details and performances.  If and when the Parties find and mutually agree that 
clarifications, minor changes or minor adjustments are necessary or appropriate, they shall 
effectuate such clarifications, changes or adjustments through an operating written 
memorandum approved by the Parties with the City Manager acting on behalf of the CITY.  
After execution, the operating memorandum shall be attached to this Agreement and may be 
further changed and amended from time to time as necessary by subsequent written approval 
of the Parties, without the necessity of action by the City Council.  Unless required by the 
Statute or the Procedural Ordinance, no operating memorandum shall require prior notice or 
public hearing, nor shall it constitute an amendment to or termination for convenience in 
whole or in part of this Agreement. Minor changes subject to this subsection 2.4.4 include 
conditional use permit minor modifications. 
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2.4.5 Suspension.  Subject to prior notice and opportunity to review the factual basis 

therefore and further subject to a hearing of such facts, the CITY may suspend this Agreement, 
or a portion thereof, if the CITY finds and determines, based on specific findings of fact, and in 
the reasonable exercise of its discretion, that suspension is necessary to protect persons or 
property from a condition which could create a serious risk to the health or safety of the public 
in general or to residents or employees who are occupying or will occupy the Property. Such 
suspension shall be limited only to that portion of this Agreement necessary to mitigate such 
risk. The Term of this Agreement shall be extended by the period of such suspension unless the 
Agreement is amended by the mutual written consent of the Parties. 

 
2.4.6 Termination.  This Agreement will terminate at the earlier of the date when (i) 

the Term expires, (ii) it is wholly terminated for convenience as provided in Section 7.8, or (iii) it 
is cancelled for default as provided in Section 7.6.     

 
2.5 Interests of LANDOWNER.   LANDOWNER represents that LANDOWNER owns a legal or 
equitable interest in the Property and that all other Persons holding legal interests in the 
Property and the Lender have executed and are bound by this Agreement. Lender’s rights and 
obligations are subject to Article 8.0 of this Development Agreement.   
 
2.6 Binding Covenants.  The benefits and burdens of this Agreement shall be covenants that 
run with the land and shall be binding upon the owners of the Property including, without 
limitation, LANDOWNER, affiliates of LANDOWNER, Lender and Assignees. The benefits of this 
Agreement shall inure to the Parties and to their Assignees subject to compliance with Section 
2.7.  

 
2.7  Assignment. 

 
2.7.1 Right to Assign.  LANDOWNER shall have the right to freely sell, alienate, 

transfer, assign, lease, license and otherwise convey all or any portion of the Property and 
improvements thereon, and as part of a contemporaneous and related sale, assignment or 
transfer of its interests in the Property, or any portion thereof, without the consent of CITY; 
provided that no partial transfer shall be permitted to cause a violation of the Subdivision Map 
Act (Government Code Section 66410 et seq.).  LANDOWNER shall notify CITY of any sale, 
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transfer or assignment of all of LANDOWNER’s interests in all or any portion of the Property by 
providing written notice thereof to CITY in the manner provided in Section 9.2 not later than 
thirty (30) days before the effective date of such sale, transfer or assignment the assignment; 
provided, however, that LANDOWNER’s failure to provide such notice shall not invalidate such 
sale, transfer or assignment and provided further that any successor in interest in ownership of 
all or a portion of the Property shall not benefit from the Vested Rights conferred herein 
without entering into an Assignment and Assumption Agreement with CITY. 

 
2.7.2 Release.  LANDOWNER shall remain obligated to perform all terms and 

conditions of this Agreement unless the purchaser, transferee, or Assignee delivers to CITY a 
fully executed Assignment and Assumption Agreement to assume all of the obligations of 
LANDOWNER under this Agreement with respect to the Property, or such portion thereof sold, 
transferred or assigned, for Development of the Project (“Full Assignment”).  If the purchaser, 
transferee, or Assignee delivers to CITY a fully executed Assignment and Assumption 
Agreement to assume less than all of the obligations of LANDOWNER under this Agreement 
with respect to the Property, or such portion thereof sold, transferred or assigned, for 
Development of the Project (“Partial Assignment”), LANDOWNER shall remain obligated to 
perform all terms and conditions of this Agreement unless CITY agrees to, and executes, the 
Partial Assignment, which is subject to agreement by the parties. CITY shall release 
LANDOWNER from the duties, liabilities and obligations under this Development Agreement 
with respect to the interest(s) sold, assigned or transferred as set forth in the Full Assignment 
or Partial Assignment only if LANDOWNER is not in default under this Agreement as of the 
effective date of the Full Assignment or Partial Assignment. 

 
2.7.3 Assignees.  The Assignee shall be obligated and bound by the terms and 

conditions of this Agreement if Assignee, LANDOWNER, and CITY execute a Full Assignment or 
Partial Assignment, and shall be the beneficiary hereof and a party hereto, only with respect to 
the Property, or such portion thereof, sold, assigned, or transferred to Assignee by 
LANDOWNER (the portion of the Property sold, assigned, or transferred to Assignee is referred 
to herein is the “Assignee’s Parcel”).  The Assignee shall observe and fully perform the duties 
and obligations of LANDOWNER under this Agreement that relate to the Assignee’s Parcel as 
set forth in the Full Assignment or Partial Assignment.  CITY shall release Assignee from 
LANDOWNER’s duties, liabilities and obligations under this Agreement with respect to the 
interest(s) that are not sold, assigned or transferred to Assignee as set forth in the Full 
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Assignment or Partial Assignment.   A Full Assignment shall be deemed to be to the satisfaction 
of the City Attorney if executed substantially in form of the Assignment and Assumption 
Agreement attached hereto as Exhibit J and incorporated herein by this reference, or such 
other form as is proposed by LANDOWNER, and approved by the City Attorney prior to the 
effective date of the assignment. A Partial Assignment is subject to approval by the City 
Attorney and must be approved by the City Attorney prior to the effective date of the 
assignment.   
  
2.8  Plan or Project Entitlement Amendments. 
 

2.8.1 By Assignee.  If an Assignee files an application with CITY that proposes to 
amend the Plans, Project Entitlements, or the Land Use and Development Regulations and such 
amendment could affect the Vested Rights of LANDOWNER or of another Assignee(s), CITY shall 
endeavor to provide reasonable notice to LANDOWNER before acting on such application.  CITY 
shall not be required to obtain the prior approval of LANDOWNER or of the other Assignee(s) to 
approve such application notwithstanding the terms of this Agreement or an Assumption and 
Assignment Agreement. 
  

2.8.2 By LANDOWNER.  If LANDOWNER files an application with CITY that proposes to 
amend the Plans, Project Entitlements or the Land Use and Development Regulations and such 
amendment could affect the Vested Rights of an Assignee(s), CITY shall not be required to 
provide notice or obtain the prior approval of the Assignee(s), notwithstanding the terms of this 
Agreement or an Assumption and Assignment Agreement.  CITY shall only be required to 
provide notice to adjacent landowners of the application pursuant to then applicable provisions 
of the Special Planning District, Planning and Development Code and City Code.    
 

2.8.3 Approval Rights. LANDOWNER shall be solely responsible for obtaining any prior 
approval rights over applications to amend the Plans, Project Entitlements or the Land Use and 
Development Regulations by an Assignee(s), and for obtaining any waivers of LANDOWNER’s 
applications by an Assignee(s), at the time LANDOWNER sells or transfers a portion of the 
Property to a third party which may become an Assignee to this Agreement.  The provisions in 
this Section 2.8 shall apply to LANDOWNER’s successors in interest, to each initial Assignee(s) 
and its successors in interest, and to all property owners and affiliates of all or a portion of the 
Property during the term of this Agreement.   
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2.8.4 CITY Processing.  In processing an application as described in this Section 2.8, 

CITY shall have the sole exclusive discretion to approve or deny a Discretionary Action or a 
Ministerial Action after the Effective Date, subject to Section 3.3, and consistent with the terms 
of this Agreement.   
 

2.8.5 Indemnity. LANDOWNER and an Assignee(s) that files an application as 
described in this Section 2.8 shall defend and indemnify CITY in any third-party action claiming 
that CITY has violated LANDOWNER’s and/or an Assignee(s)’s Vested Right under this 
Agreement in approving such application, in accordance with the provisions of Section 7.1; 
provided, however, that the indemnity provided in this Section 2.8.5 shall not extend to claims 
that are caused by the gross negligence or willful misconduct of CITY.  
 
2.9 School District Mitigation. Under the Specific Plan, all of the proposed residential 
development will be located within the boundaries of one or more school districts.  
LANDOWNER is required under applicable state law (Government Code Chapter 4.7 of Division 
1 commencing at Section 65970) to provide for school facilities funding, and the CITY is 
required to make certain findings and may condition the approval of the Project Entitlements to 
mitigate the effects of overcrowded schools.  LANDOWNER intends to comply with applicable 
law by the terms of agreements to be entered into with the school districts to provide for siting 
of the necessary school facilities needed to serve the Project students and to comply with 
applicable state law including the payment of school impacts fees.  CITY may condition or deny 
a Subsequent Approval if a school district provides written notice to CITY that either 
LANDOWNER is in default of its agreement with the school district or has not paid the required 
impact fees.  LANDOWNER shall defend and indemnify CITY in any action by any school district 
or a third party against CITY based on a claim that LANDOWNER has violated the terms of such 
an agreement or the applicable law imposing mitigation obligations on LANDOWNER; provided, 
however, that the indemnity provided in this Section 2.9 shall not extend to claims that are 
caused by the gross negligence or willful misconduct of CITY.  
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3. VESTED DEVELOPMENT RIGHTS. 
 
3.1 Entitlement to Develop Project.  Subject to the express terms of this Agreement, CITY 
grants LANDOWNER a Vested Right to develop the Property for the Project in accordance with 
the terms and conditions set out in the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, and Special 
Conditions, and in accordance with the Land Use and Development Regulations.  The General 
Plan shall control in regards to any conflicts between LANDOWNER’s Vested Right and the Land 
Use and Development Regulations. In exercising its Vested Rights, LANDOWNER shall not be 
subject to any Subsequent Rule unless expressly set forth herein.  The Plans, Project 
Entitlements and Vested Rights, which authorize and limit Development of the Property for the 
Project in accordance with their respective terms, are intended to be construed in harmony 
with each other.  
 

3.1.1 Compliance with Project Entitlements.  The Parties acknowledge that the 
Subsequent Approvals will be consistent with and apply the terms and conditions of the 
Development Plan, Specific Plan, Project Entitlements (including the Design Guidelines, 
Mitigation Measures, Tentative Map conditions, and Central Shops Historic District), and the 
Special Conditions. In addition, the location, size and type of land uses in the Development Plan 
may be conditioned or restricted as permitted under the Land Use and Development 
Regulations, the DTSC requirements as referenced in Section 3.1.3 and as otherwise provided 
herein.  Nothing contained in this Agreement is intended or may be construed as an assurance 
or representation by CITY to LANDOWNER that the Development Plan can be fully implemented 
within the Term of this Agreement or that LANDOWNER will be able to fully exercise its Vested 
Rights. 
 

3.1.2 Build-Out Consistent with Specific Plan.  As provided in the Special Planning 
District, the type, amount and density of land uses specified in the Specific Plan may be 
adjusted by relocating uses to adjoining or nearby parcels, except that surface parking granted 
by conditional use permit may not be relocated except as provided in the Special Conditions. 
Significant changes in the Development Plan may require subsequent environmental review.  If 
LANDOWNER submits applications to CITY for Development that differs from the Development 
Plan, Specific Plan, Project Entitlements (including the Design Guidelines, Mitigation Measures, 
Tentative Map conditions, or Central Shops Historic District), or the Special Conditions and such 
applications do not require preparation of a subsequent or supplemental Subsequent 
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Environmental Impact Report or an amendment to this Agreement as referenced in Section 
2.4.3, LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights under this Agreement will be adjusted to include the 
modifications upon approval of the application by CITY. Such adjustment in the Vested Rights 
shall be considered and implemented as a minor change under Section 2.4.4 of this Agreement.  
If an application proposes or requires a substantive change to the Development Plan, Specific 
Plan, Project Entitlements (including the Design Guidelines, Mitigation Measures, Tentative 
Map conditions, or Central Shops Historic District), the Special Conditions, or Land Use and 
Development Regulations under Section 2.4.3, then the right to develop the Property in 
accordance with the terms and conditions of that application, if approved, will not be vested 
under this Agreement unless and until this Agreement is amended to incorporate the approval 
pursuant to Section 2.4.3.  

 
3.1.3 DTSC Requirements. As of the Effective Date and during the term of this 

Agreement, DTSC has or will record, or may cause LANDOWNER to record, land use covenants 
against the Property to limit the type of land uses that may be developed on the Property due 
to the past or continued presence of hazardous substances on or underneath the Property.  
Notwithstanding LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights, the Parties agree that nothing contained in this 
Agreement or in the Plans and Project Entitlements is intended to alter or modify the terms and 
conditions of any DTSC enforcement order, recorded land use covenants, which include the 
Approved LUC(s), or the Two-Party MOA to allow LANDOWNER to Develop the Property in a 
manner that is inconsistent with DTSC’s enforcement orders and recorded covenants, which 
include the Approved LUC(s).   

 
3.1.4 Public Agency Radio and Microwave Communication Systems. Notwithstanding 

LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights and anything contained herein to the contrary, in the event CITY 
finds and determines that a proposed Project building will materially interfere with a Radio or 
Microwave System, the CITY shall notify LANDOWNER regarding the interference and methods 
or means of mitigating such interference.  CITY may condition a Subsequent Approval including, 
without limitation, an application for a Building Permit or approval of a tentative subdivision 
map to mitigate, in accordance with this Section 3.1.4, interference with a Radio or Microwave 
System that is in existence or has been approved, or the plan for such a System has been 
proposed as of the entitlement or permit application date.  
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 LANDOWNER agrees to negotiate with CITY to eliminate any such interference by either 
(i) providing or assisting CITY in obtaining the funding necessary to purchase and install 
“repeaters” or other devices on Project buildings or apply other technology as necessary to re-
route microwaves around the building, or (ii) pursuing other reasonable and commercially 
practicable means acceptable to the Parties and the affected owner or operator of the Radio or 
Microwave System. If the Parties and the affected owner or operator of the Radio or 
Microwave System are unable to agree on the means for eliminating the interference, CITY may 
condition a Subsequent Approval including, without limitation, reducing the permitted building 
height, if the interference would pose a risk to the public health and safety in regards to 
emergency and weather radio and microwave communications.  In addition, Building Permits 
may be conditioned on compliance with the provisions set out in Exhibit O.      
 
3.2 [Intentionally Omitted] 
 
3.3 Subsequent Approvals.   
 

3.3.1 Scope. Development of the Property for the Project is subject to all required 
Discretionary Actions and Ministerial Actions that have not otherwise been approved by CITY or 
City Agency prior to the Effective Date.  Subsequent Approval would include, without limitation, 
approval of site plan and design review permits, tentative and final parcel and subdivision 
maps, additional tentative subdivision maps to further subdivide a parcel, conditional use 
permits, variances and deviations, plan review, design review, preservation review, and grading 
permits and Building Permits and related certificates of occupancy required for Development of 
the Project. Upon approval by CITY, LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights under this Agreement shall be 
deemed to include the Subsequent Approval.  

 
3.3.2 Processing.  Nothing contained in this Agreement shall preclude CITY from its 

right and responsibility to review applications for entitlements submitted by LANDOWNER in 
accordance with its normal and usual procedures and practices, as modified by the Special 
Planning District, as they may exist at the time the application is accepted as complete, or is 
otherwise deemed complete by operation of law.  CITY shall not unreasonably deny, delay or 
condition any Subsequent Approval required for Development of the Project that is necessary 
or desirable to the exercise of LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights under this Agreement as long as 
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the application is in compliance with the Plans, Project Entitlements, Special Conditions, and 
the Land Use and Development Regulations. 

 
3.3.3 Conditions.  In reviewing and approving applications for Subsequent Approvals 

that are Discretionary Actions, CITY may exercise its independent judgment and may impose 
terms, conditions, restrictions, and requirements (collectively “Conditions”) as follows: 

 
 3.3.3.1.  CITY may impose Conditions that are consistent with this Agreement 

and the policies, goals, standards and objectives of the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, 
Special Conditions, and Land Use and Development Regulations as may be necessary to comply 
with all applicable legal requirements and policies of CITY pertaining to such Discretionary 
Actions.   

 
3.3.3.2.  CITY may impose Conditions that are inconsistent with the provisions of 

this Agreement, if: (i) CITY and LANDOWNER mutually agree to the inconsistent Conditions, or 
(ii) the Subsequent Approval is subject to compliance with a Subsequent Rule as provided in this 
Agreement, or (iii) the Conditions are imposed as a mitigation measure for compliance with 
CEQA, NEPA or a related environmental statute as described in Section 4.1, or (iv) additional 
Public Facilities are necessary to serve the Development of the Property as proposed in 
LANDOWNER’s entitlement application or changes in the location or size of Public Facilities are 
required as described in Section 4.8. 

 
3.3.4 Additional Discretionary Actions. CITY shall not apply any Subsequent Rule that 

creates a requirement for any new or additional Subsequent Approvals for the Project, other 
than additional Ministerial Actions, except as provided in Sections 3.4 and 4.0. 

 
3.3.5 Processing Fees.  Imposition of application and processing fees shall be based on 

the adopted fee schedule at the time the application for a Building Permit is submitted. 
 
3.3.6  Design Guidelines Amendments. Notwithstanding Section 3.4.4, after the Initial 

Term the Design Guidelines may be amended by CITY without LANDOWNER’s consent unless 
the amendments would “materially alter” the remaining amount of Development permitted 
under the Development Plan.  Conflicting standards or the imposition of new and substantive 
design obligations would not be prohibited. The CITY shall coordinate with LANDOWNER in 
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identifying the proposed amendments and provide LANDOWNER with notice of the hearings for 
the Design Guidelines amendments.  The term “materially alter” means that compliance with 
the Design Guidelines amendments would require a significant reduction in the remaining 
amount of Development permitted under the Development Plan or would change the planned 
land uses as specified in the Development Plan or increase the cost of Development permitted 
under the Development Plan. 
 

3.3.7 Interpretative Walk Plan.  Within the Design Guidelines, LANDOWNER is to 
develop an interpretative walk within the Project that will traverse or border the Central Shops 
Historic District and which is to be located and designed in such a manner to be respective of 
the historic transcontinental railroad.  Prior to CITY approval of the first final map or first 
building permit within the Central Shops Historic District, LANDOWNER shall prepare and 
submit for approval by the Preservation Commission the Interpretative Walk design plan which 
is to be consistent with the Design Guidelines.      
 
 
3.4 Subsequent Rule.   
 

3.4.1 Limitation.  Subject to Section 4 and except as otherwise set forth in this 
Agreement, during the Initial Term of this Agreement, CITY shall not apply any Subsequent Rule 
as a term, condition, restriction or requirement of a Subsequent Approval if the Subsequent 
Rule would conflict or impede with the Vested Rights of LANDOWNER as set out in this 
Agreement without LANDOWNER’s express written consent.  The terms “conflict” and 
“impede” would include, without limitation, Subsequent Rules that would directly or indirectly 
modify the Project Entitlements or would significantly increase the cost of Development in 
order to comply with the Subsequent Rule.  For purposes of determining whether a Subsequent 
Rule significantly increases the cost of Development, if the Subsequent Rule applies to the 
Project generally, then significance is evaluated on a Project-wide basis, but if the Subsequent 
Rule applies only to certain parcels, then significance is evaluated on a parcel-specific basis. 
 

After the Initial Term, CITY shall not apply any Subsequent Rule as a term, 
condition, restriction or requirement of a Subsequent Approval if the Subsequent Rule would 
materially alter the remaining amount of Development permitted under the Development Plan 
without LANDOWNER’s express written consent. The term “materially alter” means that 
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compliance with the Subsequent Rule would require a reduction in the remaining amount of 
Development permitted under the Development Plan or would change the planned land uses as 
specified in the Development Plan.  After the Initial Term, increases in the cost of Development 
to comply with the Subsequent Rule including, without limitation, increases in fees and 
assessments, is not a material alteration in the amount of Development permitted under the 
Development Plan. 
 

3.4.2 [Intentionally Omitted] 
 
3.4.3 Development Phasing.  No Subsequent Rule enacted prior to the expiration of 

the Initial Term which purports to limit the rate of Development over time or to govern the 
sequence of Development of the Project shall apply to the Property, except when the CITY 
enacts a moratorium pursuant to Government Code section 8558 pursuant to a declaration of a 
local emergency or a state of emergency which suspends development rights, and the 
moratorium encompasses the Property or the Project, and the basis for enactment of the 
moratorium otherwise complies with the provisions of Section 4.7.  After expiration of the 
Initial Term, a Subsequent Rule which purports to limit the rate of Development over time or to 
govern the sequence of Development of the Project shall only apply to the Property as provided 
in Section 4.7. 

 
3.4.4 No Limit on Power of CITY to Adopt Subsequent Rule. Nothing in this 

Agreement limits the power and right of the CITY to amend, repeal, suspend, or otherwise 
modify the Land Use and Development Regulations, or to adopt and amend from time to time 
other ordinances, resolutions, rules, and procedures governing development within the City, 
provision and financing of Public Facilities or Public Services, and any other matters that may be 
related to or affect Development of the Project on the Property or the subject matter of this 
Agreement; however, such Subsequent Rule shall only apply to the Property or the Project as 
provided in Sections 3.4 and 4 or as otherwise provided in this Agreement. 

 
3.4.5 [Intentionally Omitted] 
 
3.4.6 Beneficial Changes. To the extent that any Subsequent Rules would benefit 

LANDOWNER and LANDOWNER desires that the Land Use and Development Regulations as 
amended should be applicable to Subsequent Approvals, LANDOWNER shall notify CITY in 
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writing of its desire to be subject to the amended Land Use and Development Regulations, and 
the Parties shall mutually agree to amend this Agreement in accordance with the provisions for 
Minor Changes in Section 2.4.2. 
    
3.5 Public Park and Open Space Requirements.  In consideration for LANDOWNER’s 
agreement to develop all of the parks and open spaces within the Project as provided in the 
Tentative Map conditions consistent with the Specific Plan and Design Guidelines (“Turnkey 
Development Requirement”) pursuant to  a credit/reimbursement agreement (“Turnkey Park 
Agreement”), the form of which shall be based on a standard CITY agreement as approved by 
the City Attorney, the Quimby Parkland Dedication Requirement for the Project shall be two 
and one half (2.5) acres per one thousand (1,000) residents, calculated by the formula 
prescribed in the provisions of Section 16.64.030 of the City Code.  This acreage shall be 
provided on-site within the Property. At the time of filing each final map, the 2.5 acre per 1,000 
park and open space dedication requirement must have been satisfied for the amount of 
residential development proposed within that final map, based on the total amount of park and 
open space acreage that has been dedicated as of the filing date and the total number of 
housing units that have been approved at the time of filing the final map application. If 
LANDOWNER dedicates and develops more than 2.5 acres per 1,000 population during the 
initial phase of Development, LANDOWNER shall be entitled to apply such excess acreage as 
credit towards the Quimby Parkland Dedication Requirement for later phases of the Project, 
subject to the provision in Section 3.5.2. In addition, at the time of filing each final map, 
LANDOWNER must be in compliance with its Turnkey Development Requirements for 
development of the parks and open spaces previously dedicated as determined by CITY.  
  

3.5.1 Location, Type and Acreage.  The Specific Plan and Design Guidelines designate 
certain areas as park and open space lands within the Property, the particulars of which along 
with the acreage are set forth in Exhibit N and the Tentative Map conditions. The Quimby 
Parkland Dedication Requirements specify the parkland acreage requirement per proposed 
project dwelling unit count and provide a formula for parkland dedication credits that can be 
applied toward the acreage dedication requirement.  The lands designated in Exhibit N, 
together with the credit calculated pursuant to the Quimby Parkland Dedication Requirements 
for parkland dedication credits, are hereby deemed to satisfy the type and size of the park and 
open spaces to be acceptable for dedication under the provisions of Chapter 16.64 of the City 
Code.   
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3.5.2 Development of Fewer Units. Should the amount of residential development 

proposed for the Project during the Term of this Agreement be substantially reduced from that 
specified in the Development Plan, the LANDOWNER may request modification of the park and 
open space dedications set out in Exhibit N to comply with the provisions of the Chapter 16.64 
of the City Code, as modified in this Section 3.5.  However, CITY shall determine, in consultation 
with LANDOWNER, which parks and open space lots and areas as shown in the Specific Plan and 
specified in the Tentative Map conditions shall be eliminated and such changes in the Project 
Entitlements and Exhibit N shall be subject to the procedures for Subsequent Approvals and 
amendments to this Agreement.     

 
3.5.3 Park Development Impact Fees. LANDOWNER shall improve the dedicated parks 

and open space to the standards and designs set forth in the Plans and Project Entitlements or 
to other standards as approved by CITY in accordance with the Turnkey Development 
Requirement under Turnkey Park Agreements in lieu of paying the applicable Park 
Development Impact Fees.  Accordingly, if LANDOWNER meets its Turnkey Development 
Requirement and Quimby Parkland Dedication Requirement as specified in this Section 3.5, 
LANDOWNER shall have no obligation to pay Park Development Impact Fees if the cost to 
develop those parks and open spaces is equal to or greater than the amount of the Park 
Development Impact Fees that would otherwise be assessed were it not for LANDOWNER’s 
improvement of the parks and open spaces under a Turnkey Park Agreement in accordance 
with the Turnkey Park Requirement. 

 
3.5.4 [Intentionally Omitted] 
  

3.6 [Intentionally Omitted] 
 

3.7 Billboards and Message Center Displays.   As of the Effective Date, Clear Channel either 
owns or has permits for two (2) billboards located within the Property. Billboards are as defined 
in the Section 5400 et seq. of the Business and Professions Code and the City Sign Code.  
Pursuant to the terms of a relocation agreement under the City Sign Code and issuance of the 
necessary permits and approvals from the State Department of Transportation as provided 
under State law, LANDOWNER and/or Clear Channel or the successive owner of the existing 
billboards on the Property shall have the option to retain or relocate one or both of the 
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billboards within the Property.  In addition, LANDOWNER and/or Clear Channel may be entitled 
to change the size of the billboards and to convert one or both of them to illuminated 
billboards, referred to as Message Center Displays in Section 5405 of the Business and 
Professions Code, subject to compliance with the City Sign Code and State law.  
 
3.8 Mixed Income Housing Requirements.  LANDOWNER shall comply with the Mixed 
Income Housing Strategy as set forth in this Section 3.8.  LANDOWNER shall develop the 
number of affordable housing units within the Property set forth in Table 1 of the Mixed 
Income Housing Strategy by (i) construction of affordable housing units, (ii) dedication of land, 
or (iii) a combination of construction of affordable units and dedication of land. In determining 
whether LANDOWNER is in compliance with the Mixed Income Housing Strategy, CITY shall 
determine whether LANDOWNER has satisfied the specified obligations applicable to the 
affordable housing units upon reaching the identified phases of developed residential units at 
the Property in accordance with Table 1 of the Mixed Income Housing Strategy. CITY may 
withhold issuance of residential Building Permits if CITY determines that LANDOWNER is not in 
compliance with LANDOWNER’s obligations under this section. 
 
3.9  Central Shops Historic District.  After the Effective Date of this Agreement, the City 
Council may amend the boundaries of the Central Shops Historic District to coincide with the 
boundaries of the National Register of Historic Places if the application for the National Register 
nomination is approved.  
 
 

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank] 
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4. EXCLUSIONS FROM VESTED RIGHTS. 
 
4.1 Environmental Compliance.   
 

4.1.1. CEQA Compliance.  The CITY prepared and certified the Subsequent 
Environmental Impact Report for the Project and imposed certain Mitigation Measures in 
compliance with CEQA for approval of the Project Entitlements.  CITY and LANDOWNER shall 
comply with and perform the Mitigation Measures when and where applicable to each Party as 
specified in the Mitigation Monitoring Program.  Because this Agreement and the Mitigation 
Measures are intended to mitigate all significant environmental impacts of the Project which 
can feasibly be mitigated, CITY shall not impose any additional mitigation measures as a 
condition of any Subsequent Approval except measures that CITY is required to impose under 
CEQA for the approval or certification of any mitigated negative declarations or subsequent or 
supplemental environmental impact reports that are required to be approved or certified under 
CEQA as a condition of such Subsequent Approval. Nothing contained in this Agreement limits 
the CITY’s ability to comply with the CEQA, the CEQA Guidelines and the CITY’s CEQA 
procedures, and as they may be amended from time to time.   

 
4.1.2. NEPA Compliance. If the scope of the Project includes Public Facilities that are to 

be funded in part with federal funds or requires approval of a federal agency, as identified in 
the Financing Plan or in any other agreements between the Parties, the CITY must comply with 
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), the Council on Environmental Quality 
regulations, and other applicable federal environmental statutes and regulations.  The 
environmental reports required for compliance with NEPA have not been completed prior to 
the Effective Date.  Therefore, CITY may impose  additional mitigation measures as a condition 
of any Subsequent Approval as CITY is required to impose for compliance with NEPA and other 
applicable federal environmental statutes and regulations that are set out as conditions of, or 
the basis for, approval of a categorical exclusion, environmental assessment, environmental 
impact statement or permit by the applicable federal agency for construction of Public Facilities 
undertaken by CITY or LANDOWNER located within the Property or required for Development 
of the Project.      
 
4.2 Retained Right to Discretionary Design Review.  Notwithstanding anything contained 
herein to the contrary and excepting matters over which OSHPD has exclusive jurisdiction, this 
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Agreement does not limit CITY’s Discretionary Actions regarding design review of all buildings 
and structures proposed to be developed on the Property in accordance with the Land Use and 
Development Regulations, Specific Plan, and Special Planning District.  However, in conducting 
its design review, CITY will apply the Design Guidelines and CITY shall exercise its review in such 
a manner that does not reduce the square footage or the floor area ratio for the subject site 
below what is allowed under the Land Use and Development Regulations and the Project 
Entitlements.   
 
4.3 Changes Mandated by Other Agencies.   
 

4.3.1. Amendment or Suspension of Agreement.  Nothing in this Agreement shall 
preclude the application to the Property of a Subsequent Rule if the terms and conditions set 
out in a Subsequent Rule are specifically mandated by changes in state or federal laws or 
regulations or by action of a Public Agency other than the CITY after the Effective Date.  In the 
event state or federal laws or regulations or an action by a Public Agency either (i) prevents or 
precludes LANDOWNER’s or CITY’s compliance with one or more provisions of this Agreement, 
or (ii) requires changes in the Project Entitlements, Special Conditions, Financing Plan, or 
Subsequent Approvals; the Parties shall meet and confer in good faith to determine whether 
the laws, regulations or actions apply to the Property and/or the Project and whether suitable 
amendments to this Agreement can be made in order to maintain LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights 
and the CITY and LANDOWNER obligations as set out in this Agreement.  If the Parties are 
unable to agree on the terms of an amendment to this Agreement to comply with such laws, 
regulations and actions, the Parties shall consider whether suspension of the applicable 
provision(s) of this Agreement is appropriate, and if so, the terms and conditions of such 
suspension. If the Parties are unable to agree on the terms of an amendment or suspension of 
this Agreement with respect to the applicable provision(s), either Party shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement, only with respect to such provision(s), for its convenience by 
complying with the noticing procedures set out in Section 9.2, and without affecting the 
remaining provisions of the Agreement. 
 

4.3.2. No Liability of CITY.  To the extent that any actions of federal or state agencies, 
actions of Public Agencies, or actions of CITY required by federal or state agencies or Public 
Agencies and taken in good faith in order to prevent adverse impacts upon CITY by state or 
federal agencies or Public Agencies, have the effect of preventing, delaying or modifying 
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Development of the Property for the Project; CITY shall not in any manner be liable to 
LANDOWNER for such prevention, delay or modification.  Such actions may include, without 
limitation,: (i) flood plain or wetlands designations, (ii) the imposition of air quality measures or 
sanctions, (iii) the imposition of traffic congestion or travel restriction measures, or (iv) the 
imposition of new or additional restrictions related to environmental contamination of the 
Property, regardless as to whether such conditions were known or unknown as of the Effective 
Date.  CITY's actions to comply with such federal or state laws and regulations or actions of 
Public Agencies shall not be arbitrary or capricious.  Nothing contained herein shall be 
construed as precluding CITY’s contractual defenses of impossibility of performance or 
frustration of purpose to the extent recognized by California law.   
 

4.3.3. Reserved Right to Contest Laws, Regulations and Actions. CITY and/or 
LANDOWNER shall have the right to institute litigation challenging the validity of the laws, 
regulations or actions of federal and state agencies and Public Agencies as described in Sections 
4.3.1 and 4.3.2.  If such litigation is filed, this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect 
until final judgment is issued; provided, however, that if any action that CITY would take in 
furtherance of this Agreement would be rendered invalid, facially or otherwise, by the 
contested law, regulation or action, CITY shall not be required to undertake such action until 
the litigation is resolved or the law, regulation or action is otherwise determined invalid, 
inapplicable or is repealed.  If the final judgment invalidates the law, regulation or action, or 
determines that it does not affect the validity of this Agreement or the obligations of the 
Parties as set out in this Agreement, this Agreement shall remain in full force and effect.  The 
Term of this Agreement shall be extended by the amount of time between the date when the 
litigation was filed and the date of the final judgment if the law, regulation or action had the 
effect of preventing or suspending Development of the Property for the Project and the final 
judgment allowed this Agreement to remain in full force and effect.      
 
4.4 Building Codes.  

 
4.4.1. No Limit on Right of CITY Regarding Uniform Codes or Standards.  

Notwithstanding anything contained herein to the contrary, and excepting matters over which 
OSHPD has jurisdiction, this Agreement does not limit the right of CITY to adopt building, 
plumbing, electrical, fire and similar uniform codes, and Public Facilities standards and 
specifications, to adopt modifications of those uniform codes and standards and specifications 
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from time to time, and to require compliance with those uniform codes and standards and 
specifications in effect at the time of plan review or Building Permit issuance for the Project, 
regardless as to whether the plans and Building Permits are requested for the Project 
Entitlements or for Subsequent Approvals. 

 
4.4.2. No Effect on Right to Tax, Assess or Levy Fees or Charges.  Except as expressly 

provided herein, this Agreement does not limit the power and right of the CITY to impose taxes, 
levy assessments, or require payment of application, processing, inspection or building permit 
fees, and related charges by LANDOWNER or by any other entity or owner of property in the 
City. All applications by LANDOWNER for CITY approvals, permits and entitlements shall be 
subject to the application fees, processing fees, inspection fees, and other similar fees, except 
fees that are waived, deferred, credited or reduced as authorized by law, within the control of 
the CITY that are in force and effect as of the date that the application or other request for 
approval is filed.   

 
4.5 Development Fees. LANDOWNER shall be subject to compliance with any changes to 
the Financing Plan that may be approved by the City Council after the Effective Date and 
subject to the imposition of new or increased development impact fees (Government Code § 
66000 et seq.), defined in Section 1.25 as Development Fees, pursuant to the nexus study that 
is to be prepared to implement the development fee program specified in the Financing Plan, as 
such nexus study may be amended from time to time. As set out in Section 5.5, the amount of 
the Development Fees may differ from what is specified in the Financing Plan.  Once the 
Development Fees are established by ordinance based on the first nexus study completed after 
the Effective Date, for the remainder of the Initial Term, the Development Fees may not be 
increased except for: (i) the annual adjustment to account for construction costs in accordance 
with Exhibit F and the Financing Plan, or (ii) adjustments because of updates to the Financing 
Plan and nexus study required by the passage of time or variations from the expected land uses 
or densities. 
 
4.6 No General Limitation on Future Exercise of Police Power.  The CITY retains its right to 
exercise its broad and general police powers and to apply such powers within the Property, 
except when such exercise would impair, diminish, restrict, reduce or conflict with a Vested 
Right granted to LANDOWNER under this Agreement except as provided in Section 3.4.  
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4.7 Health and Safety and Supervening Laws. Notwithstanding the provisions in Section 
3.4.1, during the Term of this Agreement the CITY may adopt and apply a Subsequent Rule to 
Subsequent Approvals if: (i) CITY upon notice and hearing, in the reasonable exercise of its 
discretion and based upon findings of fact and determinations of law, certifies to LANDOWNER 
that application of a Subsequent Rule is necessary to protect persons or property from a 
condition which could create a serious risk to the health or safety of the public in general or to 
residents or employees who are occupying or will occupy the Property (a Subsequent Rule 
under this subsection (i) shall not directly conflict with an Approved LUC or a determination by 
DTSC within its jurisdiction over the Property); or (ii) such Subsequent Rule is mandated or 
required by supervening federal, state, or Public Agency law, regulation or action enacted prior 
to or after the Effective Date.  The foregoing two options include, without limitation, any flood 
control restrictions or requirements that may be adopted on a city-wide or lesser basis that 
encompasses the Property.  

 
4.8 Location or Size of Public Facilities.  In the event that, at the time of the required 
Dedication or Reservation of land to CITY, City Agency or Public Agency for Public Facilities as 
specified in this Agreement, the location of or the quantity of land required for the Public 
Facilities has changed from that depicted or specified in this Agreement, the Development Plan, 
Project Entitlements, or Special Conditions to such a significant degree or extent that could not 
reasonable have been anticipated as of the Effective Date such that (i) the location or quantity 
is inconsistent with this Agreement, the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, or Special 
Conditions, and (ii) such change to the location of or the quantity of land required for the Public 
Facilities was not previously approved by the City, the Parties shall meet and negotiate and in 
good faith endeavor to reach agreement on any amendments to this Agreement needed to 
allow Development of the Property for the Project in a reasonable manner, taking into account 
the changes in Public Facilities needed to serve the Project that arose after the Effective Date.  
If agreement is reached between the Parties, the procedures specified in Section 2.4 shall apply 
to amend this Agreement. If agreement is not reached, either Party shall have the right to 
terminate this Agreement for its convenience by providing notice as specified in Section 9.2. 
 
4.9 LANDOWNER’s Right to Propose Additional Development.  Nothing in this Agreement 
is intended to limit the right of LANDOWNER to apply for changes in the Development Plan and 
Project Entitlements, and amendments to the Plans and Land Use and Development 
Regulations to allow for additional or different development within the Property.  CITY will 
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process and decide whether to approve any such applications in accordance with the 
Subsequent Rules.  Nothing herein shall be construed as limiting the exercise of the discretion 
by CITY in reviewing and approving or denying any such application.   

 
4.10 Suspension of Development.  No Subsequent Rule enacted prior to the expiration of the 
Term of this Agreement which purports to limit the rate of Development over time or to govern 
the sequence of Development of the Project shall apply to the Property, except when the CITY 
enacts a moratorium pursuant to a declaration of a local emergency or a state of emergency 
which suspends development rights, the moratorium encompasses the Property or the Project, 
and the basis for enactment of the moratorium complies with the provisions of Section 4.7. 

 
4.11 I-5 Mitigation Program Commitment. As part of this Development, and to help decrease 
vehicle miles traveled in the region, improve air quality, and support downtown urban 
development, LANDOWNER agrees to pay the voluntary I-5 Sub-regional fee for all construction 
within the Project and CITY shall use its best efforts to update and amend the I-5 Sub-regional 
Fee Programs list of projects, to include funding for the 7th Street/Railyards Blvd. light rail 
station, the 10th Street Extension from Railyards Blvd. to North B Street, and the connection of 
Railyards Blvd. to Highway 160 (collectively “I-5 Sub-regional Projects”). These I-5 Sub-regional 
Projects may directly mitigate cumulative traffic impacts on I-5 and may help achieve broader 
goals of SACOG, the region, and the City by supporting environmental urban infill development. 
To the extent the construction of any of the I-5 Sub-regional Fee Projects must occur prior to 
the amendment (or subsequent funding) of the I-5 Sub-regional Fee Program for these projects, 
CITY and LANDOWNER shall enter a Reimbursement Agreement to reimburse LANDOWNER if 
funding is procured through the I-5 Sub-regional Fee Program. 

  
 

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank] 
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5. CITY’S OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS. 
 

5.1 CITY's Good Faith in Processing.  Subject to the provisions of this Agreement and 
LANDOWNER's compliance with each and every term and condition herein, CITY agrees that it 
will accept in good faith for processing, review, and Discretionary or Ministerial Action, in 
accordance with the applicable provisions of the Land Use and Development Regulations, all 
complete applications for tentative parcel maps, zoning, planned unit development 
designation, planned unit development guidelines, schematic plans, parcel maps, subdivision 
maps, conditional use permits, variances, design review, preservation review, Building Permits, 
or other entitlements for Development of the Property for the Project in accordance with the 
Development Plan, Project Entitlements, Special Conditions, and the terms of this Agreement. 
CITY shall inform the LANDOWNER, upon request, of the necessary submission requirements 
for each application for a permit or other entitlement for Development and shall review said 
application and shall schedule the application for review and Discretionary Action by the 
appropriate CITY board, commission or City Council or for Ministerial Action by CITY staff.  

 
5.2 Allocation Procedures for Uses, Units, and Building Sizes.  The Parties agree that the 
Development Plan represent the maximum amount of residential units and commercial and 
office space square footage that LANDOWNER could develop on the Property under this 
Agreement, that LANDOWNER has the right but not the obligation to construct said maximum 
amount, and that the decision to construct the Project at a lower density consistent with the 
Plans, Project Entitlements and the Land Use and Development Regulations is within 
LANDOWNER’s sole discretion.  The Parties further agree that LANDOWNER is entitled to 
transfer densities and uses among parcels within the Development Plan as specified in the 
Special Planning District. CITY acknowledges that LANDOWNER is entitled to Develop the 
Property substantially consistent with the Development Plan and subject to compliance with 
the Plans, Project Entitlements and the provisions of this Agreement.   
 
5.3 Extension of Entitlements.  All subdivision tentative maps, conditional use permits, or 
any other land use entitlements of potentially limited duration previously, contemporaneously, 
or subsequently approved for the Property subject to this Agreement, as set out in the 
Development Plan, Project Entitlements, and Subsequent Approvals shall be valid for a 
minimum term equal to the then remaining Term of this Agreement (including the Initial Term 
and any Extension Period), or for the period stated in the Planning and Development Code as it 
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reads on the date of the approval of the entitlement, whichever is longer.  The provisions of 
Section 8.5 relating to estoppel certificates shall apply to any request made by LANDOWNER to 
CITY with respect to the life of any entitlement covered by this Section 5.3.  Nothing in this 
Section 5.3 shall be construed, or operate, to extend the Term of this Agreement. 
 
5.4 Reconfiguration of Parcels.  LANDOWNER shall have the right to file applications with 
CITY for subdivision, lot line adjustment, lot mergers, or for master parcelization of all or part of 
the Property, for the purpose of Reconfiguration of the Property.  Such applications shall be 
processed and Discretionary Action taken in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.  
Where Reconfiguration requires a conditional use permit, variance, planned unit development 
designation, or other entitlement applicable to the Property or portion thereof which is subject 
to the application, CITY reserves the right to require such entitlements as a condition of 
approving the application.  CITY shall process such Subsequent Approvals in a manner 
consistent with the Development Plan and Project Entitlements as provided in Section 3.3. 
 
5.5 Implementation of the Financing Plan.  As more particularly described in Exhibit E, the 
Financing Plan establishes methods for financing of required Public Facilities, including 
Backbone Infrastructure, to serve the Project through a combination of public debt, State and 
Federal assistance, land transfers, Dedications, Reservations, Development Fees and other 
Public Financing Mechanisms.  
 

5.5.1 Backbone Infrastructure. The Financing Plan recognizes that there is a regional 
cost associated with certain Backbone Infrastructure, and that that fair share will ultimately 
have to be paid from other sources and other property owners that benefit from such 
Backbone Infrastructure as identified in the Financing Plan.    If a community facilities district or 
other Public Financing Mechanism is formed or a Development Fee is implemented to finance 
Backbone Infrastructure, the district may purchase the real property dedicated by LANDOWNER 
for Backbone Infrastructure as set out at the time of formation of the district.  
 

5.5.2 Development Fees and Financing Mechanisms. CITY commits to making a good 
faith effort to adopt and implement the Development Fees and Public Financing Mechanisms as 
set out in the Financing Plan in order to provide the Public Facilities required for Development 
of the Property for the Project. Decisions as to whether to issue bonds pursuant to such Public 
Financing Mechanisms, and the timing and manner of issuance thereof, shall be within the sole 
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and exclusive discretion of CITY; provided, however, that CITY shall exercise its discretion in a 
good faith manner, so as to provide for timely construction of the Public Facilities and Backbone 
Infrastructure in order not to impede Development of the Property for the Project.  The Parties 
intend that to the extent that federal, state and local funding has been committed or becomes 
available for the Public Facilities and Backbone Infrastructure improvements, the costs of those 
improvements would not be included in the Development Fees and Public Financing 
Mechanisms.   
 

5.5.3 Credit for LANDOWNER Improvements. Development Fees that may be 
assessed against the Project may be waived, modified, credited, offset or limited based on the 
Public Facilities and Backbone Infrastructure constructed by LANDOWNER at LANDOWNER’s 
sole cost and expense in accordance with CITY policies regarding such Development Fee 
waivers, modifications, credits, offsets and limitations.   
 

5.6 [Intentionally Omitted]  
 

5.7 [Intentionally Omitted] 
 

5.8 Public Facilities Construction by CITY.  To the extent that (i) funds are available to CITY 
pursuant to implementation of Public Financing Mechanisms as set out in the Financing Plan, 
(ii) any required real property has been transferred to CITY by LANDOWNER in conformance 
with the Dedication and/or Reservation requirements set out herein, or has been obtained by 
CITY through its power of eminent domain, and (iii) LANDOWNER is in compliance with the 
terms of this Agreement, including all of the terms and conditions of the Project Entitlements 
and Financing Plan, CITY agrees to use its best efforts to undertake, or cause to be undertaken, 
construction of the Public Facilities specified in the Financing Plan that are required for the 
LANDOWNER to develop the Property for the Project in accordance with any specified schedule 
for the construction of such Public Facilities as may be set forth in the Financing Plan or this 
Agreement.  CITY's obligations hereunder shall be limited to those items of Public Facilities 
which, under the terms of the Financing Plan, are to be constructed by CITY or under CITY's 
direction and control. This Section 5.8 shall not apply to Public Facilities to be constructed by 
another Public Agency, or by another property owner or developer as specified in the Plans and 
Project Entitlements. 
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5.9 Public Facilities Financing Proceedings.   
 

5.9.1 Proceedings Initiated by LANDOWNER.  In the event that LANDOWNER desires 
to initiate proceedings for the formation of a Public Financing Mechanism to fund the 
construction of Public Facilities required to be funded or constructed by LANDOWNER pursuant 
to the conditions of approval of the Project Entitlements, or in the Mitigation Measures or 
Special Conditions; LANDOWNER shall file an application with CITY for that purpose in 
accordance with the Assessment District Policy Manual, as same may be amended from time to 
time, or such other policy document as may after the Effective Date be adopted by the City 
Council as a substitute therefor.  CITY agrees to diligently process any such application, 
provided that such application: (i) is complete and is accompanied by payment of CITY fees 
applicable on the date of filing of the application; (ii) otherwise complies with the City Code as 
it exists on the date of the application, including but not limited to the Assessment District 
Policy Manual; (iii) is consistent with CITY's policies and procedures; (iv) provides for a property 
value to lien ratio and other financial terms that are reasonably acceptable to CITY; (v) provides 
for all funding requirements established by CITY for the purpose of payment of the costs of 
outside consultants needed, in CITY's reasonable discretion, to establish the Public Financing 
Mechanism; and (vi) provides that the specific consultants (e.g., bond counsel, financial 
advisors, underwriters, appraisers, or other consultants as may be necessary under the 
circumstances) shall be selected by CITY in its sole discretion. 
 

5.9.2 Alternative Financing Methods.  Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
Agreement to the contrary, CITY agrees that upon request made by LANDOWNER, CITY will 
consider making exceptions to the Assessment District Policy Manual to allow for alternative 
methods of financing Public Facilities where such alternatives are contemplated by the 
Financing Plan, including any amendments thereto; provided, however, that CITY reserves its 
reasonable discretion to condition use of any such alternatives on satisfaction of performance 
preconditions and to consider underwriting considerations and criteria, together with the 
manner in which such alternatives further the overall implementation of the Financing Plan. 
Further, CITY may in its reasonable discretion deny any such request upon grounds, including, 
without limitation, consistency of application of its policies and the potential for establishing 
negative precedent. 
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5.10 Maintenance.  
 

5.10.1 Financing.  LANDOWNER may, following the procedures specified in Section 
5.9.1, request that CITY establish one or more maintenance districts for the purpose of 
financing the maintenance of landscaping, lighting or other Public Facilities, whereunder lands 
benefiting from the Public Facilities and their maintenance are assessed for a proportionate 
share of the maintenance cost. 

 
5.10.2 Park and Open Space Maintenance.  The Tentative Map conditions imposed as 

part of the Project Entitlements require LANDOWNER to annex into an existing parks 
maintenance and community facilities district or initiate and fund the proceedings to create a 
Public Financing Mechanism that will encompass the Property to fund the maintenance of all of 
the Public Facilities as permitted under the applicable statute.  The Public Financing Mechanism 
would provide funding for maintenance of  the Project’s public park and open space features 
that are owned or controlled by CITY which include, without limitation, the parks, parkways, 
greenbelts, plazas, fountains, trails, pedestrian pathways and facilities, lighting, landscaped 
medians, and decorative paving treatments.  CITY will collect the assessment to fund 
maintenance of the Public Facilities and will determine whether LANDOWNER will have the 
option to undertake the maintenance work for all or part of the Project’s public park and/or 
open space features, or to use CITY’s work force or contractors to undertake such maintenance. 
In the event that LANDOWNER is selected to be responsible for any such maintenance, 
LANDOWNER shall be entitled to receive the benefit of the Public Financing Mechanism 
revenues collected for such purpose under the terms of a maintenance agreement. The Parties 
acknowledge that CITY will contract with LANDOWNER for maintenance of all parks and open 
space, including the plazas and parks within the Central Shops Historic District, under the terms 
of a maintenance agreement. 
 

5.10.3 Park and Open Space Maintenance Standards.  Because the park and open 
space features in this Project are unique and will be developed with high quality materials and 
fixtures which are non-standard, the CITY recognizes that it is important that the maintenance 
work is performed at a level that will protect and enhance these Public Facilities and that 
materials and fixtures should be replaced on an as-needed basis with the same or substantially 
similar materials (including plantings) and fixtures.  CITY commits to LANDOWNER that it will in 
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good faith maintain the park and open space features funded under the assessment district in 
accordance with the Design Guidelines and at a higher quality level of maintenance, and 
LANDOWNER acknowledges that the CITY’s obligation to maintain these Public Facilities to such 
standards may require a higher level of assessments.  The CITY commits that it will 
communicate and collaborate with LANDOWNER and/or the property owners association(s) in 
regards to the frequency, cost, and scope of maintenance of the Project park and open space 
features.   
 
5.11 Reimbursement to LANDOWNER. 

 
5.11.1 From Financing Proceeds.  Subject to the terms of the Financing Plan, where 

LANDOWNER has provided advance funding for Public Facilities, including Backbone 
Infrastructure, required by the Financing Plan or has constructed such Public Facilities under 
the direction and control of CITY, and under the terms of the Financing Plan or reimbursement 
agreement LANDOWNER is be entitled to Reimbursement; CITY will pay LANDOWNER the 
Reimbursement in such amounts and at such times as CITY determines is feasible based on 
establishment of a Public Financing Mechanism and receipt of funding under such financing 
program. Those items and costs incurred by LANDOWNER that qualify for Reimbursement shall 
be determined pursuant to CITY policies in existence at the time of establishment of the Public 
Financing Mechanism.  CITY agrees to entertain reasonable requests from LANDOWNER for 
exceptions to such policies; provided, however, that CITY may, in its reasonable discretion, deny 
any such request upon specified grounds, including but not limited to consistency of application 
of its policies.  Nothing in this Agreement shall authorize reimbursement of any cost which, in 
the opinion of CITY's bond counsel, is not permissible for purposes of establishing or retaining 
tax free status of any bonds issued, or contemplated to be issued by CITY. 
 

5.11.2 From Others Benefited.  In any case where CITY requires or permits 
LANDOWNER to plan, design, construct, or fund the planning, design or construction of Public 
Facilities, including Backbone Infrastructure, required for development of the Project by the 
terms of the Financing Plan or as set out in the conditions of approval of the Project 
Entitlements or in the Special Conditions, and either: (i) LANDOWNER’s costs are in excess of or 
beyond those required to be incurred by LANDOWNER as specified in the Funding Agreement, 
Public Financing Mechanisms and/or in a reimbursement agreement, or (ii) CITY determines 
that LANDOWNER was required to make Dedications, provide mitigation or incur costs in 
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connection with Public Facilities  in excess of or beyond those required for Development of the 
Property, (collectively “Excess Costs”); CITY shall utilize its best efforts to require that all other 
landowners benefited by the Public Facilities shall reimburse (through fee districts, agreements, 
conditions of approval, or otherwise) LANDOWNER for such landowner's proportionate share of 
such Excess Costs, as determined in accordance with the nexus study that implements the 
Financing Plan, Public Financing Mechanism, reimbursement agreement, or by CITY.  Such 
Reimbursement shall be subject to the limitations specified in Section 5.11.1, and shall not 
exceed the amount of actual and reasonable Excess Costs LANDOWNER incurred. 
 

5.11.3 CITY Funds.  Except as specified in the Funding Agreement, in no event shall the 
CITY’s General Fund, any of the CITY’s general or special funds, or any of the funds in the hands 
of the CITY or its accounts now and in the future be obligated as or claimed as a source of 
funding for reimbursement to LANDOWNER of the costs of Public Facilities or Backbone 
Infrastructure constructed by LANDOWNER. Nothing in this Agreement, except for the Funding 
Agreement Business Terms, shall be construed to obligate such funds held by the CITY.   

 
5.12 [Intentionally Deleted] 

 
5.13 Annual Review.  In accordance with Government Code Section 65865.1 and the 
Procedural Ordinance, CITY shall annually during the Term review the extent of good faith 
compliance by LANDOWNER with the terms of this Agreement. Failure of CITY to conduct the 
Annual Review shall not constitute a waiver by CITY or LANDOWNER of the right to conduct 
future Annual Review or to otherwise enforce the provisions of this Agreement, nor shall a 
Party have or assert any defense to such enforcement by reason of any such failure. The failure 
of CITY to undertake such review, shall not, in itself, invalidate the terms of this Agreement or 
excuse any party hereto from performing its obligations under this Agreement.  The Annual 
Review shall be limited in scope to compliance with the terms and conditions of this 
Agreement. 

 
5.13.1 Proceedings.  The procedures specified in the Procedural Ordinance for conduct 

of the Annual Review by the City Manager and City Council shall apply to each Annual Review of 
this Agreement. At least ten (10) days prior to the commencement of any Annual Review by the 
City Council, CITY shall deliver to LANDOWNER a copy of any public staff reports and other 
documents to be used or relied upon in conducting the review.  LANDOWNER shall be 
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permitted an opportunity to respond to CITY's evaluation of LANDOWNER's performance by 
written and oral testimony at the public hearing to be held before the City Council, if 
LANDOWNER so elects. At the conclusion of the Annual Review, CITY shall make written 
findings and determinations on the basis of substantial evidence, as to whether or not 
LANDOWNER or its successors and any Assignees have complied in good faith with the terms 
and conditions of this Agreement. 

 
5.13.2 Failure of Compliance.  Any determination of by the City Council of 

LANDOWNER’s failure to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement shall be a 
default subject to the notice requirements and cure periods set forth in Sections 7.6.  

 
 

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank] 
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6. LANDOWNER’S OBLIGATIONS AND COMMITMENTS. 
 
6.1 Project Entitlements, Mitigation Measures and Special Conditions. LANDOWNER shall 
be obligated to comply with the terms and conditions set out in the Project Entitlements and 
Special Conditions for Development of the Property for the Project, and with the terms and 
conditions of this Agreement. When required in order to obtain a Subsequent Approval, 
LANDOWNER shall execute a mitigation monitoring agreement and such other agreements as 
may be necessary in CITY's judgment in order to implement any Mitigation Measure and the 
Mitigation Monitoring Program or to comply with other terms of this Agreement, and shall fully 
cooperate with CITY in implementing the Mitigation Measures and Mitigation Monitoring 
Program and the terms of such other agreements. 
 
6.2 Participation in the Financing Plan.  As more particularly described in the Financing Plan, 
LANDOWNER shall participate in the establishment of a method for financing of required 
Infrastructure and public facilities through a combination of land transfers, dedications and 
contributions, fees, assessment districts, community facilities districts and other sources, so 
that the land within the Financing Plan Area pays for its share of the cost of such Infrastructure 
and facilities. The plan also recognizes that there is a regional cost associated with certain 
portions of Infrastructure and facilities, and that that share will ultimately have to be paid from 
other sources, even though developers within the area, including LANDOWNER, acknowledge 
that they may have to participate in funding regional costs on a fair share basis. LANDOWNER 
shall participate in the Financing Plan, as made applicable to the development of the Property, 
and shall faithfully and timely comply with each and every provision thereof, including but not 
limited to assessments, special taxes, development fees and exactions set forth therein.  
Without limiting the foregoing, applications for conditional use permits, subdivision maps or 
other land use entitlements and building permits may be made subject to LANDOWNER's 
participation in and compliance with the Financing Plan. Failure to so participate shall be an 
event of default to which the default provisions of this Agreement and the Procedural 
Ordinance shall apply. For purposes of this Agreement "participate" and "participation" shall 
mean payment of all monies required by virtue of the Financing Plan, and performance of all 
obligations imposed thereby. 
 
6.3 LANDOWNER's Waivers.  LANDOWNER hereby agrees to the provisions of the Protest 
Waiver, which is a comprehensive waiver of protest rights with respect to CITY's establishment 
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and implementation of Public Financing Mechanisms and Development Fees, and in levying 
assessments and taxes pursuant thereto, and CITY's actions in implementing any provision of 
the Financing Plan, Project Entitlements, Special Conditions, and Funding Agreement.  As set 
forth in the Protest Waiver, LANDOWNER reserves the right to protest the actual amount of the 
fee, assessment or tax levy, or other CITY charge imposed on or allocated to the Property 
pursuant to the Financing Plan, Project Entitlements, Special Conditions, Funding Agreement, or 
this Agreement. The Protest Waiver shall be binding on LANDOWNER by LANDOWNER’s 
execution of this Agreement if LANDOWNER fails to separately execute the Protest Waiver 
provided as Exhibit H.  
 
6.4 Public Facilities and Backbone Infrastructure Construction by LANDOWNER.  When 
required by the conditions of approval of the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, Special 
Conditions, Financing Plan, Funding Agreement and/or Subsequent Approvals, or by any 
applicable reimbursement agreements, and in accordance with CITY specifications and 
standards in effect as of the date of construction, LANDOWNER shall diligently construct the 
specified Public Facilities and Backbone Infrastructure required for Development of the 
Property for the Project substantially consistent with the Development Plan. 
 
6.5 Park and Open Space Development. At the time of filing the final map(s) and based 
upon the standards in Section 3.5, LANDOWNER shall develop the parks and open spaces 
located within that final map, as specified in the Tentative Map conditions in accordance with 
the Turnkey Park Requirement under the terms of a Turnkey Park Agreement.  LANDOWNER 
shall receive full credit for the cost of developing those parks and open spaces as specified by 
CITY against the amount of the Park Development Impact Fees that would otherwise be 
assessed were it not for LANDOWNER’s improvement of such park and open spaces at the time 
of filing that final map.   
 
6.6 Levies Imposed by Public Agencies.  LANDOWNER shall be responsible for: (i) all fees, 
charges, assessments, special taxes or levies of any sort imposed by any state or Public Agency 
in the future as a charge for financing of Public Facilities and Public Services for the Community 
Plan or Specific Plan area and for Mitigation Measures imposed for the purpose of mitigation of 
environmental impacts associated with the provision of the Public Facilities or Public Services; 
(ii) all special benefit assessments, special taxes or levies of any sort associated with 
construction of or maintenance of Public Facilities, where the Property is located within a 
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district formed for that purpose by any state or Public Agency; and (iii) ad valorem real estate 
taxes and utility fees and taxes.  Failure to pay such fees, charges, assessments, taxes or levies 
when due shall be a default, subject to cure, under this Agreement.  However, nothing in this 
Agreement shall be construed to limit LANDOWNER's right to protest, in accordance with 
applicable provisions of law, the formation of any assessment district, the amount of any 
assessment levied by or on behalf of such district on the Property or any portion thereof, or the 
nature and amount of any tax, fee, assessment or charge imposed, except as provided in 
Section 6.3.  
 
6.7 Local, State and Federal Laws.  LANDOWNER shall assure that the construction of the 
Project is carried out in conformity with all applicable federal and state laws and regulations, 
and the laws and regulations of Public Agencies which have jurisdiction over Development of 
the Property.  Before commencement of Development of the Property including, without 
limitation, grading of land or construction of any buildings, structures or other works of 
improvement upon the Property, LANDOWNER shall at its own expense secure any and all 
certifications and permits which may be required by any federal or state agency or a Public 
Agency having jurisdiction over such development.  LANDOWNER shall permit only persons or 
entities which are duly licensed in the State of California, County of Sacramento and City of 
Sacramento, as applicable, to perform grading, development or construction work on the 
Property for Development of the Project. 

 
6.8 Transfer of Land.  As set forth in the Specific Plan, Development Plan, Project 
Entitlements, Mitigation Measures, and Special Conditions, LANDOWNER has agreed to transfer 
lands, including defined interests that are less than fee interests therein, by Dedication or 
Reservation that are needed for Public Facilities to CITY, City Agency or Public Agency as 
specified or appropriate. LANDOWNER shall transfer the land required by Dedication to CITY, 
City Agency or Public Agency utilizing the Irrevocable Offer of Dedication agreement form 
provided as Exhibit L or by placing a Dedication or an Offer of Dedication, as directed by the 
CITY, on a final subdivision or parcel map in accordance with Government Code Sections 66439 
and 66447.  LANDOWNER shall transfer the land required by Reservation to CITY or to a Public 
Agency utilizing the Reservation form provided as Exhibit M and in accordance with 
Government Code Section 66480.   LANDOWNER shall transfer the land required to be 
transferred by Dedication or by Reservation at such time as is either: (i) required pursuant to a 
condition or term of any entitlement for use or Development of the Property; or (ii) requested 
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by CITY, City Agency or Public Agency, subject to agreement of the Parties, where LANDOWNER 
has not applied for an entitlement for use or Development of the Property, but the land is 
needed for purposes of construction and improvement of Public Facilities.  CITY shall accept 
such transfers of land by Dedication or Reservation, as provided therein.  
 

6.8.1 Dedication of Land for Parks and Open Spaces.  LANDOWNER shall transfer to 
CITY the land designated in the Specific Plan and on the Tentative Map for parks and open 
spaces in the following form of real property interest as specified in the Tentative Map 
conditions, which are summarized in Exhibit N.  

 
6.8.2 Parks Operating Agreement.  The Parties may enter into operating agreements 

that provide LANDOWNER with reasonable control over the hours of public use of and the 
nature of uses in, and if legally permissible the collection of revenue from the use of, parks 
Developed within the Property and anticipate that such operating agreements may apply to the 
Central Shops Historic District, and Lots 2e, 31, 32, and 35. 

 
6.8.3 7th Street Improvements and Light Rail Dedication.  Pursuant to the terms of the 

Project Entitlements (Exhibit C) and the Mitigation Measures regarding mitigation of freeway 
and roadway congestion impacts, LANDOWNER is required to dedicate right of way for Phase 1 
of the Downtown-Natomas-Airport (DNA) light rail alignment located within the Property and 
the light rail station and ancillary facilities located at 7th Street, between Railyards Boulevard 
and North B Street, (Station) to the Sacramento Regional Transit District  (RT) subject to the 
terms of the Offer of Dedication Agreement provided as Exhibit L.  LANDOWNER desires to 
transfer the right of way and the Station land to RT with an airspace easement reservation by 
LANDOWNER to allow for development above the light rail line and Station, subject to RT’s 
approval of an easement agreement which provides that LANDOWNER shall not intrude into 
the "operating zone" or "restricted area" of the line or Station as defined in the easement 
agreement between RT and LANDOWNER.  The form of the Offer of Dedication Agreement 
provided as Exhibit L may be revised to incorporate the operating zone and restricted area 
definitions as approved by LANDOWNER and RT.  

 
6.8.4 Public Parking Facilities. LANDOWNER shall not encumber the Improved Surface 

Lots that are designated for Development as either a structured parking lot or for retail, 
residential, office or mixed use in the Specific Plan, or Development Plan following the approval 
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of the City’s use thereof as provided in the Special Conditions by placing any deed, mortgage, 
lien, reciprocal access easement or other similar encumbrance that could prevent or delay the 
designated Development of that parcel in accordance with the Specific Plan, or Development 
Plan, or Project Entitlements without CITY’s prior written approval, which will not be 
unreasonably withheld. 
 
6.9 [Intentionally Deleted] 
 
6.10 Dispute Resolution.  Where a dispute exists between LANDOWNER, Assignee, or any 
successor or successors in interest with respect to any matter involving the CITY’s allocation of 
the land uses, housing units, densities and building square footages on the Property in 
compliance with the Project Entitlements as set out in Section 5.2, such dispute shall be 
resolved by arbitration, utilizing the commercial arbitration procedures of the American 
Arbitration Association, or some other alternative dispute resolution procedure mutually 
agreed upon by the parties involved in the dispute. In no case shall CITY or its elective and 
appointive members of boards, commissions, officers, agents and employees be a party to such 
dispute or to the dispute resolution procedures. All of the provisions of this Agreement relating 
to LANDOWNER’s obligation to defend and indemnify CITY and payment of CITY costs shall 
apply to all disputes relating directly or indirectly to such allocation. 
 
6.11 Annual Report.  LANDOWNER shall annually, within thirty (30) days after each 
anniversary of the Effective Date, submit to the City Manager a brief written report on the 
progress of Development of the Property for the Project as authorized under this Agreement 
during the prior twelve (12) month period.  The annual report shall include, at a minimum, (i) 
the additional square footage of commercial and office development and the number of 
housing units constructed or under construction, (ii) the Public Facilities constructed or under 
construction by LANDOWNER, and (iii) the Land Dedications conveyed to CITY, City Agency, or 
Public Agency.  The CITY will review the annual report in accordance with Section 5.13. 
LANDOWNER shall pay a processing fee for each annual review in the amount established by 
resolution of the City Council.  
 
6.12 Indemnification.  LANDOWNER agrees to defend and indemnify CITY, City Agency, 
Public Agency and their respective elective and appointive members of boards, commissions, 
officers, agents and employees against any liability for damage or claims for damage for 
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personal injury, including death, or property damage, arising out of or relating in any way to 
actions or activities to develop the Property, whether undertaken by LANDOWNER or 
LANDOWNER's affiliates, contractors, subcontractors, agents or employees. Said 
indemnification pursuant to this Section 6.12 shall not extend to claims that are based on an 
indemnified Party’s gross negligence or willful misconduct. The provisions of this Agreement 
relating to indemnification and defense of CITY by LANDOWNER shall be applicable to any claim 
whatsoever against CITY by an Assignee or a third party arising out of or in any way relating to 
any existing or future agreement between the Parties except as otherwise provided therein, 
relating to the Development of the Property. 
 
6.13 Reimbursement for Agreement Costs.  LANDOWNER agrees to reimburse the CITY for 
reasonable and actual expenses incurred by CITY that relate directly to CITY's review, 
consideration and execution of this Agreement.  Such expenses include, without limitation, 
recording fees, ordinance publishing fees, any special meeting and notice costs, and staff time, 
including preparation or staff reports relating to approval of this Agreement and the Adopting 
Ordinance, and preparation and review of this Agreement and any changes requested by 
LANDOWNER by the City Attorney’s Office. The cost for the preparation, processing and review 
of this Agreement by the City Attorney’s Office is $140 per hour.  Such expenses shall be paid by 
LANDOWNER within thirty (30) days of receipt of a detailed written statement of such 
expenses. 
 
6.14 Transportation Management Association.  Notwithstanding anything herein to the 
contrary, LANDOWNER shall form a transportation management association that encompasses 
all of the Property and imposes an annual fee assessment to fund the association’s operations 
and services.  Formation of the association and the initiation of proceedings to establish a 
community facilities assessment district or similar benefit assessment district to fund the 
association operations and services shall occur prior to approval of the first final map or 
issuance of the first building permit, and the protest waiver set out in Exhibit H shall apply to 
the creation of that district.  The transportation management association shall be charged with 
the obligation to implement transportation system management measures to achieve a 
reduction in vehicular trips by employees and residents within the Project.  The transportation 
management association articles of incorporation, bylaws, fee assessment, annual budget and 
transportation system management measures shall be subject to CITY approval.  The 
transportation system management measures funded by the association may include paying for 
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a portion of the net operating costs for the light rail system and other transit services provided 
by the Sacramento Regional Transit District that serve the Property.                
 

 
 

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank] 
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7.0  LITIGATION, DEFAULT, AND TERMINATION. 
 

7.1 Litigation by Others. 
 

7.1.1 Challenge to Agreement or Entitlements.  The Parties agree to cooperate in good 
faith in the defense of any litigation (which includes all claims, actions, or proceedings or any 
kind) instituted by a third party challenging the validity of any portion of this Agreement, or its 
application or effectiveness, at any time during its Term, including, without limitation (i) any 
litigation by a third party challenging the proceedings taken for its approval (including the CEQA 
requirements), (ii) any litigation by a third party challenging the validity of any of the Project 
Entitlements (including CEQA challenges), (iii) any litigation by a third party to enforce the 
application of a voter approved initiative to Development of the Property for the Project, or (iv) 
any litigation by a third party challenging any other act undertaken by the Parties in furtherance 
of this Agreement or its terms including, without limitation, Subsequent Approvals. 
 

7.1.2 Defense, Indemnity, and Release. In all such litigation, the following shall apply: 
 

7.1.2.1 CITY will promptly notify LANDOWNER of any litigation filed and 
served on CITY arising out of, concerning, or in any way connected to this Agreement or the 
Project, or any portion of either. CITY may, in its sole discretion, either defend such litigation or 
tender its defense to LANDOWNER.  
 

7.1.2.2 If the CITY determines to defend the action itself, LANDOWNER shall 
be entitled, subject to court approval, to join in or intervene in the action on its own behalf, or 
to advocate in favor of validity of this Agreement or any challenged entitlement.  In such a case, 
each Party shall bear its own attorney fees and costs. 
 

7.1.2.3 If CITY determines to tender the defense of the litigation to 
LANDOWNER, CITY shall promptly notify LANDOWNER of its determination. LANDOWNER shall, 
upon such notice from CITY, at LANDOWNER’s expense, defend, indemnify, and hold harmless 
CITY, its officers, employees, and agents, and each and every one of them, from and against the 
litigation, including the issuance of or the refusal to issue any permits prior to or during the 
pendency of the action.  LANDOWNER’s obligation to indemnify and hold harmless shall include 
all damages, costs of suit, fees (including attorney’s fees awarded under  Code of Civil 
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Procedure section 1021.5 or otherwise), and expenses of every type and description, including 
the cost of preparing the administrative record, fees, and/or costs reasonably incurred by CITY 
for its staff attorneys or outside attorneys, and any fees and expenses incurred in enforcing this 
provision, where such damages, costs of suit, fees, and expenses are claimed by or awarded to 
any party against CITY or otherwise incurred by the CITY. CITY shall have the right to approve 
the legal counsel providing the CITY’s defense under this Section 7.1.2, which approval shall not 
be unreasonably withheld. If a conflict of interest arises between CITY and LANDOWNER in the 
joint defense of the action, then, in CITY’s sole discretion, LANDOWNER shall provide CITY 
separate legal counsel acceptable to CITY at LANDOWNER’s reasonable expense, or CITY shall 
retain its own counsel at CITY’s expense..  LANDOWNER shall have the right to settle such 
litigation without CITY’s consent thereto, provided LANDOWNER accepts the defense and 
obligation without reservation, and that such settlement does not obligate CITY to make any 
payment or perform any obligation, or otherwise prejudice CITY, as determined by CITY in its 
sole discretion.  LANDOWNER shall bear all attorney fees and costs associated with such 
defense from and after the date of the tender.  However, CITY may at any time after the tender 
elect to assume representation of itself; in that event, from and after the date CITY gives notice 
of its election to do so, CITY shall be responsible for its own attorney fees and costs incurred 
thereafter.  

 
7.1.2.4 With respect to approvals and entitlements governed by the 

Subdivision Map Act, California Government Code section 66410 et seq., the obligations under 
this Agreement shall be construed to be consistent with and shall apply to the extent permitted 
under California Government Code section 66474.9.  In these cases, if CITY should fail to 
promptly notify LANDOWNER of the litigation or cooperate fully in the defense, LANDOWNER 
shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify, and hold harmless the City or its 
agents, officers, and employees to the extent California Government Code section 66474.9 
applies.  LANDOWNER shall not be required to pay or perform any settlement of such claim, 
action, or proceeding unless the settlement is approved in writing by LANDOWNER. 

7.1.2.5 [Intentionally Omitted] 

7.1.2.6 LANDOWNER unconditionally and forever releases and discharges 
CITY, its officers, employees, and agents, and each and every one of them, from all liabilities, 
claims, demands, damages, and costs (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and litigation costs 
through final resolution on appeal) that in any way arise from, or are connected with, the 
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issuance of or the refusal to issue any building or other permit for the Project while any 
litigation concerning the Application, the Project, or any portion of either, is pending. This 
release and discharge covers all claims, rights, liabilities, demands, obligations, duties, 
promises, costs, expenses, damages, and other losses or rights of any kind, past, present, and 
future, whatever the theory of recovery, and whether known or unknown, patent or latent, 
suspected or unsuspected, fixed or contingent, or matured or unmatured. LANDOWNER hereby 
waives all rights it has or may have in the future under section 1542 of the California Civil Code, 
which provides as follows: 

 
A general release does not extend to claims which the creditor does not know or suspect 
to exist in his favor at the time of executing the release, which is known by him must have 
materially affected his settlement with the debtor. 

 

7.1.3 Effect of Judgment.  If, in such litigation, a final judgment or other final order is 
issued by the court which has the effect of invalidating or rendering ineffective, in whole or in 
part, any provision of this Agreement or the Agreement itself, or any Project Entitlement or 
Subsequent Approval, the following shall apply: 
 

7.1.3.1 If the judgment or order includes a provision for attorney fees and/or 
costs of the successful party or parties, LANDOWNER shall pay the entire cost thereof, without 
right of offset, contribution or indemnity from CITY, irrespective of anything to the contrary in 
the judgment or order. However, if the litigation relates entirely, solely and exclusively to a 
challenge to the Financing Plan in general, separate and apart from this Agreement or any 
Project Entitlement or Subsequent Approval relating to the Property, and if LANDOWNER is 
named or becomes a party in such litigation, LANDOWNER and CITY shall bear the cost of the 
successful party's attorney fees and/or costs in the manner specified in the court's judgment. 
 

7.1.3.2 CITY and LANDOWNER shall meet and endeavor, in good faith, to 
attempt to reach agreement on any amendments needed to allow Development of the 
Property for the Project to proceed in a reasonable manner, taking into account the terms and 
conditions of the court's judgment or order.  If agreement is reached, the procedures for 
amending this Agreement as specified in Section 2.4 shall apply.  If agreement is not reached, 
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either party shall have the right to terminate this Agreement for its convenience by giving the 
other party notice as provided in Section 9.2.  

 
7.1.3.3 In the event that amendment is not required, and the court's 

judgment or order requires CITY to engage in other or further proceedings, CITY agrees to 
comply with the terms of the judgment or order expeditiously.  

 
7.1.4 No CITY Liability for Damages. Notwithstanding any other provision of law or 

any provision of this Agreement to the contrary, in no event shall CITY or its elective and 
appointive members of boards, commissions, and officers, agents and employees be liable to 
LANDOWNER in damages in any litigation instituted by a third party as described in this Section 
7.1. 

 
7.2 Force Majeure and Enforced Delay.  In addition to other specific provisions of this 
Agreement, performance by either Party hereunder shall not be deemed in default where delay 
or inability to perform is due to: (i) war, insurrection, terrorist acts, riots or other civil 
commotions; (ii) vandalism or other criminal acts; (iii) strikes, walkouts, or other labor disputes; 
(vi) acts of God, including floods, earthquakes, fires, casualties, or other natural calamities; (v) 
enactment of supervening state or federal laws or regulations; (vi) shortages of materials and 
supplies or delivery interruptions; (vii) compliance with DTSC orders and requirements, and 
related procedural processes, relating to the environmental remediation and management of 
the Property, but not if the delay or inability to perform is caused by LANDOWNER’s failure to 
perform its obligations under DTSC’s orders and requirements and related procedural 
processes; or (viii) litigation instituted by third parties challenging the validity of this Agreement 
or Subsequent Approvals.  A Party’s financial inability to perform shall not be a ground for 
claiming an enforced delay.  The Party claiming force majeure or enforced delay shall notify the 
other Party of its intent to claim a permitted delay and the specific ground for such delay as 
soon as is reasonable based on the circumstances.  Upon request of either Party, a written 
extension of time for such cause shall be granted for the period of the force majeure or 
enforced delay and the Term of this Agreement shall be extended by amendment in accordance 
with Section 2.4. 
  
7.3 Waiver.  Except as otherwise expressly provided herein to the contrary, by entering into 
this Agreement LANDOWNER waives its right to challenge the fairness or appropriateness of, as 
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applied to the Property and/or the Project, of  (i) the Development Plan, Project Entitlements, 
Special Conditions; (ii) Public Financing Mechanisms and Development Fees; (iii) the 
Dedications and Reservations for Public Facilities and Public Services; (iv) the Mixed Income 
Housing Strategy; (v) the Land Use and Development Regulations; and, (vi) all actions 
implemented in furtherance of the foregoing as specified herein.           

 
7.4 Legal Actions by Parties.  In addition to the provisions set out in Section 7.6 and any 
other rights or remedies as set out in this Agreement; either Party may institute legal action to 
cure, correct, or remedy any default by any other Party to this Agreement, to enforce any 
covenant or obligation herein, or to enjoin any threatened or attempted violation hereunder. 
Subject to any mutual extensions, notice and opportunity to cure, the term “default” shall 
mean a material failure of performance or a substantial and unreasonable delay in performance 
by either Party of any of term, condition, obligation or covenant of this Agreement.  Default by 
either Party may include, without limitation, material failure to: (i) comply with any provision of 
the Financing Plan, (ii) transfer land for Public Facilities as required by Dedication or 
Reservation, (iii) undertake construction of Public Facilities, and/or (iv) implement or comply 
with the terms and conditions set out in the Mitigation Measures, Mitigation Monitoring Plan, 
Special Conditions, Mixed Income Housing Strategy and/or the conditions of approval set out in 
the Project Entitlements.  In addition, “default” shall mean a material failure of performance or 
a substantial and unreasonable delay in performance by CITY or LANDOWNER of any of term, 
condition, obligation or covenant set out in the: (i) Proposition 1C Agreement, and (ii) Owner 
Participation Agreement. 
 

7.4.1 Parties’ Liability.  Notwithstanding any other provision of law or any provision of 
this Agreement to the contrary, in no event shall LANDOWNER, CITY, City Agency, Public Agency 
or their respective elective and appointive members of boards, commissions, and officers, 
agents and employees be liable in damages for any breach, default or violation of this 
Agreement, it being specifically understood and agreed that the Parties' sole legal remedy for a 
breach, default or violation of this Agreement shall be a legal action in mandamus, specific 
performance or other injunctive or declaratory relief to enforce the provisions of this 
Agreement; provided, however, that this Section 7.4.1 shall not limit the prevailing party’s 
ability to recover attorney fees and costs of litigation as provided in Section 7.5.  
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7.4.2 Limitation of Legal Actions.  No initiation of legal proceedings shall be filed by a 
Party unless such action is filed within one hundred and eighty (180) days from the date of 
discovery by the aggrieved Party of the facts underlying the claim of default, and the date of 
discovery being that the date that the facts became known or should have become known to 
the aggrieved Party based on the circumstances of the default. 
 

7.4.3  Applicable Law and Venue. This Agreement shall be construed and enforced in 
accordance with the laws of the State of California, the state in which the Agreement is signed.  
The Parties agree to submit any disputes arising under the Agreement to a court of competent 
jurisdiction located in Sacramento, California. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to 
prohibit the Parties from engaging in alternative dispute resolution processes prior to initiating 
legal proceedings, including, without limitation, mediation and arbitration, upon the discretion 
and mutual consent of the Parties. 

 
7.4.4 Legislative Mandamus.  LANDOWNER agrees and acknowledges that CITY has 

approved and entered into this Agreement in the sole exercise of its legislative discretion and 
that the standard of review of the validity and meaning of this Agreement shall be that 
accorded legislative acts of CITY.  To the extent CITY acts in an adjudicatory manner for any 
Subsequent Approval by conducting hearings, receiving evidence and making findings of fact, 
such actions shall be reviewed under principles of administrative mandamus in accordance with 
applicable law. 

 
7.5 Attorney Fees.  In any arbitration, quasi-judicial, administrative or judicial proceeding 
(including appeals), brought by either Party to enforce or interpret any covenant or any of such 
Party's rights or remedies under this Agreement, including any action for declaratory or 
equitable relief; the prevailing party shall be entitled to reasonable attorneys' fees and all costs, 
expenses and disbursements in connection with such action, including the costs of reasonable 
investigation, preparation and professional or expert consultation, which sums may be included 
in any judgment or decree entered in such action in favor of the prevailing party.  For purposes 
of this Section 7.5 and any other portion of this Agreement relating to attorney fees, reasonable 
attorneys fees of the City Attorney's Office shall include direct, indirect and overhead costs. 
  
7.6 Default.  Subject to any extensions of time by mutual consent of the Parties, and subject 
to the cure provisions set forth herein, any default (as that term is defined in Section 7.4) of this 
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Agreement shall constitute a breach and the non-defaulting Party may cancel this Agreement 
for default. 
 

7.6.1 LANDOWNER Default.  In addition to any other remedy specified in this 
Agreement, in the event that notice of default has been given by CITY to LANDOWNER, CITY 
shall not be obligated to issue any Building Permit or grant any Subsequent Approval for the 
Project until such time as the default is cured. If cancellation of this Agreement for default is 
proposed by CITY with respect to only a portion of the Property or the Project that is affected 
by LANDOWNER’s default as specified in the CITY’s notice of default, only those Building 
Permits and Subsequent Approvals applicable to that portion of the Property and/or the Project 
shall be affected by the suspension of Building Permits and Subsequent Approvals until the such 
time as the default is cured.   
 

7.6.2 CITY Default.  In addition to any other remedy specified in this Agreement,  in the 
event that notice of default has been given by LANDOWNER to CITY, any resulting delays in 
LANDOWNER's performance caused by CITY's default shall not constitute a LANDOWNER 
default, or be grounds for termination or cancellation of this Agreement. 
 

7.6.3 Nonwaiver.  Waiver of any default under this Agreement by either Party shall not 
constitute a continuing waiver or a waiver of any subsequent default either of the same or of 
another provision of this Agreement.  
 

7.6.4 No Cross Default.   
 

7.6.4.1 Where a portion of the Property has been transferred in accordance with 
the Assignment provisions of this Agreement and notice of default has been given by CITY to an 
Assignee, (i) neither LANDOWNER nor any non-defaulting Assignee shall be liable for the 
default of that Assignee, (ii) the rights of LANDOWNER and non-defaulting Assignees under this 
Agreement shall not be affected by the default of that Assignee, and (iii) CITY shall not be in 
default or otherwise liable to LANDOWNER or a non-defaulting Assignee because of CITY’s 
action to declare a default.   In no event shall a default of an Assignee of a portion of the 
Property prevent LANDOWNER or non-defaulting Assignees from receiving Building Permits and 
Subsequent Approvals for the remainder of the Property pursuant to the terms of the 
Assignment and Assumption Agreement.  In no event shall a default of LANDOWNER prevent 
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non-defaulting Assignees from receiving Building Permits and Subsequent Approvals for the 
remainder of the Property pursuant to the terms of the Assignment and Assumption 
Agreement.  
 

7.6.4.2 Where a portion of the Property has been transferred in accordance with 
the Assignment provisions of this Agreement and written notice of default has been given by 
CITY to LANDOWNER, (i) no non-defaulting Assignee shall be liable for the default of 
LANDOWNER, (ii) the rights of non-defaulting Assignees under this Agreement shall not be 
affected by the default of LANDOWNER and (ii) CITY shall not be in default or otherwise liable 
to non-defaulting Assignees because of CITY’s action to declare a default.  In no event shall a 
default of LANDOWNER prevent non-defaulting Assignees from receiving Building Permits and 
Subsequent Approvals for the remainder of the Property pursuant to the terms of the 
Assignment and Assumption Agreement. 

 
7.6.4.3 Notwithstanding Section 7.5, if the CITY certifies to the non-defaulting 

Parties and Assignees that the default of a defaulting Party or Assignee would prevent or 
impede the CITY’s performance of its obligations to the non-defaulting Parties and Assignees 
under this Agreement, then the parties shall bear their own attorneys’ fees, costs, expenses, 
and disbursements in connection with any arbitration, quasi-judicial, administrative, or judicial 
proceeding (including appeals), brought by any Party or Assignee to enforce or interpret any 
covenant or rights or remedies of a Party or Assignee under this Agreement, including any 
action for declaratory or equitable relief. 

 
7.6.5 Cure Period.  In the event of an alleged default of any term or condition of this 

Agreement, the Party alleging such default shall give the other Party notice in writing as 
provided in Section 9.2 specifying the nature of the alleged default, the manner in which said 
default may be satisfactorily cured, and a reasonable period of time in which to cure the 
default, which shall not be less than ninety (90) days following receipt of notice of default. If 
requested by either Party, the Parties shall meet and confer in an attempt to resolve the matter 
raised by the notice of default. During any such cure period, the Party charged shall not be 
considered in default for purposes of cancellation or termination of this Agreement and neither 
Party may institute legal proceedings related to the alleged default.  
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7.6.6 Notice to Assignee of LANDOWNER Default.  If an Assignee gives CITY notice as 
provided in Section 9.2 requesting a copy of any notice of default given by CITY to LANDOWNER 
under this Agreement and specifying the address to which the notice should be delivered or 
sent, then CITY shall give Assignee, concurrently with giving notice to LANDOWNER, any notice 
of default given to LANDOWNER, and if CITY determines that LANDOWNER is in default, then 
CITY shall give Assignee, concurrently with giving notice to LANDOWNER, any notice of 
determination of default given to LANDOWNER, provided that CITY’s failure to give notice as 
provided in this section does not affect any notice or cure periods provided in this Agreement 
or invalidate any actions that CITY takes in accordance with the notice. 
 
7.7 Remedies After Expiration of Cure Period.  After expiration of the cure period, if the 
alleged default has not been cured in the manner set forth in the notice and to the satisfaction 
of the Party issuing the default notice, the non-defaulting Party may at its option: (i) institute 
legal proceedings to obtain appropriate judicial relief including, without limitation, mandamus, 
specific performance, injunctive relief, or cancellation of this Agreement; or (ii) give the other 
Party notice of intent to cancel this Agreement.   
 

7.7.1 Public Hearing.  In the event that notice of intent to cancel this Agreement is 
given by either Party, CITY shall schedule the matter for public hearing before the City Council 
to review the matter and make specific written findings regarding the alleged default pursuant 
to Government Code Section 65868 and the Procedural Ordinance.  Where LANDOWNER is the 
Party alleged to be in default, CITY shall provide LANDOWNER (i) a reasonable opportunity to 
respond to all allegations of default at such public hearing, (ii) at least thirty (30) days prior 
written notice of the date, time and place of the public hearing, and (iii) copies of all CITY staff 
reports prepared in connection therewith at least ten (10) days prior to the hearing.  
LANDOWNER shall be given an opportunity to be heard at the public hearing.  The burden of 
proof whether LANDOWNER is in default shall be on CITY, the burden of proof whether the CITY 
is in default shall be on the LANDOWNER, the burden on whether the default has been properly 
cured shall be on the Party alleged to be in default.    
 

7.7.2 Cancellation of Agreement.  At the conclusion of the public hearing, if the City 
Council finds, based on substantial evidence, that the LANDOWNER was in default and the 
default has not been cured to the satisfaction of CITY, or if the City Council determines that 
because of the default a substantial risk to the public health or safety exists, this Agreement 
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shall be cancelled for breach as of the date of the City Council’s determination.  LANDOWNER 
may thereafter institute legal proceedings to obtain appropriate judicial relief including, 
without limitation, mandamus, specific performance, or injunctive relief. Expiration of the Term 
of this Agreement shall be tolled during the period of legal proceedings, should there be a 
judicial determination invalidating or reversing the CITY’s cancellation of this Agreement.  
 
7.8 Termination for Convenience.      

  
7.8.1 Termination Upon Completion of Development.  This Agreement may, at the 

request of LANDOWNER, terminate as to each parcel of land contained within the Property 
when that parcel of land (i) has been fully developed, (ii) all occupancy permits for the buildings 
constructed thereon have been issued by CITY or OSHPD, (iii) CITY has accepted the PUBLIC 
Facilities constructed by LANDOWNER thereon or required to serve that parcel, (iv) CITY, City 
Agency and/or Public Agency has accepted the dedications thereon, and (v) all of 
LANDOWNER'S obligations in connection therewith as set out in this Agreement are satisfied, as 
reasonably determined by CITY.  CITY shall, upon written request made by LANDOWNER to 
CITY's Community Development Department, determine if the Agreement has terminated with 
respect to any parcel of land contained within the Property, and shall not unreasonably 
withhold termination as to that parcel if LANDOWNER's obligations therewith are satisfied.  
CITY shall be entitled to receive payment of a fee commensurate with the cost of processing the 
request and making such a determination, including, without limitation, CITY's administrative 
and legal expenses. The fee shall be determined in accordance with CITY’s established fees and 
charges then in effect.   

 
7.8.2 Multi-family Projects. This Agreement shall automatically terminate and be of no 

further force and effect as to any multi-family building, and the lot or parcel upon which said 
building is located, when CITY has issued an occupancy permit for that residence or building. 
 

7.8.3 Termination Upon Mutual Consent of the Parties.  This Agreement may be 
terminated prior to the expiration of the Term by mutual written agreement of the 
LANDOWNER and CITY and/or between CITY and Assignee, and any such termination shall not 
be binding on Assignee or LANDOWNER, as applicable, if it has not executed the written 
agreement with CITY.  
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7.8.4 Termination by Expiration of Term.  This Agreement shall expire as of the date of 
the expiration of the Term, without notice or any further action of either Party, unless at least 
one hundred and eighty (180) days prior to said expiration, the Term is extended by mutual 
agreement of the Parties as set out in an amendment.     
 

7.8.5 Termination by CITY. Whenever this Agreement provides for CITY to terminate 
the Agreement, CITY may exercise such right to terminate the Agreement for its convenience by 
providing LANDOWNER with written notice as provided in Section 9.2 at least thirty (30) days 
prior to the effective date of termination as set out in the notice.  

 
7.9 Recorded Notice of Termination or Cancellation. Upon termination or cancellation of 
this Agreement, CITY shall, on its own initiative and/or upon LANDOWNER's request, record a 
notice of such termination or cancellation against the Property or specific parcels of land in a 
form satisfactory to the City Attorney that the Agreement has been terminated or cancelled. 
The notice shall be recorded by CITY within thirty (30) days after CITY’s determination that this 
Agreement is terminated or cancelled.  The aforesaid notice may specify, and LANDOWNER 
agrees, that termination or cancellation shall not affect in any manner any continuing 
obligations under this Agreement which survives its termination or cancellation as set out 
herein or in a recorded covenant. 
 
7.10 Effect of Cancellation/Termination on LANDOWNER’s Obligations.  Cancellation or 
termination of this Agreement as to the Property or any portion thereof shall not affect any of 
the LANDOWNER's obligations to comply with the General Plan, Community Plan, Specific Plan, 
Development Plan, Project Entitlements, Mitigation Measures, Special Conditions, Mixed 
Income Housing Strategy, Financing Plan, Public Financing Mechanisms, Development Fee,  
Land Use and Development Regulations, Design Guidelines and Subsequent Approvals, 
including, without limitation, tentative maps, conditional use permits, variances, Building 
Permits, and all other entitlements and permits issued for the Property and/or the Project prior 
to the effective date of cancellation or termination which are required: (i) for LANDOWNER to 
complete construction of any improvements on the Property for which a final map or Building 
Permit had been issued; (ii) for CITY to provide any Public Facilities and/or Public Services to 
serve improvements on the Property either completed prior to the effective date of 
cancellation or termination or to be completed under the Building Permits and final maps 
issued prior to the effective date, or to serve residents and businesses that are then occupying 
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the Property or will occupy the Property under the Building Permits and final maps issued prior 
to the effective date; and (iii) for LANDOWNER’s performance of obligations under the Land 
Use and Development Regulations, Project Entitlements, Mitigation Measures or Special 
Conditions which had otherwise been deferred under the terms of this Agreement.  
Notwithstanding the cancellation or termination of this Agreement or anything contained 
herein to the contrary, LANDOWNER shall also be obligated to comply with any covenants of 
this Agreement that are to survive after cancellation or termination of this Agreement, whether 
express or implied, or which have been recorded against the Property under the terms of a 
separate agreement.  
 

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank] 
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8.0  LENDER PROVISIONS 
 

8.1 Lender Rights and Obligations.   
 

8.1.1 No Impairment. Neither LANDOWNER’s entering into this Agreement nor its 
default under this Agreement shall alter, defeat, render invalid, diminish or impair the lien of 
any Mortgage or Deed of Trust on the Property made in good faith by the Lender and for value.  
This Agreement shall not prevent or limit LANDOWNER in any manner, at LANDOWNER’s sole 
discretion, from encumbering the Property or any portion thereof or any improvement thereon 
by any Mortgage, Deed of Trust or other security instrument securing financing with respect to 
Development of the Property for the Project.   

 
8.1.2 Prior to Lender Possession.  No Lender shall have any obligation or duty under 

this Agreement to construct or complete the construction of improvements, or to guarantee 
such construction or completion, and shall not be obligated to pay any fees or charges which 
are liabilities of LANDOWNER or LANDOWNER's successors in interest, but agrees that the 
Property shall be bound by all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement. Nothing in this 
Section 8.1 shall be construed to grant to a Lender rights beyond those of LANDOWNER 
hereunder, or subject to Section 8.1.1, above, to limit any remedy CITY has hereunder in the 
event of default by LANDOWNER, including, without limitation, suspension, cancellation for 
breach and/or refusal to grant entitlements with respect to the Property. 

 
 8.1.3 Lender in Possession.  A Lender who comes into possession of the Property, or 
any portion thereof, pursuant to foreclosure of a Mortgage or Deed of Trust, or a deed in lieu of 
foreclosure, shall not be obligated to pay any fees or charges which are obligations of 
LANDOWNER, and which remain unpaid as of the date such Lender takes possession of the 
Property or portion thereof.  If LANDOWNER is not in default at the time Lender comes into 
possession of the Property, or any portion thereof, or if Lender cures LANDOWNER’s default to 
the CITY’s satisfaction as provided in Section 8.3, Lender shall have the right to enter into an 
Assignment and Assumption Agreement to assume the Development Agreement from 
LANDOWNER, in which event Lender shall receive entitlements with respect to Development of 
the Property for the Project subject to all of the terms and conditions hereof, including 
payment of all continuing fees and charges accruing in the future.  
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8.2 Notice of LANDOWNER's Default.  If CITY receives notice from a Lender requesting a 
copy of any notice of default given LANDOWNER hereunder and specifying the address for 
service thereof, then CITY shall deliver to such Lender, concurrently with service thereon to 
LANDOWNER, any notice given to LANDOWNER with respect to any claim by CITY that 
LANDOWNER has committed a default, and if CITY makes a determination of non-compliance, 
CITY shall likewise serve such notice of non-compliance on such Lender concurrently with 
service thereof to LANDOWNER.  

 
8.3 Lender's Right to Cure.  Each Lender shall have the right (but not the obligation) during 
the same period of time available to LANDOWNER to cure or remedy, on behalf of 
LANDOWNER, the default claimed or any areas of non-compliance set forth in CITY's written 
default notice. Such action shall not entitle a Lender to develop the Property or otherwise 
partake of any benefits of this Agreement unless such Lender shall assume and perform all 
obligations of LANDOWNER hereunder under the terms of an Assignment Agreement. 

 
8.4 Other CITY Notices.  If CITY receives notice from a Lender(s) requesting a copy of any 
notice, including a notice of default, issued by CITY to LANDOWNER pursuant to the terms of 
this Agreement, a copy of said notices shall be sent to any such Lender at the address provided 
herein within thirty (30) days of sending the notice to LANDOWNER. 

 
8.5 Estoppel Certificates.  Either Party may, at any time, and from time to time, deliver 
written notice to the other Party requesting such other Party certify in writing that, to the 
knowledge of the certifying Party: (i) this Agreement is in full force and effect and a binding 
obligation of the Parties; (ii) this Agreement has not been amended or modified either orally or 
in writing, or if so amended, identifying the amendments; and (iii) the requesting Party is not in 
default in the performance of its obligations under this Agreement, or if in default, describing 
therein the nature and amount of any such defaults.  A Party receiving a request hereunder 
shall execute and return such estoppel certificate, or give a written detailed response 
explaining why it will not do so, within thirty (30) days following the receipt of each such 
request. Each Party acknowledges that such an estoppel certificate may be relied upon by third 
parties acting in good faith, including Lenders.  An estoppel certificate provided by CITY 
establishing the status of this Agreement with respect to the Property or any portion thereof 
shall be in recordable form and may be recorded at the expense of the Party requesting the 
certificate. 
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9.0  MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
 
9.1 No Joint Venture, Partnership, or Other Relationship.  Nothing contained in this 
Agreement or in any other document executed in connection with this Agreement shall be 
construed as creating a joint venture or partnership between CITY and LANDOWNER. Each 
Party is acting as an independent entity and not as an agent of the other in any respect. No 
relationship exists as between CITY and LANDOWNER other than that of a governmental entity 
regulating the development of private property, and the owner of such private property. 
 
9.2 Notices.  All notices required or provided for under this Agreement shall be in writing 
and delivered in person or sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested, to 
the principal offices of the CITY and LANDOWNER, or LANDOWNER's successors in interest, and 
to Lender, if applicable.  Notice shall be effective on the date delivered in person, or the date 
when received if such notice was mailed to the address of the other party as indicated below: 
 
 Notice to the CITY:     City of Sacramento 

   915 I Street 
   Sacramento, California, 95814 
   ATTN:  City Manager 

 
           Notice to the LANDOWNER:      Downtown Railyard Venture, LLC 
        3140 Peacekeeper Way 
        McClellan, California 95652 
        Attention:  President 

 
    with copies to: 
 

        Downtown Railyard Venture, LLC 
        3140 Peacekeeper Way 
        McClellan, California 95652 
        Attention:  General Counsel 
 
Any Party may change the address to which notices are to be mailed by giving written notice of 
such changed address to each other Party in the manner provided herein. 
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9.3 Integrated Documents.  This Agreement, the Exhibits, and the documents incorporated 
by reference in this Agreement or in the Exhibits are to be considered as one document. 
 
9.4 Severability.  If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, void or unenforceable 
but the remainder of the Agreement can be enforced without failure of material consideration 
to any Party, then this Agreement shall not be affected and it shall remain in full force and 
effect, unless amended or modified by mutual consent of the Parties as provided in Section 2.4. 
If any provision of this Agreement is held invalid, void or unenforceable and the remainder of 
the Agreement cannot be enforced without failure of material consideration to any Party, 
either Party shall have the right, in its sole discretion, to terminate this Agreement for its 
convenience upon providing written notice of such termination to the other Party and 
specifying the effective date thereof.  In the event either Party so elects to terminate this 
Agreement, such election shall not affect in any manner the terms and conditions of any 
entitlement granted by CITY with respect to the Property, any portion thereof, prior to the 
termination date, except as provided in Section 7.10. 
 
9.5 Precedence.  If any direct conflict or inconsistency arises between this Agreement and 
the Land Use and Development Regulations, or between this Agreement and a Subsequent 
Rule, the provision of this Agreement shall have precedence and shall control over the 
conflicting or inconsistent provisions of the Land Use and Development Regulations or the 
Subsequent Rule, except as provided in Section 3.4 and 4.0.  

 
9.6 Recording.  The City Clerk shall cause a copy of this Agreement to be recorded with the 
Sacramento County Recorder no later than ten (10) days following the Effective Date.  If the 
Sacramento County Recorder refuses to record any Exhibit, the City Clerk may replace it with a 
single sheet bearing the Exhibit identification letter, title of the Exhibit, the reason it is not 
being recorded, and that the original Exhibit, certified by the City Clerk, is in the possession of 
the City Clerk and will be reattached to the original when it is returned by the Sacramento 
County Recorder to the City Clerk.    
 
9.7 Referendum.  CITY shall not submit the Adopting Ordinance to a referendum by action 
of the City Council on its own motion without LANDOWNER’s written consent.  This Agreement 
shall not become effective if a referendum petition is filed challenging the validity of the 
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Adopting Ordinance. If the Adopting Ordinance is the subject of a referendum, LANDOWNER 
shall have the right to terminate this Agreement for its convenience by providing written notice 
to CITY as provide in Section 9.2 no later than thirty (30) days after the referendum petition is 
certified as valid by the County elections officer, or such later time as allowed in writing by the 
City Manager. The Parties’ obligation to perform under this Agreement shall be suspended 
pending the outcome of any such the referendum election. The Term of this Agreement will be 
extended by the amount of time between the date the petition for referendum is certified as 
valid by the County elections officer and the date on which the results of the special election 
are certified as valid by the County elections officer.      

  
9.8 Construction.  This Agreement shall be construed as a whole according to its fair 
language and common meaning to achieve its objectives and purposes of the Parties. All Parties 
have had the opportunity to be represented by legal counsel of their own choice in the 
preparation of this Agreement and no presumption or rule that "an ambiguity shall be 
construed against a drafting party" shall apply to the interpretation or enforcement of any 
provision hereof.  Captions on sections and subsections are provided for convenience only and 
shall not be deemed to limit, amend or affect the meaning of the provision to which they 
pertain, and shall be disregarded in the construction and interpretation of this Agreement. 

 
9.9 Time.  Time is of the essence of each and every provision hereof. 
 
9.10 Waiver.  No waiver of any provision of this Agreement shall be effective unless in 
writing and signed by a duly authorized representative of the Party against whom enforcement 
of a waiver is sought.  No waiver of any right or remedy in respect of any occurrence or event 
shall be deemed a waiver of any right or remedy in respect of any other occurrence or event.    

 
9.11 No Third Parties Benefited.  This Agreement is made and entered into for the sole 
protection and benefit of Parties, the Parties’ successors and Assignees, and Lenders.   No 
Person who is not a Lender, or a qualified successor of a Party or an Assignee pursuant to 
Sections 2.7 and 8.1.3 of this Agreement, or who has not become a party by duly adopted 
amendment to this Agreement, may claim the benefit of any provision of this Agreement. 

 
9.12 Effect of Agreement Upon Title to Property.  In accordance with the provisions of 
Government Code Section 65868.5, from and after the time of recordation of this Agreement, 
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the Agreement shall impart such notice thereof to all persons as is afforded by the recording 
laws of the State of California. The burdens of this Agreement shall be binding upon, and the 
benefits of this Agreement shall inure to, all successors in interest to the Parties to this 
Agreement. 
 
9.13 Survivorship.  The LANDOWNER’s obligations arising under this Agreement pertaining to 
indemnity and attorneys fees as set out in Sections 2.8.5, 2.9, 6.10, 6.12, 7.1.2.3, 7.1.3.1 and 7.5 
and LANDOWNER’s rights regarding approved entitlements as set out in Section 7.9 shall 
survive the expiration, termination or cancellation of this Agreement.  
 
9.14 Covenant of Good Faith and Cooperation.  CITY and LANDOWNER agree that each of 
them shall at all times act in good faith and to cooperate with one another in order to carry out 
the terms of this Agreement.  Any information which is readily available and required by one 
Party from the other Party in order to carry out that Party’s obligations under this Agreement 
shall be provided to that Party within a reasonable period of time and at no cost. 
 
9.15 Amended, Restated and Superseded.  This Agreement amends, restates, and 
supersedes, in its entirety, that certain Development Agreement for Sacramento Railyards 
Project, Project No. P-05-09078, between the City of Sacramento and S. Thomas Enterprises of 
Sacramento, LLC, approved on December 11, 2007, and recorded in the Official Records of 
Sacramento County at Book 20080222, at Page 651. 

 
9.16 Power of Eminent Domain.  It is understood that LANDOWNER may be required by CITY 
to utilize is good faith efforts to acquire certain parcels and land and rights-of-way which are 
not currently owned by LANDOWNER and necessary to construct the Public Facilities as 
required by CITY to serve the Project. Should it become necessary due to LANDOWNER’s failure 
to acquire such lands and rights-of-way, the CITY shall negotiate the purchase of the needed 
land and rights of way to allow LANDOWNER or CITY to construct the Public Facilities that are 
required to be constructed by LANDOWNER or CITY to serve the Project under this Agreement.  
If necessary, in accordance with the procedures established by State law, CITY may use its 
power of eminent domain to condemn such lands and rights-of-way.  LANDOWNER shall pay for 
CITY’s costs associated with CITY’s acquisition and condemnation proceedings unless such costs 
are paid through a Public Financing Mechanism or Development Fee. If CITY is unable or 
prevented from acquiring or condemning the necessary land and rights-of-way to enable 
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LANDOWNER or CITY to construct the Public Facilities required under this Agreement, then the 
Parties will meet to negotiate the terms of an amendment to this Agreement, including, 
without limitation, changes to the Project Entitlements and LANDOWNER’s Vested Rights.  
Nothing in this Section 9.16 is intended or shall be deemed to constitute a determination or 
resolution of necessity by CITY to initiate condemnation proceedings, and nothing in this 
Section 9.16 or in this Agreement is intended or shall be construed to constitute a prohibition 
against CITY or City Agency to exercise its power of eminent domain to condemn 
LANDOWNER’s Property.       
 
9.17 Counterparts.  This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts and 
shall be deemed duly executed when each of the Parties has executed such a counterpart. 
 
9.18 Authority.  Each of the signatories to this Agreement represent that he or she is 
authorized to sign the Agreement on behalf of such Party, all approvals, ordinances and consents 
which must be obtained to bind such Party have been obtained, no further approvals, acts or 
consents are required to bind such Party to this Agreement, and he or she is signing to guarantee 
the performance of such Party’s obligations under this Agreement.  
 
9.19  Final Form of Exhibits.  It is the intention of the Parties, and the Parties expressly agree, 
that the Exhibits to this Agreement may be modified by CITY, in cooperation with LANDOWNER 
after City Council approval of the Adopting Ordinance and execution of this Agreement by the 
Parties, and prior to recordation, in order to conform the contents of the Exhibits to the final City 
Council approval of the Project. 
 
  

[The remainder of this page intentionally left blank]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the CITY and LANDOWNER have executed this 
Agreement as of the dates set forth below. 
 
CITY:  
 
CITY OF SACRAMENTO, 
a Municipal Corporation 
 
 
By: _______________________ 
 Mayor 
 
Date: _____________________ 

 
 
 

 
ATTEST:  
 
__________________________ 
City Clerk 
 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
 
__________________________ 
City Attorney 
 
 
LANDOWNER:   
   
DOWNTOWN RAILYARD VENTURE, LLC, 
a Delaware Limited Liability Company  
 
 
By:_________________________ 
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     __________________  
     __________________ 
 
Date: ______________________ ************************************************* 
 
 
 (ATTACH NOTARY ACKNOWLEDGMENTS) 
 EXECUTION PAGE FOR LENDER 
 

IA Sacramento, LLC, a Delaware limited liability company (herein "LENDER") owns an 
equitable interest in the Property described in Exhibit A of this Agreement as the beneficiary of 
that certain Deed of Trust, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing dated ________ 2015, and 
recorded on ________ 2015, in Book ___________, Page ____, Official Records, Sacramento 
County, California, and that certain Assignment of Leases and Rents dated ________ 2015, and 
recorded on ________ 2015, in Book ___________, Page ___, Official Records, Sacramento 
County, California. 

 
LENDER hereby executes this Agreement and agrees that the Property shall be bound by 

the terms and conditions hereof, subject to the limitations set forth in Section 8.1. Nothing 
herein shall be deemed to modify the terms of the loan documents between Lender and 
LANDOWNER. 

 
LENDER requests that it be provided with copies of all notices mailed to LANDOWNER 

pursuant to the terms of this Agreement and that said copies be addressed as follows: 
 
IA Sacramento, LLC 
____________________ 
Oak Brook, Illinois 60523 
Attn:___________________ 
 
with a copy to: 
 
_________________ 
_________________ 
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_________________ 
Attn:________________ 

 
LENDER:      
 
By:_____________________________ 
 
Name:___________________________ 
 
Title:____________________________ 
 
Dated:___________________________  
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(ATTACH APPROPRIATE ACKNOWLEDGMENT) 
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EXHIBIT LIST 
 
Exhibit A – Property 
Exhibit B – Development Plan 
Exhibit C – Project Entitlements 
Exhibit D – Project Environmental Certification  
Exhibit E – Financing Plan 
Exhibit F – Fee and Infrastructure Adjustment Procedure 
Exhibit G – Funding Agreement Business Terms 
Exhibit H – Protest Waiver 
Exhibit I – Mixed Income Housing Strategy 
Exhibit J – Assignment and Assumption Agreement Form 
Exhibit K – Irrevocable Offer to Dedicate Form – Recreation Easement 
Exhibit L – Irrevocable Offer to Dedicate Form – All Purpose 
Exhibit M – Reservation of Real Property Agreement Form  
Exhibit N – Parks and Open Space Requirements 
Exhibit O – Public Safety Radio Communication Requirements for Building 
Exhibit P – Special Conditions 
Exhibit Q – MLS Stadium Parking Plan 
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EXHIBIT A 
DESCRIPTION OF LANDOWNER’S PROPERTY 

 
THE PROPERTY CONSISTS OF PARCELS OF LAND DESIGNATED AS ASSESSOR PARCEL NUMBERS: 
002-0010-049, 002-0010-052, 002-0010-056, AND 002-0010-063. THE PROPERTY IS LOCATED 
WITHIN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO, CITY OF SACRAMENTO AS 
MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED IN EXHIBIT A-1, WHICH IS ATTACHED AND INCORPORATED 
INTO THIS AGREEMENT.   
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EXHIBIT A-1 
PROPERTY 

LEGAL DESCRIPTION 
 
THE LAND DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SITUATED IN THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
SACRAMENTO, CITY OF SACRAMENTO, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:  
 
PARCEL 1: 
 
ALL THAT CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO, COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO, 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND BEING A PORTION OF PARCEL A AS SAID PARCEL IS SHOWN AND SO 
DESIGNATED ON PARCEL MAP FILED IN BOOK 120 OF PARCEL MAPS, AT PAGE 10 OF SAID 
OFFICIAL RECORDS BEING DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
 
BEGINNING AT THE POINT OF INTERSECTION OF THE WESTERLY LINE OF 6TH STREET (80 FEET 
WIDE) AND THE NORTHERLY LINE OF H STREET (80 FEET WIDE); 
 
THENCE ALONG SAID WESTERLY LINE OF 6TH STREET NORTH 18° 26' 23" EAST, 15.24 FEET; 
 
THENCE LEAVING SAID WESTERLY LINE NORTH 44° 14' 53" EAST, 183.76 FEET TO THE POINT OF 
INTERSECTION OF THE EASTERLY LINE OF SAID 6TH STREET AND THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE 
ALLEY (20 FEET WIDE) IN THE BLOCK BOUNDED BY G, H, 6TH AND 7TH STREETS; 
 
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINE OF SAID ALLEY SOUTH 71° 37' 21" EAST, 319.58 FEET TO 
ITS INTERSECTION WITH THE WESTERLY LINE OF 7TH STREET (80 FEET WIDE); 
 
THENCE ALONG SAID WESTERLY LINE OF 7TH STREET NORTH 18° 19' 02" EAST, 1164.13 FEET TO 
A POINT THEREON LOCATED 100 FEET SOUTHERLY FROM THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE ALLEY 
BETWEEN D, E, 6TH AND 7TH STREETS, SAID POINT BEING THE POINT OF BEGINNING OF THE 
STREET VACATION BY SACRAMENTO CITY ORDINANCE NO. 214, FOURTH SERIES; 
 
THENCE NORTH 40° 07' 56" EAST, 34.84 FEET TO A POINT ON THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE OF 
THE LAND CONVEYED TO THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO BY DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 8512-31 AT 
PAGE 1928 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY; 
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THENCE NORTHEASTERLY ALONG SAID NORTHWESTERLY LINE 72.50 FEET THROUGH A 
CENTRAL ANGLE OF 11° 58' 18" SAID NORTHWESTERLY LINE BEING THE ARC OF A NON-
TANGENT CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 347.00 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL LINE 
BEARS NORTH 63° 01' 57" WEST; 
 
THENCE LEAVING SAID NORTHWESTERLY LINE SOUTH 79° 25' 14" WEST, 190.28 FEET; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 49° 52' 44" WEST, 326.94 FEET; 
 
THENCE 444.33 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF A 843.00 FOOT RADIUS TANGENT CURVE TO THE 
RIGHT, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 30° 11' 59"; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 80° 04' 43" WEST, 17.41 FEET; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 33° 41' 42" WEST, 107.73 FEET; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 80° 04' 43" WEST, 268.35 FEET; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 18° 24' 47" WEST, 490.56 FEET;  
 
THENCE SOUTH 26° 44' 53" EAST, 62.45 FEET; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 71° 37' 38" EAST, 57.14 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION OF THE NORTHERLY LINE 
OF "H" STREET (80 FEET WIDE) WITH THE WESTERLY LINE OF 5TH STREET (80 FEET WIDE); 
 
THENCE ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINE OF "H" STREET SOUTH 71° 33' 22" EAST, 405.74 FEET TO 
THE POINT OF BEGINNING.  
 
THE BASIS OF BEARINGS FOR THIS DESCRIPTION IS THE MOST SOUTHERLY LINE OF PARCEL A, AS 
FILED IN BOOK 120 OF PARCEL MAPS, AT PAGE 10. SAID BEARING IS SHOWN ON SAID MAP AS 
NORTH 71° 30' 19" WEST. 
 
THIS PARCEL IS ALSO DESCRIBED AS PARCEL 1 IN THE CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE RECORDED 
JANUARY 31, 2007 IN BOOK 20070131, PAGE 2410, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
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EXCEPTING THEREFROM ALL THAT PROTION THEREOF AS DESCRIBED IN THAT CERTAIN 
CORRECTION DEED DATED FEBRUARY 19, 2015, EXECUTED BY IA SACRAMENTO HOLDINGS, 
L.L.C., A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IN FAVOR OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, 
RECORDED APRIL 22, 2015, IN BOOK 20150422, PAGE 1067, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
 
ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM ALL THAT PORTION THEREOF AS DESCRIBED IN THAT CERTAIN 
GRANT DEED DATED APRIL 20, 2012, EXECUTED BY IA SACRAMENTO HOLDINGS, L.L.C., A 
DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IN FAVOR OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO, RECORDED 
APRIL 26, 2012, IN BOOK 20120426, PAGE 1168, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
 
ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM ALL THAT PORTION THEREOF AS DESCRIBED IN THAT CERTAIN 
GRANT DEED DATED SEPTEMBER 18, 2015, EXECUTED BY DOWNTOWN RAILYARD VENTURE, 
LLC, A DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IN FAVOR OF SACRAMENTO MUNICIPAL 
UTILITY DISTRICT, A MUNICIPAL UTILITY DISTRICT, RECORDED OCTOBER 1, 2015, IN BOOK 
20151001, PAGE 936, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
 
APN: 002-0010-063 
 
 
PARCEL 2: 
 
ALL THAT REAL CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO, COUNTY OF 
SACRAMENTO, STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND BEING A PORTION OF THAT CERTAIN 203.161 ACREA 
TRACT OF LAND AS SHOWN ON THAT CERTAIN RECORD OF SURVEY FILED FOR RECORD IN BOOK 
51 OF SURVEYS, AT PAGE 10, OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SACRAMENTO COUNTY, AND BEING 
FURTHER DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
 
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHEASTERLY CORNER PARCEL B OF CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
RECORDED DECEMBER 28, 2006, IN BOOK 20061228, PAGE 1681 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID 
COUNTY, SAID NORTHEASTERLY CORNER BEING ON THE WESTERLY LINE OF 12TH STREET;  
 
THENCE ALONG SAID WESTERLY LINE OF 12TH STREET NORTH 18° 26' 40" EAST A DISTANCE OF 
344.37 FEET TO THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THAT CERTAIN PARCEL OF LAND CONVEYED TO 
STEEL MILL SUPPLY COMPANY INC. BY DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 955 AT PAGE 427 OFFICIAL 
RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY;  
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THENCE ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 71° 38' 25" WEST, 610.46 
FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 38° 53' 55" 
WEST, 18.80 FEET TO THE CENTERLINE OF A STREET AND THE MOST EASTERLY CORNER OF 
THAT CERTAIN PARCEL OF LAND CONVEYED TO CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY CO. BY DEED 
RECORDED IN BOOK 955 AT PAGE 428 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY;  
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTH 38° 53' 55" WEST, ALONG THE NORTHEASTERLY LINE OF THE 
LAND SO CONVEYED 166.40 FEET TO THE MOST NORTHERLY CORNER THEREOF, SAID CORNER 
IS LOCATED ON THE CENTERLINE OF 10TH STREET;  
 
THENCE NORTH 18° 22' 57" EAST, 37.18 FEET ALONG SAID CENTERLINE OF 10TH STREET TO A 
POINT BEING THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF PARCEL NO. 2 OF THOSE CERTAIN PARCELS OF LAND 
CONVEYED TO THE RANSOM COMPANY BY DEEDS RECORDED IN BOOK 991 AT PAGE 486 AND 
487 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY;  
 
THENCE NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE PARCELS OF LAND 
SO CONVEYED, ALONG THE ARC OF A NON TANGENT CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS 
OF 372.24 FEET, THE CHORD SUBTENDED BY SAID ARC BEARS NORTH 51° 22' 21" WEST, 54.17 
FEET; 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 47° 12' 00" WEST, TANGENT TO SAID CURVE 20.41 
FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, ALONG THE ARC OF A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 371.79 FEET, THE CHORD SUBTENDED BY SAID ARC BEARS NORTH 43° 54' 37" WEST, 
42.67 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 40° 37' 14" WEST, TANGENT TO SAID CURVE, 14.72 
FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 39° 01' 43" WEST, 10.00 FEET; 
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THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 37° 25' 11" WEST, 14.72 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, ALONG THE ARC OF A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 371.79 FEET, THE CHORD SUBTENDED BY SAID ARC BEARS NORTH 34° 07' 48" WEST, 
42.67 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 30° 50' 25" WEST, TANGENT TO SAID CURVE, 55.84 
FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, ALONG THE ARC OF A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS 
OF 296.57 FEET, THE CHORD SUBTENDED BY SAID ARC BEARS NORTH 34° 55' 23" WEST, 42.23 
FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 39° 00' 21" WEST, TANGENT TO SAID CURVE, 61.00 
FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING NORTHWESTERLY ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE 
PARCELS OF LAND SO CONVEYED, ALONG THE ARC OF A CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS 
OF 296.57 FEET, THE CHORD SUBTENDED BY SAID ARC BEARS NORTH 46° 47' 12" WEST, 80.30 
FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY OF THE PARCELS OF LAND SO 
CONVEYED, NORTH 47° 21' 51" WEST, 75.74 FEET TO THE INTERSECTION OF THE WESTERLY 
LINE OF 9TH STREET AND THE SOUTHERLY LINE OF NORTH B STREET (80 FEET WIDE); 
 
THENCE NORTH 56° 43' 10" WEST, 155.24 FEET TO A POINT ON THE CENTERLINE OF SAID 
NORTH B STREET;  
 
THENCE NORTH 71° 39' 03" WEST, 1060.32 FEET ALONG SAID CENTERLINE OF NORTH B STREET;  
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THENCE LEAVING SAID CENTERLINE NORTH 18° 15'57" EAST, 40.00 FEET TO THE NORTHERLY 
LINE OF SAID NORTH B STREET;  
 
THENCE NORTH 71° 39' 03" WEST, 470.45 FEET ALONG SAID NORTHERLY LINE OF NORTH B 
STREET, AND THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THAT CERTAIN GRANT OF EASEMENT TO THE CITY OF 
SACRAMENTO RECORDED IN BOOK 655 OF DEEDS AT PAGE 476, TO THE NORTHWESTERLY LINE 
OF SAID EASEMENT;  
 
THENCE SOUTH 21° 10' 36" WEST, ALONG SAID NORTHWESTERLY LINE, 96.89 FEET TO THE 
NORTHERLY LINE OF THE LAND CONVEYED TO THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY BY 
DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 143 OF DEEDS AT PAGE 79;  
 
THENCE SOUTH 83° 22' 17" WEST, ALONG THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, 
808.60 FEET TO THE MOST EASTERLY CORNER OF THAT CERTAIN TRIANGULAR STRIP OF LAND 
CONVEYED TO THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY AS PARCEL NO. 2 BY DEED RECORDED 
IN BOOK 655 OF DEEDS AT PAGE 489;  
 
THENCE ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF SAID PARCEL NO. 2, SOUTH 89° 35' 01" WEST, 488.40 FEET; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 00° 24' 59" EAST, 347.74 FEET CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF SAID 
PARCEL NO. 2 AND THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND CONVEYED TO THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO BY 
DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 655 OF DEEDS AT PAGE 478; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 72° 22' 30" 
WEST, 192.56 FEET TO THE SOUTHWEST CORNER THEREOF, SAID POINT ALSO BEING SITUATE 
ON THE NORTHERLY LINE OF THE LAND CONVEYED TO THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY 
COMPANY BY DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 372 AT PAGE 71; 
 
THENCE ALONG SAID BOUNDARY, SOUTH 83° 14' 45" WEST, 849.81 FEET TO THE EASTERLY LINE 
OF THE LAND CONVEYED TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA BY DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 6907 23 
AT PAGE 62 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY;  
 
THENCE ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 02° 54' 31" WEST, 106.95 
FEET; 
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THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 04° 20' 18" 
EAST, 258.98 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTHWESTERLY 
ALONG THE ARC OF A TANGENT CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 200.00 FEET, THE 
CHORD SUBTENDED BY SAID ARC BEARS SOUTH 21° 09' 08" WEST, 172.14 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 83° 57' 15" 
WEST, 225.06 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTHERLY ALONG 
THE ARC OF A NON TANGENT CURVE TO THE LEFT HAVING A RADIUS OF 980.00 FEET, THE 
CHORD SUBTENDED BY SAID ARC BEARS SOUTH 17° 04' 57" EAST, 41.08 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 18° 17' 00" 
EAST, TANGENT TO SAID CURVE, 127.28 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTHERLY ALONG 
THE ARC OF A CURVE TO THE RIGHT HAVING A RADIUS OF 520.00 FEET, THE CHORD 
SUBTENDED BY SAID ARC BEARS SOUTH 08° 28' 21"EAST 177.21 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, NORTH 88° 39' 43" 
WEST, RADIAL TO SAID CURVE 34.33 FEET TO AN ANGLE POINT IN THE BOUNDARY OF THE 
LAND CONVEYED TO THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA BY DEED RECORDED IN BOOK 8003-26 AT PAGE 
478 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SAID COUNTY; 
 
THENCE ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 01 DEGREE 25' 08" WEST, 
204.49FEET; 
 
THENCE ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 01 DEGREE 20' 08" WEST 
567.62 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 22° 17' 45" 
WEST, 242.66 FEET; 
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THENCE CONTINUING ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF THE LAND SO CONVEYED, SOUTH 13° 05' 18" 
WEST, 58.10 FEET TO A LINE PARALLEL WITH AND DISTANT 25 FEET NORTHERLY, MEASURED AT 
RIGHT ANGLES, FROM THE CENTERLINE OF SOUTHERN PACIFIC TRANSPORTATION COMPANY'S 
WESTWARD MAIN TRACK (SACRAMENTO TO OAKLAND) ALSO BEING A POINT ON THE 
NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE RECORDED DECEMBER 28, 
2006; 
 
THENCE ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE 
SOUTH 71° 34' 07" EAST, 71.56 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE 439.27 FEET ALONG THE ARC 
OF A 750.00 FOOT RADIUS TANGENT CURVE TO THE LEFT THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 33° 
33' 28"; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE NORTH 74° 52' 25" EAST, 
583.72 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE 136.27 FEET ALONG THE ARC 
OF A 1500.00 FOOT RADIUS TANGENT CURVE TO THE RIGHT THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 
05° 12' 18"; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE NORTH 80° 04' 43" EAST, 
1035.82 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE 337.93 FEET ALONG THE ARC 
OF AN 825.00 FOOT RADIUS TANGENT CURVE TO THE LEFT THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 23° 
28' 09"; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE NORTH 56° 36' 34" EAST, 
416.15 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE 192.85 FEET ALONG THE ARC 
OF A 500.00 FOOT RADIUS TANGENT CURVE TO THE RIGHT, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 
22° 05' 55"; 
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THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE NORTH 78° 42' 29" EAST, 
1371.35 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE 711.37 FEET ALONG THE ARC 
OF A 1370.00 FOOT RADIUS TANGENT CURVE TO THE RIGHT, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 
29° 45' 03"; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID NORTHERLY BOUNDARY LINE SOUTH 71° 32' 29" EAST, 
93.07 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: 
 
PARCEL D OF CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE RECORDED DECEMBER 28, 2006 IN BOOK 
20061228, PAGE 1682 OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SACRAMENTO COUNTY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
 
COMMENCING AT THE MOST EASTERLY CORNER OF THAT CERTAIN TRIANGULAR STRIP OF 
LAND CONVEYED TO THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY AS PARCEL NO. 2 BY DEED 
RECORDED IN BOOK 655 OF DEEDS AT PAGE 489; 
 
THENCE ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF SAID PARCEL NO. 2, SOUTH 89° 35' 01" WEST, 488.40 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID BOUNDARY SOUTH 00° 24' 59" EAST, 347.74 FEET; 
 
THENCE LEAVING SAID BOUNDARY SOUTH 15° 38' 36" WEST, 165.98 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 09° 58' 14" EAST, 581.56 FEET; 
 
THENCE NORTH 79° 55' 50" EAST, 288.50 FEET; 
 
THENCE NORTH 82° 07' 51" EAST, 150.00 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 80° 01' 46" EAST, 286.61 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE 
CONCAVE TO THE EAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 1263.14 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL BEARS SOUTH 
84° 10' 24" WEST; 
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THENCE NORTHERLY 498.86 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF 22° 37' 42" TO THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE 
SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 375.26 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL BEARS NORTH 02° 21' 08" 
EAST; 
 
THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY 162.38 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 
24° 47' 34" TO THE BEGINNING OF A REVERSE CURVE CONCAVE TO THE NORTHWEST HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 526.33 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL BEARS SOUTH 22° 26' 26" EAST; 
 
THENCE WESTERLY 153.99 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 16° 45' 
48"; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 84° 19' 22" WEST, 232.96 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE CONCAVE TO 
THE NORTH HAVING A RADIUS OF 637.00 FEET; 
 
THENCE WESTERLY 275. 31 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 24° 45' 
46" TO THE BEGINNING OF A REVERSE CURVE CONCAVE TO THE SOUTHWEST HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 565.52 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL BEARS NORTH 19° 05' 08" EAST; 
 
THENCE NORTHWESTERLY 54.63 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF 05° 32' 05" TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING.  
 
THE BASIS OF BEARINGS FOR THIS DESCRIPTION IS THE MOST SOUTHERLY LINE OF PARCEL A, AS 
FILED IN BOOK 120 OF PARCEL MAPS, AT PAGE 10. SAID BEARING IS SHOWN ON SAID MAP AS 
NORTH 71° 30' 19" WEST. 
 
THIS PARCEL IS ALSO DESCRIBED AS PARCEL 2 IN THE CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE RECORDED 
JANUARY 31, 2007 IN BOOK 20070131, PAGE 2410, OFFICIAL RECORDS 
 
ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM ALL THAT PORTION THEREOF AS DESCRIBED IN THAT CERTAIN 
GRANT DEED DATED APRIL 20, 2012 EXECUTED BY IA SACRAMENTO HOLDINGS, L.L.C., A 
DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IN FAVOR OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO, RECORDED 
APRIL 26, 2012, IN BOOK 20120426, 
PAGE 1168, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
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ALSO EXCEPTING THEREFROM ALL THAT PORTION THEREOF AS DESCRIBED IN THAT CERTAIN 
GRANT DEED DATED FEBRUARY 28, 2011 EXECUTED BY IA SACRAMENTO HOLDIJNGS, L.L.C., A 
DELAWARE LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY IN FAVOR OF THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO, RECORDED 
FEBRUARY 28, 2011, IN BOOK 20110228, PAGE 955, OFFICIAL RECORDS. 
 
APN: 002-0010-056 AND 002-0010-052 
 
PARCEL 3: 
 
ALL THAT CERTAIN REAL PROPERTY IN THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO, COUNTY OF SACRAMENTO, 
STATE OF CALIFORNIA AND BEING A PORTION OF THAT CERTAIN 203.161 ACRE TRACT OF LAND 
SHOWN AND DELINEATED ON RECORD OF SURVEY FILED IN BOOK 51 OF SURVEYS AT PAGE 10 
OF THE OFFICIAL RECORDS OF SACRAMENTO COUNTY AND BEING DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
 
COMMENCING AT THE MOST EASTERLY CORNER OF THAT CERTAIN TRIANGULAR STRIP OF 
LAND CONVEYED TO THE CENTRAL PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY AS PARCEL NO. 2 BY DEED 
RECORDED IN BOOK 655 OF DEEDS AT PAGE 489; 
 
THENCE ALONG THE BOUNDARY OF SAID PARCEL NO. 2, SOUTH 89° 35' 01" WEST, 488.40 FEET; 
 
THENCE CONTINUING ALONG SAID BOUNDARY SOUTH 00° 24' 59" EAST, 347.74 FEET; 
 
 THENCE LEAVING SAID BOUNDARY SOUTH 15° 38' 36" WEST, 165.98 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT 
OF BEGINNING; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 09° 58' 14" EAST, 581.56 FEET; 
 
THENCE NORTH 79° 55' 50" EAST, 288.50 FEET; 
 
THENCE NORTH 82° 07' 51" EAST, 150.00 FEET; 
 
THENCE NORTH 80° 01' 46" EAST, 286.61 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE 
CONCAVE TO THE EAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 1263.14 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL BEARS SOUTH 
84° 10' 24" WEST; 
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THENCE NORTHERLY 498.86 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF 22° 37' 42" TO THE BEGINNING OF A NON-TANGENT CURVE CONCAVE TO THE 
SOUTHEAST HAVING A RADIUS OF 375.26 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL BEARS NORTH 02° 21' 08" 
EAST; 
 
THENCE SOUTHWESTERLY 162.38 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 
24° 47' 34" TO THE BEGINNING OF A REVERSE CURVE CONCAVE TO THE NORTHWEST HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 526.33 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL BEARS SOUTH 22° 26' 26" EAST; 
 
THENCE EASTERLY 153.99 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 16° 45' 
48"; 
 
THENCE SOUTH 84° 19' 22" WEST, 232.96 FEET TO THE BEGINNING OF A CURVE CONCAVE TO 
THE NORTH HAVING A RADIUS OF 637.00 FEET; 
 
THENCE WESTERLY 275.31 FEET ALONG SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 24° 45' 
46" TO THE BEGINNING OF A REVERSE CURVE CONCAVE TO THE SOUTHWEST HAVING A 
RADIUS OF 565.52 FEET TO WHICH A RADIAL BEARS NORTH 19° 05' 08" EAST; 
 
THENCE NORTHWESTERLY 54.63 FEET ALONG THE ARC OF SAID CURVE THROUGH A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF 05° 32' 05" TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
 
THE BASIS OF BEARINGS FOR THIS DESCRIPTION IS THE MOST SOUTHERLY LINE OF PARCEL A, AS 
FILED IN BOOK 120 OF PARCEL MAPS, AT PAGE 10, SAID BEARING IS SHOWN ON SAID MAP AS 
NORTH 71° 30' 19" WEST. 
 
 THIS PARCEL IS ALSO DESCRIBED AS PARCEL D IN THE CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE RECORDED 
DECEMBER 28, 2006 IN BOOK 20061228, PAGE 1682, OFFICIAL RECORDS.  
 
APN: 002-0010-049  
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EXHIBIT B 
DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

 
THE PROJECT EXHIBITS COMPRISING THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN INCLUDE THE EXHIBITS 
SHOWING THE GENERAL PLAN LAND USE DESIGNATION, ZONING, AND TENTATIVE MAP, 
WHICH EXHIBITS ARE ATTACHED AND INCORPORATED HEREIN, AND LABELED AS EXHIBITS B-1 – 
B-3. 
 
 
NOTE:  SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES TO THE ATTACHED EXHIBITS OR THEIR TERMS AND 
CONDITIONS REQUIRE AN AMENDMENT TO THIS AGREEMENT TO BECOME VESTED UNDER 
SECTION 2.4.3 OF THE AGREEMENT. 
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EXHIBIT B-1 
GENERAL PLAN
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EXHIBIT B-2 
ZONING 
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EXHIBIT B-3 
TENTATIVE MAP 

 

SEE ATTACHED 
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EXHIBIT C 
PROJECT ENTITLEMENTS 

   

THE FOLLOWING PROJECT ENTITLEMENTS, INCLUDING THE ORDINANCES, RESOLUTIONS, PERMITS, 

AND FINDINGS AND CONDITIONS ATTACHED TO SUCH ENTITLEMENTS, AS OF THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF 

THIS AGREEMENT, ARE HEREBY INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT BY THIS REFERENCE.   

NOTE:  SUBSTANTIVE CHANGES TO THE FOLLOWING ENTITLEMENTS OR THEIR TERMS AND 

CONDITIONS REQUIRE AN AMENDMENT TO THIS AGREEMENT TO BECOME VESTED UNDER SECTION 

2.4.3 OF THE AGREEMENT. CHANGES (INCLUDING ADDITIONS) TO THE MITIGATION MEASURES AFTER 

THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF THIS AGREEMENT WILL BE INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT 

WITHOUT THE NEED FOR AN AMENDMENT TO THIS AGREEMENT, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN 

THE AGREEMENT. 

  

 

 

Commission or 
City Council 

Date of 
Hearing 

Description of Approved 
Entitlements 

Ordinance or 
Resolution  

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Certification of the 
Subsequent Environmental 
Impact Report and adoption of 
the Mitigation Monitoring Plan 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Sacramento Railyards Finance 

Plan 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 2035 General Plan Land Use 
Diagram Amendment 
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Date of 

Hearing 

Description of Approved 

Entitlements 

Ordinance or 

Resolution  

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Sacramento Railyards Specific 
Plan 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Sacramento Railyards Design 
Guidelines 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 2016 City Bicycle Master Plan  

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Sacramento Railyards Special 
Planning District 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Rezone  

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Tentative Subdivision Map  

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Conditional Use Permit for a 
Sports Complex 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Conditional Use Permits for 
stand-alone surface parking 
lots 

 

City Council 11-10-2016 Variance to allow an extension 
to the hours of construction 
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 established by the noise 
ordinance for the construction 
of the sports complex 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Variance to allow noise from 
the operation of the sports 
complex and surrounding 
plaza area to exceed levels 
allowed by the City of 
Sacramento noise ordinance 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Sacramento Railyards Mixed 
Income Housing Strategy 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Site Plan and Design Review 
for a Sports Complex 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Site Plan and Design Review 
for stand-alone surface 
parking lots with deviations to 
paving, tree shading, and 
landscaping requirements 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Site Plan and Design Review 
for the Railyards Tentative 
Map 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Site Plan and Design Review 
for the Stormwater Outfall 
facility 

 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Listing the Sacramento 
Railyards Water Tower as a 
landmark on the Sacramento 
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Register of Historic & Cultural 
Resources 

City Council 

 

11-10-2016 Listing the Central Shops 
Historic District as a historic 
district on the Sacramento 
Register of Historic & Cultural 
Resources 
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EXHIBIT D 

PROJECT ENVIRONMENTAL CERTIFICATION  

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

 

RESOLUTION NO. _____ CERTIFYING THE FINAL SUBSEQUENT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REPORT FOR 

THE PROJECT, ADOPTING FINDINGS OF FACT, MITIGATION MEASURES, AND STATEMENT OF 

OVERRIDING CONSIDERATION, AND APPROVING THE MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM WAS 

APPROVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL ON NOVEMBER 10, 2016, AND IS INCORPORATED IN THIS 

AGREEMENT BY THIS REFERENCE. 

 

NOTE:  IF THE CITY APPROVES ANY CHANGES TO THE MITIGATION MEASURES AFTER THE EFFECTIVE 

DATE OF THIS AGREEMENT, THOSE CHANGES WILL BE INCORPORATED INTO THIS AGREEMENT 

WITHOUT THE NEED FOR AN AMENDMENT TO THIS AGREEMENT, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN 

THE AGREEMENT. 
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EXHIBIT E 

FINANCING PLAN 

The Railyards Specific Plan Public Facilities Finance Plan (hereinafter “Plan”) dated as of 

_________________ and approved by the City Council on November 10, 2016, by Resolution No. 

_______________________ was the basis for establishment of a Public Financing Mechanism and/or 

Development Fee program to fund Public FACILITIES and/OR Public Services that the LANDOWNER is 

obligated to comply with as a condition of approval of the Project Entitlements.  This Plan is 

incorporated in this Agreement by this reference as if set forth in full.   

NOTE:  CHANGES TO THE FINANCING PLAN DO NOT REQUIRE AN AMENDMENT TO THIS AGREEMENT 

TO BECOME EFFECTIVE, UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN THE AGREEMENT 
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EXHIBIT F 
 

PROCEDURE FOR ADJUSTING THE PUBLIC FACILITIES FEE AND REVISING THE INVENTORY OF 
REMAINING INFRASTRUCTURE TO BE FINANCED BY THAT FEE 

 
When amending the River District Financing Plan, the City shall set the amount of the Public Facilities 
Fee by using the estimated cost of the facilities to be financed, determined in accordance with the 
following procedure: 
 
1. Definitions. 
 

(a) “Aggregate Costs” means the cost to construct remaining PAF Eligible Facilities. 
  
(b) “CalTrans Index” means the Quarterly California Highway Construction Cost Index (Price 

Index for Selected Highway Construction Items) published by the California Department of 
Transportation, Division Of Engineering Services – Office Engineer. 

 
(c) “ENR Index” means the Engineering News Record Construction Cost Index for San Francisco.  

 
(d) “Financing Plan” means the Railyards Financing Plan, as amended. 

 
(e) “Funding Requirement” means the amount of the PAF that must be generated from 

remaining development so that the City will have adequate funding (A) to construct the PAF 
Facilities remaining to be completed and (B) to administer the PAF program.  It is calculated 
as follows: first, calculate the aggregate cost to complete the remaining PAF Facilities and to 
pay the administrative component of the PAF as required by the Financing Plan; second, 
from the result, subtract the PAF revenues then available to complete the remaining PAF 
Facilities; and third, add the amount of outstanding PAF credits. 

 
Funding Requirement = (current year’s cost estimate) – (revenue on hand) + (outstanding credits) 

 
(f) “PAF” means the Plan Area Fee established by Sacramento City Code for the Railyards 

Financing Plan. 
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(g) ” PAF Eligible Facility” means a public improvement or segment of a public improvement 
that is identified in the first Railyards Financing Plan.  

 
(h) “PAF Funding Obligation” means the maximum funding obligation of the PAF for a given 

year. 
 

(i) “PAF Share” means the portion of a PAF Eligible Facility’s cost that is funded, in whole or 
part, by the PAF.  

 
2. Annual PAF Adjustment for PAF Eligible Facilities.  
 

(a) Each July 1, the City will adjust the PAF in accordance with the difference between (1) the 
Funding Requirement for the current year; and (2) the funding that would be available, after 
deducting revenue on hand and adding outstanding PAF credits, if the then-existing PAF 
were applied to remaining development.   

 
(b) Example of Annual PAF Adjustment for PAF Eligible Facilities: 

  
As of April 1, 2016 Cost Changes of: 

  3.257% -6.000% 6.000% 

Initial Comparison    

 Remaining Costs from April 1, 2015 Estimate 200,000,000 200,000,000 200,000,000 

 Aggregate Costs and Administration 206,514,000 188,000,000 212,000,000 

  3.257% -6.000% 6.000% 

     

Funding Requirement Calculation    

 Aggregate Costs and Administration 206,514,000 188,000,000 212,000,000 

 Less Cash on Hand April 1, 2016 -30,000,000 -30,000,000 -30,000,000 

 Plus Credits Outstanding April 1, 2016 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 

     

 2010 Funding Requirement 201,514,000  183,000,000  207,000,000  

     

Existing Fee Calculation    

 
Revenue From Remaining Development Using 2015 Fees 
(1) 200,000,000 200,000,000 200,000,000 

 Less Cash on Hand April 1, 2016 -30,000,000 -30,000,000 -30,000,000 

 Plus Credits Outstanding April 1, 2016 25,000,000 25,000,000 25,000,000 
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 Resources Based on 2015 Fees  195,000,000 195,000,000 195,000,000 

     

Fee Change Effective July 1, 2010    

 Resources Based on 2015 Fees  195,000,000 195,000,000 195,000,000 

 2016 Funding Requirement 201,514,000 183,000,000 207,000,000 

 Aggregate Fee Change $ 6,514,000 -12,000,000 12,000,000 

 Aggregate Fee Change % 3.341% -6.154% 6.154% 

     

1) Funds available using unadjusted fees to finance aggregate costs and administration (not credits). Calculation requires 
unadjusted fee revenue from remaining development plus cash less credits. 

 
3. Adjustments to Aggregate Costs: Remaining Freeway Improvements, Roadways, Bridges, 

Signals, Bikeways and Sewer and Drainage facilities. 
 

(a) Adjustment by Index.  
 

(1) Subject to Subsection 3(b) below, for all PAF Eligible Facilities except the police and fire 
capital expenditures, Community Center and Library, the cost adjustment to remaining 
PAF Eligible Facilities is the greater of the following (but in no event less than zero 
percent in net aggregate): 

(A) the ENR Index; or 

(B) the CalTrans Index 3-year moving average. 

 
(2) Index measurement. 

(A) ENR Index: Year-over-year change as of each March. 

(B) CalTrans Index: 12-quarter average through quarter 1 of the current year over 12-
quarter average through quarter 1 of the prior year. 

 
(3) Precision. All calculations will be carried out to three decimal places. 

 
(b) Adjustment by Benchmarking. 
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(1) Before April 1 of each calendar year, a third-party professional engineering consultant 
who is under contract to the City will estimate the cost to construct all PAF Eligible 
Facilities subject to this subsection 3(b).  The cost estimate will anticipate cost changes 
to the July 1 of the calendar year in which the estimate is made and will include a 
minimum 15% construction contingency. The cost estimate plus an additional 
contingency (not to exceed an amount equal to 15% of the cost estimate) is the “Draft 
Benchmark Estimate” of Aggregate Costs for the year. 

(2) Downtown Railyard Ventures, LLC. shall have the right, assignable only with the written 
consent of the City at the City’s sole discretion, to hire an independent third-party 
engineer to validate the cost estimates reflected in the “Draft Benchmark Estimate”.  
The City and Landowner agree to work in good faith to resolve differences, if any, in the 
engineer’s estimates.  The agreed upon cost estimate shall be the “Benchmark 
Estimate”. 

(3) If the percentage change between the Aggregate Costs for the then-current year and 
the Aggregate Costs for the same set of PAF Eligible Facilities for the immediately 
preceding year differ by an amount equal to, or more than, plus or minus 5% in 
aggregate from the percentage change determined by index in accordance with 
Subsection 3(a) above, then the City will use the then-current year’s Benchmark 
Estimate of Aggregate Costs to determine the Funding Requirement. 

 
(c) Comprehensive Review and Nexus Study. The City will perform a comprehensive review and 

nexus study for the PAF at least every three years unless the City determines that prevailing 
market conditions do not justify doing so (e.g., if development is lacking or the remaining 
development is limited).  

 
(d) Sample cost adjustments for freeway improvements, roadways, bridges, signals, bikeways 

and sewer and drainage facilities: 

Sample #1 

Benchmarking increase of 4% 
ENR Index increase of 2% 
CalTrans Index increase of 3.1% 
Change in Aggregate Costs: plus 
3.1% 
 

Sample #2 

Benchmarking increase of 4% 
ENR Index increase of 1% 
CalTrans Index decrease of 1% 
Change in Aggregate Costs: plus 1% 
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Sample #3 

Benchmarking decrease of 4% 
ENR Index decrease of 0.5% 
CalTrans Index decrease of 1% 
Change in Aggregate Costs: minus 
1% 
 

Sample #4 

Benchmarking decrease of 5% 
ENR increase of 0.5% 
Cal Trans Index decrease of 1% 
Change in Aggregate Costs: minus 
5% 
 

Sample #5 

Benchmarking increase of 6% 
ENR Index increase of 3.5% 
CalTrans Index decrease of 1% 
Change in Aggregate Costs: plus 6% 
 

 
4. Adjustments to Aggregate Costs: Police and Fire Capital Costs, Community Center and 

Library.  
 
For the police and fire capital costs, Community Center and Library, the portion of the cost for 
each that is funded by the PAF will not exceed that established in the first Railyards Financing 
Plan, except as follows: the City will adjust the remaining cost of police and fire capital 
expenditures, Community Center, and Library by using the change in the CPI All Urban San 
Francisco Index from March to March, effective each July 1.  
 
5. PAF Funding Obligation; Change in list of Facilities being funded with PAF. 
  

(a) The Financing Plan shows not just the estimated cost of each PAF Eligible Facility but 
also the PAF Share for the PAF Eligible Facility.  Each year, after adjusting costs in 
accordance with sections 1 through 4 above, the City shall determine the aggregate 
PAF share for all PAF Eligible Facilities, and that aggregate amount will be the PAF 
Funding Obligation for that year. 

 
(b) Each year, the City may revise the PAF Share for each PAF Eligible Facility and shall give 

Landowner 30-days’ prior written notice of any revision that will result in a Removed 
PAF Facility (defined below), as follows: 
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(1) If a PAF Eligible Facility is removed from the Railyards Financing Plan because it 

will no longer be funded by the PAF (a “Removed PAF Facility”), then the City may 
allocate the Removed PAF Facility’s PAF Share (determined in accordance with 
subsection 3(b)(1) above) to another PAF Eligible Facility on the list.  Public 
improvements not identified in the Railyards Financing Plan may not be funded 
with the PAF.  

 
(2) The City may not require, as a condition for approving the Landowner’s request 

for land-use entitlements on all or part of the Property, that the Landowner or any 
other signatory to a Railyards Development Agreement construct all or part of a 
Removed PAF Facility. This limitation does not apply if the Landowner requests 
and receives a change in the then-existing zoning on all or part of the Property and 
the City determines that the change creates a need for construction of a Removed 
PAF Facility. 

  
(3) If the City has previously required the Landowner to build a PAF Eligible Facility as 

a condition of approval for a land-use entitlement granted to the Landowner, then 
the City may not subsequently remove the PAF Eligible Facility from the list of 
remaining PAF Eligible Facilities and thereby deny the Landowner the opportunity 
to obtain reimbursement from the PAF program. 

 
6. Scope of PAF Eligible Facilities.         
 
The scope of each PAF Eligible Facility is as described in the Financing Plan, as amended, and 
may not be revised except as required to comply with federal or state law.  With respect to 
public roadways and streets, the scope is to be based on the City’s street-design standards for 
lands within the Railyards area. 
 
7. Adequate Funding for PAF Eligible Facilities. 
 
The City may not cite, as a reason for increasing the amount of the PAF Funding Obligation, the 
loss of potential funding from sources identified in the first Railyards Financing Plan as Non-PAF 
Funding Sources, such as federal funding, state funding, regional funding, grants, gifts, 
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contributions, fees, reimbursements, the City’s general fund, the City’s Major Street 
Construction Tax, or private funds.   
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EXHIBIT G 
 

SACRAMENTO RAILYARDS 
CITY OF SACRAMENTO  

Funding Agreement Business Terms  
 

 
CITY agrees that the Backbone Infrastructure needs exceed what the private development 
economics can fully bear. A public-private partnership is necessary to initiate the initial phase of 
the Project and likely future phases. The following Funding Agreement Business Terms are 
specifically intended to guide the preparation of the Funding Agreement that is to be 
subsequently drafted and approved by the Parties.  
 
TAX INCREMENT FUNDING 
 
City commits to model, evaluate, and consider the “Tax increment request” detailed on Exhibit 
G-1, a letter dated July 15, 2016, from DRV to the City and incorporated herein. City further 
commits to model the request to include the tax increment effects for the County of 
Sacramento. 
 
THIRD STREET SEWER 
 
CITY commits to evaluate a percentage of the Combined Sewer Development Fees collected 
within the River District Specific Plan Area and the area of the Central Business District that is 
served by the 3rd Street Sewer Main.  
 
City commits to providing Combined Sewer Development Fee credits for funds advanced by the 
developer for the construction of the 3rd Street Sewer Main. 
 
I-5 MITIGATION PROGRAM  
 
CITY commits to evaluate the programmatic redirection of the I-5 Sub-regional fee to include 
funding for the 7th Street/Railyards Blvd. light rail station, the 10th Street Extension from 
Railyards Blvd. to North B Street, and the connection of Railyards Blvd. to Highway 160. 
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OTHER SOURCES 
 
CITY commits to continue to evaluate options for a public private partnership investment in 
Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities. The Funding Agreement may consider use of 
certain City funding sources such as Major Street Construction Tax, parking or lease-revenue 
financing, the Growth and Innovation Fund, formation of an Enhanced Infrastructure Financing 
District (EIFD) or other discretionary revenues that may assist with short and longer term cash 
flow and funding needs. 
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Exhibit G-1 
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EXHIBIT H 

PROTEST WAIVER 

LANDOWNER understands and agrees that financing and maintenance of the Public 

Facilities, including Backbone Infrastructure, and other programs required under the Specific 

Plan and Tentative Map will be accomplished through a variety of Public Financing Mechanisms, 

including, without limitation, a combination of special assessment districts, tax districts (such as 

Mello-Roos Community Facilities Districts), and Development Fees, all of which mechanisms are 

designed to spread the cost of the Public Facilities in accordance with benefit to the properties 

included in such Public Financing Mechanisms and other fee programs and methodologies. 

LANDOWNER further understands and agrees that an important component of this Agreement 

is LANDOWNER's advance consent to the formation of, or implementation of, any such Public 

Financing Mechanisms, and LANDOWNER's agreement not to protest or contest such 

formation, implementation or fee imposition. 

Accordingly, LANDOWNER agrees for itself, its constituents, successors and assigns that 

it fully, finally and forever waives and relinquishes any right it may have to protest or contest 

the formation or implementation of any Public Financing Mechanism to fund and maintain 

Public Facilities, together with any rights it may have to contest the imposition of any 

Development Fee established or imposed pursuant to the Financing Plan. Nothing in this 

Agreement, however, shall prevent LANDOWNER from presenting CITY any information or 

opinions regarding any Public Financing Mechanism and Development Fee CITY may from time 

to time consider establishing or imposing, which information or opinions relate to the dollar 

amount of any fees, assessments, taxes or other charges imposed by CITY pursuant to the 

Financing Plan, or which information or opinions relate to the question of consistency of the 

Public Financing Mechanism or Development Fee with the Financing Plan.   

If a Public Financing Mechanism and/or Development Fee is proposed for adoption by 

CITY, which mechanism or fee (i) directly and significantly conflicts with the language and the 

intent of the Financing Plan, as it may be amended from time to time, and/or (ii) directly and 

significantly conflicts with the Nexus Study adopted by the City Council in connection with 
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establishment of Development Fee for the Financing Plan area; LANDOWNER shall have the 

right to protest only the actual amount of the directly and significantly conflicting proposed fee, 

charge, special tax, or assessment proposed to be levied, charged, assessed or taxed against the 

Property by virtue of the proposed Public Financing Mechanism or Development Fee.  However, 

LANDOWNER's right to protest, together with any right to object, shall be waived unless 

LANDOWNER's protest of objection is made at or before the time of the public hearing wherein 

the proposed Public Financing Mechanism or Development Fee, together with the fee, charge, 

special tax or assessment, is established by the City Council.   

 LANDOWNER's right to judicial challenge of any such Public Financing Mechanism or 

Development Fee, and the fees, charges, assessments or special taxes imposed or to be 

imposed in connection therewith, shall be limited to review of the decision of the City Council 

establishing the said mechanism and the said fees, charges, assessments or special taxes.  

LANDOWNER shall not have the right, in connection with any land use entitlement proceeding 

with respect to the Property, to judicially challenge the Public Financing Mechanism or 

Development Fee, or the fees, charges, assessments or special taxes as applied to the Property 

or the Project for Public Facilities, and waives any statutory or common law right to withhold 

payment or to pay such fees, charges, assessment or special taxes under protest.  For purposes 

of this Agreement, "fees, charges, assessments or special taxes" shall include any monetary 

exaction or payment required to be paid by LANDOWNER by virtue of or relating to 

Development of the Property. 

Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, LANDOWNER for itself, its constituents, 

successors and assignees specifically, as to the Property, agrees to the following which are 

adopted by the City Council pursuant to the Financing Plan: 

(1) Waives, and hereby grants advance consent to the formation and 

implementation of any and all special assessment districts, tax districts (such as Mello-Roos 

Community Facilities Districts), fee districts or other Public Financing Mechanisms of a similar 

nature recommended or established by CITY for the purpose of financing and maintaining 

Public Facilities. 
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Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, LANDOWNER specifically waives: (i) the 

provisions of the Special Assessment Investigation, Limitation and Majority Protest Act of 1931 

(Division 4 of the Streets and Highways Code, beginning at Section 2800), together with 

associated provisions of the California Constitution; (ii) the provisions of any other statute 

designed to provide a protest or contest procedure in connection with formation and 

implementation of a district or similar financing mechanism; and (iii) the provisions of any 

procedure embodied in the Sacramento City Code designed to provide a protest or contest 

procedure in connection with formation and implementation of a district or similar financing 

mechanism. 

(2) Waives, and hereby grants advance consent to the formation and 

implementation of any and all Development Fees and special fees, exactions, development 

fees, assessments, taxes or other charges established by CITY for the purpose of financing and 

maintenance of Public Facilities. Without limiting the generality of the foregoing, LANDOWNER 

specifically waives: (i) to the extent applicable, those statutory and constitutional provisions 

specified in paragraph (1) above; and (ii) the provisions of Government Code Sections 66000, et 

seq., or any other provision of law providing a procedure for contest or protest of 

establishment or imposition of Development Fees and special fees, exactions, development 

fees, assessments, taxes or other charges of a similar nature. 

(3) Agrees to: (i) affirmatively petition CITY, where applicable, for the formation 

of all special districts and other Public Financing Mechanisms that have been or will be in the 

future selected or recommended by CITY in order to implement the Financing Plan; (ii) execute 

an irrevocable proxy or proxies when necessary (such as in the formation of, or imposition of 

taxes relative to, a Mello-Roos Community Facilities District) authorizing a representative 

designated by CITY, who will vote in favor of establishing the specific Public Financing 

Mechanism in question; and (iii) execute immediately upon presentation any document which 

is required or convenient for the formation of the district or facilitation of the particular Public 

Financing Mechanism. 
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LANDOWNER agrees and specifically represents to CITY that it is fully aware of all of its 

legal rights relative to the waivers, advance consents and other agreements set forth herein, 

having been fully advised by its own independent attorneys. Having such knowledge and 

understanding of its rights, LANDOWNER has nevertheless voluntarily entered into the 

Agreement, of which this Exhibit is a material part. LANDOWNER is aware that CITY is relying on 

the representations contained in this Exhibit in entering into the Agreement. 
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EXHIBIT I 
 

MIXED INCOME HOUSING STRATEGY 
 
 

THE MIXED INCOME HOUSING STRATEGY FOR THE PROJECT APPROVED BY THE CITY COUNCIL 
ON NOVEMBER 10, 2016, BY RESOLUTION NO. ___________ IS ATTACHED AS EXHIBIT I-1 AND 
INCORPORATED IN THIS AGREEMENT BY THIS REFERENCE.    
 
NOTE:  ANY CHANGES TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE MIXED INCOME HOUSING 

STRATEGY REQUIRE AN AMENDMENT TO THIS AGREEMENT TO BECOME EFFECTIVE, 
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED IN THE AGREEMENT. 
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EXHIBIT I-1 

 

MIXED INCOME HOUSING STRATEGY 

Downtown Railyards Venture, LLC 

 

INTRODUCTION   

Downtown Railyard Venture, LLC (“Developer”), is the owner of certain real property in the City of 

Sacramento known as the Sacramento Railyards (“Railyards”), an approximately 220-acre site 

immediately north of downtown Sacramento. Railyards is generally bounded by the Sacramento River to 

the west, North B Street to the north, the Alkali Flat neighborhood to the east, and the existing downtown 

area to the south (I Street). 

The Developer proposes to develop a mixed-use, master planned community consisting of commercial 

and residential land uses.  The project concept plan and land use breakdown contained in the 

____(TBD)_________ Specific Plan for Railyards totals 6,000 to 10,000 residential units; 3.271 to 4.371 

million square feet of non-residential uses; 771,405 square feet of flexible mixed-use space; 485,390 

square feet of historic and cultural space; a 1.228 million square foot medical campus; 1,100-room hotel; 

and ___ (TBD)___ acres of open space.  (These totals to do not include TC and M-2 land areas.) Railyards 

represents a true mixed-use community on the basis of significant employment-generating land uses 

integrated with housing. 

The vision for the Railyards project is an inclusive, sustainable and vibrant community.  Key design 
principles are intended to provide for a walkable and bike-friendly urban core in close proximity to 
services, amenities and employment, capitalizing on the project’s transit proximity and physical proximity 
to downtown.  These design principles improve overall affordability by reducing costs of transit and 
lowering energy costs.  Estimated residential densities, ranging from a projected low of 60 units to a 
permitted maximum zoning density of 450 units per acre, will assist in generating a diverse housing stock, 
ranging from affordable units to executive housing with a significant pool of workforce housing.  
Affordability will be improved by the estimated rental housing balance (estimated at between 70%-85% 
of total units built) and cost savings from the design elements inherent in the Railyards Specific Plan. 
 
Railyards is subject to the requirements of the Mixed Income Housing Ordinance, City of Sacramento City 

Code Chapter 17.712, adopted September 1, 2015.   The Mixed Income Housing Ordinance requires that 

proposed residential projects in excess of 100 gross acres obtain City Council approval of a “mixed income 

housing strategy” that demonstrates how the project provides housing for a variety of incomes and 

household types consistent with Housing Element policy. 
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This Mixed Income Housing Strategy for Railyards acknowledges the benefits of diversity as well as project 

attributes that will contribute to provision of a variety of housing. 

Integrating a variety of housing will benefit the sustainability and success of Railyards over its multi-year 
build-out, as well as the greater community.   Specifically: 
 

 Diversity of housing (with respect to product and price point) increases absorption in large 

planned developments such as Railyards by attracting multiple resident segments.    

 

 Diversity of housing provides the flexibility to respond to fluctuating market conditions. 

 

 Diversity of housing, including that targeted to residents with incomes at or below 60% AMI, 

expands the financing options beyond conventional financing (LIHTC, bonds, HOME, CDBG etc.). 

 

 Diversity accommodates the housing needs of different generations and households:  empty 

nesters, singles, professional couples, families and executives. 

 

 Providing housing for a mix of incomes will allow families to stay in their community, even as 

children grow up and form their own households and as parents age and want to downsize. 

 

 Varying mix and rent levels will support residents who may eventually graduate into larger units 

(i.e., laddering demand). 

 

 Diversity of housing expands the tax base, supports local commerce, and encourages community 

safety and engagement. 

 

Both by virtue of location and its truly mixed-use development plan, Railyards comprises many elements 

that have proven critical to successful mixed income housing elsewhere in the state and country.  Railyards 

has been designed to capitalize on its “location efficient” and mixed-use advantages:      

 Infill urban location (a key factor in attracting Millennials, Gen X, move-downs and other market 

segments that represent its core market). 

 

 transit proximity (bus, light rail, Amtrak), which drives down commute costs, raising disposable 

income and residential buying power. 
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 walkability (external and internal).  Railyards is proximate to Downtown employment and 

shopping, entertainment and cultural attractions, and will have internal walkability and 

connectivity with future employers and attractions within Railyards itself (notably Kaiser Hospital, 

County Courthouse, Innovation Center businesses, Historic District, MLS Stadium). 

 

 on-site amenities, notably extensive shared common spaces (Great Lawn, Urban Lounge shade 

plaza/outdoor dining, community gardens, playground, and stadium promenade), Historic 

District, future Major League Soccer stadium, and shopping (which is expected to include a 

grocery store). 

 

 worker-job nexus, which benefits employers as well as employees.  Housing proximity reduces 

the need for employers to raise wage levels to offset commuting, and can reduce the costs of 

recruitment and training.  

 

I. Mixed Income Housing Strategy Overview 

The strategy to provide an appropriate mixed income housing ratio for Railyards is multi-pronged by 
necessity.  “Central City” development costs and relative price point for ownership and rental prototypes 
are the highest among the eight residential “prototypes” developed by Keyser Marston’s nexus analysis, 
which underlies the Mixed Income Housing Ordinance.  
 
This will require that all available tactics be utilized to meet the objectives laid out in the City Housing 
Element.   
 
Railyards’ Mixed Income Housing Strategy is premised on a multi-faceted approach that is broken down 

into the following five components: 

1. Provision of affordable units (40% to 60% AMI):  Affordable housing refers to housing affordable 

to households with 40% - 60% of median income applicable to Sacramento County, adjusted for 

household size as published and annually updated by the United States Department of Housing 

and Urban Development pursuant to Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937.  

Affordable housing is provided in support of several City of Sacramento Housing Element Goals 

and Policies:  
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o Goal H-1.2: Housing Diversity.  Provide a variety of quality housing types to encourage 

neighborhood stability.  This goal is specifically advanced via adherence to the following 

policies: 

 Policy H-1.2.1: Variety of Housing.  The City shall encourage the development and 

revitalization of neighborhoods that include a variety of housing tenure, size and 

types, such as second units, carriage homes, lofts, live-work spaces, cottages, and 

manufactured / modular housing.  

 Policy H-1.2.2: Compatibility with Single Family Neighborhoods.  The City shall 

encourage a variety of housing types and sizes to diversify, yet maintain 

compatibility with, single family neighborhoods. 

 Policy H-1.2.4: Mix of Uses.  The City shall actively support and encourage mixed 

use retail, employment, and residential development around existing and future 

transit stations, centers and corridors. 

o Goal H-1.3: Balanced Communities.  Promote racial, economic, and demographic 

integration in new and existing neighborhoods.  This goal is specifically advanced via 

adherence to the following policies: 

 Policy H-1.3.1:  Social Equity.  The City shall encourage economic and racial 

integration, fair housing opportunity and the elimination of discrimination. 

 Policy H-1.3.2: Economic Integration.  The City shall consider the economic 

integration of neighborhoods when financing new multifamily affordable housing 

projects. 

 Policy H-1.3.4: A Range of Housing Opportunities.  The City shall encourage a 

range of housing opportunities for all segments of the community. 

 Policy H-1.3.5: Housing Type Distribution.  The City shall promote an equitable 

distribution of housing types for all income groups throughout the city and 

promote mixed income neighborhoods rather than creating concentrations of 

below market rate housing in certain areas. 

o Goal H-2.2: Development.  Assist in creating housing to meet current and future needs.  

The project shall utilize financial tools made available by the city pursuant to the following 

policies: 
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 Policy H-2.2.2: Financial Tools to diversity Residential Infill Development.  To the 

extent resources are available, the City shall use financial tools to diversity market 

developments with affordable units, especially in infill areas.  

 Policy H-2.2.3: Offsetting Development Costs for Affordable Housing.  The city 

shall defer fees to Certificate of Occupancy to help offset development costs for 

affordable housing and will offer other financial incentives including, but not 

limited to, water development fee waivers and sewer credits. 

 Policy H-2.2.4: Funding for Affordable Housing.  The City shall pursue and 

maximize the use of all appropriate state, federal, local and private funding for 

the development, preservation, and rehabilitation of housing affordable for 

extremely low, very low, low, and moderate income households, while 

maintaining economic competitiveness in the region. 

 Policy H-2.2.5: Review and Reduce Fees for Affordable Housing.  The City shall 

work with affordable housing developers as well as other agencies and districts 

to review and reduce applicable processing and development impact fees for very 

low and low income housing units. 

 
2. Workforce Housing facilitated by the Railyards Specific Plan design elements such as access to 

transit and a walkable environment in proximity to employment.  The development of moderate 

income housing is supportive of the following City of Sacramento Housing Element Goals and 

Policies: 

o Goal H-1.2: Housing Diversity.  Provide a variety of quality housing types to encourage 

neighborhood stability.  This goal is specifically advanced via adherence to the following 

policies: 

 Policy H-1.2.1: Variety of Housing.  The City shall encourage the development and 

revitalization of neighborhoods that include a variety of housing tenure, size and 

types, such as second units, carriage homes, lofts, live-work spaces, cottages, and 

manufactured / modular housing. 

 Policy H-1.2.2: Compatibility with Single Family Neighborhoods.  The City shall 

encourage a variety of housing types and sizes to diversity, yet maintain 

compatibility with, single family neighborhoods. 
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 Policy H-1.2.4: Mix of Uses.  The City shall actively support and encourage mixed 

use retail, employment, and residential development around existing and future 

transit stations, centers and corridors. 

o Goal H-1.3: Balanced Communities.  Promote racial, economic, and demographic 

integration in new and existing neighborhoods.  This goal is specifically advanced via 

adherence to the following policies: 

 Policy H-1.3.1: Social Equity.  The City shall encourage economic and racial 

integration, fair housing opportunity, and the elimination of discrimination. 

 Policy H-1.3.2: Economic Integration.  The City shall consider the economic 

integration of neighborhoods when financing new multifamily affordable housing 

projects. 

 Policy H-1.3.4: A Range of Housing Opportunities.  The City shall encourage a 

range of housing opportunities for all segments of the community. 

 Policy H-1.3.5: Housing Type Distribution.  The City shall promote an equitable 

distribution of housing types for all income groups throughout the city and 

promote mixed income neighborhoods rather than creating concentrations of 

below market rate housing in certain areas. 

 
3. Product type variation by tenure (ownership as well as rental housing).  This strategy is supportive 

of the following City of Sacramento Housing Element Goals and Policies: 

o Goal H-1.2: Housing Diversity.  Provide a variety of quality housing types to encourage 

neighborhood stability.  This goal is specifically advanced via adherence to the following 

policies: 

 Policy H-1.2.1: Variety of Housing.  The City shall encourage the development and 

revitalization of neighborhoods that include a variety of housing tenure, size and 

types, such as second units, carriage homes, lofts, live-work spaces, cottages, and 

manufactured / modular housing. 

 Policy H-1.2.2: Compatibility with Single Family Neighborhoods.  The City shall 

encourage a variety of housing types and sizes to diversity, yet maintain 

compatibility with, single family neighborhoods. 
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 Policy H-1.2.4: Mix of Uses.  The City shall actively support and encourage mixed 

use retail, employment, and residential development around existing and future 

transit stations, centers and corridors. 

o Goal H-1.3: Balanced Communities.  Promote racial, economic, and demographic 

integration in new and existing neighborhoods.  This goal is specifically advanced via 

adherence to the following policies: 

 Policy H-1.3.4: A Range of Housing Opportunities.  The City shall encourage a 

range of housing opportunities for all segments of the community. 

 Policy H-1.3.5: Housing Type Distribution.  The City shall promote an equitable 

distribution of housing types for all income groups throughout the city and 

promote mixed income neighborhoods rather than creating concentrations of 

below market rate housing in certain areas. 

o Goal H-6: Homeownership.  Provide ownership opportunities and preserve housing for 

Sacramento’s modest income workers.  This goal is specifically advanced via adherence 

to the following policies: 

 Policy H-6.1: Promoting Homeownership in Distressed Areas.  The City shall 

promote homeownership opportunities in areas with a significantly high 

proportion of rental housing, and areas distressed by foreclosures. 

 Policy H-6.3: Affordable Housing types.  The City shall promote modest income 

homeownership opportunities through alternative construction methods and 

ownership models, employer assisted housing and amendments to the Mixed 

Income Housing Ordinance. 

 
4. Product innovations, as supported by the nature of this mixed-use, transit-oriented development 

[TOD] to provide sustainable and cost efficient development.  A discussion of creative methods to 

help achieve affordability are outlined in the Product Innovations Section below.  Product 

innovation is supportive of the following City of Sacramento Housing Element Goals and Policies:   

o Goal H-1.1:  Sustainable Communities.  Develop and rehabilitate housing and 

neighborhoods to be environmentally sustainable.  This goal is advanced via adherence 

to the following policy: 
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 Policy H-1.1.1: Sustainable Housing Practices.  The City shall promote sustainable 

housing practices that incorporate a “whole system” approach to siting, designing 

and constructing housing that is integrated into the building site, consume less 

energy, water and other resources, and are healthier, safer, more comfortable, 

and durable. 

 
5. Projected Buildout.  Provides a description of the types of housing expected to be incorporated in 

the project along with the projected resultant build out.  The 6,000 to 10,000 residential units in 

Railyards will be located in two land use zones (C3-SPD and R5-SPD), dispersed throughout the 

master plan, as shown in the following map.  These flexible, versatile land use designations will 

accommodate a range of residential product varied by internal location, with the potential for 

integrated retail.  Until final mapping is complete exact locations of specific housing projects 

cannot be identified but potential locations for affordable projects are depicted on the map 

below.  The identified locations, with “blue spots” showing forecasted Developer-developed 

mixed income/affordable units projects, and “purple spots” showing potential Dedicate Parcel(s) 

(see section II below) for third party builder construction, are estimated based upon anticipated 

growth patterns within the Railyards facilitated through the zoning.  These project locations are 

subject to change, based on infrastructure requirements, land use approvals, development costs, 

development of mixed income housing projects rather than dedicated affordable projects, and 

other unforeseen factors.  Production of new housing is a key theme and priority of the City 

Housing Element and the Railyards plan aligns with several of the goals in that plan, as outlined 

above.  The Railyards housing strategy addresses components of each of these goals and will 

contribute significantly to the success of the Sacramento City Housing Element.   
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Affordable Units  

A very low income household means a  household whose income does not exceed fifty percent (50%) of 

area median income (AMI) applicable to Sacramento County, adjusted for household size as published 
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and annually updated by the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development pursuant to 

Section 8 of the United States Housing Act of 1937.  Very low income rent means a monthly rent not in 

excess of one-twelfth of thirty percent (30%) of fifty percent (50%) of the annual median income, including 

utility allowance.  

A low income household means a household whose income does not exceed sixty percent (60%) of AMI 

applicable to Sacramento County, adjusted for household size as published and annually updated by the 

United States Department of Housing and Urban Development pursuant to Section 8 of the United States 

Housing Act of 1937.  Low income rent means a monthly rent not in excess of one-twelfth of thirty percent 

(30%) of sixty percent (60%) of the annual median income, including utility allowance.  

While the City of Sacramento Mixed Income Housing Ordinance does not mandate a specified amount of 

affordable units within a project with the density of the Railyards, in addition to the development of 

Workforce Housing described in section III below, this Mixed Income Housing Strategy provides for 600 

affordable units be constructed by Developer and/or by third party developers on dedicated parcels.  All 

affordable units shall be affordable to households with incomes that range from 40% - 60% of AMI 

applicable to Sacramento County, adjusted for household size as published and annually updated by the 

United States Department of Housing and Urban Development pursuant to Section 8 of the United States 

Housing Act of 1937, or lower.   

Upon Developer’s completion of the initial 300 affordable units as part of the first 3,000 housing units 

constructed at the Railyards, the remaining affordable units shall be satisfied by either (i) Developer’s 

development of an additional 300 units as part of the following 5,000 housing units constructed at the 

Railyards, or (ii) land dedication by Developer as approved by the City and Sacramento Housing and 

Redevelopment Agency (SHRA) to support development of not less than 300 units to be built by a third 

party developer(s) (“Dedicate Parcel(s)”), or (iii) a combination of the approaches in subsection (i) and (ii) 

above (see Table 1 below).  The initial 300 Developer-developed affordable units are anticipated to be 

constructed by the end of 2021 subject to this Mixed Income Housing Strategy in satisfaction of 

Department of Housing and Community Development requirements, with the balance of the affordable 

units to be constructed (within mixed income neighborhoods) based upon market demand, resulting 

absorption and related development factors for similar projects.  Each Dedicated Parcel shall be a 

minimum of one (1) net buildable acre and shall, post dedication, be restricted for affordable units only.  

The proposed location of each Dedicated Parcel and allocated affordable units shall be approved by the 

City, SHRA and Developer.  Based on current City housing policy, a maximum of 150 affordable units per 

acre is permitted and higher densities for all residential units within the Railyard are encouraged (not less 

than 100 affordable units per acre shall be used for the above referenced allocation).  Prior to the City and 

SHRA approving and accepting ownership of a Dedicated Parcel, Developer, at is cost, shall deliver to the 
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City and SHRA a feasibility assessment, including environmental considerations, for each such parcel.  

Following dedication, the actual number of affordable units subsequently built by a third party 

developer(s) on a Dedicated Parcel(s) shall be subject to the discretion of the City and SHRA and is not 

subject to or controlled by this Mixed Income Housing Strategy.  Each Dedicated Parcel is subject to 

compliance with this Mixed Income Housing Strategy and consistency with the guidelines prepared 

pursuant to Section 17.712.090 of the City Code.  Subject to the foregoing, each dedication shall occur 

only after the recordation of a subdivision map(s) by Developer, which may occur over time on a phased 

basis to create each legal parcel (and the satisfaction of the allocated City-approved map conditions by 

Developer), in exchange for applicable fee credits.   

Development of affordable units is reliant on financial assistance, utilizing resources available now and 

new sources, including low income tax credits and other mechanisms.  With the loss of redevelopment 

funds in California, the development of additional affordable units will require alternative financing 

mechanisms and public assistance.  City and SHRA shall prioritize opportunities for and shall reasonably 

cooperate with Developer in procuring available grants and assistance with obtaining other public 

financing (federal, state and municipal) for development of the affordable units and associated 

infrastructure.  Development of affordable units is forecasted to be concurrent to the development of 

market rate units in the project and, except as provided herein, may be included in mixed income housing 

projects throughout the development.  The satisfaction of certain criteria applicable to the development 

of affordable units and/or dedication of Dedicated Parcel(s) as conditions to specified development rights 

of Developer are provided in the Development Agreement entered into by the City and Developer. The 

development of affordable units is forecasted to occur as set forth on Table 1.   

Table 1 

Phase 
Housing Units 

Per Phase 

Affordable Units 
Developed 

(at 40% to 60% AMI) or 
land dedicted 

Commulative 
Housing Units 

Developed 

1 3,000 300 units 3,000 

2 1,500 
100 units and/or land 

dediction  
4,500 

3 1,500 
100 units and/or land 

dediction 
6,000 

4 2,000 
100 units and/or land 

dediction  
8,000 

5 2,000  10,000 
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Representative unit mix and affordability breakdown are shown below in Table 2.  Requirements related 

to tax credit financing or other financing sources may impose modifications to specific affordability and/or 

unit types.  The current unit mix and affordability has 77% of affordable units at or below 50% AMI (Very 

Low Income). 

Table 2 

Representative Unit Mix and Affordability Breakdown  

Railyards Maximum Potential Affordable  Units 

  
Very Low 

Income 

Very Low 

Income 

Low 

Income 
    

Type 40% AMI  50% AMI 60% AMI Total % 

1BR 18 229 75 322 54% 

2BR 14 94 39 147 25% 

3BR 8 96 27 131 22% 

Total 40 419 140 600   

% 7% 70% 23%   100% 

% at/below 50% AMI   77%       

 

Based on 2016 income limits for projects placed in service after March 28, 2016, affordable units in 

Railyards will serve households with maximum incomes between $19,440 (1 person at 40% AMI) and 

$48,360 (6 persons at 60% AMI).  

As presently anticipated, unit mix is to include 1BR, 2BR and 3BR rental units, though studio units are also 

possible depending on the project requirements.  This unit mix is subject to change.  For example, recent 

market studies reflect a relative low demand for 3BR units.  If necessary, a reduction of 3BR units would 

be offset by an increase of other unit types.  Gross rents by unit type, again as of 2016 limits, range from 

$521 to $1,083 per month – deeply discounted in comparison to market rents that characterize the 

Central City submarket. 
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Affordable units in Railyards: 

 will be located in proximity to transit, particularly either planned or existing light rail and streetcar 

terminals; 

 may be developed in conjunction with market rate units as a component of a larger project; and  

 will provide a minimum of no less than 30 years affordability restriction (as required pursuant to 

Section 17.712.030D. of the Mixed Income Housing Ordinance) from the date of Certificate of 

Occupancy.    

 

As per the City of Sacramento Housing Element Goal H-2.2, and various policies thereunder, the Developer 

will request that the City and housing agency provide financial assistance whenever possible to assist with 

development of affordable units.  The construction of affordable units requires additional financial 

assistance in order to be feasible.  Under the current Mixed Income Housing Ordinance, housing fees for 

residential development in Railyards will be $0.00 due to density.  In the event of changes to fee 

structures, in order to mitigate the cost of development of affordable units, Developer may request, 

pursuant to Section 17.712.030 of the Mixed Income Housing Ordinance, fee waivers or that fees collected 

in the project are utilized to offset the cost for construction of affordable dwelling units, or other 

mechanisms that lead to the provision of affordable housing within the Project.  In the event housing 

impact fees are levied pursuant to the Public Facilities Finance Plan for the Railyards, those proceeds shall 

be reinvested in Railyards for the purpose of assisting with construction of affordable or workforce 

housing as defined in this strategy, infrastructure that supports housing development or other purposes 

defined in the Finance Plan.  

II. Workforce Housing 

Construction costs in the Railyards’ urban location make traditional units difficult to achieve at a price 

point that is affordable for households with incomes at 80% AMI to 120% of AMI.  This is especially true 

for the smaller households (1 to 3 persons) that characterize the urban core submarket.   For example, 

under the assumption that rents equate to no more than 30% of income, rents affordable to those with 

incomes at 80% AMI are far lower than the average price of existing apartment units in the Central City 

submarket (prior to any consideration of new construction).1   

 

                     

1 MPF Research, 1Q 2016, “Central Sacramento” submarket 
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Due to the high cost of construction, in order to meet housing demand for households approaching the 

region’s median household income, additional considerations are necessary.    This housing segment 

benefits the middle class and this middle income stratum of the market has been the least served.   

Construction of housing that is attainable for households at or near the median income is consistent with 

a variety of goals and policies spelled out in the City of Sacramento Housing Element, and will require 

assistance from the City in keeping with Goal H-2.3 and the various policies thereunder.   

In order to accommodate this need, the Railyards Specific Plan and design guidelines for Railyards will 

provide for the following benefits to reduce the cost per residential unit: 

 Higher density development:  This amortizes the fixed costs for land and project entitlement, 

while providing better economies of scale for marketing, and amenities. 

 Smaller and more efficient unit design:  This reduces the actual development cost on a per unit 

basis, providing an affordable alternative to suburban development.   

 Access to transit:  Proximity to transit allows for a reduced cost of living as vehicle miles traveled 

are reduced or eliminated.  Transportation is the second largest expense for U.S. households, 

behind only housing outlay.  U.S. Department of Transportation data shows that the average 

American household spends 19% of income on transportation, rising to 25% in “auto 

dependent” suburbs.   In “location efficient environments” [those with public transit and 

walkability], the average spent on transportation falls to 9%.  This increases disposable income 

to 59%, expanding housing choices. 2   

                     
2 http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/livability/fact_sheets/transandhousing.cfm 

$800 $1,000 $1,200 $1,400 $1,600 $1,800 $2,000

Central City avg rent (1Q 16) - 1BR
Central City avg rent (1Q 16) - 2BR
Central City avg rent (1Q 16) - 3BR

80% 1 person
80% 2 person
80% 3 person

Affordable Rents at 80% AMI, Assuming 30% of 
Income Paid Toward Rent, vs. Average Central City 

Rents (MPF 1Q 16)
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 Access to amenities:  Proximity to parks and other recreational opportunities improves the 

desirability of living in the urban area while reducing the cost of developing a project with 

redundant features of this type. 

 Developer may request that housing projects utilize shared or public parking garages to meet 

development requirements rather than rely fully on self-parking strategies. 

 

In order to encourage housing production, the City will develop materials to help developers in the 

Railyards have a predictable development experience.  Specifically, the City will develop a Railyards 

Specific Plan and an associated EIR Conformity Checklist that would provide a list of items that each 

subsequent proposed project would use to demonstrate conformity with not only the Railyards Specific 

Plan, but also with measures required by the EIR. This checklist is anticipated to be also used by City 

Planning staff as a way to document whether subsequent proposed projects within the Railyards meet 

all of the policy requirements of the Railyards Specific Plan as well as the environmental measures 

required by the EIR. 

III. Product Type Variation by Tenure (Ownership and Rental) 

Ownership housing at the densities reflective of this urban in-fill location – i.e., attached mid- and high-

rise condos – represents a small share of the Sacramento housing market.  (Attached housing of all 

types/densities accounted for just 11% of total sales in the City of Sacramento over the past 20 years, 

based on public records compiled by Zonda.) 

In addition to the comparatively shallow market for high-density attached product, sales prices have yet 

to regain pre-recession peaks.  Rents, in comparison, underwent much less downturn (increasing an 

average of 4.7% annually over the past five years), and rental increases are anticipated to remain in the 

4%+ ranges over the next five-year cycle.  

Modest income homeownership is a theme and priority program for the City Housing Element.  

Railyards has the locational qualities to support ownership housing, particularly once key amenities have 

been built.   While this may include executive for-sale product on the waterfront it may also include mid-

rise product compatible with various locations in the C3-SPD and R5-SPD zones, which will house all 

planned residential product in Railyards. 

Ownership product is expected to account for approximately 15% - 30% of total residential units in 

Railyards, with timing dependent on market recovery as well as development of place-making elements 

on site. 
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The consumer groups expected to account for the majority of future residential sales activity at 

Railyards are as follows: 

 Professional singles and couples employed in the Downtown area with the attraction of a 

potentially walkable commute to work and convenient access to an expanding base of 

services and amenities planned for Downtown Sacramento – new sports arena and 

entertainment complex, new shops and restaurants, new art galleries and museums, etc. 

 Professional singles and couples that commute to out-of-area employment centers – San 

Francisco (via motorcoach service or Amtrak to BART), Oakland, San Jose, Auburn, etc.—

attracted by walking distance to the existing Amtrak station and the multi-modal 

transportation center planned along the southern edge of Railyards. 

 Empty-nesters downsizing from large, maintenance-intensive homes and yards.  One or both 

members of the household are likely employed in the Downtown area and/or attracted to the 

expanding base of Downtown amenities and services. 

 Retirees downsizing from large, maintenance-intensive homes and yards.  While these 

individuals are no longer tied to a workplace location, the expanding base of services and 

amenities being established in the Downtown area will be a draw.  The prospect of expected 

travel opportunities will also have these buyers targeting housing projects offering the ability 

to “lock and leave.” 

 

IV. Product Innovation 

Over the life of the Railyards development the housing market will undergo various changes, unforeseen 

today, based on changes in technology, demographics and personal lifestyle choices.  Areas where 

product innovation is expected to have a near term impact are as follows:   

 Micro units and other product lines to broaden affordability 

Railyards contains many of the elements that correlate to successful development of micro units.   

Typically sized under 350 square feet, but with a fully functional and ADA-compliant kitchen and 

bathroom, micro units utilize highly efficient unit design and distinctive common amenities to 

compensate for the compact living area.    Micro units are typically priced at rents 20% to 30% 

less than conventional studios, significantly expanding affordability.   Higher price per square foot 

(typically +25%) offsets more expensive construction costs per square foot and slightly higher 
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operating costs associated with micro units.  Micro units are expected to be located within ¼ mile 

of a transit station. 

 

Figure 1 Sample Micro Unit Floorplans 

The top appeal for micro unit is reduced price relative to other rental options.  Highly desirable 

locations (“authentic, urban/urbanizing, walkable, and trendy”)3 and privacy (living alone rather 

than with roommates) are also strong attractants.  Nearly a quarter of renters in conventional 

apartments would be “interested or very interested” in renting a micro unit, based on a 2014 ULI 

survey.  

The target market for micro units – predominantly young professionals, typically under 30 years 

old – is an exceptionally close fit to the demographic profile of urban core Sacramento residents.  

In addition, the future Kaiser Hospital and Innovation Center both pose the potential to generate 

                     

3 ULI, The Macro View on Micro Units, 2014 
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demand from nurses, interns and residents and young “creatives.”   Micro units may also attract 

some couples and roommates; some older, single, move-downs; and pied-a-terre users. 

Micro units and other product lines with the potential to deepen affordability and/or expand the 

prospective resident base for Railyards will be explored during the project’s estimated 20-year 

build-out. 

 Design Efficiencies 

Intentional, creative solutions to reduce parking in this walkable, TOD setting represents a 

significant potential mechanism to help broaden affordability. 

The podium or wrap parking structures that typify mid- and high-density development impose a 

high project cost.  The Nelson\Nygaard parking study conducted for the City of Sacramento in 

2012 estimated the cost of constructing one parking stall at up to $25,000, in 2012 dollars. 4  The 

City of Sacramento revised Parking Code adopted in December 30, 2012 recognized this market 

reality, eliminating  required parking in the Central Business and Arts & Entertainment District (0 

spaces) and reducing the parking minimum to 0.5 space per unit in the Urban District, in order to 

promote new housing development. 

Mechanisms to reduce parking stalls without impacting marketability include the following: 

o Promotion of “active transportation” will be achieved in Railyards by incorporation of 

pedestrian-friendly walkways (with safe crossings and good lighting), bike lanes, and building 

layouts. 

o Services such as a bicycle-sharing program are expected to be utilized.   

o Promotion of car sharing (e.g., auto rental services that substitute for private car ownership, 

such as Zipcar, Turo, Car2go).   

Unbundling parking from the rent shifts the cost to households with cars, rather than amortizing 

the cost of parking spaces over all residents.  Savings for car-free households make housing 

significantly more affordable for residents who can use public transportation (or walk/bicycle).   

                     

4 The 2015 Carl Walker Parking Structure Cost Outlook calculates the national 
median cost per stall for parking structures that are not fully subterranean 

at $18,599 -- excluding the cost of land and soft costs (typically +15% to 

25%). (http://www.carlwalker.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Carl-Walker-2015-

Cost-Article.pdf 
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A combination of these approaches may enable some future residents to shed cars, thereby 

reducing market-required parking for some household types and passing through cost savings to 

residents.   

 Sustainability  

Sustainability and green development is listed as a theme and priority program of the City Housing 

Element, listed as Goal H-1.1 in the City Housing Element.  It is also a core principle to the 

Railyards’ vision.  The urban location in proximity to transit provides the opportunity to create a 

green community with reduced impacts on the environment compared to other comparable-sized 

communities.  Sustainability is a critical concept to improving the mixed income housing ratio due 

to the reduction in energy consumption and costs related to transportation for residents within 

the community.  The Railyards development will include the following features: 

o Close proximity to transit, which will reduce commute times and costs. 

o Highly walkable environment, which will further reduce transit costs, improve the efficiency 

and livability of the environment. 

o Amenities in close proximity, including parks, trails, schools, medical services, libraries, 

shopping and entertainment.   

The features above result in a significant reduction in greenhouse gas emissions compared to 

comparable sized developments.  Affordability is improved by reductions in transportation costs 

and improvements in energy efficiency.  Additional financial benefits achieved include reduced 

health care costs, higher property values and greater productivity. 

 

 

V. Projected Buildout 

The infill location, with proximity to transit, employment and amenities reduces costs of living in the 

Railyards.  Based on DOT data referenced above, this allows up to a 10% increase in disposable income.  

The following projections assume that the percentage of income spent on rent will range from 30% - 40%.  

Based on the strategies identified above the projected residential development of Railyards is expected 

to include the following: 

 Affordable Housing –As outlined above, 600 affordable units will be developed concurrently 

with market rate units as described above.   

 

 Micro Units and Studio Units – Per the Context Study, the unit mix in the downtown market 

is heavily weighted toward smaller floor plans.  One reason for the prevalence of smaller units is 
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that constructing smaller units, with more density, allows for better economies of scale.  As 

discussed above, Micro Units are a continuation of this trend.  While this product type is untested 

in Sacramento, it is expected that there will be some demand for this type of housing in the 

market.  This will particularly hold true around mass transit and within amenitized walkable 

communities.  Studios currently account for 9% of the representative market comparables in the 

Context Study.  The projection for the Railyards is that the combination of Micro Units and Studios 

will account for a larger percentage of housing units than in the existing market, ranging from 10% 

- 15% of the total housing units.  Market rents for studios currently average approximately $1,450 

per unit, with expectations that Micro Units will range up to 20% below that cost.  Assuming rent 

payments constituting 30% - 40% of income, the household income levels necessary to afford this 

rent range from $34,800 - $58,000. 

 

 One bedroom units – Per the Context Study, one bedroom units are the largest single unit 

type in the downtown market.  These units account for 58% of the representative market 

comparables in the study.  The demand for one bedroom units is driven by the same factors as 

studio units discussed above.  While costs per square foot are higher for the smaller units, the 

nominal cost of the rent is more affordable to individuals and couples.  One bedroom units are 

expected to represent the major component of rental housing in the Railyards, ranging from 50% 

- 65% of the total units.  Market rents for one bedroom units in comparable projects currently 

average approximately $1,700 per unit.  The household income levels necessary to afford this rent 

range from $51,000 - $68,000 annually. 

 

 Two bedroom and larger units – Two bedroom units are expected to represent a substantial 

component of the units in the Railyards.  Per the Context Study, two bedroom units represent 

33% of the representative market comparables.  Accommodating a family or shared household 

(roommates), multi-bedroom units increase affordability by potentially sharing the costs of the 

unit among a larger number of people.  The expectation for the Railyards is that two bedroom 

and larger units will represent 20% - 40% of the total units.  Rents for two bedroom units in the 

Context Study average approximately $2,250 per unit.  The household income needed to afford 

this rent ranges from $67,500- $90,000 annually. 

 

 For Sale Housing - In addition to the various rental unit types listed above, Railyards will also 

accommodate for sale housing.  Due to the required density within the Railyards, For Sale housing 

is expected to be attached, condominium style units.  Per the Context Study, sales prices of For 

Sale projects in and around the downtown market range from $340K - $540K for homes ranging 
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from 964 – 2,305 square feet, or $267-$299 per square foot.  This is currently less than projected 

costs for high density development in the Railyards, and a significant increase in valuation will be 

required to activate For Sale Housing product.  For Sale Housing is projected to range from 15% - 

30% of the units in the Railyards.     

 

VI. Density Summary Matrix 

The following tables provide a recap of the range of possibilities that result from this strategy.  Income 

ranges are based on the rent ranges reflected in the Context Study rather than average rent rates reflected 

above.  Estimated ranges of income are based on a range of 30%-40% of household income, taking into 

account the transportation savings discussed above, as estimated by the Department of Transportation, 

which allows up to a 10% increase in disposable income.  The number of affordable units are adjusted 

under each scenario to reflect a range proportionate to the total number of units developed. 

Projected Build out 

6,000 Residential Unit Scenario 

  

Estimated 
Household 

Size Percent of Total 
Range of 

Units 
Current Price 

Range ($) 
Estimated Range 

of Income ($) 

Affordable Housing 1 - 6   8.33%  500 486 1,083 
19,440 

(VLI) 

48,360 
(LI) 

Micro and Studio Units 1 - 2 5.00% - 15.0% 300 900 1,157 1,467 34,704 58,680 

One Bedroom Units 1 - 3 45.00% - 65.0% 2,700 3,900 1,380 2,400 41,400 96,000 

Two Bedroom + Units 1 - 4 25.00% - 40.0% 1,500 2,400 2,045 4,300 61,350 172,000 

For Sale Housing 1 - 6 15.00% - 30.0% 900 1,800 340,000 540,000 55,000 172,000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Projected Build out 

10,000 Residential Unit Scenario 
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Estimated 
Household 

Size Percent of Total 
Range of 

Units 
Current Price 

Range ($) 
Estimated Range 

of Income ($) 

Affordable Housing 1 - 6  - 6.00%  600 486 1,083 
19,440 

(VLI) 
48,360 

(LI) 

Micro and Studio Units 1 - 2 5.00% - 15.0% 500 1,500 1,157 1,467 34,704 58,680 

One Bedroom Units 1 - 3 45.00% - 65.0% 4,500 6,500 1,380 2,400 41,400 96,000 

Two Bedroom + Units 1 - 4 25.00% - 40.0% 2,500 4,000 2,045 4,300 61,350 172,000 

For Sale Housing 1 - 6 15.00% - 30.0% 1,500 3,000 340,000 540,000 55,000 172,000 

 

Other than for income restricted units, it is assumed that upper ranges of income will be potentially much 

higher than the median due to the influx of employment to the downtown market, driven by the 

development of the Railyards and other surrounding projects. 

A reference to current median household income levels based on household size is shown below for 

comparison purposes. 

 

Maximum Income Limits (2016) as provided by SHRA 

Affordability 
Household Size (number of persons) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

40.0% of AMI $21,320  $24,360  $27,400  $30,440  $32,880  $35,320  

50.0% of AMI $26,650  $30,450  $34,250  $38,050  $41,100  $44,150  

60.0% of AMI $31,980  $36,540  $41,100  $45,660  $49,320  $52,980  

100.0% of AMI $53,250  $60,900  $68,500  $76,100  $82,200  $88,300  
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EXHIBIT J 
 

ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT FORM 
 

SEE ATTACHED 
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ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT 
 
THIS ASSIGNMENT AND ASSUMPTION AGREEMENT (herein "this Assignment") is entered into 
this ______ day of ____________, 20___, by and between  _____________________________, 
a _____________________ (hereinafter the "LANDOWNER"), _______________, a 
____________________ (hereinafter "ASSIGNEE"), and the CITY OF SACRAMENTO, a municipal 
corporation (hereinafter the "CITY").  The LANDOWNER, ASSIGNEE and CITY hereinafter may be 
referred to collectively as the “Parties” or in the singular as “Party,” as the context requires. 
  
 RECITALS 
 

A. LANDOWNER has entered into a Development Agreement with CITY dated 
_____________ (herein "the Development Agreement"), pursuant to which LANDOWNER 
obtained vested right to develop certain property as more particularly described in the 
Development Agreement (herein "the Property") for the project referred to as 
___________________ (herein “the Project”), subject to LANDOWNER’s compliance with 
certain conditions and obligations set forth in the Development Agreement. 

 
B.  LANDOWNER intends to transfer a portion of the Property to ASSIGNEE (herein 

the "Assigned Parcel(s)") under the terms of a written agreement between LANDOWNER and 
ASSIGNEE dated __________________ (the “Exchange Agreement”).  

 
C. LANDOWNER has agreed to assign to ASSIGNEE, and ASSIGNEE has agreed to 

assume from LANDOWNER, all of the rights and obligations under the Development Agreement 
as they relate to the Assigned Parcel (s).  The CITY has consented to the foregoing assignments 
and assumptions on the terms and conditions set forth below. 
 
 AGREEMENT 

 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing recitals which are specifically 

incorporated into the body of this Assignment, and for other good and valuable consideration, 
the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows: 
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1. Effective Date; Termination.  This Assignment shall be effective as of the 
“Closing Date,” as defined in the Exchange Agreement (the “Effective Date”).  In the event the 
Exchange Agreement terminates prior to the closing thereunder, this Assignment shall 
automatically terminate and the Parties shall have no further obligations hereunder. 

2. Assignment and Assumption.  As of the Effective Date, LANDOWNER hereby 
assigns and transfers to ASSIGNEE any and all of LANDOWNER’s rights under the Development 
Agreement as they relate to the Assigned Parcel(s), [excepting _________________________ 
(collectively, “Excluded Obligations”),] and ASSIGNEEE hereby accepts and assumes all of the 
duties and obligations of LANDOWNER under the Development Agreement [, excepting the 
Excluded Obligations,] as they relate to the Assigned Parcels(s).  ASSIGNEE hereby agrees to 
observe and fully perform all of the duties and obligations of LANDOWNER under the 
Development Agreement, [excepting the Excluded Obligations,] and to be subject to all of the 
terms and conditions thereof, with respect to the Assigned Parcel(s).   
 

3. Assumption Terms and Conditions.  LANDOWNER and ASSIGNEE understand 
and agree that this Assignment is subject in particular to Section 2.7 of the Development 
Agreement, which reads as follows: 

 
“2.7    Assignment. 
 

2.7.1. Right to Assign.  LANDOWNER shall have the right to freely sell, 
alienate, transfer, assign, lease, license and otherwise convey all or any portion of the 
Property and improvements thereon, and as part of a contemporaneous and related 
sale, assignment or transfer of its interests in the Property, or any portion thereof, 
without the consent of CITY; provided that no partial transfer shall be permitted to 
cause a violation of the Subdivision Map Act (Government Code Section 66410 et seq.).  
LANDOWNER shall notify CITY of any sale, transfer or assignment of all of 
LANDOWNER’s interests in all or any portion of the Property by providing written notice 
thereof to CITY in the manner provided in Section 9.2 not later than thirty (30) days 
before the effective date of such sale, transfer or assignment the assignment; provided, 
however, that LANDOWNER’s failure to provide such notice shall not invalidate such 
sale, transfer or assignment and provided further that any successor in interest in 
ownership of all or a portion of the Property shall not benefit from the Vested Rights 
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conferred herein without entering into an Assignment and Assumption Agreement with 
CITY.  

 
2.7.2. Release of LANDOWNER.   LANDOWNER shall remain obligated to 

perform all terms and conditions of this Agreement unless the purchaser, transferee, or 
Assignee delivers to CITY a fully executed Assignment and Assumption Agreement to 
assume all of the obligations of LANDOWNER under this Agreement with respect to the 
Property, or such portion thereof sold, transferred or assigned, for Development of the 
Project (“Full Assignment”).  If the purchaser, transferee, or Assignee delivers to CITY a 
fully executed Assignment and Assumption Agreement to assume less than all of the 
obligations of LANDOWNER under this Agreement with respect to the Property, or such 
portion thereof sold, transferred or assigned, for Development of the Project (“Partial 
Assignment”), LANDOWNER shall remain obligated to perform all terms and conditions 
of this Agreement unless CITY executes the Partial Assignment.  CITY shall release 
LANDOWNER from the duties, liabilities and obligations under this Development 
Agreement with respect to the interest(s) sold, assigned or transferred as set forth in 
the Full Assignment or Partial Assignment only if LANDOWNER is not in default under 
this Agreement as of the effective date of the Full Assignment or Partial Assignment. 

 
2.7.3  Assignees.   The Assignee shall be obligated and bound by the terms and 

conditions of this Agreement if Assignee, LANDOWNER, and CITY execute a Full 
Assignment or Partial Assignment, and shall be the beneficiary hereof and a party 
hereto, only with respect to the Property, or such portion thereof, sold, assigned, or 
transferred to Assignee by LANDOWNER (the portion of the Property sold, assigned, or 
transferred to Assignee is referred to herein is the “Assignee’s Parcel”).  The Assignee 
shall observe and fully perform the duties and obligations of LANDOWNER under this 
Agreement that relate to the Assignee’s Parcel as set forth in the Full Assignment or 
Partial Assignment.  CITY shall release Assignee from LANDOWNER’s duties, liabilities 
and obligations under this Agreement with respect to the interest(s) that are not sold, 
assigned or transferred to Assignee as set forth in the Full Release or Partial Release.   A 
Full Assignment shall be deemed to be to the satisfaction of the City Attorney if 
executed substantially in form of the Assignment and Assumption Agreement attached 
hereto as Exhibit J and incorporated herein by this reference, or such other form as is 
proposed by LANDOWNER, and approved by the City Attorney prior to the effective date 
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of the assignment. A Partial Assignment is subject to approval by the City Attorney and 
must be approved by the City Attorney prior to the effective date of the assignment.”   

 
4. Assignee Development Agreement.  At the request of the CITY, ASSIGNEE agrees 

to enter into a separate development agreement with respect to the Assigned Parcel(s) in 
accordance with the same terms and conditions as set out in the Development Agreement, 
subject only to those changes in the Development Agreement that are mutually agreed to by 
both CITY and ASSIGNEE, and subject to processing of the approval of that development 
agreement in accordance with CITY’s Procedural Ordinance.   
 

5. No Cross-Default.  The Parties acknowledge and agree that the respective 
obligations of LANDOWNER and ASSIGNEE under the Development Agreement shall be 
separate and independent from one another, such that a default by LANDOWNER of any of the 
LANDOWNER’s duties and obligations will not constitute a default under the Development 
Agreement by ASSIGNEE, and a default by ASSIGNEE of any of the ASSIGNEE’s duties and 
obligations will not constitute a default under the Development Agreement by LANDOWNER, 
and the CITY’s rights and remedies under the Development Agreement shall apply only to the 
Party, and the Property or Assigned Parcel(s), that is the subject of the default.  Any duties and 
obligations under the Development Agreement that apply to both the Assigned Parcel(s) and 
the remaining Property must be complied with by both LANDOWNER and ASSIGNEE, as 
applicable.  

6. Successors and Assigns.  All of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth in 
this Assignment shall be binding upon and shall inure to the benefit of the Parties and to their 
respective heirs, successors and assigns. 

7. Legal Advice.  ASSIGNEE agrees that it has read, and has sought and received all 
required legal and other expert consultation with regard to the duties and obligations set out in 
the Development Agreement to which ASSIGNEE is hereby bound, and fully understands all of 
its terms and conditions. ASSIGNEE further agrees that: (i) LANDOWNER has furnished 
ASSIGNEE with a copy of all documents and materials containing or relating to terms and 
conditions of development of the Assigned Parcel(s); (ii) ASSIGNEE has read and understands all 
of the terms and conditions of said documents and materials; and (iii) with such knowledge and 
understanding, which includes the nature and extent of the fees, taxes, assessments and other 
public financing mechanisms and obligations inherent in such documents and materials, 
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nevertheless has voluntarily, freely and knowingly assumed and agreed to perform all of 
obligations and requirements, and be bound by all of the provisions of such documents and 
materials, in addition to the express terms and conditions of the Development Agreement.   
 

8. Representations; Entire Agreement.  ASSIGNEE hereby affirms and 
acknowledges that CITY has not made any representations, commitments or promises to 
ASSIGNEE that are contrary to or different from the express terms and conditions of the 
Development Agreement, unless such terms and conditions have been set forth in writing and 
approved by ASSIGNEE and the City Council prior to the execution of this Assignment.  This 
Assignment contains the entire agreement of the Parties, no other understanding whether 
verbal, written or otherwise exists between the Parties, and no prior verbal or written 
communications regarding this Assignment shall be binding on any Party.    

 
9. Further Assurances.  The Parties agree to execute all such additional instruments 

and documents and to take all such additional actions, as may be reasonable and necessary to 
carry out the provisions of this Assignment.   
 

10. Notices.  All notices required or provided for under this Assignment shall be in 
writing and delivered in person or sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt 
requested, to the principal offices of the other Parties and to Lender, if applicable.  Notice shall 
be effective on the date delivered in person, or the date when received if such notice was 
mailed to the address of the other Party(ies) as indicated below: 
 
 Notice to the CITY:   
 
 
 Notice to the LANDOWNER:  
 
  
 Notice to the ASSIGNEE: 
 
 
 Notice to Lender:    
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Any Party may change the address to which notices are to be mailed by giving written notice of 
such changed address to each other Party(ies) in the manner provided herein. 
 

11. Governing Law.  The Assignment shall be governed by and construed in accordance 
with the laws of the State of California. 

12. Counterparts.  This Assignment may be executed in counterparts, each of which 
shall be deemed an original (including copies sent to a Party by facsimile transmission) as 
against the Party signing such counterpart, but which together shall constitute one and the 
same instrument. 

13. Release of LANDOWNER.  Upon execution and delivery of this Agreement by CITY, 
CITY hereby releases LANDOWNER from all duties, liabilities and obligations pursuant to the 
Development Agreement [, except for Excluded Obligations]. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Parties hereto have executed this Assignment as of the date 
and year first above written. 
 
 
By:______________________________ 
 LANDOWNER 
 
 
 
By:______________________________ 
 ASSIGNEE  
 
 
By:______________________________ 
 CITY  
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EXHIBIT K 
IRREVOCABLE OFFER TO DEDICATE FORM  

PARK AND RECREATIONAL PURPOSES 
 

SEE ATTACHED 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
 
CITY OF SACRAMENTO 
NO FEE DOCUMENT 
Govt. Code 6103 and 27838 
 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
 
CITY OF SACRAMENTO 
Attn: Real Estate Services Section 
915 I Street, 2nd Floor 
Sacramento, California  95814 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                   SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER’S USE 

 

 ___     __________________________________ _______________________ 

      RES File                              Escrow #                                                 APN                            Agreement # 

 
IRREVOCABLE OFFER TO DEDICATE EXCLUSIVE PERPETUAL EASEMENT FOR PARK AND 

RECREATIONAL PURPOSES   
 

Pursuant to Government Code Sections 7050 and 66477 and the Sacramento City Code, 
_________________________ (“GRANTOR”), a ____________________, hereby irrevocably 
offers (this “Offer”) to dedicate to the City of Sacramento (“GRANTEE”), a municipal 
corporation, an exclusive perpetual easement (the “Easement”) over, across, and under the 
real property described in the attached legal description marked as Exhibit “A,” (the 
“Property”) and diagramed in the attached map marked as Exhibit “B,” which exhibits are 
incorporated by reference.  It is expressly understood and agreed that this Easement is in 
gross and is dedicated by GRANTOR for any present or future use of the Property by GRANTEE 
as a park for recreational purposes. The rights of GRANTEE under the Easement include, 
without limitation, the right to:  

 
1. Excavate, construct, reconstruct, repair, use, operate and maintain the Property as a 

public park (the “Project”), including the right to install utilities, irrigation, planting, 
paving, structures, buildings and related improvements in accordance with City standards 
and the master plan for the Property, as the standards and master plan may be revised or 
amended from time to time. 
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2. Locate or relocate and clear and remove any or all obstructions, improvements, trees and 

vegetation on the Property that impede or interfere with GRANTEE’s rights as set out in 
this Offer, subject to GRANTOR’s reserved right to place utilities on the Property as 
described below. 

 
3. Restrict use of the Property by GRANTOR or others that may interfere with any of the 

rights of GRANTEE as set out in this Offer, or any use necessary or incidental to GRANTEE’s 
rights under this Offer. 
 

4. Ingress to and egress from the Property over, upon and across abutting property owned or 
controlled by GRANTOR and its successors and assigns as reasonably necessary for 
GRANTEE to access the Property for the purpose of exercising and performing all of the 
rights and privileges granted in this Offer, subject to the obligation of GRANTEE to only 
use the route or routes across GRANTOR’s property that will cause the least practicable 
damage and inconvenience to GRANTOR. 

 
5. Operate commercial activities incidental to the use of the Property for recreational 

purposes, including the right to grant a concession, lease, license or permit to third parties 
to undertake recreational or commercial activities within the Property.   

 
6. Sell, transfer or assign, in whole or in part, GRANTEE’s interest in the Property without any 

recourse of, or obligation to, GRANTOR.   
 

  GRANTOR reserves for itself and its successors and assigns, the right to install, construct, 
reconstruct, repair, use, operate and maintain utilities on the Property that are required to 
provide utility services to GRANTOR’s property that abuts the Property, provided that the 
utilities do not interfere with the rights of GRANTEE under this Offer.  GRANTOR shall relocate 
any utility improvements, at GRANTOR’s sole cost and expense, that in GRANTEE’s reasonable 
judgment interfere or impede with GRANTEE’s construction and operation of the Project. 
GRANTOR shall immediately repair to GRANTEE’s satisfaction and at no cost to GRANTEE any 
damages to any improvements within the Property caused by GRANTOR’s exercise of its 
reserved rights.   
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  GRANTOR, for itself and its successors and assigns, hereby waives any claims for any 
and all damages which may accrue to the remaining property of GRANTOR by reason of its 
severance from that portion granted herein and the construction and maintenance of the 
improvements on the Property as described herein.  GRANTOR acknowledges, for itself and 
its successors and assigns, that GRANTOR has been advised by GRANTEE to seek the advice of 
counsel on the issue of waiver of severance damages, and has either done so or has chosen 
not to do so despite being given such advice. 
 
 GRANTOR, for itself and its successors and assigns, is fully aware and represents, 
warrants and agrees to all of the following: 

 
1. GRANTOR certifies that it owns full legal fee title to the Property and has the power and 

authority to convey all property rights described in this Offer at the time of execution of 
this Offer, and the undersigned is duly authorized to execute this Offer on behalf of the 
GRANTOR.  
 

2. As of the time that this Offer is recorded and afterward, the Property is and will remain free 
and clear of any lien, encumbrance or other title impediment of any sort or nature, except 
for those to which GRANTEE has expressly consented to in writing. 

 
3. Upon GRANTEE’s written request and at no cost to GRANTEE, GRANTOR shall provide to 

GRANTEE a preliminary report of title for the Property and shall procure a CLTA or ALTA 
standard or extended coverage owner’s policy of title insurance, at GRANTEE’s election, 
insuring that clear title to the Property is vested in GRANTEE, at the time of GRANTEE’s 
acceptance of this offer.   

 
4. Obtain the consent of all beneficiaries under all deeds of trust recorded against the 

Property prior to GRANTOR’s execution of this Offer and obtain the beneficiaries’ 
agreement that any sale made under the provisions of the deeds of trust shall be made 
subject to this Offer. 
 

5. This Offer is made by the undersigned on behalf of GRANTOR and its successors and 
assigns, and shall be fully binding on GRANTOR and its successors and assigns. 
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6. This Offer is irrevocable upon its recordation in the office of the County Recorder, County 
of Sacramento.  This Offer may be accepted at any time by the designated representative 
of GRANTEE by recording of a certificate of acceptance.  The Easement may be terminated 
by GRANTEE at any time after acceptance in the manner specified in the Streets and 
Highways Code, commencing at Section 8300, for summary vacation of streets or 
highways.  

 
7. GRANTEE assumes no liability whatsoever with respect to the Property, or occurrences on 

the Property, unless and until it has formally accepted this Offer.  Until GRANTEE accepts 
this Offer, GRANTOR shall indemnify, defend and hold GRANTEE and its officers, 
employees and agents harmless from any and all liability whatsoever arising out of or in 
any way related to events or occurrences upon the Property or the condition of the 
Property. If GRANTEE formally accepts this Offer, GRANTOR shall relieve GRANTEE from 
any responsibility for the monitoring, reporting, costs, or other obligations relating to the 
Department of Toxic Substances Control-approved land use covenant, covenants, 
conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs), deed restrictions, or order that apply to the 
Property; if GRANTOR is not responsible for these obligations, it shall identify the party 
this is responsible for these obligations. The parties further agree and understand that: (i) 
GRANTEE shall not be deemed to have waived any rights against GRANTOR because of any 
insurance coverage, (ii) the scope of the aforesaid indemnity and hold harmless 
agreement is to be construed broadly and liberally to provide the maximum coverage in 
accordance with its terms, (iii) no specific term or word contained herein shall be 
construed as a limitation on the scope of the indemnification and defense obligations of 
GRANTOR, and (iv) the provisions of this paragraph shall survive the acceptance of this 
Offer. 

 
8. In the event that there are improvements upon the Property, located or placed there 

before or after this Offer is recorded, that impede or interfere with GRANTEE’s rights, 
GRANTOR shall remove the improvements, at no cost to GRANTEE, in accordance with the 
schedule specified by GRANTEE.  

 
9. GRANTOR shall cause GRANTEE to be named as an additional insured under all pollution 

legal liability insurance policies that cover the Property. 
 

10. To the best of GRANTOR's knowledge: 
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(i) There is no license, permit, option, right of first refusal or other agreement, written or 

oral, that affects any part of the Property.  Conveyance of the property rights 
described in this Offer will not constitute a breach or default under any agreement to 
which GRANTOR is bound or to which the Property is subject. 

 
(ii) There is no suit, action, arbitration, legal, administrative or other proceeding or inquiry 

pending or threatened against the Property, or any portion of the Property, or 
pending or threatened against GRANTOR that could affect GRANTOR's title to the 
Property, or any part of the Property, or subject an owner of the Easement, or any 
portion of the Easement, to liability. 

 
(iii) There are no uncured notices that have been served upon GRANTOR from any 

governmental agency notifying GRANTOR of any violations of law, ordinance, rule or 
regulation that would affect any part of the Property. 

 
Each of the above representations, warranties and agreements is material and is relied 

upon by GRANTEE and shall be deemed to have been made as of the date that this Offer is 
recorded and shall survive the recording until this Offer is accepted.  If after the recording of 
this Offer, GRANTOR discovers any information or facts that would materially change any of 
these representations and warranties, GRANTOR shall immediately give notice to GRANTEE of 
the facts and information.  If any of these warranties and representations cease to be true 
before the acceptance of this Offer, GRANTOR shall be obligated to remedy the problem in 
accordance with the schedule specified by GRANTEE.   

 
GRANTEE makes no representation that this Offer will be accepted and the Project 

constructed. GRANTEE is not obligated to, and will not incur any liability for failure to, accept 
the Offer, take title to the Easement, or construct the Project, regardless of the reason why 
GRANTEE fails to do so.   

 
 This Offer may be executed in counterparts and shall together constitute one and the same 

instrument. 
 

[Remainder of page left intentionally blank] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Irrevocable Offer to 
Dedicate Exclusive and Perpetual Easement for Park and Recreational Purposes to be duly 
executed as of the last day and year set out below. 

 
 

GRANTOR:      GRANTEE: 
       CITY OF SACRAMENTO,  

a municipal corporation 
 
 

By:        By:       
 Title:         City Manager 
 Print Name: 
 

Dated:      Date:        
   
       APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
 

BY:        
 City Attorney 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
By:       

        City Clerk  
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EXHIBIT L 
IRREVOCABLE OFFER TO DEDICATE FORM  

ALL PURPOSE 
 

SEE ATTACHED 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
 
CITY OF SACRAMENTO 
NO FEE DOCUMENT 
Govt. Code 6103 and 27838 
 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
 
CITY OF SACRAMENTO 
Attn: Real Estate Services Section 
915 I Street, 2nd Floor 
Sacramento, California  95814 
______________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

                                                                                                                   SPACE ABOVE THIS LINE FOR RECORDER’S USE 

 

 ___     __________________________________ _______________________ 

      RES File                              Escrow #                                                 APN                            Agreement # 

 
IRREVOCABLE OFFER TO DEDICATE  

(IN FEE OR EASEMENT) 
 

Pursuant to Government Code Sections 7050 and 66477 and the Sacramento City Code, 
_________________________ (“GRANTOR”), a ____________________, hereby irrevocably 
offers (this “Offer”) to dedicate to the City of Sacramento (“GRANTEE”), a municipal 
corporation, in (fee or easement) the real property described in the attached legal description 
marked as Exhibit “A,” (the “Property”) and diagramed in the attached map marked as Exhibit 
“B,” which exhibits are incorporated by reference.   

 
  GRANTOR, for itself, its successors and assigns hereby waives any claims for any and all 
damages which: (i) will accrue to the remaining property of the undersigned by reason of its 
severance from that portion the Property subject to this offer to dedicate, (ii) taking 
compensation, if any, or (iii) damages on account of the location, establishment, construction 
or operation of the public facilities to be located on the Property.  The foregoing waivers shall 
include any and all rights or claims that GRANTOR may have under Article 1, Section 19 of the 
California Constitution, the Eminent Domain Law, or any other law or regulation.  GRANTOR 
acknowledges for itself, its successors and assigns that it has been advised to seek the advice 
of counsel on the issue of waiver of severance and other damages, and has either done so or 
has chosen not to do so despite being given such advice.  
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 GRANTOR, for itself and its successors and assigns, is fully aware and represents, 
warrants and agrees to all of the following: 
 

1. GRANTOR certifies that it owns full legal fee title to the Property and has the power 
and authority to convey all property rights described in this Offer at the time of 
execution of this Offer, and the undersigned is duly authorized to execute this Offer 
on behalf of the GRANTOR.  

 
2. As of the time that this Offer is recorded and afterward, the Property is and will remain 

free and clear of any lien, encumbrance or other title impediment of any sort or nature, 
except for those to which GRANTEE has expressly consented to in writing. 

 
3. Upon GRANTEE’s written request and at no cost to GRANTEE, GRANTOR shall provide 

to GRANTEE a preliminary report of title for the Property and shall procure a CLTA or 
ALTA standard or extended coverage owner’s policy of title insurance, at GRANTEE’s 
election, insuring that clear title to the Property is vested in GRANTEE, at the time of 
GRANTEE’s acceptance of this offer.   

 
4. Obtain the consent of all beneficiaries under all deeds of trust recorded against the 

Property prior to GRANTOR’s execution of this Offer and obtain the beneficiaries’ 
agreement that any sale made under the provisions of the deeds of trust shall be 
made subject to this Offer. 

 
5. This Offer is made by the undersigned on behalf of GRANTOR and its successors and 

assigns, and shall be fully binding on GRANTOR and its successors and assigns. 
 

6. This Offer is irrevocable upon its recordation in the office of the County Recorder, 
County of Sacramento.  This Offer may be accepted at any time by the designated 
representative of GRANTEE by recording of a certificate of acceptance.  The Easement 
may be terminated by GRANTEE at any time after acceptance in the manner specified 
in the Streets and Highways Code, commencing at Section 8300, for summary vacation 
of streets or highways.  

 
7. GRANTEE assumes no liability whatsoever with respect to the Property, or occurrences 

on the Property, unless and until it has formally accepted this Offer.  Until GRANTEE 
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accepts this Offer, GRANTOR shall indemnify, defend and hold GRANTEE and its 
officers, employees and agents harmless from any and all liability whatsoever arising 
out of or in any way related to events or occurrences upon the Property or the 
condition of the Property. If GRANTEE formally accepts this Offer, GRANTOR shall 
relieve GRANTEE from any responsibility for the monitoring, reporting, costs, or other 
obligations relating to the Department of Toxic Substances Control-approved land use 
covenant, covenants, conditions, and restrictions (CC&Rs), deed restrictions, or order 
that apply to the Property; if GRANTOR is not responsible for these obligations, it shall 
identify the party this is responsible for these obligations. The parties further agree 
and understand that: (i) GRANTEE shall not be deemed to have waived any rights 
against GRANTOR because of any insurance coverage, (ii) the scope of the aforesaid 
indemnity and hold harmless agreement is to be construed broadly and liberally to 
provide the maximum coverage in accordance with its terms, (iii) no specific term or 
word contained herein shall be construed as a limitation on the scope of the 
indemnification and defense obligations of GRANTOR, and (iv) the provisions of this 
paragraph shall survive the acceptance of this Offer. 

 
8. In the event that there are improvements upon the Property, located or placed there 

before or after this Offer is recorded, that impede or interfere with GRANTEE’s rights, 
GRANTOR shall remove the improvements, at no cost to GRANTEE, in accordance with 
the schedule specified by GRANTEE.  
 

9. GRANTOR shall cause GRANTEE to be named as an additional insured under all 
pollution legal liability insurance policies that cover the Property. 

 
10. To the best of GRANTOR's knowledge: 

 
(i) There is no license, permit, option, right of first refusal or other agreement, 

written or oral, that affects any part of the Property.  Conveyance of the property 
rights described in this Offer will not constitute a breach or default under any 
agreement to which GRANTOR is bound or to which the Property is subject. 

 
(ii) There is no suit, action, arbitration, legal, administrative or other proceeding or 

inquiry pending or threatened against the Property, or any portion of the Property, 
or pending or threatened against GRANTOR that could affect GRANTOR's title to 
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the Property, or any part of the Property, or subject an owner of the Easement, or 
any portion of the Easement, to liability. 

 
(iii)There are no uncured notices that have been served upon GRANTOR from any 

governmental agency notifying GRANTOR of any violations of law, ordinance, rule 
or regulation that would affect any part of the Property. 

 
Each of the above representations, warranties and agreements is material and is relied 

upon by GRANTEE and shall be deemed to have been made as of the date that this Offer is 
recorded and shall survive the recording until this Offer is accepted.  If after the recording of 
this Offer, GRANTOR discovers any information or facts that would materially change any of 
these representations and warranties, GRANTOR shall immediately give notice to GRANTEE of 
the facts and information.  If any of these warranties and representations cease to be true 
before the acceptance of this Offer, GRANTOR shall be obligated to remedy the problem in 
accordance with the schedule specified by GRANTEE.   

 
GRANTEE makes no representation that this Offer will be accepted. GRANTEE is not 

obligated to, and will not incur any liability for failure to, accept the Offer, take title to the 
Property, regardless of the reason why GRANTEE fails to do so.   

 
 This Offer may be executed in counterparts and shall together constitute one and the 
same instrument. 
 

[Remainder of page left intentionally blank] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Irrevocable Offer to 
Dedicate to be duly executed as of the last day and year set out below. 
 
 
GRANTOR:      GRANTEE: 
       CITY OF SACRAMENTO,  

a municipal corporation 
 
 
By:        By:       
 Title:         City Manager 
 Print Name: 
 
Dated:       Date:        
   
       APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
 
 

BY:        
 City Attorney 
 
ATTEST: 
 
 
By:       

        City Clerk  
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EXHIBIT M 
 

 RESERVATION OF REAL PROPERTY AGREEMENT FORM 
 

SEE ATTACHED 
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RECORDING REQUESTED BY 
AND FOR THE BENEFIT OF 
 
CITY OF SACRAMENTO 
NO FEE DOCUMENT 
Govt. Code 6103 and 27838 
 
WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO: 
 
CITY OF SACRAMENTO 
Attn: Real Estate Services Section 
915 I Street, 2nd Floor 
Sacramento, California  95814 

 
 
  
 
 RESERVATION OF REAL PROPERTY AGREEMENT 
 

THIS RESERVATION AGREEMENT (herein "this Agreement") is entered into this ______ 
day of ____________, 20___, (the “Effective Date”) by and between _________________ 
(herein "LANDOWNER") and _______________ (herein "PUBLIC AGENCY"). 
 

RECITALS 
 

A. LANDOWNER has entered into a Development Agreement (herein "the 
Development Agreement") dated __________________, with the City of Sacramento, pursuant 
to which LANDOWNER agreed to develop certain property more particularly described in the 
Development Agreement located in the __________ Community Plan Area, subject to certain 
conditions and obligations set forth in the Development Agreement. 

 
B. Pursuant to the Development Agreement, LANDOWNER is required to reserve a 

portion of the Property (herein “the Reservation Parcel”) for the future development by PUBLIC 
AGENCY of specified public facilities. 

 
C. The purpose of this Reservation Agreement is to specify the purchase price and 

schedule for acquisition of the Reservation Parcel.  
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AGREEMENT 
 
NOW, THEREFORE, LANDOWNER AND PUBLIC AGENCY HEREBY AGREE AS FOLLOWS: 
    

1. Property Ownership 
 
 LANDOWNER hereby certifies that it is the owner in fee title of the real property 

situated in the City of Sacramento as depicted in Exhibit A, which is attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by this reference ("Property").  

 
2. Consideration for Reservation 
 
 LANDOWNER's offer to reserve a portion of the Development Property for future sale to 

PUBLIC AGENCY as described herein is made in furtherance of a condition of approval by 
the City of Sacramento for LANDOWNER to develop the Property.    

 
3. Reservation Parcel 
 
 Subject to the conditions set forth herein, LANDOWNER shall designate, set aside, and 

irrevocably offer to sell to PUBLIC AGENCY for ___________ purposes a portion of the 
Property consisting of ____________________________ as the Reservation Parcel, 
which is depicted on Exhibit A and described in Exhibit B, which is attached hereto and 
incorporated herein by this reference.  In the event of a conflict between Exhibits A and 
B, Exhibit B shall prevail.   

 
4. Purchase Price 
 
 In accordance with Government Code Section 66480, the purchase price for the 

Reservation Parcel shall be based on the fair market value of the property at the time of 
the filing of the tentative map that encompasses the Reservation Parcel, plus the taxes 
paid and any other costs incurred by LANDOWNER for the maintenance of the 
Reservation Parcel, including interest costs incurred on any loan covering the 
Reservation Parcel, from the date of filing of the referenced tentative map to the date of 
acquisition.  
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5. Documents and Agreements 
 
 At the time of filing the tentative map that encompasses the Reservation Parcel, the 

LANDOWNER shall provide PUBLIC AGENCY the following documents that were 
prepared within the prior six months: (i) an appraisal of the fair market value of the 
Reservation Parcel prepared by a licensed MAI appraiser, (ii) a phase I environmental 
site assessment of the Reservation Parcel, (iii) a preliminary title report for the 
Reservation Parcel, and a (iv) a form purchase and sale agreement for transfer of title to 
the Reservation Parcel.  

 
6. Acquisition Schedule 
 
 In accordance with Government Code Section 66480, PUBLIC AGENCY shall have two 

years from the date of the filing of the final subdivision or parcel map that encompasses 
the Reservation Parcel, and such longer period if LANDOWNER is obligated to complete 
improvements to the Reservation Parcel and such improvements are not completed 
within the referenced two year period, to close escrow to acquire the Reservation 
Parcel.  This period of time may be extended by mutual agreement of the parties.   

 
7. Acquisition of Reservation Parcel 
 
 LANDOWNER shall negotiate with PUBLIC AGENCY in good faith to determine the fair 

market value of the Reservation Parcel, the purchase price, and reasonable terms and 
conditions of the purchase and sale agreement.  PUBLIC AGENCY shall have the sole and 
absolute discretion to determine whether to purchase the Reservation Parcel at the 
price and based on the terms and condition in this Agreement and the documents 
referenced in Section 5, above.  Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed 
as binding the PUBLIC AGENCY to purchase the Reservation Parcel.   

 
8. Encumbrances and Improvements 
 
 From the date of this Agreement and until PUBLIC AGENCY acquires the Reservation 

Parcel, or provides written notice to LANDOWNER of PUBLIC AGENCY’s determination to 
terminate this Agreement and release LANDOWNER from its obligation to set aside the 
Reservation Parcel for acquisition by PUBLIC AGENCY, LANDOWNER shall not construct 
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or cause to be constructed on the Reservation Parcel: (i) any structures, including, 
without limitation, buildings, driveways, or signs; (ii) any utilities not existing on the 
Reservation Parcel as of the Effective Date of this Agreement; or (iii) the planting of any 
trees, although Reservation Parcel may be landscaped.   

 
9. Hazardous Substances 
 

At the time the Property title is to be transferred to PUBLIC AGENCY, LANDOWNER shall 
provide PUBLIC AGENCY with written verification from California Department of Toxic 
Substances Control (DTSC) that all Hazardous Substances on the Property has been 
remediated in accordance with the DTSC requirements.     
 
As used in this offer, the term “Hazardous Substances” means any substance, material, 
waste or other pollutant or contaminant that is or becomes designated, classified and/or 
regulated as hazardous or toxic under any federal, state or local law, statute, ordinance, 
regulation, rule, order, decree, or other governmental requirement now in effect or later 
enacted.  
 

10. Insurance 
 

LANDOWNER shall use good faith efforts to cause PUBLIC AGENCY to be named as an 
additional insured under all pollution legal liability insurance policies, if any, that cover 
the Property. 

 
11. Notices 
 

All notices required or provided for under this Agreement shall be in writing and 
delivered in person or sent by certified mail, postage prepaid, return receipt requested, 
to the principal offices of the PUBLIC AGENCY and LANDOWNER or LANDOWNER's 
assigns and successors, and to Lender, if applicable.  Notice shall be effective on the 
date delivered in person, or the date when received if such notice was mailed to the 
address of the other party as indicated below: 
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 Notice to the PUBLIC AGENCY:   
 
 
 
 
 Notice to the LANDOWNER:  
 
 
 
 
 Notice to Lender:    
 

 
 
Any party may change the address to which notices are to be mailed by giving written 
notice of such changed address to each other party in the manner provided herein. 

 
 
12. Successors and Assigns 

 
 All of the covenants, terms and conditions set forth herein shall be binding upon and 

shall inure to the benefit of the parties hereto and to their respective heirs, successors 
and assigns. 

 
[Remainder of page left intentionally blank] 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have executed this Agreement as of the date 

and year first above written. 
 
LANDOWNER: 
 
 
By:                                                                 

 
PUBLIC AGENCY: 
 
 
By:                                                                 
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EXHIBIT N 
 

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENTS 
 

SEE ATTACHED 
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Park / Open Space Summary      

(Based on Revised Map dated September 22, 2016)    MdB; 9/28/16 

Lot 
Linear 
Mi. Park Notes AC 

Quimby 
AC 

Issues to 
Resolve Notes 

1 

  

Under I-5 Experience 
 

0.56 0.56   Under I-5; may provide 
Sac River connection; 
tbd 

2e 

 

Kaiser Promenade [1] 0.77 0.77 
 

Needs to remain 
open/public; Cannot 
include vehicle drive 
aisles 

4e 

  

Water Tower 
 

0.08 0.00   Open Space lot 
containing water tower 

5a 

 

Stanford  
 

0.64 0.00 
 

Private street 

10 

  

Stanford/Stevens 
 

1.5 tbd   Roadway and parking 
not Quimby eligible; 
decision on remainder 
of area to be made by 
DPR Director or 
designee with SPDR. 

21a 

  

Market Plaza 
 

0.65 0.65   Adjacent to Stanford 
Street (private street) 

21b 

  

Central Shops Plaza 
 

2.38 2.38   Roadway and parking 
not Quimby eligible; 
decision on remainder 
of area to be made by 
DPR Director or 
designee with SPDR. 

21c 

  

Central Shops Plaza 
 

0.66 0.66   Roadway and parking 
not Quimby eligible; 
decision on remainder 
of area to be made by 
DPR Director or 
designee with SPDR. 

30 

 

Museum Plaza 
 

4.77 4.77 If State is to 
own/manage; 
need agreement 
before 
conveyance to 
assure DRV 
receives credit 
for dedication.  

State may want to 
develop; this table 
assumes all outdoor 
space has unrestricted 
public access; area 
that is Quimby-eligible 
may change upon 
review of development 
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Some uses may 
not be Quimby 
eligible (i.e., 
staff parking) 

plans. 

31 

  

Under I-5 Experience 
 

2.14 2.14   Under I-5; adjoins Lot 
30 and must provide 
Sac River connection 
thru hotel site 

32 
  

Museum Plaza 
 

0.88 0.88   Part of Museum Plaza; 
see Notes for Lot 30 

34   Riverfront Park 
 

1.11 1.11     

35   Sac River Connection [1] 5.14 2.50   Exact layout of ERE 
tbd with design of 
improvements on Lot; 
must maintain 
connection to river from 
Central Shops 

47a 
 

Class 1 Bike/Ped Way 
 

0.22 0 
 

30' wide bike trail 
easement; connector to 
7th Street 

48a   Class 1 Bike/Ped Way 
 

0.13 0   30' wide bike trail 
easement along 7th 
Street 

48b   Class 1 Bike/Ped Way 
 

0.12 0   30' wide bike trail 
easement along 7th 
Street 

53 
 

South of MLS 
 

0.5 0 
 

Open space lot; not 
parkland 

57a   4-Way Parklets 
 

0.24 0.24   SE corner of 
intersection of South 
Park/6th Streets 

58a   4-Way Parklets 
 

0.58 0.58   SW corner of 
intersection of South 
Park/6th Streets 

60 
 

Vista Connector to 4-
Way 

 
0.42 0.42 

 
Links Vista Park with 4-
Way Parklets 

65   MLS Promenade 
 

0.69 0.41   If ERE is allowed for 
60' median, need to 
confirm that it is open 
to public at all times 
and does not include 
drive aisles 

68 
 

4-Way Parklets 
 

1.51 1.51   NW corner of 
intersection of South 
Park/6th Streets 

70c   4-Way Parklets 
 

0.55 0.55   NE corner of 
intersection of South 
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Park/6th Streets 

72   Vista Park 
 

9.28 9.28   Capped remediation 
site; Master Plan 
design must be 
approved by DTSC  

  SMUD Parklets (2) 
 

0.14 0   To be 
designed/constructed 
by SMUD; must be 
conveyed to City (fee 
or easement) to be 
included in Railyards 
CFD boundaries  

 Subtotal 
 

35.66 29.41 
  

Private Recreation Facilities 

  
7.35 Current max. of 

25% credit 
possible, but 
difficult to 
obtain.  All 
private rec. 
facilities must be 
available to all 
residents for 
maximum credit. 

Requires City Council 
Agreement; facilities 
must be maintained in 
good order in pertuity.  
City Council action 
required to modify.  If 
eliminated, City to be 
compensated for value 
of improvement 
(identified in 
Agreement).   

  TOTAL   36.7625   
Notes        

 All parkland to be dedicated as Exclusive Recreation Easement   
[1] Area identified is part of larger lot      
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EXHIBIT O 
 

PUBLIC SAFETY RADIO COMMUNICATION  
REQUIREMENTS FOR BUILDINGS 

 
 The following requirements may be imposed at the time of application for a Building 
Permit.  These requirements will be superseded by the adoption of an ordinance establishing 
public safety radio communication requirements after the Effective Date of this Agreement. 
Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement to the contrary, all Building Permit 
applications filed after the adoption of said ordinance shall be subject to compliance with its 
terms and conditions.    
        
(A)  General.  Except as otherwise provided, no person shall erect, construct, change the use of 
or provide an addition of more than 20% to, any building or structure or any part thereof, or 
cause the same to be done, that fails to support adequate radio coverage for the Sacramento 
Regional Radio Communications System (SRRCS), including but not limited to firefighters and 
police officers.  For purposes of this section, adequate radio coverage shall include all of the 
following: (1) a minimum signal strength of -95 dBm available in 90% of the area of each floor of 
the building when transmitted from the closest Sacramento Regional Radio Communications 
System site; (2) a minimum signal strength of -95 dBm received at the closest Sacramento 
Regional Radio Communications System site when transmitted from 90% of the area of each 
floor of the building; (3) the frequency range that much be supported shall be the current band 
of frequencies used by either the City or County sub-systems; and (4) a 100% reliability factor.  
When measuring the performance of a bi-directional amplifier, signal strength measurements 
are based on one input signal adequate to obtain a maximum continuous operating output 
level. 
 
(B) Amplifications Systems Allowed.  Buildings and structures that cannot support the required 
level of radio coverage shall be equipped with either a radiating cable system or an internal 
multiple antenna system with FCC type accepted bi-directional amplifiers as needed.  If any part 
of the installed system or systems contains an electrically powered component, the system 
shall be capable of operating on an independent battery and/or generator system for a period 
of at least 12 hours without external power input.  The battery system shall automatically 
charge in the presence of an external power input.  If used, bi-directional amplifiers shall 
include filters to reduce adjacent frequency interference.  These filters shall be tuned to so that 
they will be 35 db below the SRRCS frequencies. 
 
(C)  Testing Procedures. 
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1. Acceptance Test Procedure.  When an in-building radio system is required, and 

upon completion of installation, it will be the building owner’s responsibility to 
have the radio system tested to ensure that two-way coverage on each floor of 
the building is a minimum of 90%.  Each floor of the building shall be divided into 
a grid of approximately 20 equal areas.  A maximum of two non-adjacent areas 
will be allowed to fail the test.  In the event that three of the areas fail the test, 
in order to be more statistically accurate, the floor may be divided into 40 equal 
areas.  In that event, a maximum of four non-adjacent areas will be allowed to 
fail the test.  After the 40 area test, if the system continues to fail, the building 
owner shall have the system altered to meet 90% coverage requirement.  The 
test shall be conducted using a Motorola MTS2000, XTS2500, XTS5000 or 
equivalent portable radio, talking through the Sacramento Regional Radio 
Communications System as specified by the authority having jurisdiction.  A spot 
located approximately in the center of a grid area will be selected for the test, 
then the radio will be keyed to verify two-way communications to and from the 
outside of the building through the SRRCS.  Once the spot has been selected, 
prospecting for a better spot within the grid area will not be permitted.  The gain 
values of all amplifiers shall be measured and the test measurement results shall 
be kept on file with the building owner so that the measurements can be verified 
each year during the annual tests.  In the event that the measurement results 
become lost, the building owner will be required to rerun the acceptance test to 
re-establish the gain values. 

 
As part of the installation, a spectrum analyzer or other suitable test equipment 
shall be utilized to insure that spurious oscillations are not being generated by 
the subject bi-directional amplifier (BDA) due to coupling (lack of sufficient 
isolation) between the input and output systems.  This test will be conducted at 
time of installation and subsequent annual inspections. 

 
2. Annual Tests.  When an in-building radio system is required, the building owner 

shall test all active components of the system, including but not limited to 
amplifiers, power supplies and backup batteries, a minimum of once every 12 
months.  Amplifiers shall be tested to ensure that the gain is the same as it was 
upon initial installation and acceptance.  Backup batteries and power supplies 
shall be tested under load for a period of one hour to verify that they will 
properly operate during an actual power outage.  If within the one hour test 
period, in the opinion of the testing technician, the battery exhibits symptoms of 
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failure; the test shall be extended for additional one hour periods until the 
testing technician confirms the integrity of the battery.  All other active 
components shall be checked to determine that they are operating within the 
manufacture’s specifications for the intended purpose. 

 
3. Five-Year Tests.  In addition to the annual test, the building owner shall perform 

a radio coverage test a minimum of once every five years to ensure that radio 
system continues to meet the requirements of the original acceptance test.  The 
procedure set forth above shall apply to these tests. 

 
4. Qualifications of Testing Personnel.  All tests shall be conducted, documented 

and signed by a person in possession of a current FCC license, or a current 
technician certification (minimum Associate level) issued by the Electronics 
Technicians Association.  All original test records shall be retained on the 
inspected premises by the building owner and copies of the records shall be 
submitted to the Sacramento Fire Department via the “Self Help Inspection 
Process”. 

 
5. Field Testing: Police and Fire personnel, after providing reasonable notice to the 

owner or his representative, shall have the right to enter onto the property to 
conduct field-testing to be certain that the required level of radio coverage is 
present. 

 
(D) Permits: A permit fee of $100.00 shall be submitted to the Sacramento Fire Department 

along with copies of all test records. This fee may be increased annually. 
 
(E) Implementation: Although not a condition of occupancy, the building shall be in 

compliance of this ordinance within 90 days of occupancy. 
 
(F) Penalties: Pursuant to 8.040.080 of the SCC, a violation of this ordinance is a 

misdemeanor criminal offense and a civil penalty up to $25,000.00 per day (for each and 
every day that the violation exists) can be imposed. 

 
(G) Exemptions: This section shall not apply to buildings less than 5,000 square feet or 

buildings zoned for Residential 1& 2 Family Units. 

(H) Required Path Availability of SRRCS Microwave System & Mitigation Issues: 

The SRRCS Microwave System is designed for a minimum of 99.999% availability which 
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takes into consideration existing structures along the microwave system transmission 
path, obstruction from natural terrain, and environmental factors.   

 
If CITY determines that mitigation efforts are required, prior to the issuance of final 
permits or occupancy of the building, the building owner shall mitigate the new building 
or structure’s blockage or obstruction of the SRRCS Microwave System paths so as to 
restore a minimum of 99.999% system availability by either (1) providing a new 
microwave relay site/equipment at another site; (2) relocating existing microwave 
relay/site equipment, (3) paying a fee to be determined by the CITY to cover any work 
required to restore the SRRCS Microwave System’s availability, (4) or installing other 
technology as may be necessary to maintain the minimum 99.999% system availability. 
Prior to commencing any mitigation work, the building owner shall submit a detailed 
mitigation plan to the CITY for approval.  If CITY reasonably determines that any 
proposed structure will reduce system availability to a level below 99.999%, then 
building owner shall comply with mitigation measures.  
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EXHIBIT P 
 

SPECIAL CONDITIONS 
 
I. PURPOSE AND INTENT 
 

The definitions applicable to the body of the Agreement shall apply to this Exhibit P. 
 

Under no circumstances can Development of the Property proceed without satisfaction 
of the conditions specified in this Exhibit P. These Special Conditions shall constitute binding 
and legally enforceable obligations of LANDOWNER and its successors and assigns, and binding 
and legally enforceable requirements and conditions for the Development of the Property for 
the Project, in addition to other obligations, requirements and conditions imposed as set out in 
the Agreement. 
 
II. LANDOWNERS' OBLIGATIONS 
 

A.  Compliance with Law Respecting Other Public Agencies.  As required under this 
Agreement and by CITY as a condition of the Project Entitlements or a Subsequent Approval, 
LANDOWNER shall comply with applicable law with respect to the following matters concerning 
other Public Agencies: 
 

1. Appropriate sanitation districts, including but not limited to Sacramento 
County Regional Sanitation District, for provision of Public Facilities, payment of fees and 
charges, and payment (if applicable) associated therewith. 
 

2. The State Department of Toxic Substance Control in regards to 
compliance with applicable land use covenants. 
 

3. Applicable School District(s) in regard to school facilities for the students 
that will reside within the Project. 
 

4. The Sacramento Regional Transit District in regard to the light rail transit 
system within the Property.  
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III. CONDITIONS OF DEVELOPMENT; SPECIAL FINDINGS REQUIRED 
 

A.  In addition to other findings and conditions as may be deemed applicable, no 
Subsequent Approvals for Development of the Property shall be approved unless the approving 
body either: (1) makes the following findings; or (2) expressly waives such findings, in whole or 
in part, as not applicable to the Property and stating the reasons therefor with such waiver and 
the reasons therefor appear in the record or document of approval.  These findings are: 
 

1.  The approval of the proposed project is consistent with the policies, goals, 
standards and objectives of the Specific Plan and LANDOWNER is in compliance with its 
obligations set forth in the Development Agreement. 
 

2.  The actions needed to implement the Financing Plan for financing of the 
Public Facilities required for Subsequent Approval have been adopted by the City Council. 
 

3.  All transfers of land, owned by or under the control of LANDOWNER, 
necessary for Public Facilities, have been transferred to CITY, City Agency or Public Agency as 
appropriate 
 

4.  LANDOWNER has complied with applicable law pursuant to Sections II.A, 
above. 
 

5.  Appropriate environmental review of the proposed project has been 
completed, and any suggested mitigation measures resulting therefrom have been included in 
the approval of the project to the extent feasible. 
 

B.  In the event that any of the special findings required herein cannot be made and are 
not waived, approval may nevertheless be given to the proposed project if all of the following 
conditions can be satisfied with respect to each such special finding not made: 
 

1.  Practicable and feasible requirements or mitigation measures can be imposed 
upon the project, the implementation of which would allow such special finding to be made; 
 

2.  The applicant has agreed to be bound (through written agreement 
satisfactory to the City Attorney) by and to implement such requirements or mitigation 
measures, and has posted such security for compliance therewith as may be required by the 
City Manager; and 
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3.  It is in the public interest and consistent with the policies, goals, standards 
and objectives of the General Plan, Community Plan and Specific Plan for the project to be 
approved with such requirements and mitigation measures. 
 

IV.  PARKING 

A. If a multi-purpose outdoor stadium (the “Stadium”) is Developed on the Property 

to serve as the home of a major league soccer team, then temporary off-site surface parking 

lots designed to serve the needs of the Stadium (“Temporary Stadium Lots”) may be Developed 

on the Property on the following terms:  

1. Except as provided in section IV.A.9., the Temporary Stadium Lots are 

limited to the locations shown in the “Stadium Parking Plan” attached in as Exhibit Q.  

2. LANDOWNER must obtain a conditional use permit for each Temporary 

Stadium Lot in accordance with the CITY’s Land Use and Development Regulations. 

3. LANDOWNER agrees that the CITY may include as conditions on each 

condition use permit issued for a Temporary Stadium Lot: (a) a termination date, and (b) a 

provision that allows the CITY to modify or terminate the conditional use permit if the CITY 

determines, based on the review under section IV., 7., that the parking stalls are no longer 

needed to serve the Stadium. LANDOWNER waives the right to administratively appeal or 

judicially challenge a decision by the CITY to modify or terminate a conditional use permit in 

accordance with this section IV.A.3.  

4. The total number of parking stalls in the Temporary Stadium Lots 

combined is 4,000 (“Baseline Temporary Parking Requirement”), except as the Baseline 

Temporary Parking Requirement may be adjusted in accordance with section IV.A.6.  

5. The Temporary Stadium Lots may be used only for parking for events at 

the Stadium. 

6. After the completion of each of the first four major league soccer seasons 

after the Stadium is Developed, Stadium parking usage inside and outside the Temporary 

Stadium Lots within the Property will be evaluated as part of the annual Stadium event 

transportation management plan review to determine whether the Baseline Temporary Parking 
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Requirement should be adjusted to reflect actual parking usage for events at the Stadium. 

Based on this annual parking review, the CITY may adjust the Baseline Temporary Parking 

Requirement that is then in effect up or down, and the conditional use permit for any affected 

Temporary Stadiums Lot will be modified accordingly pursuant to the following schedule and 

method: 

 (a) After first season: No adjustment. 

(b) After second season: Adjustment based on highest use during 

prior two seasons. 

(c) After third season: Adjustment based on highest use during prior 

two seasons. 

(d) After fourth season: Adjustment based on highest use during prior 

two seasons. 

LANDOWNER has the right to review and comment on the Stadium parking usage evaluation, 

and the CITY shall consider all evidence submitted by LANDOWNER that is relevant to Stadium 

parking usage, before the CITY adjusts the Baseline Temporary Parking Requirement. 

The CITY’s review under this section is independent of the CITY’s annual compliance review 

conducted under Government Code section 65865.1 and City Code section 18.16.160. 

7. To encourage the relocation of parking for the Stadium from the 

Temporary Stadium Lots into permanent parking structures parking (“Parking Structures”) 

(which may be free standing or integrated into office, commercial, or retail buildings) within the 

Property during the course of Development of the Project: 

  (a) In conjunction with the sale or transfer by LANDOWNER of any 

portion of the Property to a third party who intends to construct a Parking Structure (which 

may be free standing or integrated into office, commercial, or retail buildings) as part of its 

Development of the Property (“Improved Lot Owner”), LANDOWNER shall present the 

opportunity to the Improved Lot Owner of entering into a “Stadium Parking Agreement” with 

the owner or operator of the Stadium. A Stadium Parking Agreement is an agreement that sets 

forth the terms by which people may use parking stalls in the Parking Structure while attending 
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events at the Stadium, including the number of parking stalls that will be available for use by 

people who attend events at the Stadium.  The Parties acknowledge that Stadium Parking 

Agreements are subject to negotiation between the owner or operator of the Stadium and the 

Improved Lot Owner and that neither is obligated to enter into a Stadium Parking Agreement.   

   (b)  If LANDOWNER intends to construct a Parking Structure as part of 

its Development of the Property, then LANDOWNER shall offer to enter into a Stadium Parking 

Agreement with the owner or operator of the Stadium. The owner or operator of the Stadium is 

not required to enter a Stadium Parking Agreement with LANDOWNER. For clarification, 

certain parking uses at structured parking are incompatible with the parking requirements for 

events at the Stadium (such as medical, residential or retail that requires after traditional 

business hours parking) and such parking may be fully or partially exempt from the above 

requirements. 

  8. For each parking stall that is relocated from a Temporary Stadium Lot to a 

Parking Structure within the Property, the Baseline Temporary Parking Requirement will be 

reduced on a pro-rata basis. The desire of the Parties is to eliminate all Temporary Stadium 

Lots, one by one, during the course of the Development of the Property for the Project, with 

the goal that all Stadium parking within the Property, except for limited parking onsite, will 

eventually be in Parking Structures.  

  9. During the first five major league soccer seasons after the Stadium is 

Developed, LANDOWNER may Develop a Temporary Stadium Lot in a location other than one 

shown in Exhibit Q if: 

   (a) LANDOWNER sells or transfers a portion of the Property that 

contains a Temporary Stadium Lot and the purchaser or transferee (i) constructs a Parking 

Structure on the lot that contained the Temporary Stadium Lot and (ii) does not enter into an a 

Stadium Parking Agreement to allow Stadium parking in the Parking Structure; 

   (b) A new Temporary Stadium Lot is required to meet the Baseline 

Temporary Parking Requirement that is then in effect;  

   (c) The new Temporary Stadium Lot is located in a C-3 SPD zone; 
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   (d) The new Temporary Stadium Lot replaces the Temporary Stadium 

Lot that was displaced under section IV.A.9.(a); and 

   (e) All the conditions in IV.A.2. – 8 (except IV.A.4.) apply to the new 

Temporary Stadium Lot. 

  10. In no event may a lot within the Property be used as a Temporary 

Stadium Lot after December 31, 2030. 

 B. LANDOWNER has identified certain lots within the Property that it desires to 

Develop as long-term surface parking lots to serve some of the parking needs of the Project 

during the Initial Term and any applicable Extension Period (“Improved Surface Lots”). 

Improved Surface Lots may be Developed on the Property on the following terms:  

  1. Except as provided in section IV.B.5., the Improved Surface Lots are 

limited to the locations to be agreed upon by the Parties, which will be shown in a “Project 

Parking Plan” to be attached as Exhibit R. 

  2. LANDOWNER must obtain a conditional use permit for each Improved 

Surface Lot in accordance with the CITY’s Land Use and Development Regulations. 

  3. LANDOWNER agrees that the CITY may include a termination date as a 

condition on each condition use permit issued for an Improved Surface Lot. LANDOWNER 

waives the right to administratively appeal or judicially challenge the decision of the CITY to 

terminate a conditional use permit in accordance with this section IV.B.3.  

  4. The Improved Surface Lots may be used only for parking (i) for uses 

located inside the Central Shops Historic District, or (ii) for uses as part of initial phases of a 

phased commercial complex on a parcel in which the subsequent development of the phased 

commercial complex will include a Parking Structure that replaces the Improved Surface Lot. 

  5. Until the fifth anniversary of the Effective Date, LANDOWNER may 

Develop an Improved Surface Lot in a location other than one shown in Exhibit R if: 
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   (a) If Development of a lot on which an Improved Surface Lot is 

located: (i) eliminates all parking stalls that were available in the Improved Surface Lot and (ii) 

does not include any structured parking; 

   (b) The new Improved Surface Lot is located in a C-3 SPD zone; and  

   (c) All the conditions in IV.B.2. – 4 apply to the new Improved Surface 

Lot.   

 C.   Lots 46 and 47 may be used for parking vehicles having a manufacturer’s gross 

vehicle weight rating of 10,000 pounds or more (“Commercial Vehicles”) in connection with 

events at the Golden 1 Center on the following terms: 

  1.  The ingress, egress, and parking areas on the lots must be improved with 

“all-weather” gravel or shale similar to that conditioned for Temporary Stadium Lots. 

  2. The Department of Public Works may reasonably condition future parking 

operations of Commercial Vehicles on the lots (including the necessary improvements) as 

needed to protect the health or safety of the public in general or to residents or employees 

who are occupying or will occupy the Property. 

  3. Lots 46 and 47 may not be used for parking Commercial Vehicles after (i) 

the fourth anniversary of the Effective Date or (ii) the date when lots 46 and 47 are first 

required as Temporary Stadium Lots to meet the Baseline Temporary Parking Requirement, 

whichever occurs first. 
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EXHIBIT Q 
 

MLS PARKING PLAN 
 

SEE ATTACHED 
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RESOLUTION NO. 2016- ___ 
 
 

Adopted by the Sacramento City Council on November 10, 2016 
 
 
 

RESCINDING THE 2007 SACRAMENTO RAILYARDS SPECIFIC PLAN PUBLIC 
FACILITIES FINANCING PLAN AND ADOPTING THE 2016 SACRAMENTO 

RAILYARDS SPECIFIC PLAN PUBLIC FACILITIES FINANCING PLAN (P15-040) 
 
 

BACKGROUND 
 

A. On October 22, 2015, March 24, 2016, May 12, 2016, June 30, 2016, August 11, 
2016, September 8, 2016, September 22, 2016, and October 6, 2016, the City 
Planning and Design Commission participated in public hearings on the 
Sacramento Railyards project, which included a review of the proposed street 
system, parks and open spaces, and other public facilities proposed as part of 
the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan. 

B. On October 24, 2016, the City Planning Commission held a noticed public 
hearing on the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan and the Railyards Specific 
Plan Public Facilities Financing Plan in accordance with Government Code 
Sections 65353 and 65453, received and considered evidence, and forwarded to 
the City Council a recommendation to adopt the Sacramento Railyards Specific 
Plan and the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Public Facilities Financing 
Plan. 

C. On November 10, 2016, the City Council conducted noticed public hearings in 
accordance with Government Code Sections 65355 and 65453 and received and 
considered evidence concerning the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan and 
Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Public Facilities Financing Plan. 

 

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL 
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS: 
 
Section 1. Based on the verbal and documentary evidence received at the hearings on 
the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan and the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan 
Public Facilities Financing Plan, the City Council finds that adoption of the Sacramento 
Railyards Specific Plan Public Facilities Financing Plan would achieve the following: 

1. Implement the City’s General Plan goal to provide infrastructure for identified infill 
areas; 
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2. Establish a program of implementation measures, including regulations, 
programs, public works projects and financing measures for funding the 
backbone infrastructure and public facilities required to implement the 
Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan, including identifying existing and potential 
future development impact fees, public financing mechanisms, and federal, state 
and local funding programs; 

3. Identify the development timing for implementation of the backbone infrastructure 
and public facilities improvements needed for the initial phase and buildout 
conditions consistent with the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan phasing plan; 
and 

4. Establish the policy framework for future financing of the required backbone 
infrastructure and public facilities improvements needed to implement the 
Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan. 

 
Section 2. The City Council hereby rescinds the 2007 Sacramento Railyards Specific 
Plan Public Facilities Financing Plan by rescinding Resolution 2007-910. 
 
Section 3. The City Council hereby adopts the 2016 Sacramento Railyards Specific 
Plan Public Facilities Financing Plan as set forth in Exhibit A. 
 
Table of Contents: 
Exhibit A: Sacramento Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan (herein referred to as RSP, Railyards, or Project) is 
located in the City of Sacramento (City) on 244 acres of land immediately north of downtown 
Sacramento east of the Sacramento River, south of North B Street, and north of the Federal 
Court House and Alkali Flat neighborhood.  Map 1-1 (also Figure 1-2 in the RSP) shows the 
location of the Project within the context of downtown Sacramento. 

This Public Facilities Finance Plan (Finance Plan) provides an overview of the development 
strategy for the Railyards and provides the background for establishing updated public policies 
that will govern the financing of Backbone Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and other Developer 
Obligations (as defined later in this report) necessary to serve the Project.  The Finance Plan also 
identifies the estimated cost of the Facilities and proposes a set of funding sources to pay for the 
Facilities. 

Pro jec t  Contex t  

The Project is located in the former Richards Boulevard Redevelopment Area (RBRA), which was 
established in 1990 to encourage revitalization and infill development adjacent to Downtown.  
The Sacramento Railyards project was previously approved by the City Council on December 11, 
2007.  The 2007 development entitlements included approval of a Specific Plan, EIR, and 
Development Agreement with Thomas Enterprises, then the project applicant.  As proposed at 
that time, the project included the development of a maximum of 12,100 dwelling units, 
1.4 million square feet of retail, 1,100 hotel rooms, 2.4 million square feet of office, 
485,390 square feet of historic/cultural space, and 491,000 square feet of mixed use. 

In June 2015, the current owner of the Project area, Downtown Railyard Ventures, LLC (DRV, 
Applicant, or Master Developer) submitted a revised entitlement application to the City that 
included a request to modify the land use plan to allow for two new opportunities—a soccer 
stadium and a Kaiser Medical Center.  In addition to this Finance Plan, the revised entitlement 
package includes the following elements: 

 Revised Specific Plan. 

 Environmental Determination: Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (DSEIR) and 
Mitigation Monitoring Plan. 

 Mixed Income Housing Strategy. 

 Development Agreement between the City of Sacramento and DRV. 

 Amended Design Guidelines. 

 Tentative Subdivision Map. 

 Various General Plan and other policy amendments. 
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F ina nc e  P la n  Overv iew 

On behalf of the City, Economic & Planning Systems, Inc. (EPS) prepared this Finance Plan, 
which is required by the Implementation Chapter of the Specific Plan.  The Finance Plan has been 
informed directly by the Specific Plan, the DSEIR, and numerous engineering studies for various 
backbone infrastructure items. 

Prior Accomplishments 

To date, a number of initial important investments have occurred in the Project.  Approximately 
$337.0 million of initial investment in track relocation, station renovation and backbone 
infrastructure has been completed.  These initial investments have been funded through State 
Proposition 1C grant funds, Measure A, City investments, United Pacific Railroad (UPRR) and 
property owner funding.  Despite the magnitude of initial investment, much of it from public 
sources, the City and Project applicant recognize that Project development still faces 
extraordinary early backbone infrastructure funding cash flow challenges. 

Future Actions 

As described herein, the City and Project applicant acknowledge a number of key infrastructure 
financing techniques still remain to be negotiated between the parties.  Each party recognizes 
the Development Agreement and subsequent Funding Agreement are expected to be the vehicles 
through which these financial terms and funding agreements will be memorialized.  
Correspondingly, the primary purposes of this Financing Plan are to achieve the following 
outcomes: 

1. Identify the suite of potential Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities funding solutions, 
including any existing and potential fee programs, funding arrangements or financing 
districts. 

2. Describe subsequent financial analyses that should be completed to inform negotiation of the 
Funding Agreement. 

3. Identify and describe key City policy decisions that may be considered and potential 
outcomes of such decisions. 

Summary of Financing Strategy, Development Agreement and Funding Agreement 
Issues 

By establishing this analytical and policy framework, this Finance Plan sets the stage for future 
City policy determinations relating to the following issues: 

1. Early Project Cash Flow Constraints—Costs associated with the Initial Phase (excluding 
already completed improvements) exceed $86.0 million.  This amount includes approximately 
$33.0 million in common improvements which will have to be completed before any 
development can proceed, whether it be new housing, a Major League Soccer (MLS) stadium 
or the planned Kaiser Hospital development.  Common improvements requiring advance 
funding include the $10.5 million 3rd Street sewer line, a $15.0 million drainage pump 
station, and various other sewer, drainage and transportation improvements. 
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2. Facility Financing through existing Master Owner Participation Agreement and 
Initial Phase Owner Participation Agreement—The City and Project applicant may wish 
to analyze options regarding continuance or termination of the existing Initial Phase Owner 
Participation Agreement.    Resolution of the Initial Phase Owner Participation Agreement is 
anticipated to have a direct influence on the Project’s land secured financing approach and 
may influence cash flows for early infrastructure financing. 

3. Updating amount of City contributions that may be provided to the Project—In 
consideration of the aforementioned factors and overall Project financing strategy, the City 
will continue to evaluate options for a public private partnership investment in Backbone 
Infrastructure and Public Facilities.  Similar to the prior Finance Plan, the new Funding 
Agreement may consider use of certain City funding sources such as Major Street 
Construction Tax, parking or lease-revenue financing, the Growth and Innovation Fund, 
formation of an Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District (EIFD) or other discretionary 
revenues that may assist with short and longer term cash flow and funding needs. 

These items will be central to the negotiations between the City and Project applicant. 

Finance Plan Contents 

The Finance Plan quantifies the required Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities, and other 
Developer Obligations (as defined later in this report) needed to serve new development in the 
Project and establishes a preliminary strategy based on existing City policies to fund those 
requirements.  Specifically, the Finance Plan includes the following elements: 

1. Backbone Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and Other Developer Obligations to be constructed 
or acquired in association with the development of the Project. 

2. Preliminary funding sources to pay for the Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities based 
on existing City policies. 

3. Phasing information regarding the timing of Backbone Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and 
Other Developer Obligations improvements. 

4. Application of the existing City policy framework for financing the required major Backbone 
Infrastructure and Public Facilities, and Other Developer Obligations improvements. 

Summa ry  o f  F ina nc ing  S t ra tegy  

This Finance Plan shows the estimated costs to construct identified Backbone Infrastructure, 
Public Facilities, and Other Developer Obligations and describes the proposed or identified 
financing mechanisms to fund those costs. 

Factors Influencing the Finance Plan 

The process of developing the Finance Plan for the Project considered the following factors: 

 As a major infill redevelopment project, the Project proposes to create a new urban 
environment within the context of an already established city and region.  Success or failure 
hinges on understanding the significant risks involved in pioneering a new area and creating 
the appropriate implementation framework. 
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 A public/private partnership is required to advance the Project through the numerous 
development hurdles that will be encountered.  This public/private partnership will function 
through the terms and conditions of the Railyards Development Agreement (DA), related 
Funding Agreement as well as other agreements with the City.  Completion of the Funding 
Agreement will require additional financial analyses as described in this Finance Plan. 

 Financing the Backbone Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and other Developer Obligations will 
require a combination of City, State, federal, and private development funding sources. 

 The project will require a long time frame to complete.  Many market and financing factors 
influencing development of the project will not be known for many years. 

 The project is composed of a broad mix of land uses, including retail, office, medical, 
entertainment, hotel, housing, and public space, including the reuse of several historic shops 
buildings that will require significant rehabilitation for reuse. 

 The RSP requires a significant amount of major infrastructure in the early phases of 
development and funding sources for the Initial Phase (defined in Chapter 2) are limited. 

 Current market factors and high early Backbone Infrastructure burdens create financial 
feasibility challenges for the initial Project phases.  Early Project financial feasibility may be 
contingent upon public underwriting of Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facility costs that 
might typically be paid for by new development under more typical development 
circumstances. 

Goals of the Finance Plan 

The elements of the Finance Plan must work together to provide the optimal balance of City 
funding, development impact fees, land secured debt, and private financing along with any 
potential State of California (State) and federal funding.  The City and Project applicant 
acknowledge the importance of not burdening the Project with too much public or private debt 
while also assuring that necessary facilities are constructed when needed to meet the Project’s 
service standards. 

The goals of the Finance Plan are as follows: 

 Assure that new development pays its proportionate share of backbone infrastructure and 
public facility improvement costs without rendering the development project infeasible. 

 Build in flexibility to allow for changing real estate market conditions and public and private 
financing opportunities. 

 Make appropriate use of municipal debt financing mechanisms to reimburse developers for 
construction of facilities. 

 Provide other appropriate City funding for infrastructure and public facilities to assist in 
creating a feasible project. 
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Sources of Funding 

Figure 1-1 provides a summary of the estimated funding sources for the infrastructure program 
at buildout.  The complexity of the Railyards project requires many funding sources to construct 
the Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities required to serve the Project.  Because of the 
extent of infrastructure requirements and mix of funding sources, the Master Developer and City 
will need to closely coordinate the use of public and private funding.  Over time it is anticipated 
that private development can shoulder a larger portion of the infrastructure burden. 

As shown, the main funding categories consist of those listed here: 

 Plan Area Developer Funding.  Funding sources originating from developer payments 
include the following subcategories: 

— Developer Funding via Payment of Existing and Proposed Fees. 

— Railyards Special Financing District (SFD).  Certain facilities may be funded via 
formation of a Railyards Special Financing District, which may take the form of a Mello 
Roos CFD. 

— Private Developer Funding.  Capital provided by the private developer through debt, 
equity or combination of both. 

 Successor Agency Funding.  The Project is included within an existing Master Owner 
Participation Agreement (MOPA) and Initial Phase Owner Participation Agreement (Initial 
Phase OPA) that obligates the Successor Agency to fund eligible Backbone Infrastructure and 
Public Facilities costs through tax increment revenues generated by Project development. 

 City Funding.  Other funding sources that are under the control of the City may be available 
to fund Railyards-related infrastructure or facilities.  The City may also consider formation of 
an EIFD – associated EIFD tax increment may then be utilized to fund Railyards-related 
infrastructure or facilities. 

 Outside Sources of Funding (Regional, State, and federal).  Funding sources, such as 
grants or loans, from State, federal, or other agencies or institutions may be accessible. 

These categories of funding sources represent only those specifically or generally available to the 
project at the time this Finance Plan and associated strategy was established.  The configuration 
of funding will evolve with future City policy determinations. 

Table 1-1 is the detailed listing of all Backbone Infrastructure and other Public Facility 
requirements and associated estimated funding sources for buildout of the Project. 
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Source: EPS.

Railyards 
Plan Area Fee

Parks

$22,216,000

$22,545,000

$813,000

$27,418,000 $162,041,000

$10,213,000

$85,000,000

Other City

Funding Sources

TBD

School Mitigation Fees

I-5 SCMP

Combined 
Sewer System

Existing Fees Proposed Fees

Water 

Figure 1-1

Public Facilities Plan

Estimated Sources of Funding at Buildout (2016$)

Preliminary Estimated Backbone Infrastructure & Public Facility Costs at Buildout [1]

Payment of Existing 

and Proposed Fees

Proposed Railyards

Special Fin. District

Private Developer 

Funding

Regional, State,

and Federal

OPA 

Tax Increment [2]

$357,881,000

Other

Funding

$10,446,000

[2]  At the time of printing, OPA Tax Increment is additive to the overall  Preliminary Estimated Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facility Costs at Buildout.  Use of OPA Tax Increment is subject to future City policy
      determinations.

Railyards Specific Plan

$ 698,721,000

Plan Area Developer Funding

$330.4 Million

City of Sacramento/Successor Agency

TBD

Outside Sources

of Funding [2]

$368.3 Million

$245,246,000 TBD

[1]  The allocations shown in this figure are conceptual only and will be refined by future policy determinations regarding the application of tax increment and other city revenues.

$85,148,000
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Table 1-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Preliminary  Infrastructure Improvement Costs by Phase (2016$) 

Item Completed Initial Phase

Subtotal Completed 

and Initial Phase Remaining Phases Buildout

Infrastructure Improvements

Transportation

On-Site Roadways $90,558,000 $39,616,000 $130,174,000 $31,047,000 $161,221,000

I-5/Richards Interchange $13,000,000 -                                  $13,000,000 $8,200,000 $21,200,000

Freeways [2] -                                  $3,790,000 $3,790,000 $18,755,000 $22,545,000

Total Transportation $103,558,000 $43,406,000 $146,964,000 $58,002,000 $204,966,000

Storm Drainage $0 $17,054,000 $17,054,000 $1,431,000 $18,485,000

Sanitary Sewer

On-Site Sanitary Sewer $827,000 $1,564,000 $2,391,000 -                                  $2,391,000

Off-Site Sanitary Sewer [3] -                                  $10,500,000 $10,500,000 -                                  $10,500,000

Other Sanitary Sewer [4] -                                  -                                  $0 $17,610,000 $17,610,000

Total Sanitary Sewer $827,000 $12,064,000 $12,891,000 $17,610,000 $30,501,000

Water -                                  -                                  $0 $813,000 $813,000

Total Infrastructure Improvements $104,385,000 $72,524,000 $176,909,000 $77,856,000 $254,765,000

Public Facility Improvements

LRT Stations -                                  $2,105,000 $2,105,000 -                                  $2,105,000

Other Transit Facilities $232,700,000 -                                  $232,700,000 -                                  $232,700,000

Community Center/Library [5] -                                  -                                  $0 $6,842,000 $6,842,000

Parks and Open Space [6] -                                  $1,277,000 $1,277,000 $68,336,000 $69,613,000

Surface and Structured Parking [7] -                                  -                                  $0 TBD    TBD    

Schools [8] -                                  $1,659,000 $1,659,000 $20,557,000 $22,216,000

Police Station [5] -                                  -                                  $0 $7,672,000 $7,672,000

Fire Station [5] -                                  -                                  $0 $5,576,000 $5,576,000

Total Public Facility Improvements $232,700,000 $5,041,000 $237,741,000 $108,983,000 $346,724,000

Subtotal Infrastructure and Public Facilities $337,085,000 $77,565,000 $414,650,000 $186,839,000 $601,489,000

Other Developer Obligations

Affordable Housing -                                  $9,000,000 $9,000,000 $36,000,000 $45,000,000

Central Shops -                                  -                                  $0 $52,232,000 $52,232,000

Subtotal Other Developer Obligations $0 $9,000,000 $9,000,000 $88,232,000 $97,232,000

TOTAL $337,085,000 $86,565,000 $423,650,000 $275,071,000 $698,721,000

cost_summ

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group Cost Estimates current as of September 2016; City of Sacramento.

Estimated Costs [1]
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Table 1-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Preliminary  Infrastructure Improvement Costs by Phase (2016$) 

[1]  Rounded to the nearest $1,000.
[2]  Based on fee revenue generated under the voluntary I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program (SCMP).  Caltrans has agreed that payment of the fee would be a sufficient 
      mitigation of a development project's impact on the mainline freeway segments within the I-5 Subregional Corridor. Current assumption is that developer will be required to fund 
      RY fair share of improvements for the Richards/I-5 Interchange, which may result in credits against SCMP.
[3]  3rd Street Sewer Master Plan; costs estimated by City of Sacramento Department of Utilities staff.
[4]  Reflects CSS fee payments beyond the credits taken for installation of 3rd Street sewer line.
[5]  See Appendix B for cost estimate computation. 
[6]  Includes $19,636,719 in Central Shops site work reflecting Plaza improvements and $5,000,000 for the relocation of the clean-up system.
[7]  To be determined by City of Sacramento.
[8]  Based on school mitigation fee revenue generated by Project.
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New and Updated Financing Mechanisms 

The Finance Plan proposes that the City utilize existing development impact fee programs and 
create new special financing districts to provide equal participation in financing the Facilities for 
all benefiting development projects, including these actions: 

 Utilize existing City and Special District fee programs to the extent possible. 

 Update or replace the existing Railyards/Richards Boulevard (River District)/Downtown 
Transportation Impact Fee and Railyards and Richards Boulevard (River District) Public 
Facility Fee Programs (each of these programs are described in more detail in Chapter 4). 

 Establish a Railyards Plan Area Fee Program to apportion Backbone Infrastructure and Public 
Facility costs not funded by other sources to Project land uses. 

 Establish a Railyards Special Financing District (e.g., Mello-Roos Community Facilities District 
[CFD]) to reimburse the master developer for a portion of Backbone Infrastructure and Public 
Facilities using land secured financing. 

 Consider other City funding sources that may be deployed to offset Facilities costs, 
particularly the upfront costs associated with Initial Phase (as defined in Chapter 2) 
development. 

To the extent that other funding is available from special local, State, and federal sources, the 
costs funded through the aforementioned fee programs and special financing districts may be 
reduced. 

Backb one  In f ras t ruc ture ,  P ub l i c  Fac i l i t i e s ,  a nd  Other  
Deve loper  Ob l iga t ions  Requ i rements  a nd  Es t imated  
Cos ts  

The Specific Plan and DSEIR provide detailed descriptions of transportation, storm drainage, 
water, and sanitary sewer systems needed to support the RSP.  The Specific Plan also describes 
the Public Facilities required for development of the Project including schools, parks, open space, 
fire station, transit and other public amenities.  Other Developer Obligations include affordable 
housing and renovation of the Central Shops buildings.  These improvements are labeled 
“Backbone Infrastructure,” “Public Facilities,” and “Other Developer Obligations,” or “Facilities” 
throughout the Finance Plan.  Chapter 3 provides a precise definition of Backbone Infrastructure 
and Public Facilities. 

The Specific Plan provides an overview of the implementation strategy for the phasing and 
financing of the identified improvements.  The Finance Plan expands on the implementation 
strategy presented in the Specific Plan.  The development of the Project is a long-term process 
(25+ years).  Many details about development phasing, timing of infrastructure requirements 
and available financing will not be known until the actual development of each phase of the 
Project occurs. 

Buildout of the RSP will require the construction of roadways, storm drainage, sewer, water, and 
a variety of other public facilities.  Cost estimates for required Backbone Infrastructure, Public 
Facilities, and Other Developer Obligations have been derived from a combination of available 
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preliminary engineering data provided by Baker Williams Engineering Group., Kimley-Horn and 
Associates, Inc., DRV, and the City as of September 2016. 

Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities Costs 

Table 1-1 summarizes the buildout costs of Backbone Infrastructure and other Public Facilities 
required to serve the RSP.  At buildout, all facilities are estimated to cost approximately $699 
million (2016$).  These costs are for Facilities located within the boundaries of the RSP, or 
beyond the boundaries of the RSP but are designed to serve the RSP and are required to be 
funded in whole or in part by the RSP developers.  These costs do not include the costs of in-
tract and other project-specific improvements, which will be privately financed.  The costs 
summarized in Table 1-1 also exclude the value of land on which the Backbone Infrastructure 
and other Public Facilities will be constructed. 

Items Excluded from the Finance Plan 

The following items are specifically excluded from the Finance Plan: 

 Costs and funding mechanisms associated with the Sacramento Intermodal Transportation 
Facility (SITF), construction of associated passenger and other facilities.  Funding for these 
projects is part of a separate development program currently underway by the City. 

 Costs associated with toxic remediation for Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities as 
well as on-site private development are specifically excluded from this analysis and, to the 
extent that any remain, are the full responsibility of DRV except to the extent that they add 
an increment of cost to specific infrastructure projects. 

 The cost of typical subdivision infrastructure, including both frontage and in-tract 
improvements, which will be funded by private development. 

Orga n iza t ion  o f  th i s  Repor t  

In addition to this introductory chapter, the Finance Plan contains the following chapters: 

 Chapter 2 describes the Railyards Land Use Plan and the potential phasing of the 
development. 

 Chapter 3 describes the Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities requirements of the 
RSP. 

 Chapter 4 provides a summary of potentially available funding sources to pay for the 
Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities. 

 Chapter 5 provides a detailed discussion of the financing strategy used to fund the 
construction of the required facilities. 

 Chapter 6 describes the proposed Railyards plan area fee. 

 Chapter 7 provides a comparison of infrastructure cost burdens in the Railyards and 
comparable project areas. 
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 Chapter 8 identifies typical funding mechanisms for services and ongoing operations and 
maintenance of Facilities in the Railyards. 

 Chapter 9 reviews the actions needed to implement the Finance Plan and administrative 
procedures for ongoing Finance Plan implementation. 

The Finance Plan also contains five appendices, which provide backup information used to 
develop the Finance Plan.  The following appendices are provided: 

 Appendix A:  Provides the detailed Project land uses as well as miscellaneous assumptions 
used in the Finance Plan analysis. 

 Appendix B:  Detailed Infrastructure Cost Estimates.  This appendix contains detailed cost 
estimates for the backbone infrastructure and public facilities included in this Finance Plan, 
provided by Baker Williams Engineering Group and the City. 

 Appendix C:  Existing Fee Revenue Estimates.  This appendix provides estimated revenues 
generated by the various existing and proposed fee programs pertinent to the financing 
strategy. 

 Appendix D:  Detailed Estimated Infrastructure Cost Burden Comparison contains the 
assumptions and estimated development impact fees, plan area fees, and estimated bond 
debt of special taxes and assessments for the Railyards and comparable projects in the 
Sacramento Region (Region). 

 Appendix E:  Bonding Capacity Estimates.  This appendix provides an estimate of the Mello-
Roos CFD bonding capacity of the Railyards Project. 
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2. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM AND PHASING 

P lan  Overv iew 

The Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan document establishes the planning and development 
standards for redevelopment of the 244-acre Plan Area immediately north of downtown 
Sacramento.  The Plan Area is east of the Sacramento River, south of the River District, and west 
of the Alkali Flat neighborhood. The current 2016 Specific Plan is an update to and supersedes a 
prior specific plan last updated in 2007.  It is the overarching policy document that guides future 
development in the Plan Area, clearly stating parameters for development, special objectives, 
and land use goals.  Based on the Specific Plan, the proposed development is focused on regional 
employment opportunities, cultural destinations, and high-quality residential neighborhoods. 

The implementation of the Railyards Specific Plan, if realized, would achieve several planning 
objectives, including: 

 Transforming the Railyards from an underutilized and contaminated industrial site into an 
attractive and vibrant transit-oriented, mixed use urban environment and regional 
destination. 

 Integrating the Railyards into the fabric of the existing Downtown and other surrounding 
districts and completing the Central City’s circulation system. 

 Connecting the Railyards area with Sacramento’s downtown office, retail and government 
centers, as well as Old Sacramento, the River District, and the Alkali Flat neighborhood. 

 Re-connecting downtown and the Central City with the Sacramento and American Rivers. 

 Preserving the historical and cultural resources of the area, notably, the historic Central 
Shops buildings. 

 Providing a mix of uses that complement and support the City’s planned Sacramento 
Intermodal Transportation Facility (SITF), which connects the Central City to the Region, the 
State and beyond. 

According to the Specific Plan, the Project provides for high-density mixed-use development.  
The RSP describes the land use designations and the maximum allowable development program 
(RSP Table 3-2) as follows: 

 6,000-10,000 dwelling units 
 514,270 square feet of retail 
 2,757,027 to 3,857,027 square feet of office use 
 771,405 square feet of flexible mixed-use 
 1,168,003 square feet of medical facilities 
 1,100 hotel rooms (keys) 
 485,390 square feet of historic and cultural uses 
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 30 acres of open space 
 Soccer stadium with approximately  22,000 seats 

The Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report (DSEIR) 
analyzes the land uses mentioned above. The DSEIR evaluates the potential environmental 
impacts of the Railyards project using the maximum allowable building program for each land 
use.  The Railyards Specific Plan (RSP) provides considerable flexibility in the land use program, 
such as permitting either a maximum level of office or a maximum level of residential for a 
specific area.  However, the maximum levels of both land uses cannot be constructed.  The 
DSEIR evaluates the Project using the lower end of the range of allowable residential 
development of 6,000 units.  The land uses evaluated in the DSEIR are consistent with the land 
uses as stated in the Specific Plan, except for the medical campus, which is 60,000 square feet 
less in the DSEIR than in the Specific Plan.  This Finance Plan uses a set of land uses that is 
identical to the land uses evaluated in the DSEIR. 

For the purpose of this Finance Plan, the Project envisions 6,000 residential units, approximately 
3.5 million square feet of new office space, over 900,000 square feet of new retail, nearly 
700,000 square feet of flexible mixed-use space, a 400,000 square foot courthouse, 1.2 million 
square feet of medical facilities, 1,100 hotel rooms, as well as other historic and cultural spaces 
across nearly 158 acres.  These historic and cultural spaces include parks and open space, 
transportation, public parking, a 22,000 seat MLS stadium, and a proposed Railroad Technology 
Museum.  The remainder will be dedicated for public rights-of-way.  Table 2-1 summarizes the 
proposed land uses evaluated for the purpose of this Finance Plan and divides the uses into an 
initial phase and remaining phases.  Map 2-1 (also RSP Figure 3-2) provides an overview of the 
Project land use plan. 

EPS, in consultation with the City, has made the following assumptions regarding the anticipated 
land uses that will be developed in each land use designation. 

Multifamily Residential 

According to the Railyards DSEIR, planned residential development in the Railyards ranges from 
6,000 units to a maximum of 10,000 units.  This Finance Plan analyzes the option with 6,000 
residential units, all of which are considered multifamily.  A planned 500 affordable units are 
anticipated as part of the Project’s Mixed-Income Housing Strategy.  For the purposes of this 
Finance Plan, it is assumed that the remaining units are market rate and distributed between 
renter-occupied and owner-occupied.   

Retail 

Retail land uses are further categorized into Regional, Neighborhood/Other, and Flexible Mixed-
Use—Retail.  For the purposes of this analysis, all retail designated as Historic and Cultural as 
well as retail occurring on lots south of Railyards Boulevard and west of 5th Street are assumed 
to be regional retail.  All other retail is included in the Neighborhood/Other category.  For 
development considered Flexible Mixed-Use or Historic and Cultural Flex, 25 percent is assumed 
retail and 75 percent is assumed office.  The 25 percent that is assumed retail is included in 
Flexible Mixed-Use—Retail. 
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City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Railyards Specific Plan Land Use Summary

Units/ Units/ Units/
Land Use Rooms  Area Rooms  Area Rooms  Area 

RESIDENTIAL LAND USES

Multifamily [1] [2] units square feet units square feet units square feet

Owner Occupied 0 0 1,290 1,161,000 1,290 1,161,000
Renter Occupied 240 216,000 3,970 3,573,000 4,210 3,789,000
Affordable [3] 60 54,000 440 396,000 500 450,000
Subtotal Multifamily 300 270,000 5,700 5,130,000 6,000 5,400,000

Total Residential 300 270,000 5,700 5,130,000 6,000 5,400,000

NONRESIDENTIAL LAND USES

Retail [4]

Regional [5] -                    462,228 462,228
Neighborhood/Other -                    250,283 250,283
Flexible Mixed-Use - Retail [6] -                    192,851 192,851
Subtotal Retail 0 905,363 905,363

Office

Office -                    3,457,027 3,457,027
Subtotal Office 0 3,457,027 3,457,027

Flexible Mixed-Use Office

Flexible (Historic and Cultural) [5] -                    107,149 107,149
Other Flexible [6] -                    578,554 578,554
Subtotal Flexible Mixed-Use 0 685,703 685,703

Courthouse -                    400,000 400,000

Kaiser Facilities

Hospital 658,003 -                658,003
Medical Office 510,000 -                510,000
Subtotal Kaiser Facilities 1,168,003 0 1,168,003

Hotel [7] rooms rooms rooms

Select Service Hotel -          -                    650 650,000 650 650,000
High-end Hotel -          -                    450 450,000 450 450,000
Subtotal Hotel 0 0 1,100 1,100,000 1,100 1,100,000

seats seats seats

MLS Stadium 22,000 -              22,000

Historic and Cultural square feet square feet square feet

Museum -                    180,000 180,000
acres acres acres

Open Space -                    28.47 28.47

lu

[1]  Multifamily residential units are assumed to be market rate unless otherwise specified, with 25% owner-occupied and 75% 
       renter-occupied, according to LDK Ventures. This analysis uses the lower end of the range of estimated residential development  
       provided by DRV.
[2]  Multifamily residential units are assumed to average 900 square feet.
[3]  Assumes 60 affordable units would be built in the Initial Phase and 240 affordable units in the Remaining Phase according to DRV.
[4]  Retail uses designated as Historic and Cultural as well as retail occurring on lots south of Railyards Blvd. and west of 5th St. are assumed 
      to be region-serving.  All other retail is included in the Neighborhood/Other category unless otherwise specified.
[5]  For this analysis, Flexible (Historic and Cultural) is assumed to be 25% regional retail and 75% office.
[6]  For this analysis, Other Flex is considered to be 25% retail and 75% office.
[7]  Assumes 1,000 square feet per hotel room.

Initial Phase Remaining Phases Buildout

Source: City of Sacramento; Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; 
Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by DRV -05/19/16.
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Map 2-1     Railyards Zoning Districts Overlaid on Specific Plan Districts
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Office 

This Finance Plan assumes nearly 3.5 million square feet of office space. For development 
considered flexible mixed-use, 25 percent is assumed retail and 75 percent is assumed office.  
Flexible (Historic and Cultural) land uses encompass the flexible mixed-use office space on 
Historic and Cultural lots. All other flexible mixed-use office is included in Other Flexible. 

Courthouse 

A courthouse for the California Judicial Council is proposed.  It is anticipated to be 16-stories, 
with 400,000 square feet of space that would provide 44 courtrooms in a centralized downtown 
location.  In the Specific Plan and DSEIR, the square footage associated with this land use is 
included in the Office land use category.  For the purpose of this Finance Plan, the Courthouse 
has been placed in its own land use category. 

Kaiser Facilities 

Planned medical facilities for Kaiser Permanente include a 658,003 square foot hospital as well as 
510,000 square feet of medical office space. 

Hotel 

A total of 1,100 hotel rooms are planned for the Railyards.  The Finance Plan assumes that this 
includes one high-end riverfront hotel with 450 rooms, and 650 hotel rooms spread across 
several select-service hotels. 

MLS Stadium 

The Major League Soccer Stadium is expected to seat 22,000 people. 

Historic and Cultural 

In this Finance Plan, Historic and Cultural land uses include the planned 180,000-square foot 
Railroad Technology Museum as well as open space. 

Land  Use  P has ing  

It is likely that the actual pace of development will vary significantly from any development 
assumptions that can be presented at this time.  The infrastructure improvement program is 
linked to the development occurring in the Plan Areas rather than a timeline.  Thus, if the 
development pace is slower or faster than anticipated, the timing of the infrastructure 
construction can be adjusted. 

For the purpose of this Finance Plan, development of the Project has been organized into two 
major phases: 

 Initial Phase.  The Initial Phase includes the MLS Stadium, all Kaiser Facilities, and a 300-
unit residential development. 

 Remaining Phases.  The Remaining Phases include all of the office, retail, and flexible 
mixed-use space, development located in the Central Shops, as well as the remainder of the 
residential units. 
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Map 2-2 shows the parcels anticipated to be included in the Initial Phase of development; the 
undesignated parcels are anticipated to be included in the Remaining Phases of the Project.  The 
land use phasing information is based on DRV’s 05/13/16 Sacramento Railyards Land 
Use/Density Allocation DSEIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 and 05/19/16 Sacramento Railyards 
Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm. 

Table 2-1 shows the amount of development included in the Initial Phase and the Remaining 
Phases.  It is possible that development in the Remaining Phases areas could begin before the 
development planned for the Initial Phase is completely built out.  Infrastructure improvements 
by phase were identified primarily by Baker Williams, Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc., and the 
City. 
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3. BACKBONE INFRASTRUCTURE AND PUBLIC FACILITIES COSTS 

AND PHASING STRATEGY 

The Specific Plan represents a broad vision for approximately 244 acres of land adjacent to 
downtown Sacramento.  Transformation of the Railyards into a high-density mixed use 
development will generate new residents and new commercial users and will require public 
infrastructure and facilities such as roads, water, storm drainage utilities, and public safety 
facilities. 

The infrastructure and public facility requirements summarized in this chapter are based on the 
Railyards Specific Plan and the mitigation measures set forth in the Railyards DSEIR dated June 
2016.  Buildout of the Railyards Specific Plan will require the following improvements: 

 Transportation 
 Storm Drainage 
 Sanitary Sewer 
 Water 
 Transit 
 Community Center/Library 
 Parks and Open Space 
 Schools 
 Public Safety (Police and Fire) 

The Plan recognizes that full buildout of the Project will take many years, and that for it to be 
fully realized, many phases of development will occur.  The success of the development hinges in 
great part on the orderly phasing of the Project in manageable and fundable increments. 

Depending on market conditions and available funding, the sequence of public improvements and 
private development could vary significantly from those described as the Initial Phase and 
Remaining Phases.  For example, should funding become available earlier for major 
infrastructure components planned for a later phase of the project, its implementation could be 
accelerated, thereby affecting other components of the development program.  Conversely, if 
funding is not available for key infrastructure, the pace of development will be limited. 

It is important to recognize that the development process will be a continuum.  Each Project 
phase can be lengthened, shortened, or developed in a different sequence depending on the 
availability of funding for infrastructure improvements and general market conditions. 

Cost estimates for the required backbone infrastructure and public facilities were developed by 
Baker Williams and the City.  Please refer to Appendix B for detail regarding backbone 
infrastructure costs discussed herein. 

The resulting backbone infrastructure and public facilities costs included in the Finance Plan are 
summarized in Table 3-1. 
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Table 3-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Preliminary  Infrastructure Improvement Costs by Phase (2016$) 

Item Completed Initial Phase

Subtotal Completed 

and Initial Phase Remaining Phases Buildout

Infrastructure Improvements

Transportation

On-Site Roadways $90,558,000 $39,616,000 $130,174,000 $31,047,000 $161,221,000

I-5/Richards Interchange $13,000,000 -                                  $13,000,000 $8,200,000 $21,200,000

Freeways [2] -                                  $3,790,000 $3,790,000 $18,755,000 $22,545,000

Total Transportation $103,558,000 $43,406,000 $146,964,000 $58,002,000 $204,966,000

Storm Drainage $0 $17,054,000 $17,054,000 $1,431,000 $18,485,000

Sanitary Sewer

On-Site Sanitary Sewer $827,000 $1,564,000 $2,391,000 -                                  $2,391,000

Off-Site Sanitary Sewer [3] -                                  $10,500,000 $10,500,000 -                                  $10,500,000

Other Sanitary Sewer [4] -                                  -                                  $0 $17,610,000 $17,610,000

Total Sanitary Sewer $827,000 $12,064,000 $12,891,000 $17,610,000 $30,501,000

Water -                                  -                                  $0 $813,000 $813,000

Total Infrastructure Improvements $104,385,000 $72,524,000 $176,909,000 $77,856,000 $254,765,000

Public Facility Improvements

LRT Stations -                                  $2,105,000 $2,105,000 -                                  $2,105,000

Other Transit Facilities $232,700,000 -                                  $232,700,000 -                                  $232,700,000

Community Center/Library [5] -                                  -                                  $0 $6,842,000 $6,842,000

Parks and Open Space [6] -                                  $1,277,000 $1,277,000 $68,336,000 $69,613,000

Surface and Structured Parking [7] -                                  -                                  $0 TBD    TBD    

Schools [8] -                                  $1,659,000 $1,659,000 $20,557,000 $22,216,000

Police Station [5] -                                  -                                  $0 $7,672,000 $7,672,000

Fire Station [5] -                                  -                                  $0 $5,576,000 $5,576,000

Total Public Facility Improvements $232,700,000 $5,041,000 $237,741,000 $108,983,000 $346,724,000

Subtotal Infrastructure and Public Facilities $337,085,000 $77,565,000 $414,650,000 $186,839,000 $601,489,000

Other Developer Obligations

Affordable Housing -                                  $9,000,000 $9,000,000 $36,000,000 $45,000,000

Central Shops -                                  -                                  $0 $52,232,000 $52,232,000

Subtotal Other Developer Obligations $0 $9,000,000 $9,000,000 $88,232,000 $97,232,000

TOTAL $337,085,000 $86,565,000 $423,650,000 $275,071,000 $698,721,000

cost_summ

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group Cost Estimates current as of September 2016; City of Sacramento.

Estimated Costs [1]
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Table 3-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Preliminary  Infrastructure Improvement Costs by Phase (2016$) 

[1]  Rounded to the nearest $1,000.
[2]  Based on fee revenue generated under the voluntary I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program (SCMP).  Caltrans has agreed that payment of the fee would be a sufficient 
      mitigation of a development project's impact on the mainline freeway segments within the I-5 Subregional Corridor. Current assumption is that developer will be required to fund 
      RY fair share of improvements for the Richards/I-5 Interchange, which may result in credits against SCMP.
[3]  3rd Street Sewer Master Plan; costs estimated by City of Sacramento Department of Utilities staff.
[4]  Reflects CSS fee payments beyond the credits taken for installation of 3rd Street sewer line.
[5]  See Appendix B for cost estimate computation. 
[6]  Includes $19,636,719 in Central Shops site work reflecting Plaza improvements and $5,000,000 for the relocation of the clean-up system.
[7]  To be determined by City of Sacramento.
[8]  Based on school mitigation fee revenue generated by Project.
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Definitions of Backbone Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and Other Developer 
Obligations 

The term “backbone infrastructure” is often used to describe all publicly owned facilities.  This 
Finance Plan will use the following definitions to more precisely define these items: 

Backbone Infrastructure:  This term includes most of the essential public service-based 
infrastructure inclusive of roadways and improvements underneath roadways.  These items 
include major roadways (including frontage improvements), storm drainage, sanitary sewer, and 
water improvements.  Backbone Infrastructure is sized to serve numerous individual 
development projects in the Project and in some cases serves adjacent development areas—
Downtown and River District.  The specific items of Backbone Infrastructure have been identified 
in supporting infrastructure master plan documents. 

Public Facilities:  This term includes these public facilities: 

 Transit (Light Rail Stations and other transit facilities) 
 Community Center/Library facilities 
 Parks and Open Space 
 Public parking (surface and structures) 
 Schools 
 Public Safety facilities (Police and Fire) 

This group of items provides amenities to the Project (e.g., park facilities and libraries) or houses 
employees providing services to the area (e.g., fire station). 

Other Developer Obligations:  Other developer obligations include costs associated with 
providing Affordable Housing per the Mixed Income Housing Strategy and the costs associated 
with renovating and remediating the existing Central Shops buildings.  The costs do not reflect 
backbone infrastructure required to serve the project, nor do they reflect publicly owned 
facilities, but do constitute major costs components of the Project and are therefore included for 
Finance Plan purposes. 

Facilities:  This term is used generically in the Finance Plan to include a combination of 
Backbone Infrastructure, Public Facilities, and Other Developer Obligations when a precise 
breakdown is not required. 
 

Fac i l i t i es  P has ing  a nd  Cos ts  

The development phasing for the Railyards must be based on a market-driven approach 
coordinated with a phased infrastructure program.  Development will respond to market demand 
and the installation of Facilities will be phased to correspond with the pace of development and 
the requirements of the City.  The infrastructure phasing strategy will be adjusted to make sure 
that adequate traffic/transit, sewer, water, storm drainage, and community facility capacity is in 
place to serve each increment of development. 

As specified above, the Facilities program for the Railyards includes transportation, storm 
drainage, sanitary sewer, open space/parks, and community facility improvements as well as 
other developer obligations.  The total identified cost of these facilities is $699 million as shown 
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in Table 3-1.  Roadway improvements account for approximately $161 million of the 
$699 million total cost, or 23 percent of the total Facilities program. 

Initial Phase infrastructure and public facilities costs (including the costs of completed 
improvements) are estimated at $424 million and represent over 60 percent of the total 
Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities costs.  A good portion of Initial Phase infrastructure 
has been completed as described below.  The majority of Initial Phase costs relate to 
transportation improvements such as collector and arterial roadways, freeways, and transit 
facilities.  Table 3-1 summarizes the major Initial Phase improvements. 

In concert with the project conditions of approval and the DA, the City will establish 
methodology, timing, and linkage requirements to ensure that private development and 
development of infrastructure, parks and community facilities progress as necessary to carry out 
the Railyards objectives and meet service standards for the new development. 

In i t i a l  Phase  

The emphasis of the Initial Phase will be on the establishment of a comprehensive local traffic 
distribution system that provides additional linkages between Downtown and the River District 
through the Railyards and the completion of major transportation facilities that will have a major 
regional, as well as local, role.  In addition, the Initial Phase will provide much of the sewer, 
water, and drainage improvements that will serve the entire Railyards project, as well as 
portions of the River District. 

Completed Improvements 

Implementation of the RSP benefits from several improvements that were identified in the 2007 
Railyards Specific Plan and have been constructed primarily utilizing state and federal grant 
funds.  These major transportation improvements have been completed: 

 Railyards Boulevard from 7th Street to Bercut, including major water transmission, trunk 
sewer and other utilities. 

 5th Street Extension from H Street to Railyards Boulevard, including major water 
transmission and other utilities. 

 6th Street Extension from H Street to Railyards Boulevard. 

 Other minor street improvements to 7th Street, F Street, and G Street. 

Remaining Initial Phase Improvements 

Remaining improvements required for the Initial Phase fall into 2 categories:  common 
improvements that will be required for any subcomponent (MLS, Housing, and Kaiser) of the 
Initial Phase to proceed, and improvements specific to each subcomponent. 

Initial Phase common improvements include the following items: 

 A majority of the remaining storm drainage and sanitary sewer facilities required for 
development of the Project, including upgrading the 3rd Street Sewer line and installation of a 
new drainage pump station and outfall. 
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 Improvements to the following backbone roadways: 

— 6th Street Bike Lanes. 

— Class 1 Bike Trail from Railyards to 6th. 

— Extension of Bercut Drive from south of the drainage pump station to South Park Drive. 

— Interim Traffic Signal at Railyards Boulevard to Jiboom Street. 

— 7th Street Widening. 

 Facilities needed to accommodate development of the MLS stadium include the following 
improvements: 

— 6th Street from Railyards to North B Street. 

— North B Street: 

» 6th to 7th Street. 

» 7th to 8th Street. 

» 8th to 10th Street. 

— Railyards Boulevards from 7th Street to 10th Street. 

— 10th Street from Railyards Boulevard to Northern Project Boundary. 

— 10th Street extension to North B Street. 

— South Park from 6th to 7th Street. 

— Intersection Improvements at 7th Street and Railyards Boulevard. 

— Intersection Improvements at 7th Street and North B Street. 

— 8th Street from Railyards to North B Street. 

— South Park Paseo. 

— Construction of the east side of the 7th Street Light Rail Transit (LRT) station. 

— Replace Drain Line in Railyards Boulevard. 

 Facilities needed to accommodate housing between 5th and 6th Streets include: 

— Camille Street from 5th Street to 6th Street. 

 The Kaiser facility will require the following improvements: 

— South Park Drive from Bercut Drive to 5th Street. 

— 5th Street from Railyards to North B Street. 
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— Shift lanes on Railyards Boulevard. 

— Open Space Lot 2E—Kaiser Plaza. 

Remaining Phases 

By the end of the Initial Phase, much of the major infrastructure, including roadways, transit 
facilities, and utilities, is anticipated to be in place.  The Remaining Phases will primarily include 
the completion of Facilities that will have mostly a local role with a few exceptions. 

These facilities are envisioned for the Remaining Phases: 

 The completion of projectwide storm drainage and water improvements. 

 Railyards contribution to the construction of the Richards/I-5 Interchange (ultimate 
improvements). 

 Improvements to the following backbone roadways:1 

— Camille Street from Bercut Drive to 5th Street. 

— Stanford Street from Stevens Street to Railyards Boulevard. 

— Stevens Street from 6th to Stanford. 

— Stevens Street from 5th Street to 6th Street. 

— Bercut Drive from south of Pump Station. 

— Huntington Street from Camille to Railyards Boulevard. 

— Judah from Railyards to South Park Street. 

— North B Street from 5th to 6th. 

— Railyards Boulevard from 10th Street to 12th Street. 

— South Park from 5th to 6th Street. 

 Remaining park and open space improvements, including the approximately 10-acre Vista 
Park located in the northern portion of the Project, the Central Shops plaza and associated 
improvements, and park blocks in the primarily residential, eastern portion of the Project. 

 The West LRT Station and other transit facilities (to be defined later in the implementation 
process). 

 Community Center/Library Facilities. 

 Public Safety Facilities. 

                                            

1 Includes dry utility improvements. 
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4. FUNDING SOURCES 

A wide variety of financing techniques are available to fund RSP Facilities.  Because of the long 
implementation period of the Project, it is possible that some of the funding sources described 
below will no longer exist when some of the programmed Facilities are constructed.  It is also 
likely, however, that some new funding sources will be created through new State and federal 
legislation and can be used to fund Facilities.  Below are the currently available financing sources 
used in the Finance Plan. 

The following sections discuss the funding sources identified to finance Facilities required for the 
Project: 

 Plan Area Developer Funding.  Funding sources originating from developer payments 
include the following subcategories: 

— Developer Funding via Payment of Existing and Proposed Fees: 

» Existing Fee Programs—Project development will be subject to a number of existing 
City and other agency development impact fee programs.  Other agency fee 
programs include fees for the school district, the Sacramento Area Flood Control 
Authority and Sacramento Transit Authority. 

» Proposed Fee Programs—Project development will also be subject to a new Railyards 
Plan Area Fee Program, which is described in more detail in Chapter 6.  In addition, 
the City is considering approval of new citywide development impact fees for parks 
(to replace the existing park fee) and for transportation.  If approved, the Project 
may be subject to those new City fees. 

— Railyards Special Financing District (SFD).  Certain facilities may be funded via 
formation of a Railyards Special Financing District, which may take the form of a Mello 
Roos CFD.  Facilities funded through a CFD or other land-secured financing mechanism 
may directly overlap with Facilities included within the proposed Railyards Plan Area Fee 
Program. 

— Private Developer Funding.  Capital provided by the private developer through debt, 
equity or combination of both. 

— Successor Agency Funding.  The Project is included within an existing Master Owner 
Participation Agreement (MOPA) and Initial Phase Owner Participation Agreement (Initial 
Phase OPA) that obligates the Successor Agency to fund eligible Backbone Infrastructure 
and Public Facilities costs through tax increment revenues generated by Project 
development.  The MOPA is not an obligation of other tax increment areas. 

— City Funding.  This category includes funding sources that are under the control of the 
City, and may include City development impact fee programs to the extent that fee 
payments generated by development outside the Railyards are available to fund 
Railyards-related infrastructure or facilities.  The City may also consider formation of an 
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EIFD.  EIFD tax increment generated by the Railyards could then be used for Railyards 
related infrastructure and facilities. 

 Outside Sources of Funding (Regional, State, and federal).  Funding sources, such as 
grants or loans, from State, federal, or other agencies or institutions that the City may have 
to apply for funding. 

P lan  Area-Ba sed  Deve loper  Fund ing  

Plan Area-based developer funding will be generated by new vertical development projects in the 
Project.  Each of these plan area-based developer funding sources is described in more detail 
below. 

Existing and Proposed Development Impact Fees 

Specific building projects will be subject to all applicable City and other agency development 
impact fees in place at the time of building permit issuance.  Revenues generated by certain 
specific fee programs will be available to directly fund backbone infrastructure and public 
facilities identified in the Finance Plan.  Fee program revenues generated by the following fee 
programs may be available to partially fund Facilities required for project development and 
therefore are included in the Finance Plan and estimated in Appendix C: 

 Existing Development Impact Fee Programs: 
— City Combined Sewer Development Impact Fee. 
— Citywide Water System Development Fee. 
— I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Fee Program (I-5 SCMP). 
— Sacramento City Unified School District School Mitigation Fee programs. 

 Proposed New and Updated Development Impact Fee Programs: 
— Updated Citywide Park Development Impact Fee. 
— New Transportation Development Impact Fee. 
— New Railyards Plan Area Fee Program. 

The sections below offer additional detail regarding fee programs that may provide partial or full 
funding for backbone infrastructure and public facilities. 

Existing Development Impact Fee Programs 

Combined Sewer System Fee 

The City’s CSS Development Fee will be collected and used for improvements to the combined 
stormwater/sanitary sewer system.  The CSS fee will be charged to all new Railyards 
development.  CSS fee revenues will be available to fund a portion of the trunk sewer 
improvements representing oversizing needed to serve adjacent development projects and 
construction of the offsite 3rd Street Sewer line. 

Citywide Water System Development Fee 

The City charges a citywide fee on all new connections to the water system to fund water 
treatment and transmission facilities to provide water to customers within the City.  Water 
system development fee revenues will be available to fund onsite water transmission mains. 
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I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program 

The I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program is a voluntary fee program administered by the 
City to mitigate impacts on the freeway mainline system.  Projects may choose to pay this fee in 
lieu of preparing a traffic model analysis of cumulative mainline freeway impacts and determining 
specific mitigation measures.  This Finance Plan assumes the Railyards will fulfill its obligation to 
mitigate the Project impacts to freeway mainline improvements through payment of this 
voluntary fee. 

School Impact Fees 

The majority of the Project is located in the Sacramento City Unified School District (SCUSD); 
a small portion of the Project resides in the Grant Joint Union High School District and North 
Sacramento Elementary School District (GJUHSD and NSESD).  Each of the school districts 
serving the Project levy development impact fees authorized by the State.  These fees are 
assumed to provide adequate funding to construct all of the schools required to serve the 
development projects. 

Other Agency Existing Development Impact Fee Programs 

The project will be subject to other City, County and Other Agency development impact fee 
programs that are not anticipated to fund Project-related backbone infrastructure and public 
facilities: 

 Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency Development Impact Fee Program. 

 Sacramento Transportation Authority (STA) Sacramento County Transportation Mitigation Fee 
Program (SCTMFP) Measure A fee. 

 Sacramento Regional County Sanitation District (Regional San) (Sewer, regional 
conveyance). 

Appendix D of the Finance Plan identifies the estimated fee amounts for each City, County and 
Public Agency fee program that are anticipated to apply to office, retail, and multifamily 
residential development in the Project. 

New and Updated Proposed Development Impact Fee Programs 

New Railyards Plan Area Fee Program 

The Project is located in two existing plan area fee program districts—the Richards/Railyards/ 
Downtown Transportation Fee and Richards/Railyards Public Facilities Fee.  Each of these City fee 
programs were adopted in 1997 based on the 1997 Facility Element of the Railyards Specific Plan 
and Richards Boulevard Area Plan (1997 Facility Element).  These fee programs are intended to 
be replaced by the proposed Railyards plan area fee program described below. 

Detailed further in Chapter 6, this Finance Plan proposes implementation of a plan area fee 
levied on Railyards development for purposes of funding Railyards improvements not funded by 
existing or proposed fee programs or other sources of funding (Railyards Impact Fee).  A cost 
allocation analysis or nexus study may be prepared to determine the appropriate proportional 
cost allocation and impact fees for facilities that can be charged to new development in the 
Railyards.  This plan area fee program is anticipated to replace the aforementioned existing 
Richards/Railyards/Downtown Transportation Fee and Richards/Railyards Public Facilities Fee. 
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Updated Citywide Park Impact Fee 

The City levies a park impact fee on all new residential and nonresidential development for 
purposes of funding park improvements in the Community Plan Area in which a project is 
located.  The City is proposing updates to the Citywide Park Impact Fee that include the addition 
of a new component funding citywide park facilities (e.g., regional parks, community centers, 
aquatic centers, etc.).  If adopted, the Project may be subject to the updated Citywide Park 
Impact Fee. 

New Citywide Transportation Development Impact Fee 

The City is considering adoption of a Citywide Transportation Development Impact Fee (TDIF) to 
fund new development’s share of transportation improvements with Citywide benefit.  TDIF 
revenues are not anticipated to fund Railyards Facilities costs, however to the extent that the 
TDIF and the Railyards Impact Fee program provide overlapping funding for certain 
transportation improvements (e.g., 5th and 6th Street improvements), the Railyards will be 
eligible for a credit against the TDIF obligation. 

Proposed Railyards Special Financing District 

This Finance Plan includes the potential use of land-secured financing for a portion of Backbone 
Infrastructure and Public Facilities costs.  Although this Finance Plan includes Backbone 
Infrastructure and Public Facilities within the proposed Railyards Plan Area Fee Program, major 
Facilities will be required at the onset of development.  Land-secured financing, in the form of 
either a Mello-Roos CFDs or an Assessment Districts may be used to provide debt financing for 
some of these early Facilities: 

 Mello-Roos CFD.  The Mello-Roos Community Facilities Act of 1982 enables public agencies 
to form CFDs and levy a special tax on property owners in those CFDs.  These special taxes 
may be used to pay debt service on CFD bonds or to finance public improvements directly on 
a pay-as-you-go (PAYGO) basis. 

 Assessment Districts.  California statutes give local governments the authority to levy 
several special assessments for specific public improvements such as streets, storm drains, 
sewers, streetlights, curbs, gutters, and sidewalks.  The agency creates a special Assessment 
District that defines both the area to benefit from the improvements and the properties that 
will pay for the improvements. 

Mello-Roos CFDs tend to be favored over Assessment Districts because Assessment Districts 
need to establish special benefit to those being assessed, which can be more challenging than 
the Mello-Roos requirement of establishing general benefit of facilities. 

Participation and Use of Land-Secured Financing Proceeds 

While the DA will permit participation in one or more Mello-Roos CFDs to fund Facilities, 
participation by all or a portion of the Project is voluntary.  Certain existing or future property 
owners may wish to finance construction of Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities through 
cash, equity, or other forms of debt rather than through the use of land-secured financing 
through the City. 
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Generally speaking, CFD bond proceeds will be used to fund those Backbone Infrastructure and 
Public Facilities that are completed first or for which the original payment to the contractor has 
been outstanding the longest.  As such, the financing sources and uses schedules in this Finance 
Plan do not specify exactly where CFD financing will used in specific amounts for specific 
facilities.  In this manner, the City and Project property owners maintain flexibility to use CFD 
bond proceeds for the most critical Facilities. 

Preliminary Land-Secured Financing Analysis 

Appendix E includes a Mello-Roos CFD financing cash flow analysis assuming the entire project 
would be included within a CFD.  The analysis assumes maximum special tax rates for 
infrastructure would be implemented on a per acre basis given the flexible nature of the land use 
program.  While estimated in this Finance Plan, the maximum annual special tax rates would not 
be established until the time of CFD formation. 

Using relatively conservative underwriting assumptions, the analysis concludes the Project could 
generate approximately $42.9 million (2016$) in CFD bond proceeds through a series of 
subsequent CFD bond sales.  Based on these initial estimates, Initial Phase development would 
support a bond issuance generating roughly $15.8 million (2016$) in bond proceeds, with the 
remaining phases generating approximately $27.1 million (2016$) in bond proceeds.  The exact 
timing, size and amount of bond proceeds from each series of CFD bonds would be dependent 
upon future market conditions. 

Private Developer Capital 

Private capital will be used for Facilities that serve only specific development projects in the 
Railyards such as onsite private roadways, landscaping and open space, local water distribution 
lines, sewer laterals, and local storm drains.  These subdivision infrastructure costs are not 
included in the Finance Plan.  Private capital will also be relied upon to fund the Other Developer 
Obligations identified in this Finance Plan – namely the Central Shops renovation and the 
developer’s affordable housing construction responsibility as identified in the Mixed Income 
Housing Strategy. 

Because of the scale of Facilities required for the Initial Phase, private capital may initially be one 
of the primary sources of funding for these public improvements.  The Master Developer will be 
conditioned to construct facilities needed to serve development through the subdivision map 
process.  Commercial and multifamily projects will be conditioned through the subdivision map 
process or other necessary entitlement processes.  The developer may therefore have to 
privately fund Facilities necessary to serve the Project and then receive reimbursement when 
other funding becomes available.  To the extent that fee revenues are available, the developers 
will receive fee credits or reimbursements for advance-funding eligible projects included in fee 
programs, based on the City, County, and Special District’s reimbursement policies. 

Succes sor  Agency  Fund ing  Sourc es  

The Specific Plan site is located within a prior Redevelopment Project Area formerly administered 
by the Redevelopment Agency of the City of Sacramento (Redevelopment Agency).  Upon the 
termination of Redevelopment Agencies, the City became the Successor Agency responsible for 
remaining Redevelopment Agency obligations. 
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Tax Increment 

In 2008, the Redevelopment Agency entered into an “Initial Phase Infrastructure Owner 
Participation Agreement” (Initial Phase OPA) with the then Project Applicant, S. Thomas 
Enterprises of Sacramento, LLC that committed tax increment revenues generated by the 
Railyards Project to fund certain qualified infrastructure costs.  Upon the elimination of 
Redevelopment Agencies, the City, serving as the Redevelopment Agency Successor Agency 
assumed the duty to pay the Agency’s debts and obligations, including those prescribed by the 
Initial Phase OPA with Thomas Enterprises. 

Qualified costs under the Initial Phase OPA include improvements to and extensions of 5th Street, 
6th Street, 7th Street, and Railyards Boulevard; the storm drainage pump station and outfall; 
parking structure costs; certain Central Shops improvements; and other utility costs.  Total tax 
increment revenue commitments under the Initial Phase OPA are estimated to approximate $85 
million in 2016 dollars.  These funds would be available to offset qualified infrastructure costs as 
the Railyards project develops and generates eligible tax increment revenues. 

Because the timing of receipt of these tax increment revenues is uncertain and dependent upon 
the pace of development and upon other Redevelopment Agency obligations, the Project 
Applicant and the City may consider entering into a “Termination Agreement” whereby the 
Successor Agency’s obligations under the Initial Phase OPA would be terminated in exchange for 
a one-time cash payment or defined series of payments.  This approach has the advantage of 
providing certain, up-front cash flow that may be available to fund Initial Phase Facility 
requirements. 

C i ty  Fund ing  Sources  

City funding sources that may be available to fund Facilities identified in this Finance Plan include 
tax increment revenues generated by an EIFD, Major Street Construction Tax, Measure A and 
other discretionary sources of funds. 

Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District Increment 

Enhanced Infrastructure Financing Districts (EIFD) are a form of tax increment financing that 
currently are available to local public agencies in California.  Like former Redevelopment 
Agencies, local agencies may establish an EIFD for a given project or geographic area to capture 
incremental increases in property tax revenue from future development.  Unlike the tax 
increment financing powers under Redevelopment Agencies, EIFD’s do not provide automatic 
access to property tax revenue beyond the local jurisdiction’s share (i.e., AB-8 tax allocation).  
Property tax increment generated by an EIFD (EIFD Increment) may be used to fund 
infrastructure and facilities of regional significance.  Subject to voter approval requirements, the 
public agency may issue bonds secured by EIFD increment to accelerate the availability of funds. 

EIFD’s may overlap the boundaries of former redevelopment projects, provided that project has 
received a finding of completion from the California Department of Finance and no 
redevelopment assets that are proposed to benefit the EIFD are subject to litigation involving the 
State of California.  Given that the Project is subject to the Initial Phase OPA, it appears as 
though that agreement may need to be terminated before an EIFD would be able to generate 
enough tax increment to make formation worthwhile. 
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Formation of an EIFD may be an option to provide longer term cash flow, particularly if the OPA 
is terminated as described above.  As with all tax increment mechanisms, however, this funding 
source would not be available to fund Initial Phase costs, as EIFD Increment sufficient to fund 
Facilities or issue debt would rely upon substantial development activity.  One potential strategy 
could entail pairing the EIFD with Project land-secured financing where both special tax and EIFD 
revenues could be pledged to service debt on outstanding CFD bonds. 

Major Street Construction Tax 

The MSCT is a tax collected at the time of building permit issuance for new buildings throughout 
the City.  MSCT funds may be used to fund the over-sizing of a portion of a local roadway.  MSCT 
revenue is allocated at the City’s discretion.  At this time it is unknown if MSCT funds will be 
available to fund any Project improvements. 

Measure A 

Measure A is a half-cent sales tax approved by the voters of Sacramento County (County) in the 
November 1988 general election to fund transportation projects in the County.  The measure 
went into effect April 1, 1989, and was renewed in 2004 for an additional 30 years effective in 
2009.  The new Measure A includes the continuation of the half-cent sales tax through 2039 and 
a countywide development impact fee program.  These revenues are allocated annually by 
percentage to specific programs outlined in the ordinance. 

The City receives a portion of new Measure A revenue to fund new construction and maintain 
freeway and street projects, and another portion goes to Sacramento Regional Transit District 
(RT). 

Growth and Innovation Fund 

The City has established a “Growth and Innovation Fund,” administered by the Mayor’s Office of 
Innovation.  Real property tax trust fund (RPTTF) remitted to the City by the Sacramento County 
Assessor’s Office is directed into the newly established fund and will be used further technology 
entrepreneurship and development.   This is a discretionary funding source that the City may 
consider deploying in support of Project development. 

Other City Funding 

The City may provide other discretionary funding sources to assist in developing Project 
Facilities.  Examples of the funding sources include:  sales tax increment revenues, parking 
revenues from the City Parking Fund, and gas tax revenues. 

Outs ide  Sources  o f  Fund ing  ( Reg iona l ,  S ta te ,  and  
Fede ra l  Fund ing)  

Regional, State and Federal Funding 

Future federal transportation funding sources will likely be available although precise funding 
sources are uncertain. The Railyards has been designated as a federal “Promise Zone” and will 
therefore have priority for federal grants. Numerous State funding sources are available including 
funding for transportation and infrastructure projects through the STIP and RTIP process.  Other 
sources of funding include the SACOG Community Design Program, the Strategic Growth Council 
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Affordable Housing and Sustainable Communities Program and Transformative Climate 
Communities Program, and funding from special interest groups related to the rehabilitation of 
the historic Central Shops. 

There are a considerable number of other potential federal, State, regional, and private sources 
of grants or loans, such as grant programs administered by the Sacramento Area Council of 
Governments (SACOG) and Sacramento Transportation Authority, for which the project could 
qualify.  The City and Master Developer should aggressively pursue all available funding sources 
from federal, State, Regional, and other funding sources. 

Other Sources of Funding 

The historic Central Shops provide a unique opportunity to draw in funding from both public and 
private sources.  A portion of the Central Shops renovation is anticipated to be funded through 
Historic Tax Credits—a 20-percent income tax credit is available for the rehabilitation of historic, 
income-producing buildings certified as historic structures. 

Other sources and types of funding and whether the funding would be available for Backbone 
Infrastructure and Public Facilities will depend on the potential users of the facilities.  For 
example, State Parks is proposing to complete a Railroad Technology Museum in the historic 
Central Shops area.  Combined with other funding sources, State Parks will use funding from 
voter-approved bond measures for parks to construct the museum and adjacent open space 
improvements.  Other user groups, such as other museums, could bring additional funding raised 
by the supporters of those museums to construct the facilities. 

In addition, the State Office of the Courts would also provide funding for certain Backbone 
Infrastructure and Public Facilities related to construction of the proposed courthouse. 
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5. FINANCING STRATEGY 

This chapter outlines an overall financing strategy by providing pragmatic solutions to the 
complex problem of financing the Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities necessary to 
support the proposed Project.  The major funding sources used by the financing strategy are 
shown in summary form in Figure 1-1 in Chapter 1 and are described in detail in Chapter 4.  
As shown in Figure 1-1, projected funding sources for the Public Facility costs estimated during 
the Initial Phase include the following primary funding categories: 

 Plan Area Based Developer funding. 
 City/Successor Agency funding. 
 Outside sources of funding (Regional, State, and federal). 

The estimate of subdivision infrastructure costs, which are normally funded by private 
development, and standard City impact or “building permit” fees (with the exception of the City’s 
CSS Sewer Fee) are not included in the estimated $699 million of improvement costs.  Although 
not calculated in the Finance Plan, the development projects are obligated to pay these fees to 
the appropriate jurisdiction. 
 

Fac to rs  In f luenc ing  the  F ina nc ing  S t ra tegy  

The financing strategy for the Project takes into account the following factors that will influence 
the buildout of development and the financial hurdles that must be resolved. 

 As a major infill redevelopment project, the RSP proposes to create a new urban 
environment within the context of an already established city and region.  Success 
hinges on understanding the significant risks involved in pioneering a new area and creating 
the appropriate implementation framework. 

 The project is composed of a broad mix of land uses, including retail, office, 
entertainment, hotel, housing, medical and public space.  Market demand for each 
land use will vary because of the cyclical nature of demand, supply, and funding availability 
for each type of land use.  The Railyards include a significant amount of mixed use 
development which adds to the complexity and cost of implementing specific vertical 
development projects. 

 The project will require a long time frame to complete.  Many market and financing 
factors influencing development of the project will not be known for many years.  
Development in the Railyards will occur in response to changing market conditions.  The 
financing strategy must be market driven and anticipate fluctuating demand cycles.  Many of 
the Facilities are linked to the level of development so if the development pace is slower or 
faster than anticipated, the timing of Facility construction can be adjusted. 

 The Project requires a significant amount of major infrastructure in the early 
phases of development.  A substantial amount of improvements will be required early in 
the Project and before much development can occur.  Thus, the ability of Project 
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development to fund Facilities with “pay-as-you-go” programs, such as fees, will be limited.  
It is likely that a portion of the Project may require Mello-Roos CFD bond funding or cash 
advances from the Master Developer or other outside sources. 

 A significant public/private partnership is required to advance the Project through 
the numerous development hurdles that will be encountered.  This public/private 
partnership will function through the terms and conditions of the Railyards DA and related 
business terms incorporated therein as well as with agreements with the Successor Agency. 

 Funding Sources for the Initial Phase are limited.  Facilities needed to serve the Initial 
Phase will require substantial advanced funding.  Funding sources for these Facilities are 
limited. 

These factors will be reviewed over time along with the development program, capital 
improvement program, and funding programs.  Ongoing review of these factors will determine if 
they remain pertinent to creating a feasible project. 

Finance Plan Principles 

The following set of principles for City and Master Developer actions related to the financing of 
Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities are set out in the Finance Plan: 

1. The City and Master Developer will seek to maximize federal and State funding for Backbone 
Infrastructure, Public Facilities and other regional infrastructure improvements that are 
required to serve the Project.  The City’s priority for federal and State transportation funding, 
however, is the Sacramento Intermodal Transportation Facility (SITF) and associated 
improvements, including access to the SITF via the Central Shops. 

2. All essential Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities necessary for public health, safety, 
and welfare will be required to be constructed to serve each phase of the Project. 

3. The City will identify the Railyards’ and the other development areas’ proportional financial 
contribution for the required Facilities.  For example, if necessary, the City will update the 
Railyards/Richards (River District)/Downtown Transportation Impact Fee to provide a 
mechanism for each development area to pay its proportionate share of transportation 
improvements.  This step should not be necessary if needed transportation facilities are part 
of the proposed Citywide TDIF and this fee is adopted by the City.  In addition, the City may 
update the Railyards/Richards (River District)/Downtown Public Facilities Fee program to 
provide a mechanism for each development area to pay its proportionate share of shared 
Public Facilities (e.g., fire station). 

4. Existing development in the River District and Downtown and the public portion of the 
historic/cultural land uses in the Railyards will not be required to fund a share of the Project 
cost burden.  Other revenue sources will be needed to fund the cost burden assigned to 
existing development and also to public uses. 

5. The City, in accordance with prudent fiscal judgment, will provide tax-exempt municipal 
financing to keep financing costs for Facilities to a minimum.  Any public debt issued by the 
City must meet all City debt policies and not adversely affect the City’s credit rating. 
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6. The Master Developer is anticipated to advance fund or construct significant portions of the 
Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities.  The Master Developer will seek private 
financing necessary to fund such improvements to the extent public financing is not available 
at the time the improvement is required or if the costs of improvements exceed public 
funding capacity through the life of the project. 

7. The City may provide funding to advance the development of the Railyards and offset the 
cost of Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities from other funding sources.  The DA and 
business terms related thereto will specify the conditions for City funding contributions to the 
Project. 

8. The Successor Agency may reimburse the developer with tax increment revenues per the 
terms of the Initial Phase OPA or subsequent agreements for extraordinary infrastructure 
costs and public improvements and amenities only to the extent that such revenues actually 
are realized from development in the Railyards and the designated project area.  The actions 
contemplated in the Finance Plan by the City are subject to the legislative discretion of each 
body at the time of approval and will be in compliance with all applicable laws and 
regulations. 

Pro jec t  Phas ing  

The timing of the receipt of Project revenues available to fund infrastructure costs is important 
because it provides an indication of the feasibility of the Project.  If a significant portion of the 
Facilities are completed before development occurs, there may be large funding shortfalls which 
will make the development of the Project difficult.  In an attempt to minimize large funding gaps, 
development of the Facilities will be phased to correspond with the pace of development, 
available financing capacity, and the service requirements of the City.  If development occurs at 
a slower or faster pace than expected, the infrastructure development will be correspondingly 
adjusted.  The Initial Phase and Remaining Phases development described in the Finance Plan 
will likely be divided into numerous smaller subphases. 

Fund ing  Sum mary  

The funding of Facilities will be obtained through a wide array of sources as previously discussed 
in the Funding Sources chapter.  Table 3-1 (in Chapter 3) shows the Facilities requiring funding 
and the preliminary cost estimates.  This section discusses the probable sources of funding for 
each of the Facility improvements included in the Finance Plan for the Initial Phase and the 
Remaining Phases of development. 

As mentioned earlier in the Finance Plan, there is significant uncertainty concerning buildout of 
the development projects including the ultimate amount of development that will occur, the 
sequencing of development, the ultimate Facilities that will be constructed, and the availability of 
many of the funding sources.  As a result, the capital facilities program and nexus studies will be 
updated on an as-needed basis based on updated infrastructure cost estimates, funding, and 
development information. 
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Preliminary Sources and Uses of Funds 

Table 5-1, Table 5-2, and Table 5-3 show the proposed funding sources by Public Facility for 
the Initial Phase, the Remaining Phases, and Buildout of the Project, respectively.  At buildout 
under the proposed funding strategy, approximately $330 million is estimated to be funded with 
Plan Area-based developer funding, and $368 million funded through outside sources of funding.  
At this time, these tables identify $85 million in OPA tax increment revenues pursuant as an 
available City/Successor Agency funding source, but these funds not programmed by 
infrastructure facility.  The application of these funds will be subject to the terms of the OPA, 
future City policy determinations, and Funding Agreement terms and conditions. 

In the Initial Phase, approximately $56 million is estimated to be funded with Project-based 
funding, $0 through City/Successor Agency funding sources, and $332 million funded through 
outside sources of funding.  Initial Phase funding is limited by the amount of development 
envisioned to be constructed in that phase, and results in a shortfall of $35 million.  In addition, 
by the end of Initial Phase development, the Initial Phase will generate approximately $40 million 
in existing and proposed fee revenues (including the proposed Railyards plan area fees) that are 
identified as a funding source for direct construction requirements.2  Bridge financing at the 
outset of the Initial Phase will be required in order to advance the development which will 
generate the fee payments. 

The sources of funds for the Remaining Phases reflect the difference between funding 
assumptions in the Initial Phase and at Buildout.  In the Remaining Phases, approximately $273 
million is estimated to be funded with Project-based funding, and $36 million funded through 
outside sources of funding.  Development in the Remaining Phases generates a surplus sufficient 
to ameliorate the Initial Phase shortfall, plus the additional $85 million in OPA tax increment 
revenues discussed above. 

Funding Shortfall in Initial Phase 

The Initial Phase of development and associated Facilities cost shows an unfunded deficit of over 
$35 million, plus a bridging requirement of $40 million.  At buildout, no funding shortfall is 
estimated. The City and the Project Applicant will need to identify various public and private 
sources of capital to provide the advance funding required to fund the required Initial Phase 
Facilities at the outset of development.  Potential shortfall funding sources may include a 
combination of the following mechanisms: 

 Private development with advances potentially funded with future public sources. 

 Temporary transfer from existing fee programs (e.g., other fee components that may have 
surpluses). 

                                            

2 Excludes school mitigation fee payment and I-5 SCMP fee payment, as these fee revenues will not 
directly offset Master Developer construction requirements and the cost will be incurred as 
development proceeds. 
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Table 5-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Estimated Project Requirements and Funding in Initial Phase (2016$)

Item

Estimated

Improvement

Costs (2016$)

Proposed
Railyards

Plan Area Fee [1]

Potential
Railyards
SFD [2]

Park
Impact Fees [3]

Combined
Sewer System

Transportation
Development
Impact Fee Water

I-5 Subregional 
Corridor 

Mitigation 
Program

School 
Mitigation Fees

Subtotal 

Plan Area and 

Fee Payments

OPA 
Tax Increment

Other City 
Funding Sources 

[4]

Regional,
State, and

Federal Other [5]
Private 

Developer Funding
Surplus/ 

(Shortfall)

COMPLETED 

Completed Infrastructure Improvements

On-Site Roadways $90,558,000 $6,385,000 -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $6,385,000 -                           -                          $84,173,000 -                             -  -
I-5/Richards Interchange $13,000,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $0 -                           -                          $13,000,000 -                             -  -
On-Site Sanitary Sewer [6] $827,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $0 -                           -                          $827,000 -                             -  -
Other Transit Facilities $232,700,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $0 -                           -                          $232,700,000 -                             -  -

Total Completed Infrastructure Improvements $337,085,000 $6,385,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,385,000 $0 $0 $330,700,000 $0 $0 $0

INITIAL PHASE

Infrastructure Improvements

Transportation

On-Site Roadways $39,616,000 $15,542,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $15,542,000 -                           -                           - -                             - ($24,074,000) 
I-5/Richards Interchange -                           $2,366,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $2,366,000 -                           -                           - -                             - $2,366,000
Freeways $3,790,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                           $3,790,000  - $3,790,000 -                           -                           - -                             - -                          

Total Transportation $43,406,000 $17,908,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,790,000 $0 $21,698,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($21,708,000) 

Storm Drainage $17,054,000 $5,500,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $5,500,000 -                           -                           - -                             - ($11,554,000) 

Sanitary Sewer

On-Site Sanitary Sewer $1,564,000 $121,000 x -                           $808,000 -                           -                            -  - $929,000 -                           -                           - -                             - ($635,000) 
Off-Site Sanitary Sewer [7] $10,500,000 -                          x -                           $3,588,000 -                           -                            -  - $3,588,000 -                           -                          $1,500,000 -                             - ($5,412,000) 
Other Sanitary Sewer [8] -                           -                          -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $0 -                           -                           - -                             - -                          

Total Sanitary Sewer $12,064,000 $121,000 $0 $4,396,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,517,000 $0 $0 $1,500,000 $0 $0 ($6,047,000) 

Water -                           -                          x -                           -                           -                           $563,000  -  - $563,000 -                           -                           - -                            -                              $563,000

Total Initial Phase Infrastructure Improvements $72,524,000 $23,529,000 $0 $4,396,000 $0 $563,000 $3,790,000 $0 $32,278,000 $0 $0 $1,500,000 $0 $0 ($38,746,000) 

Public Facility Improvements

LRT Stations $2,105,000 $607,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $607,000 -                           -                           - -                            -                              ($1,498,000) 
Other Transit Facilities -                           -                          -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $0 -                           -                           - -                            -                              -                          
Community Center/Library -                           $334,000 $259,000 -                           -                           -                            -  - $593,000 -                           -                           - -                            -                              $593,000
Parks and Open Space $1,277,000 $4,450,000 x $395,000 -                           -                           -                            -  - $4,845,000 -                           -                           - -                            -                              $3,568,000
Surface and Structured Parking -                           -                          -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $0 -                           -                           - -                            -                              -                          
Schools $1,659,000 -                          x -                           -                           -                           -                            - $1,659,000 $1,659,000 -                           -                           - -                            -                              -                          
Police Station -                           $848,000 -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $848,000 -                           -                           - -                            -                              $848,000
Fire Station -                           $617,000 -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $617,000 -                           -                           - -                            -                              $617,000

Total Initial Phase Public Facility Improvements $5,041,000 $6,856,000 $654,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $1,659,000 $9,169,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,128,000

Subtotal Initial Phase Infrastructure and Public Facilities $77,565,000 $30,385,000 $654,000 $4,396,000 $0 $563,000 $3,790,000 $1,659,000 $41,447,000 $0 $0 $1,500,000 $0 $0 ($34,618,000) 

Other Developer Obligations

Affordable Housing $9,000,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $0 -                           -                           - -                            $9,000,000 -                          
Central Shops -                           -                          -                           -                           -                           -                            -  - $0 -                           -                           - -                            -                              -                          

Total Initial Phase Other Developer Obligations $9,000,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,000,000 $0

Subtotal Initial Phase Improvements and Obligations $86,565,000 $30,385,000 $654,000 $4,396,000 $0 $563,000 $3,790,000 $1,659,000 $41,447,000 $0 $0 $1,500,000 $0 $9,000,000 ($34,618,000) 

TOTAL COMPLETED AND INITIAL PHASE IMPROVEMENTS $423,650,000 $36,770,000 $654,000 $4,396,000 $0 $563,000 $3,790,000 $1,659,000 $47,832,000 $0 $0 $332,200,000 $0 $9,000,000 ($34,618,000) 

"su_ph1A"

[1]  Reflects proportionate plan area fee revenue generated by Phase 1 development only.
[2]  Potential Railyards SFD bonds issued would serve to reduce Proposed Railyards Plan Area Fee.

[4]  Potential proceeds from City funding sources including but not limited to EIFD, Major Street Construction Tax, Downtown/River District Fees, and other funding sources.
[5]  "Other" funding may include grant or other sources of revenue such as capital campaigns by user groups.
[6]  May be eligible for CSS credits.
[7]  Potential EDA grant to fund 3rd Street sewer line.
[8]  Reflects CSS fee payments beyond the credits taken for installation of 3rd Street sewer line and onsite trunk sewer.

Initial Phase

Plan Area-Based Funding

Estimated Project Requirements and Funding

Other Funding SourcesOther Fee Programs Other City/Successor AgencyCity Fees

Source: Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by DRV -05/19/16; DKS SCMP Nexus Study; May 2016 Kimley-Horn and Assoc. Sanitary Sewer Master Plan; City of Sacramento cost estimates; EPS.

TBD

Developer Funding via Construction and Fee Payments

[3]  Neighborhood and Community Parks Impact Fee component available to fund Railyards park improvements. Citywide component available to fund a portion of Community Center/Library.  Assumes Master Developer/park constructing entity would receive reimbursement via park fee revenues paid.  Alternatively, if Project does not pay Citywide Park Fee, these costs would be funded by t
      Railyards plan area fee program.

Prepared by EPS 10/17/2016 P:\162000\162077 Sacramento RY Financing Plan\Models\162077 Railyard Financing Plan m8.xlsx
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Table 5-2

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Estimated Project Requirements and Funding in Remaining Phases (2016$)

Item

Estimated

Improvement

Costs (2016$)

Proposed
Railyards

Plan Area Fee

Potential
Railyards
SFD [1]

Park
Impact Fees [2]

Combined
Sewer System

Transportation
Development
Impact Fee Water

I-5 Subregional 
Corridor Mitigation 

Program

School 
Mitigation

Fees

Subtotal 

Plan Area and Fee 

Payments

OPA 
Tax Increment [3]

Other City 
Funding Sources 

[4]

Regional,
State, and

Federal Other [5]

Private
Developer
Funding

Surplus/

(Shortfall) [6]

Infrastructure Improvements

Transportation

On-Site Roadways $31,047,000 $54,059,000 x -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $54,059,000 x                         -                          -  - $1,062,000 $24,074,000
I-5/Richards Interchange $8,200,000 $5,834,000 -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $5,834,000 x                         -                          -  -  - ($2,366,000)
Freeways $18,755,000 -                         -                          -                          -                          -                          $18,755,000  - $18,755,000 x                         -                          -  -  -  -

Total Transportation $58,002,000 $59,893,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $18,755,000 $0 $78,648,000 $0 $0 $0 $1,062,000 $21,708,000

Storm Drainage $1,431,000 $12,985,000 x -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $12,985,000 x                         -                          -  -  - $11,554,000

Sanitary Sewer

On-Site Sanitary Sewer -                            $635,000 -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $635,000 x                         -                          -  -  - $635,000
Off-Site Sanitary Sewer -                            -                         -                          $5,412,000 -                          -                           -  - $5,412,000 x                         -                          -  -  - $5,412,000
Other Sanitary Sewer [7] $17,610,000 -                         x -                          $17,610,000 -                          -                          -  - $17,610,000 x                         -                          -  -  -  -

Total Sanitary Sewer $17,610,000 $635,000 $0 $23,022,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $23,657,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,047,000

Water $813,000 -                         -                          -                          -                          $250,000  -  - $250,000 x                         -                          -  -  - ($563,000)

Total Infrastructure Improvements $77,856,000 $73,513,000 $0 $23,022,000 $0 $250,000 $18,755,000 $0 $115,540,000 $0 $0 $0 $1,062,000 $38,746,000

Public Facility Improvements

LRT Stations $0 $1,498,000 x -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $1,498,000 x                         -                          -  -  - $1,498,000
Other Transit Facilities -                            -                         -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $0 x                         -                          -  -  -  -
Community Center/Library $6,842,000 $2,688,000 x $3,561,000 -                          -                          -                           -  - $6,249,000 x                         -                          -  -  - ($593,000)
Parks and Open Space $68,336,000 $35,789,000 x $5,998,000 -                          -                          -                           -  - $41,787,000 x                         -                         $22,981,000  -  - ($3,568,000)
Surface and Structured Parking [8] TBD    -                         -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $0 x                         TBD   -  -  -  -
Schools $20,557,000 -                         -                          -                          -                          -                           - $20,557,000 $20,557,000 x                         -                          -  -  -  -
Police Station $7,672,000 $6,824,000 x -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $6,824,000 x                         -                          -  -  - ($848,000)
Fire Station $5,576,000 $4,959,000 x -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $4,959,000 x                         -                          -  -  - ($617,000)

Total Public Facility Improvements $108,983,000 $51,758,000 $9,559,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $20,557,000 $76,915,000 $0 $22,981,000 $0 $0 ($4,128,000)

Subtotal Infrastructure and Public Facilities $186,839,000 $125,271,000 $9,559,000 $23,022,000 $0 $250,000 $18,755,000 $20,557,000 $197,414,000 $0 $22,981,000 $0 $1,062,000 $34,618,000

Other Developer Obligations

Affordable Housing $36,000,000 -                         -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $0 x                         -                          -  - $36,000,000  -
Central Shops [9] [10] $52,232,000 -                         -                          -                          -                          -                           -  - $0 x                         -                         $2,700,000 $10,446,000 $39,086,000  -

Total Other Developer Obligations $88,232,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,700,000 $10,446,000 $75,086,000 $0

TOTAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND PUBLIC FACILITIES $275,071,000 $125,271,000 $9,559,000 $23,022,000 $0 $250,000 $18,755,000 $20,557,000 $197,414,000 $85,000,000 $0 $25,681,000 $10,446,000 $76,148,000 $119,618,000

"su_rem_ph"

[1]  Potential Railyards SFD bonds issued would serve to reduce Proposed Railyards Plan Area Fee.

[3]  Use of OPA Tax Increment subject to future City policy determinations. 
[4]  Potential proceeds from City funding sources including but not limited to EIFD, Major Street Construction Tax, Downtown/River District Fees, and other funding sources.
[5]  "Other" funding may include grant or other sources of revenue such as capital campaigns by user groups.
[6]  Amounts shown as "surpluses"  may in many cases be necessary to reimburse for shortfalls incurred in prior development phases.  Shortfalls are generally mitigated by prior phase surpluses.
[7]  Reflects CSS fee payments beyond the credits taken for installation of 3rd Street sewer line.
[8]  Other City revenue anticipated to fund surface and structured parking refers to anticipated parking revenues.
[9]  Cal Reuse will allocate $2.7 million in unused grant funds to the Central Shops remediation.
[10]  Other Funding reflects historic tax credits. A 20% income tax credit is available for the rehabilitation of historic, income-producing buildings that are determined by the Secretary of the Interior, through the National Park Service, to be "certified historic structures."

[2]  Neighborhood and Community Parks Impact Fee component available to fund Railyards park improvements. Citywide component available to fund a portion of Community Center/Library.  Assumes Master Developer/park constructing entity would receive reimbursement via park fee revenues paid.  Alternatively, if Project does not pay Citywide Park Fee, these costs would be funded by 
      Railyards plan area fee program.

Source: Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by DRV -05/19/16; DKS SCMP Nexus Study; May 2016 Kimley-Horn and Assoc. Sanitary Sewer Master Plan; City of Sacramento cost estimates; EPS.

Other City/Successor Agency

TBD

Remaining Phases

Other Fee Programs Other Funding Sources

Estimated Project Requirements and Funding

Plan Area-Based Funding City Fees

Developer Funding via Construction and Fee Payments

Prepared by EPS 10/18/2016 P:\162000\162077 Sacramento RY Financing Plan\Models\162077 Railyard Financing Plan m8.xlsx
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Table 5-3

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Estimated Project Requirements and Funding at Buildout (2016$)

Item

Estimated

Improvement

Costs (2016$)

Proposed
Railyards

Plan Area Fee

Potential
Railyards
SFD [1]

Park
Impact Fees [1]

Combined
Sewer System

Transportation
Development
Impact Fee Water

I-5 Subregional
 Corridor 
Mitigation 
Program

School 
Mitigation

Fees

Subtotal 

Plan Area and 

Fee Payments

OPA 
Tax Increment [3]

Other City 
Funding Sources 

[4]

Regional,
State, and

Federal Other [5]

Private
Developer
Funding

Surplus/ 

(Shortfall) [6]

Infrastructure Improvements

Transportation

On-Site Roadways $161,221,000 $75,986,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $75,986,000 x                          -                          $84,173,000  - $1,062,000  -
I-5/Richards Interchange $21,200,000 $8,200,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $8,200,000 x                          -                          $13,000,000  -  -  -
Freeways $22,545,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                           $22,545,000 -                       $22,545,000 x                          -                           -  -  -  -

Total Transportation $204,966,000 $84,186,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $22,545,000 $0 $106,731,000 $0 $97,173,000 $0 $1,062,000 $0

Storm Drainage $18,485,000 $18,485,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $18,485,000 x                          -                           -  -  - $0

Sanitary Sewer

On-Site Sanitary Sewer $2,391,000 $756,000 x -                           $808,000 -                           -                           -                          -                       $1,564,000 x                          -                          $827,000  -  -  -
Off-Site Sanitary Sewer [7] $10,500,000 -                          x -                           $9,000,000 -                           -                           -                          -                       $9,000,000 x                          -                          $1,500,000  -  -  -
Other Sanitary Sewer [8] $17,610,000 -                          -                           $17,610,000 -                           -                           -                          -                       $17,610,000 x                          -                           -  -  -  -

Total Sanitary Sewer $30,501,000 $756,000 $0 $27,418,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $28,174,000 $0 $2,327,000 $0 $0 $0

Water $813,000 $0 x -                           -                           -                           $813,000 -                          -                       $813,000 x                          -                           -  -  -  -

Total Infrastructure Improvements $254,765,000 $103,427,000 $0 $27,418,000 $0 $813,000 $22,545,000 $0 $154,203,000 $0 $99,500,000 $0 $1,062,000 $0

Public Facility Improvements

LRT Stations $2,105,000 $2,105,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $2,105,000 x                          -                           -  -  -  -
Other Transit Facilities $232,700,000 $0 -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $0 x                          -                          $232,700,000  -  -  -
Community Center/Library $6,842,000 $3,022,000 $3,820,000 -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $6,842,000 x                          -                           -  -  -  -
Parks and Open Space $69,613,000 $40,239,000 x $6,393,000 -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $46,632,000 x                          -                          $22,981,000  -  -  -
Surface and Structured Parking TBD -                          -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $0 x                          TBD   -  -  -  -
Schools $22,216,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          $22,216,000 $22,216,000 x                          -                           -  -  -  -
Police Station $7,672,000 $7,672,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $7,672,000 x                          -                           -  -  -  -
Fire Station $5,576,000 $5,576,000 x -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $5,576,000 x                          -                           -  -  -  -

Total Public Facility Improvements $346,724,000 $58,614,000 $10,213,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $22,216,000 $91,043,000 $0 $255,681,000 $0 $0 $0

Subtotal Infrastructure and Public Facilities $601,489,000 $162,041,000 $10,213,000 $27,418,000 $0 $813,000 $22,545,000 $22,216,000 $245,246,000 x                          $0 $355,181,000 $0 $1,062,000 $0

Other Developer Obligations

Affordable Housing $45,000,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $0 x                          -                           -  - $45,000,000  -
Central Shops [9] [10] $52,232,000 -                          -                           -                           -                           -                           -                          -                       $0 x                          -                          $2,700,000 $10,446,000 $39,086,000  -

Total Other Developer Obligations $97,232,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $2,700,000 $10,446,000 $84,086,000 $0

Total Infra. and Public Facility Improvements $698,721,000 $162,041,000 $10,213,000 $27,418,000 $0 $813,000 $22,545,000 $22,216,000 $245,246,000 $85,000,000 $0 $357,881,000 $10,446,000 $85,148,000 $85,000,000

TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE TRUE
"su_bo"

[1]  Potential Railyards SFD bonds issued would serve to reduce Proposed Railyards Plan Area Fee.

[3]  Use of OPA Tax Increment subject to future City policy determinations. 
[4]  Potential proceeds from City funding sources including but not limited to EIFD, Major Street Construction Tax, Downtown/River District Fees, and other funding sources.
[5]  "Other" funding may include grant or other sources of revenue such as capital campaigns by user groups.
[6]  Amounts shown as "surpluses"  may in many cases be necessary to reimburse for shortfalls incurred in prior development phases.  Shortfalls are generally mitigated by prior phase surpluses.
[7]  Reflects CSS fee payments beyond the credits taken for installation of 3rd Street sewer line.
[8]  Other City revenue anticipated to fund surface and structured parking refers to anticipated parking revenues.
[9]  Cal Reuse will allocate $2.7 million in unused grant funds to the Central Shops remediation.
[10]  Other Funding reflects historic tax credits. A 20% income tax credit is available for the rehabilitation of historic, income-producing buildings that are determined by the Secretary of the Interior, through the National Park Service, to be "certified historic structures."

Other Funding Sources

Estimated Project Requirements and Funding

Buildout

City Fees Other Fee Programs Other City/Successor AgencyPlan Area-Based Funding

TBD

Developer Funding via Construction and Fee Payments

[2]  Neighborhood and Community Parks Impact Fee component available to fund Railyards park improvements. Citywide component available to fund a portion of Community Center/Library.  Assumes Master Developer/park constructing entity would receive reimbursement via park fee revenues paid.  Alternatively, if Project does not pay Citywide Park Fee, these costs would be 
      funded by the Railyards plan area fee program.

Source: Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by DRV -05/19/16; DKS SCMP Nexus Study; May 2016 Kimley-Horn and Assoc. Sanitary Sewer Master Plan; City of Sacramento cost estimates; 
EPS.
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 Land Secured Financing Mechanisms. 

 Other City and Successor Agency sources of funding (e.g., OPA termination agreement, 
MSCT, Measure A). 

 Other federal, State, and Regional funding sources and grants. 

Because the Finance Plan heavily relies on funding from sources beyond the control of the City 
and Master Developer, the implementation of the Project will require a collaborative relationship 
to optimize funding and feasible development. 
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6. PROPOSED RAILYARDS IMPACT FEE PROGRAM 

This Finance Plan proposes adoption of a new plan area fee program (Railyards Impact Fee 
Program) that ultimately will replace existing development impact fee programs funding Project 
backbone infrastructure and public facilities.  The proposed Railyards Impact Fee program is 
designed to fund construction of Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facility improvements 
necessary to accommodate new residents and commercial uses generated by Project 
development after taking into consideration a variety of other funding sources for the 
improvements. 

Ex i s t ing  R i chards/Ra i l ya rd s/Downtown Deve lopment  
Impac t  Fee  P rograms  

In addition to citywide and other agency fee programs, development in the Railyards is subject 
to the following existing special plan area development fee programs: 

 Richards/Railyards/Downtown Transportation Impact Fee Program (TIF). 
 Richards/Railyards Public Facilities Fee Program. 

These fee programs were adopted to fund transportation and other public facility improvements 
benefitting development in the River District, Railyards, and Downtown.  Each of the City fee 
programs were adopted in 1997 based on the 1997 Railyards/Richards Boulevard Area Facility 
Element and the anticipated project area land uses at that time.  All three development project 
areas were included in the TIF program, and only the Railyards and River District were included 
in the Public Facilities Fee program. 

Map 6-1 shows the boundaries of the Richards/Railyards/Downtown fee program. 

In 2016, the City is expected to adopt the River District Plan Area fee that that will replace River 
District development’s funding obligations under the above fee programs.  In addition, the City is 
embarking on a Downtown Specific Plan process, which will include an evaluation of 
infrastructure requirements and associated infrastructure and public facilities financing 
strategies.  Upon completion of the Specific Plan and associated studies, the City intends to 
update or replace the existing development impact fee programs for Downtown development. 

Consistent with planned actions for the River District and Downtown, this 2016 Finance Plan 
proposes implementation of a Railyards Impact Fee that would replace the Railyards obligations 
under the existing programs. 

The Railyards Impact Fee Program is premised on the assumption that the major off-site regional 
facilities will be funded on a proportional basis by the benefiting plan areas (Railyards, River 
District, and Downtown) but that all other facilities in the fee programs are assigned to the 
geographic area in which the improvements are planned. 
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  Map 6-1
Downtown/Railyards/Richards Boulevard Areas

Transportation Impact Fee Programs
BENEFIT DISTRICTS
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Ra i l ya rds  Impac t  Fee  

The proposed Railyards Impact Fee Program will be required to fund the cost of backbone 
infrastructure and public facilities that are needed in the Railyards to accommodate planned 
development as set forth in the Railyards Specific Plan and Chapter 2, but that are not funded 
by existing fee programs or other sources of revenues.  Backbone Infrastructure and Public 
Facilities to be included in the proposed Railyards Impact Fee Program include the following 
improvements: 

 On-Site Roadways 
 Storm Drainage 
 Onsite Sanitary Sewer 
 Water 
 LRT Stations and Other Transit Facilities 
 Parks and Open Space 
 Public Safety (Police and Fire) Facilities 

Because the total amount of other funding sources is not quantified at this time, the Finance Plan 
includes more costs in the proposed Railyards Impact Fee Program than are anticipated to 
ultimately be borne by that source.  In addition, to maintain flexibility for future land-secured 
financing, the Finance Plan did not specify at this time which Facilities costs might be funded 
through CFD bond proceeds.  Consequently, all such costs have been included in the proposed 
Plan Area Fee Program. 

Railyards Impact Fee Program Cost Allocation 

To ensure developed land uses will fund their pro-rata share of backbone infrastructure and 
public facilities, the cost of such improvements is allocated across all land uses based on the 
relative benefit received from the improvements using dwelling unit equivalent (DUE) factors. 

The purpose of allocating certain improvement costs among the various land uses is to provide 
an equitable method of funding required infrastructure.  The key to apportioning the cost of 
improvements to different land uses is the assumption that the demands placed on infrastructure 
and public facility improvements are related to land use type and that such demands can be 
stated in relative terms for all particular land uses.  It is by relating demand for facilities to land 
use types that a reasonable nexus, or relationship, can be established to apportion each land 
use’s “fair share” costs. 

A Dwelling Unit Equivalent (DUE) is a common use factor that enables the allocation of 
improvement costs among residential and nonresidential land uses.  A DUE is defined as the 
amount of facility use for each land use type relative to a single-family unit. 

Tables 6-1 and 6-2 show the basis on which costs are allocated for each type of backbone 
infrastructure to be included into the proposed Railyards Impact Fee program.  These cost 
allocation factors calculate the relative benefit by land use for each facility type based on a 
measurement of benefit received.  For example transportation costs were allocated  
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Table 6-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Cost Allocation Basis for Railyards Project Funding (2016$)

Land Use Assumptions Residential [1] Retail Office
Flexible 

Mixed-Use Office Courthouse
Kaiser 

Facilities [2] Hotel MLS Stadium Total

Developable Acres 35.88 10.31 23.02 5.82 2.50 17.41 4.41 14.74 114.09

Percent of Developable Acres 31.5% 9.0% 20.2% 5.1% 2.2% 15.3% 3.9% 12.9% 100%

Building Square Feet [3] 5,400,000 905,363 3,457,027 685,703 NA  1,168,003 1,100,000 224,726 12,940,821

Percent of Building Square Feet 41.7% 7.0% 26.7% 5.3% NA  9.0% 8.5% 1.7% 100%

Equivalent Single Family Dwelling Units (ESD) [4] 4,500 226 1,729 343 200 908 330 220 8,456

Percent of ESDs 53.2% 2.7% 20.4% 4.1% 2.4% 10.7% 3.9% 2.6% 100%

Average Daily Trips [5] 24,578 12,286 41,394 8,211 NA  25,376 5,752 10,302 127,899

Percent of Average Daily Trips 19.2% 9.6% 32.4% 6.4% NA  19.8% 4.5% 8.1% 100%

Persons Served [6] 15,720 1,132 5,762 1,143 NA  2,124 550 15 26,445

Percent of Persons Served 59.4% 4.3% 21.8% 4.3% NA  8.0% 2.1% 0.1% 100%

cost_alloc_basis

Source:  City of Sacramento, Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density 
Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by DRV -05/19/16; May 2016 Kimley-Horn Sanitary Sewer Study; EPS.

[1]  For the purposes of this analysis, residential units are assumed to be 900 square feet.
[2]  Kaiser Facilities include Hospital and Medical Office land uses.
[3]  To arrive at square footage for the MLS Stadium, a placeholder assumption of 0.35 FAR is used.
[4]  Sewage generation rates as provided by the Railyards Sanitary Sewer Master Plan prepared by Kimley-Horn and Associates, Inc. 
[5]  Gross daily trip generation of Railyards Specific Plan Update as indicated in Chapter 4.12 of the Sacramento Railyards Specific Plan Update Draft Subsequent Environmental Impact Report.  Based on zoning, MLS
      potential residential development used to derive associated trips.  An average density of 167 units per acre was assumed to arrive at the potential residential development and associated daily trips. An adjustment 
      factor specific to each land use has been applied, consistent with methodologies used in the Transportation Development Impact Fee Nexus Study which takes into account both primary and passby trips as well as 
      trip length . An adjustment factor has not been assumed for MLS Stadium.
[6]  "Persons Served" is defined as residential population plus 50% of employees.

Cost Allocation Basis
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City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Summary of Cost Allocation for Railyards Project Funding (2016$)

Item

Basis for 

Cost Allocation [1]

Proposed Railyards

Plan Area Funding Residential Retail Office
Flexible 

Mixed-Use Office Courthouse
Kaiser 

Facilities Hotel MLS Stadium

INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS

Transportation

On-Site Roadways Average Daily Trips $75,986,000 $14,602,250 $7,299,034 $24,592,762 $4,877,983  - $15,075,922 $3,417,506 $6,120,543
I-5/Richards Interchange Average Daily Trips $8,200,000 $1,575,796 $787,672 $2,653,918 $526,406  - $1,626,912 $368,799 $660,496
Freeways  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Total Transportation $84,186,000 $16,178,047 $8,086,706 $27,246,680 $5,404,389 $0 $16,702,834 $3,786,304 $6,781,039

Storm Drainage Per Developable Acre $18,485,000 $5,813,974 $1,669,846 $3,729,851 $942,998 $405,053 $2,820,789 $714,296 $2,388,193

Sanitary Sewer

On-Site Sanitary Sewer ESDs $756,000 $402,332 $20,236 $154,541 $30,653 $17,881 $81,182 $29,504 $19,670
Off-Site Sanitary Sewer  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Other Sanitary Sewer  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Total Sanitary Sewer $756,000 $402,332 $20,236 $154,541 $30,653 $17,881 $81,182 $29,504 $19,670

Water  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -

Total Infrastructure Improvements $103,427,000 $22,394,353 $9,776,789 $31,131,073 $6,378,040 $422,934 $19,604,805 $4,530,104 $9,188,902

PUBLIC FACILITY IMPROVEMENTS

LRT Stations Average Daily Trips $2,105,000 $404,518 $202,201 $681,280 $135,132  - $417,640 $94,673 $169,554
Other Transit Facilities  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Community Center/Library Persons Served $3,022,000 $1,796,408 $129,326 $658,422 $130,598  - $242,680 $62,851 $1,715
Parks and Open Space Persons Served $40,239,000 $23,919,812 $1,722,019 $8,767,116 $1,738,961  - $3,231,369 $836,889 $22,835
Surface and Structured Parking  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Schools  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Police Persons Served $7,672,000 $4,560,571 $328,321 $1,671,545 $331,552  - $616,095 $159,562 $4,354
Fire Station Persons Served $5,576,000 $3,314,617 $238,624 $1,214,877 $240,971  - $447,777 $115,969 $3,164
Total Public Facility Improvements $58,614,000 $33,995,927 $2,620,491 $12,993,240 $2,577,214 $0 $4,955,561 $1,269,945 $201,622

OTHER DEVELOPER OBLIGATIONS [2]

Affordable Housing  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Central Shops  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -  -
Total Other Developer Obligations $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Improvements and Obligations $162,041,000 $56,390,280 $12,397,280 $44,124,313 $8,955,254 $422,934 $24,560,366 $5,800,050 $9,390,523

Percent of Total 100% 34.8% 7.7% 27.2% 5.5% 0.3% 15.2% 3.6% 5.8%

"cost_alloc"

Source:  City of Sacramento, Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by DRV
 -05/19/16; May 2016 Kimley-Horn Sanitary Sewer Study; EPS.

[1]  See Table 6-1 for percent cost distribution allocations by improvement category, cost allocation method, and land use.
[2]  Other developer obligations not included in plan area fee program.

Cost Allocation
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proportionately to each land use category on based on average daily trips generated by each 
land use category.  In contrast, Public Safety facilities are allocated based on the proportionate 
resident and employee populations generated by each land use. 

The proportionate share of costs for each Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facility component 
is calculated using each land use category’s percent share of costs according to the appropriate 
cost allocation methodology as calculated in Table 6-1.  For each component of the Railyards 
Impact Fee, Table 6-2 applies the proportionate share of costs for each land use category to the 
total plan area fee program costs for that component. 

In Table 6-3, the total allocated costs by land use category are used to derive the proposed plan 
area fee per residential unit, nonresidential building square foot, hotel room and MLS stadium 
seat.  Additional administrative costs associated with completing and periodically updating the 
proposed Railyards Impact Fee Program also are included in Table 6-3. 

Railyards Impact Fee Program Implementation 

The cost allocation methodology described above will provide the basis for establishing the 
Railyards Impact Fee Program, which will replace the existing Richards/Railyards/Downtown 
development impact fee programs identified earlier in this chapter.  Updated nexus studies will 
finalize the cost allocation formulas and provide the necessary findings to update the fee 
programs.  Both the Finance Plan and the Nexus Studies will be periodically updated as more 
updated costs, funding, and land use data are available.  Owners of developing parcels will be 
required to fund their share of facility costs through the fee program or through alternative 
funding sources. 
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Table 6-3

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Proposed Plan Area Funding per Sq. Ft. for Residential and Nonresidential Land Uses

Item Residential [1] Retail Office
Flexible 

Mixed-Use Office Courthouse
Kaiser 

Facilities [2] Hotel MLS Stadium

Total Railyards Plan Area Funding [3] $162,041,000 $56,390,280 $12,397,280 $44,124,313 $8,955,254 $422,934 $24,560,366 $5,800,050 $9,390,523

Units Rooms Seats

Gross Units/Building Square Feet/Rooms/Seats [4] 6,000 905,363 3,457,027 685,703 400,000 1,168,003 1,100 22,000

Per Unit Per Room Per Seat

Railyards Plan Area Funding Per Unit/Sq. Ft./Rooms/Seats $9,398 $13.69 $12.76 $13.06 $1.06 $21.03 $5,273 $427

Plus 3.0% Administration Costs $282 $0.41 $0.38 $0.39 $0.03 $0.63 $158 $13

Total Plan Area Fee $9,680 $14.10 $13.15 $13.45 $1.09 $21.66 $5,431 $440

Downtown/Richards Blvd./Railyards Impact Fee Comparison $9,858 $13.72 $10.50 $10.50 N/A N/A N/A N/A

"sqft_alloc"

[1]  For the purposes of this analysis, residential units are assumed to be 900 square feet.
[2]  Kaiser Facilities include Hospital and Medical Office land uses.
[3]  Derived in Table 6-1.
[4]  Based on Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by 
      DRV -05/19/16 at buildout.

Source: City of Sacramento; Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by DRV -
05/19/16; EPS.

Gross Building Sq. Ft.

Cost Allocation Factors

Proposed Railyards

Plan Area Funding

Buildout

Per Building Sq. Ft.
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7. INFRASTRUCTURE COST BURDEN COMPARISON 

This chapter provides a preliminary infrastructure cost burden comparison of the Project to other 
comparable development projects in the Region, which provides a framework to initially evaluate 
the Project’s competitive position relative to other, similarly disposed projects in the region with 
which this Project may compete.  The infrastructure cost burden provides one metric to assess 
the financial feasibility of a development project, and may be combined with and augmented by 
more detailed feasibility analysis to determine the ultimate viability of vertical development. 

The infrastructure cost burden presented in this chapter includes current and proposed fees, 
estimated plan area infrastructure costs, and taxes and assessments based on a series of 
assumptions related to development prototype, building valuations, and other key variables.  The 
actual costs, unit mix, Mello-Roos bond proceeds, fees, and other factors may vary according to 
the market conditions at the time of development.  The actual sales prices of the units and major 
Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities costs at the time of development will significantly 
impact ultimate development feasibility. 

Infrastructure Burden Comparison 

The total infrastructure cost burden consists of all Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities 
costs allocated to the development plus applicable fees, including building permit processing 
fees, city and county fees, and regional fees.  The competitive developments’ facility costs have 
been estimated by EPS.  This analysis compares the standard development impact fees and the 
present value of special taxes for the following land uses: 

 Class I high-rise office 
 Retail 
 Multifamily development 

The only areas comparable to proposed development in the Project are the River District area, 
Downtown Sacramento, and the Bridge District Specific Plan in West Sacramento; other areas in 
the Region are not comparable to Railyards development. 

Caution should be exercised in using these comparisons because the infrastructure items paid for 
by these fees and special taxes may be different for the various projects.  Moreover, these costs 
represent estimates only meant to be used for general planning and comparison purposes.  
Actual fees and assessments are likely to vary from these estimates for specific parcels.  It is 
important to note that the Railyards Impact Fee does not reflect other potential funding sources 
that may defray some of the costs included in the fee.  Future funding agreement terms and 
conditions will address the application of the $85 million in OPA tax increment as well as other 
City/Successor Agency participation in funding Railyards infrastructure costs.  These discussions 
may be informed by the infrastructure cost burden comparison presented in this chapter. 

In some projects, a portion of the infrastructure costs are privately-funded, rather than being 
funded through fees and assessments.  The amount of privately-funded infrastructure is not 
included in any of these comparisons.  Land prices will be affected not only by the amount of 
fees and assessments on a parcel, but also the amount of privately-funded infrastructure 
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required.  Land secured financing is excluded from this analysis for Railyards because, if utilized, 
it is anticipated to directly offset the proposed Railyards Impact Fee funded costs. The 
Sacramento Housing Impact Fee is excluded from this analysis for multifamily because assumed 
MFR density exceeds 40 dwelling units per net acre and is therefore exempt from the fee. 

The infrastructure cost burden includes current and proposed development impact fees, including 
any plan area fees.  However, it does not include any additional infrastructure or community 
facilities that might be required as mitigation for the development projects.  The City is currently 
working on the Downtown Specific Plan and it is likely that additional infrastructure items will be 
required by future Downtown development as part of its environmental review.  The total cost 
burden would probably be determined at the time of approval of the project and could impact the 
competitiveness of Downtown development. Furthermore, the Downtown also has the highest 
land cost per square foot of any of these areas, which may affect the feasibility of development 
in the Downtown as well. 

These infrastructure burden comparisons are current as of July 2016.  Fees are constantly being 
changed which will affect the comparison results over time. Detailed infrastructure burden 
estimated are included in Appendix D.  A summary of the infrastructure burden is provided 
below: 

 Class I High-Rise Office:  As shown in Figure 7-1, Downtown has the lowest infrastructure 
cost burden per square foot followed by the River District.  The infrastructure cost burden for 
Railyards is slightly higher than River District—Railyards therefore remains generally 
competitive with the River District in terms of infrastructure cost burdens associated with 
office development.  The Bridge District infrastructure cost burden is significantly higher than 
the Sacramento projects, potentially offering Sacramento projects a competitive advantage, 
subject to other variables impacting the feasibility of development. 

 Retail:  As shown in Figure 7-2, Downtown has the lowest infrastructure cost burden per 
square foot followed by the Railyards area. The infrastructure cost burden for River District is 
slightly higher than Railyards, offering Railyards a very slight competitive advantage.  Similar 
to office development, the Bridge District infrastructure cost burden is considerably higher 
than the Sacramento projects. 

 High-Density Multifamily Residential:  As shown in Figure 7-3, the Downtown has the 
lowest infrastructure cost burden per building square foot followed by the River District area. 
The infrastructure burden for Railyards is higher than River District, which could impact the 
Railyards ability to attract competitive multifamily development.  The Bridge District 
infrastructure cost burden is again significantly higher than the Sacramento projects. 

As mentioned previously, myriad other factors will affect the financial feasibility of Project 
development.  Market positioning, valuation, and absorption all factor into the viability of vertical 
development and competitive advantages or disadvantages relative to other projects in the 
region.  This preliminary infrastructure cost burden comparison offers one metric by which the 
competitive position and financial feasibility of the project may be evaluated. 
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Figure 7-1
Infrastructure Burden Comparison for Class I
High-Rise Office Building
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Figure 7-2
Infrastructure Burden Comparison for Retail Building
1 Acre Site, 130,950 Sq. Ft. 
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Figure 7-3
Infrastructure Burden Comparison for Multifamily
2 Acres, 200 Unit Complex, and 900-Sq. Ft. per Unit
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8. FINANCING SOURCES FOR SERVICES AND ONGOING 

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE 

Ra i l ya rds  Ma in tena nce  CFD  

As set forth in the Specific Plan, the City required the Project provide annual funding for the 
ongoing operation and maintenance of certain Backbone Infrastructure and Public Facilities.  The 
Project had a condition of approval dating back to the 2007 entitlements requiring formation of a 
Services Mello-Roos CFD prior to the first final map within the Project. 

To satisfy that condition, in December 2014, the City and then property owner formed the City of 
Sacramento CFD No. 2014-4 (Railyards Maintenance).  Authorized services to be funded through 
the levy and collection of special taxes include the following services: 

1. Inspection, repair, and maintenance, including utility costs, of roadway facilities, transit 
facilities, and bike and pedestrian paths. 

2. Inspection, repair, and maintenance, including utility costs, of parks, parkways, bike trails, 
and open space. 

3. Inspection, repair, and maintenance, including utility costs, of water-quality facilities, 
stormwater drainage facilities, water fountains, and other water features. 

4. Capital repair and maintenance of the area known as the West Tunnel and appurtenances. 

5. Miscellaneous costs related to any of the items described above, including planning, 
engineering, and legal and administration costs. 

6. The levy of special taxes to accumulate funds for anticipated future repair or replacement 
costs of facilities maintained by the CFD, as determined by the CFD administrator. 

Total annual costs in the base year of Fiscal Year 2015-16 equaled approximately $1.3 million.  
The three most significant cost items include approximately $716,000 for parks maintenance, 
$268,000 for transportation facilities, and $206,000 for City contract administration and cost 
contingencies. 

Although the Project is anticipated to be entitled for as many as approximately 10,000 residential 
units and as much as 6.9 million nonresidential square feet, it is uncertain whether that 
maximum buildout potential might be reached.  To be conservative, the CFD analysis is based on 
assumptions of approximately 3,400 market-rate units, 600 affordable units, and up to 
3.0 million square feet in the Project.  Given the developed maximum special tax rates in 
Table 8-1, developed parcels in the Project are capable of generating approximately $1.5 million 
annually, or approximately 110 percent of the projected annual costs of $1.3 million. 

Table 8-1 shows the Fiscal Year 2015-16 maximum annual special taxes for undeveloped land 
and for developed property. 
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Table 8-1

Railyards Maintenance Community Facilities District 2014-04

Land Special Tax and Developed Special Tax - Base Year 2015-16

Base Year

Special Tax

Tax Category Rate

Developed Special Tax Rates FY 2015-16 [1]

 Residential Uses

      Market Rate per Dwelling Unit $260.00

      Affordable per Dwelling Unit $0.00

Nonresidential Uses

      Nonresidential Uses per Building Area $0.19

   Other Land Use Parcels   per land square foot $0.42

Land Special Tax Rate   per land square foot $0.42

att 1"

[1]  Developed Special Tax per Unit or Building Area is increased by the Tax
      Escalation Factor in each Fiscal Year after the Base Year, 2015-16.
      The Tax Escalation Factor is equal to the percentage change in the Consumer
      Price Index for the prior calendar year over the preceding calendar year, 
      not to exceed 4% for any Fiscal Year.

Prepared by EPS  10/17/2016 P:\132000\132121 Sacramento Railyards 2013 Update\Maintenance CFD\1 Current Files\Railyards CFD m6.xlsx
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9. FINANCE PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION AND ADMINISTRATION 

F ina nc e  Program Imp lem enta t ion  

Implementation of the Financing Program will require several additional City policy 
determinations and actions, including the following items: 

1. Approval of a Development Agreement between the City and Project applicant. 

2. Approval of “business terms” related to City participation in funding of Backbone 
Infrastructure and Public Facilities. 

3. Implementation of the Railyards Impact Fee program. 

4. Formation of one or more land-secured financing districts to fund a portion of Backbone 
Infrastructure and Public Facilities. 

F ina nc e  Program Admin i s t ra t ion  

This chapter describes the current infrastructure financing program for the Railyards.  It is 
anticipated that the infrastructure Finance Plan and related Nexus Study will need to be 
periodically updated as new information becomes available. 

Cha nges  in  the  Cap i ta l  Im provement  P rogram  and  
F ina nc ing  P rograms  

The Finance Plan principles outlined in Chapter 1 require that the as the Finance Plan is 
implemented, infrastructure costs and available funding sources will be reevaluated on a regular 
basis as they are anticipated to change as development occurs.  Changes in the actual or 
assumed facilities cost estimates or funding should be reevaluated in the context of the overall 
financing strategy to ensure required funding is available when needed. 

Possible refinements are listed below: 

 New or revised infrastructure projects. 

 New cost information based on actual construction costs, updated engineering estimates, or 
changes in the land use plan. 

 New funding source data. 

 Inflation adjustments to cost and funding data. 

 Land use changes to the Project. 

Changes in the financing program could include higher or lower cost estimates, as well as 
changes in funding sources.  Costs and funding sources also will need to be adjusted annually to 
reflect inflation costs because information contained in the Finance Plan is shown in year 2016 
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dollars.  Changing market conditions also may permit an increased funding burden on private 
development. 

Annua l  In f l a t i on  Ad jus tment  

Annual adjustments to costs and funding sources will be made using either a cost benchmarking 
methodology (Benchmark Change) or application of an inflation index.  If, for the year in 
question, the difference between the Benchmark Change methodology and the selected index is 
five or more percentage points, then the City will use the Benchmark Change to adjust costs for 
uncompleted Improvements.  Otherwise, the City will adjust costs for those facilities using the 
percentage change in the selected index. 

Under the Benchmark Change methodology, the city would engage a third party professional 
engineering consultant to estimate the costs of all remaining Public Improvements.  The 
Benchmark Change would reflect the percentage change in the estimated costs of uncompleted 
Improvements on a year to year basis. 

Cost adjustments based on the application of an inflation index will be based on the percentage 
change in the Engineering News Record Construction Cost Index (ENR-CCI) on an annual basis.  
The City may also consider the use of the Caltrans index, or a combination of the ENR-CCI and 
the Caltrans index to adjust the costs of transportation facilities. 

Specific procedures for annual cost inflation adjustments will be specified in the Nexus Study 
establishing the Railyards Impact Fee. 

Re imbursem ents  a nd  Fee  C red i t s  

Under the City’s capital improvement policy, the City and individual developers may agree to 
have developers build or advance-fund certain facilities contained in the CIP.  The facilities 
advance-funded or built may be part of the fee program or funded by non-fee revenues.  In the 
case of such an agreement, developers should receive a reimbursement or fee credit based on 
the terms of the agreement.  Infrastructure projects that are the financial responsibility of the 
developer (i.e., designated as private capital) are not subject to reimbursement or fee credits. 

For instance, if a developer constructs and funds the extension of a roadway contained in the fee 
program, then the developer would be eligible for a reimbursement or fee credit up to the 
amount of funding that was to be included in the fee program.  In such an instance, the City and 
developer would come to agreement before the improvement construction to determine the 
amount, timing, and manner of repayment of the advance funding—fee credit or reimbursement.  
The City will establish a set of procedures to manage reimbursement/credit agreements.  The 
procedures could include forms of any agreement and accounting procedures to manage the 
reimbursement/credit program. 
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Table A-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Railyards Specific Plan Land Use Summary

Units/ Units/ Units/
Land Use Rooms  Area Rooms  Area Rooms  Area 

RESIDENTIAL LAND USES

Multifamily [1] [2] units square feet units square feet units square feet

Owner Occupied 0 0 1,290 1,161,000 1,290 1,161,000
Renter Occupied 240 216,000 3,970 3,573,000 4,210 3,789,000
Affordable [3] 60 54,000 440 396,000 500 450,000
Subtotal Multifamily 300 270,000 5,700 5,130,000 6,000 5,400,000

Total Residential 300 270,000 5,700 5,130,000 6,000 5,400,000

NONRESIDENTIAL LAND USES

Retail [4]

Regional [5] -                    462,228 462,228
Neighborhood/Other -                    250,283 250,283
Flexible Mixed-Use - Retail [6] -                    192,851 192,851
Subtotal Retail 0 905,363 905,363

Office

Office -                    3,457,027 3,457,027
Subtotal Office 0 3,457,027 3,457,027

Flexible Mixed-Use Office

Flexible (Historic and Cultural) [5] -                    107,149 107,149
Other Flexible [6] -                    578,554 578,554
Subtotal Flexible Mixed-Use 0 685,703 685,703

Courthouse -                    400,000 400,000

Kaiser Facilities

Hospital 658,003 -                658,003
Medical Office 510,000 -                510,000
Subtotal Kaiser Facilities 1,168,003 0 1,168,003

Hotel [7] rooms rooms rooms

Select Service Hotel -          -                    650 650,000 650 650,000
High-end Hotel -          -                    450 450,000 450 450,000
Subtotal Hotel 0 0 1,100 1,100,000 1,100 1,100,000

seats seats seats

MLS Stadium 22,000 -              22,000

Historic and Cultural square feet square feet square feet

Museum -                    180,000 180,000
acres acres acres

Open Space -                    28.47 28.47

lu

[1]  Multifamily residential units are assumed to be market rate unless otherwise specified, with 25% owner-occupied and 75% 
       renter-occupied, according to LDK Ventures. This analysis uses the lower end of the range of estimated residential development  
       provided by DRV.
[2]  Multifamily residential units are assumed to average 900 square feet.
[3]  Assumes 60 affordable units would be built in the Initial Phase and 240 affordable units in the Remaining Phase according to DRV.
[4]  Retail uses designated as Historic and Cultural as well as retail occurring on lots south of Railyards Blvd. and west of 5th St. are assumed 
      to be region-serving.  All other retail is included in the Neighborhood/Other category unless otherwise specified.
[5]  For this analysis, Flexible (Historic and Cultural) is assumed to be 25% regional retail and 75% office.
[6]  For this analysis, Other Flex is considered to be 25% retail and 75% office.
[7]  Assumes 1,000 square feet per hotel room.

Initial Phase Remaining Phases Buildout

Source: City of Sacramento; Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; 
Sacramento Railyards Internal Draft Land Use/Density Allocation Option 1 No Berm provided by DRV -05/19/16.
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Table A-2

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Summary of Persons Served

Item  Assumption 

General Demographic Characteristics January 1, 2016

Estimate

City of Sacramento

Population [1] 485,683
Employees [2] 345,000
Persons Served [3] 658,183

Railyards Estimates [4]

Population 15,720
Employees 22,903
Persons Served [3] 27,172

"persons served"

Source: California Department of Finance; US Census Bureau, OnTheMap, and LEHD Origin  
Destination Employment Statistics; EPS.

[1]  California Department of Finance population estimate for January 1, 2016.

      CA in 2015. California EDD reports an annual average growth rate of 2.96% since 2014
      for the Sacramento MSA. EPS escalated 2015 employment figure to arrive at 2016 
      employment estimate, adjusted by an additional 10% to account for self-employed 
      workers, and rounded to the nearest hundred employees.
[3]  "Persons Served" is defined as residential population plus 50% of employees.
[4] See Table A-3 and Table A-4 for detail. 

[2]  US Census Onthemap.ces.census.gov estimated a total of 304,609 jobs in Sacramento

Prepared by EPS  10/17/2016 P:\162000\162077 Sacramento RY Financing Plan\Models\162077 Railyard Financing Plan m8.xlsx
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Table A-3

Sacramento Railyards Fiscal Impact Analysis

Fiscal Impact Analysis

Land Use Assumptions For Proposed Development (2016$)

Units/
Rooms [1] Area

Residential Land Uses Units Sq. Ft. 

Multifamily - Owner Occupied Dwelling Unit 1,290 1,161,000 [4] 2.62
Multifamily - Renter Occupied Dwelling Unit 4,210 3,789,000 [4] 2.62
Multifamily - Affordable Dwelling Unit 500 450,000 [4] 2.62
Subtotal Residential 6,000 5,400,000

Nonresidential Land Uses

Retail [5] Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft.

Regional (Historic and Cultural) Square Feet 462,228 400
Neighborhood/Other Square Feet 250,283 400
Flexible Mixed-Use - Retail [6] Square Feet 192,851 400
Subtotal Retail 905,363

Office

Office Square Feet 3,457,027 300
Subtotal Office 3,457,027

Flexible Mixed-Use

Flexible (Historic and Cultural) [7] Square Feet 107,149 300
Other Flexible [6] Square Feet 578,554 300
Subtotal Flexible Mixed-Use 685,703

Courthouse Square Feet 400,000 300

Kaiser Facilities

Hospital Square Feet 658,003 275
Medical Office Square Feet 510,000 275
Subtotal Kaiser Facilities 1,168,003

Museum [8] Square Feet 180,000 1,500

Total Square Footage 6,796,095

Hotel [9] Rooms

Select Service Hotel Per room 650 650,000 [10] 1,000
High-end Hotel Per room 450 450,000 [10] 1,000
Subtotal Hotel

seats Seats

MLS Stadium [11] Stadium Seats 22,000 733
acres

Open Space [8] Acres 28.47

"lu_assumps"

Source: City of Sacramento; Sacramento Railyards Land Use/Density Allocation EIR Analysis Scenario Option 1 provided by DRV - 05/13/16; EPS.

[1]  Multifamily residential units are assumed to be market rate unless otherwise specified, with 25% owner-occupied and 75% renter-occupied.
[2]  Based on the average household size for the City of Sacramento according to the 2010 US Census.  
[3]  Based on employee generation rates in the Sacramento Railyards SEIR.
[4]  Residential units are assumed to be 900 square feet. 
[5]  Assumes specific destination retail lots to be region-serving. All other retail is included in the neighborhood/other category unless otherwise specified.
[6]  For this analysis, Other Flex is considered to be 25% retail and 75% office.
[7]  For this analysis, Flexible (Historic and Cultural) is considered to be 100% office.
[8]  This land use is assumed to be non-taxable. 
[9]  The project is proposed to include hotel development encompassing 1,100 hotel rooms. While it is likely that the project's hotels will contain retail, the  

     quantity and type of retail has not been identified at this date.  To provide a conservative estimate,  this analysis does not incorporate hotel retail into the
     retail space method. 

[10]  Hotel land uses assume a 1,000 square feet of building space per room.
[11]  Based on projected 30 full-time employees as identified in the Sacramento Railyards SEIR.

Description

Development at Buildout

Persons 

per

Unit  [2]

Area per 

Employee [3]Land Use
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City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Estimated Residential and Employee Population by Phase

  Land Use

Initial
Phase 1B

Remaining
Phases Buildout

Residential Land Uses [1]

Multifamily - Owner Occupied 0 -           3,380 3,380
Multifamily - Renter Occupied 629 -           10,401 11,030
Multifamily - Affordable 157 -           1,153 1,310
Total Residential 786 0 14,934 15,720

Nonresidential Uses [1]

Retail

Regional (Historic and Cultural) -           727 1,156 1,156
Neighborhood/Other -           0 626 626
Flexible Mixed-Use - Retail -           87 482 482
Subtotal Retail 0 813 2,263 2,263

Office

Office -           2,273 11,523 11,523
Subtotal Office 0 2,273 11,523 11,523

Flexible Mixed-Use

Flexible (Historic and Cultural) -           357 357 357
Other Flexible -           346 1,929 1,929
Subtotal Flexible Mixed-Use 0 703 2,286 2,286

Courthouse -           -           1,333 1,333

Kaiser Facilities

Hospital 2,393 -           -            2,393
Medical Office 1,855 -           -            1,855
Subtotal Kaiser Facilities 4,247 0 0 4,247

Museum -           120 120 120

Hotel

Select Service Hotel -           -           650 650
High-End Hotel -           -           450 450
Subtotal Hotel 0 0 1,100 1,100

MLS Stadium 30 -           -            30

Total Nonresidential 4,277 3,910 18,626 22,903

Total Residential and Nonresidential Population 5,063 3,910 33,560 38,623

Total Cumulative Persons Served [2] 2,925 1,955 24,247 27,172

"pop_empl"

Source: EPS.

[1]  Based on persons per dwelling unit and employee per sq. ft. factors identified in Table A-3.
[2]  "Total Persons Served" is defined as 100% of residential population and 50% of employees.

Phase

Residents

Employees
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Table A-5

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Average Daily Trip Calculation for MLS Stadium and Residential Zoning

Item Formula MLS Stadium 

Potential 
Residential 

Development

MLS Stadium Average Daily Trips

MLS Matches per Year a 30
Total Trips per MLS Match d 21,110
Non-match Days per Year c = 365 - a 335
Total Trips per Non-match Day d 200
Total Annual Trips = (a*b) + (c* 700,300
Average Daily Trips f = e/365 1,919

Railyards Project

Average Residential Density (units per acre) g 167
Number of Units h 6,000
Avg. Daily Residential Trips i 25,080
Avg. Daily Residential Trips per unit j = i / h 4.18

MLS Stadium Land Acres k 14.74
Potential Residential Units l = k * g 2,465
Potential Daily Residential Trips m = l * j 10,302

Average Daily Trips 1,919 10,302

Total Average Daily Trips for Sacramento Railyards 169,961 178,328

Percent of Total Trips 1.13% 5.78%

MLS_ADT

Source: Sacramento Railyards DSEIR, June 2015; EPS.

Average Daily Trip Calculation
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Table B-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

On-Site Roadway Improvements Summary by Phase (2016$) 

On-Site Roadway Improvements Estimated Costs

Estimated

TDIF Credits Other Funding Net Costs

Completed Improvements

Phase One Construction 5th & Railyards Blvd $41,906,777 -                              ($41,906,777) -                      
Phase One Construction 5th & Railyards Blvd (equity component) $6,171,133 -                              -                           $6,171,133
Unit 1 F Street $1,534,249 -                              ($1,534,249) -                      
Unit 1 G Street $2,171,280 -                              ($2,171,280) -                      
Unit 1 7th Street $560,533 -                              ($560,533) -                      
Railyards Temporary Construction $214,000 -                              -                           $214,000
6th Street Bridges [1] $7,300,000 -                              ($7,300,000) -                      
6 Street [1] $7,700,000 -                              ($7,700,000) -                      
7th Street [1] $23,000,000 -                              ($23,000,000) -                      
Subtotal Completed Improvements $90,557,972 $0 ($84,172,839) $6,385,133

Initial Phase

Common Improvements

Bercut from South Side of Pump Station to South Park Drive $3,538,126 -                              -                           $3,538,126
Interim Traffic Signal at Railyards Boulevard and Jibboom Street [1] $375,000 -                              -                           $375,000
6th Street Buffered Bike Lanes $779,304 -                              -                           $779,304
Bike lane easement area Railyards to 6th Street $314,068 -                              -                           $314,068
Subtotal Common Improvements $5,006,497 $0 $0 $5,006,497

MLS

N B Street 7th Street to 8th Street $1,462,138 -                              -                           $1,462,138
N B Street 8th to 10th $1,993,968 -                              -                           $1,993,968
N B Street 6th to 7th $418,866 -                              -                           $418,866
S Park 6th to 7th $2,272,782 -                              -                           $2,272,782
6th Street Raillyards to NB $3,685,748 -                              -                           $3,685,748
Railyards Blvd 7th Street  to 10th Street $5,417,285 -                              -                           $5,417,285
10th Street To Boundary $1,840,116 -                              -                           $1,840,116
Extension Of 10th Street $1,069,409 -                              -                           $1,069,409
8th Street $3,894,377 -                              -                           $3,894,377
Subtotal MLS $22,054,689 $0 $0 $22,054,689

Housing Between 5th and 6th

Camille 5th to 6th $1,437,588 -                              -                           $1,437,588
Subtotal Housing Between 5th and 6th $1,437,588 $0 $0 $1,437,588

Kaiser

South Park Drive Bercut to 5th $5,478,781 -                              -                           $5,478,781
5th Street Railyards to N B street $5,156,104 -                              -                           $5,156,104
Shift Lanes Railyards $482,840 -                              -                           $482,840
Subtotal Kaiser $11,117,726 $0 $0 $11,117,726

Total Initial Phase $39,616,500 $0 $0 $39,616,500

Remaining Phases

Central Shops

Camille Bercut to 5th $6,770,359 -                              -                           $6,770,359
Stanford Street $3,749,920 -                              -                           $3,749,920
Stevens Private Street $1,062,079 -                              ($1,062,079) -                      
Stevens 5th Street to 6th Street $882,770 -                              -                           $882,770
Bercut from South  of Pump Station $3,152,892 -                              -                           $3,152,892
Subtotal Central Shops $15,618,021 $0 ($1,062,079) $14,555,942

Common Improvements

Huntington Street $1,247,273 -                              -                           $1,247,273
Judah Street $1,573,507 -                              -                           $1,573,507
N B Street 5th to 6th $2,588,790 -                              -                           $2,588,790
Railyards Blvd 10 Street to 12 Street $2,535,575 -                              -                           $2,535,575
South Park 5th to 6th $3,464,098 -                              -                           $3,464,098
7th Street Widening $4,020,103 -                              -                           $4,020,103
Subtotal Common Improvements $15,429,346 $0 $0 $15,429,346

Total Remaining Phases $31,047,368 $0 ($1,062,079) $29,985,288

Total On-Site Roadway Improvements at Buildout $161,221,839 $0 ($85,234,918) $75,986,921

improve_onsite_roadways

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group

[1]  Added to Baker Williams Engineering Group cost estimate per information provided by the City of Sacramento.  

Roads
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Table B-2

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Drainage Improvements Cost Summary by Phase (2016$)

Drainage Improvements Estimated Cost

Estimated

Drainage Credits Net Costs

Initial Phase

Common Improvements

 Drainage Pump Station $15,000,000 -                                $15,000,000
Berm Replacement Contour & 7th Street Gate $1,480,050 -                                $1,480,050
Subtotal Common Improvements $16,480,050 $0 $16,480,050

MLS Improvements

Replace Drain Line Railyards $574,080 -                                $574,080
Subtotal MLS $574,080 $0 $574,080

Total Initial Phase $17,054,130 $0 $17,054,130

Remaining Phases

Drain Line SOTA $1,430,805 -                                $1,430,805
Subtotal Remaining Phases $1,430,805 $0 $1,430,805

Total Drainage Improvements at Buildout $18,484,935 $0 $18,484,935

improve_drainage

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group

Drainage
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Table B-3

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Sewer Improvements Summary by Phase (2016$) [1]

Sewer Improvements Estimated Cost

Estimated

CSS Credits [1] Other Funding Net Costs Estimated Cost

Estimated

CSS Credits Other Funding Net Costs

Completed Sewer Improvements

Trunk Sewer Bercut To 7th Street $827,161 -                                ($827,161) -                          -                          -                          -                          -                          
Subtotal Completed Sewer Improvements $827,161 $0 ($827,161) $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Initial Phase

Common Improvements

Trunk Sewer Railyards To 3rd Street $954,116 ($492,897) -                            $461,220 -                          -                          -                          -                          
3rd Street Sewer [3] -                              -                                -                            -                          $10,500,000 ($9,000,000) ($1,500,000) [2] -                          
Subtotal Common Improvements $954,116 ($492,897) $0 $461,220 $10,500,000 ($9,000,000) ($1,500,000) $0

MLS

Trunk Sewer 7th Street to the end of 10 Street $610,349 ($315,306) -                            $295,043 -                          -                          -                          -                          
Subtotal MLS $610,349 ($315,306) $0 $295,043 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Initial Phase $1,564,465 ($808,203) $0 $756,262 $10,500,000 ($9,000,000) ($1,500,000) $0

Remaining Phases $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Sewer Improvements at Buildout $2,391,626 ($808,203) ($827,161) $756,262 $10,500,000 ($9,000,000) ($1,500,000) $0

improve_sewer

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group; City of Sacramento.

[1]  Preliminary cost estimates and credit assumptions are subject to change based on further discussion between Applicant and City.
[2]  Reflects oversizing component of trunk sewer improvements. Under the development scenario being analyzed, the River District share of the sewer improvement costs would be 51.66%, which will be funded by CSS fee payments.
[3]  Assumes EDA grant funding.  If EDA grant funding is not secured, entire $10.5 million is eligible for CSS credits.

Sewer

Onsite Sewer Offsite Sewer
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Table B-4

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Water Improvements Summary by Phase (2016$)

Water Improvements Estimated Cost

Estimated

Water Credits Net Costs

Initial Phase -                              -                                -                            

Remaining Phases

7th Street Water Line $813,280 ($813,280) -                            
Subtotal Remaining Phases $813,280 ($813,280) $0

Total Water Improvements at Buildout $813,280 ($813,280) $0

improve_water

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group

Water
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Table B-5

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Light Rail Transit Improvements Summary by Phase (2016$)

Light Rail Transit Improvements Estimated Cost Estimated Credits Net Costs

Initial Phase

MLS

East RT Station $2,104,960 -                                $2,104,960
Subtotal MLS $2,104,960 $0 $2,104,960

Total Initial Phase $2,104,960 $0 $2,104,960

Remaining Phases $0 $0 $0

Total Light Rail Transit Improvements at Buildout $2,104,960 $0 $2,104,960

improve_LRT

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group

Light Rail
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Table B-6

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Parks Improvements Summary by Phase (2016$)

Parks Improvements Estimated Cost

Estimated Park

Impact Fee Credits Other Funding Net Costs

Initial Phase (Required for MLS)

Required for MLS

South Park  Paseo $1,276,948 ($395,346) -                            $881,602
Subtotal Initial Phase $1,276,948 ($395,346) $0 $881,602

Remaining Phases

Central Shops

Plaza $14,887,050 ($2,212,669) -                            $12,674,381
Lot 30 Plaza (State Parks footprint) [1] $19,401,975 -                                ($19,401,975) $0
Lot 32 Plaza (State Parks Museum) [1] $3,579,400 -                                ($3,579,400) $0
Relocate Clean Up System (Placeholder Estimate Provided by DRV) $5,000,000 -                                -                            $5,000,000
Subtotal Central Shops $42,868,425 ($2,212,669) ($22,981,375) $17,674,381

Other Park Improvements

Lot 1 Under I-5 experience $609,840 ($90,641) -                            $519,199
Lot 31 Under I-5 experience $2,330,460 ($346,377) -                            $1,984,083
Lot 34 Riverfront Park $1,208,790 ($179,663) -                            $1,029,127
Lot 35 Sac River Connection $5,597,460 ($831,953) -                            $4,765,507
Lot 60 Vista Connector to 4Way $457,380 ($67,981) -                            $389,399
Vista Park $12,127,104 ($1,802,457) -                            $10,324,647
Park Lot 58A $631,620 ($93,878) -                            $537,742
Park Lot 57A $261,360 ($38,846) -                            $222,514
Park Lot 68 $1,644,390 ($244,406) -                            $1,399,984
Park Lot 70 $598,950 ($89,022) -                            $509,928
Subtotal Other Park Improvements $25,467,354 ($3,785,224) $0 $21,682,130

Total Remaining Phases $68,335,779 ($5,997,892) ($22,981,375) $39,356,512

Total Park Improvements at Buildout $69,612,727 ($6,393,238) ($22,981,375) $40,238,114

improve_parks

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group; City of Sacramento.

[1]  Assumes State Parks development are the same standard as the remainder of plan.

Parks
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BAKER WILLIAMS ENGINEERING GROUP 
 6020 RUTLAND DRIVE # 19

CARMICHAEL CA 95608
 916-331-4336

DRAFT
Page 1 of 2

Table B-7

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Preliminary Cost Opinion Provided by Baker Williams Engineering Group

Item Description Estimate Source HCD DRV Fees Other Total
Complete

1.00 Phase One Construction 5th & Railyards Blvd 41,906,777                      HCD 41,906,777    -                -                -                41,906,777    
1.00 Phase One Construction 5th & Railyards Blvd (equity component) 6,171,133                        DRV -                6,171,133      -                -                6,171,133      
2.00 Unit 1 F Street 1,534,249                        HCD 1,534,249      -                -                -                1,534,249      
3.00 Unit 1 G Street 2,171,280                        HCD 2,171,280      -                -                -                2,171,280      
4.00 Unit 1 7Th Street 560,533                           HCD 560,533         -                -                -                560,533         
5.00 Railyards Temporary Construction 214,000                           DRV -                214,000         -                -                214,000         
6.00 Trunk Sewer Bercut To 7th Street 827,161                           HCD 827,161         -                -                -                827,161         

Sub Total 53,385,133                      -               47,000,000    6,385,133      -                -                53,385,133    

Required for first Phase
1.00 3rd Street Sewer 10,500,000                      Fees -                -                10,500,000    -                10,500,000    
2.00 Trunk Sewer Railyards To 3rd Street 954,116                           DRV -                954,116         -                -                954,116         
3.00 Bercut from South Side of Pump Station to South Park Drive 3,538,126                        DRV -                3,538,126      -                -                3,538,126      
4.00  Drainage Pump Station 15,000,000                      DRV -                15,000,000    -                -                15,000,000    
5.00 Berm Replacement Contour & 7th Street Gate 1,480,050                        DRV -                1,480,050      -                -                1,480,050      
6.00 6th Street Buffered Bike Lanes 779,304                           DRV -                779,304         -                -                779,304         
7.00 Bike lane easement area Railyards to 6th Street 314,068                           DRV -                314,068         -                -                314,068         

Sub Total 32,565,664                      -               -                22,065,664    10,500,000    -                32,565,664    

MLS
1.00 N B Street 7th Street to 8th Street 1,462,138                        DRV -                1,462,138      -                -                1,462,138      
2.00 N B Street 8th to 10th 1,993,968                        DRV -                1,993,968      -                -                1,993,968      
3.00 N B Street 6th to 7th 418,866                           -               -                418,866         -                -                418,866         
4.00 S Park 6th to 7th 2,272,782                        -               -                2,272,782      -                -                2,272,782      
5.00 6th Street Raillyards to NB 3,685,748                        -               -                3,685,748      -                -                3,685,748      
6.00 Railyards Blvd 7th Street  to 10th Street 5,417,285                        DRV -                5,417,285      -                -                5,417,285      
7.00 South Park  Paseo 1,276,948                        DRV/Fees -                881,602         395,346         -                1,276,948      
8.00 Trunk Sewer 7th Street to the end of 10 Street 610,349                           DRV -                610,349         -                -                610,349         
9.00 10th Street To Boundary 1,840,116                        DRV -                1,840,116      -                -                1,840,116      
10.00 Extension Of 10th Street 1,069,409                        DRV -                1,069,409      -                -                1,069,409      
11.00 8th Street 3,894,377                        DRV -                3,894,377      -                -                3,894,377      
12.00 East RT Station 2,104,960                        DRV -                2,104,960      -                -                2,104,960      
13.00 Replace Drain Line Railyards 574,080                           DRV -                574,080         -                -                574,080         

Sub Total 26,621,025                      -               -                26,225,679    395,346         -                26,621,025    

Housing Between 5th & 6th
1.00 Camille 5th to 6th 1,437,588                        DRV -                1,437,588      -                -                1,437,588      

Sub Total 1,437,588                        -               -                1,437,588      -                -                1,437,588      

Kaiser
1.00 South Park Drive Bercut to 5th 5,478,781                        DRV -                5,478,781      -                -                5,478,781      
2.00 5th Street Railyards to N B street 5,156,104                        DRV -                5,156,104      -                -                5,156,104      
3.00 Shift Lanes Railyards 482,840                           DRV -                482,840         -                -                482,840         

Sub Total 11,117,726                      -               -                11,117,726    -                -                11,117,726    

Central Shops
1.00 Camille Bercut to 5th 6,770,359                        DRV -                6,770,359      -                -                6,770,359      
2.00 Stanford Street 3,749,920                        DRV -                3,749,920      -                -                3,749,920      
3.00 Stevens Private Street 1,062,079                        DRV -                1,062,079      -                -                1,062,079      
4.00 Stevens 5th Street to 6th Street 882,770                           DRV -                882,770         -                -                882,770         
5.00 Bercut from South  of Pump Station 3,152,892                        DRV -                3,152,892      -                -                3,152,892      
6.00 Plaza 14,887,050                      DRV -                12,674,381    2,212,669      -                14,887,050    
7.00 Lot 30 Plaza (State Parks footprint) 19,401,975                      Other -                -                -                19,401,975    19,401,975    

Sacramento Railyards 
Preliminary Opinion of Cost

13‐Oct‐16
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BAKER WILLIAMS ENGINEERING GROUP 
 6020 RUTLAND DRIVE # 19

CARMICHAEL CA 95608
 916-331-4336

DRAFT
Page 2 of 2

Table B-7

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Preliminary Cost Opinion Provided by Baker Williams Engineering Group

Sacramento Railyards 
Preliminary Opinion of Cost

13‐Oct‐16

Lot 32 Plaza (State Parks Museum) 3,579,400                        Other -                -                -                3,579,400      3,579,400      
8.00 Relocate Clean Up System (Placeholder Estimate Provided by DRV) 5,000,000                        DRV -                5,000,000      -                -                5,000,000      

Sub Total 58,486,446                      -               -                33,292,403    2,212,669      22,981,375    58,486,446    

R‐ Remainder
1.00 Drain Line SOTA 1,430,805                        DRV -                1,430,805      -                -                1,430,805      
2.00 Huntington Street 1,247,273                        DRV -                1,247,273      -                -                1,247,273      
3.00 Judah Street 1,573,507                        DRV -                1,573,507      -                -                1,573,507      
4.00 N B Street 5th to 6th 2,588,790                        DRV -                2,588,790      -                -                2,588,790      
5.00 Railyards Blvd 10 Street to 12 Street 2,535,575                        DRV -                2,535,575      -                -                2,535,575      
6.00 Site Grading 17,143,913                      Other -                -                -                17,143,913    17,143,913    
7.00 South Park 5th to 6th 3,464,098                        DRV -                3,464,098      -                -                3,464,098      
8.00 7th Street Water Line 813,280                           DRV -                813,280         -                -                813,280         
9.00 7th Street Widening 4,020,103                        DRV -                4,020,103      -                -                4,020,103      
10.00 Lot 1 Under I-5 experience 609,840                           DRV/Fees -                519,199         90,641           -                609,840         
11.00 Lot 31 Under I-5 experience 2,330,460                        DRV/Fees -                1,984,083      346,377         -                2,330,460      
12.00 Lot 34 Riverfront Park 1,208,790                        DRV/Fees -                1,029,127      179,663         -                1,208,790      
13.00 Lot 35 Sac River Connection 5,597,460                        DRV/Fees -                4,765,507      831,953         -                5,597,460      
14.00 Lot 60 Vista Connector to 4Way 457,380                           DRV/Fees -                389,399         67,981           -                457,380         
15.00 Vista Park 12,127,104                      DRV/Fees -                10,324,647    1,802,457      -                12,127,104    
16.00 Park Lot 58A 631,620                           DRV/Fees -                537,742         93,878           -                631,620         
17.00 Park Lot 57A 261,360                           DRV/Fees -                222,514         38,846           -                261,360         
18.00 Park Lot 68 1,644,390                        DRV/Fees -                1,399,984      244,406         -                1,644,390      
19.00 Park Lot 70 598,950                           DRV/Fees -                509,928         89,022           -                598,950         

Sub Total 60,284,697                      -               -                39,355,561    3,785,224      17,143,913    60,284,697    

Total left to build 190,513,146                        ‐                  ‐                    133,494,621   16,893,238     40,125,288     190,513,146  

Grand Total 243,898,279                        ‐                  47,000,000     139,879,754   16,893,238     40,125,288     243,898,279  

engineer cost est

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group

THE ESTIMATE IS BASED ON PRELIMINARY UNAPPROVED PLANS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.  WHILE THIS INFORMATION IS DEEMED 
RELIABLE, THE OWNER, ITS AGENTS, ENGINEERS, AND CONSULTANTS MAKE NO GUARANTIES OR WARRANTIES EITHER WRITTEN OR IMPLIED AS TO THE 
ACCURACY OF THE ESTIMATE. THE ESTIMATE SHOULD BE CAREFULLY VERIFIED BY ANY PROSPECTIVE BUYER OR INTERESTED PARTY.
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Table B-8

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Summary of Completed Improvements

Completed Improvements Estimated Costs

Onsite Roadways

Phase One Construction 5th & Railyards Blvd $41,906,777
Phase One Construction 5th & Railyards Blvd (equity component) $6,171,133
Unit 1 F Street $1,534,249
Unit 1 G Street $2,171,280
Unit 1 7th Street $560,533
Railyards Temporary Construction $214,000
6th Street Bridges $7,300,000
6 Street $7,700,000
7th Street $23,000,000
Subtotal Onsite Roadways $90,557,972

I-5/Richards Interchange (Interim Improvements) $13,000,000

Trunk Sewer Bercut To 7th Street $827,161

Other Transit Facilities

Light Rail Extension $44,000,000

Track Relocation

Track Relocation $78,300,000
West Tunnel $3,800,000
Subtotal Track Relocation $82,100,000

SVS Depot Improvements

Rehabilitation $34,500,000
Retrofit $13,900,000
SVS 3rd/I&4th/I Access $3,200,000
SVS/UPRR Acquisition $55,000,000
Subtotal SVS Depot Improvements $106,600,000

Subtotal Other Transit Facilities $232,700,000

Total Completed Improvement Costs $337,085,133

complete

Source: Baker Williams Engineering Group; Downtown Railyards Ventures; City of Sacramento.
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Table B-9

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Existing Police Facilities Inventory

Facilities and Equipment Address Type Total

Value

per Unit

Current 

Replacement

Value

Police Fleet vehicles per vehicle [1]

Cargo Van N/A Vehicles 10 $82,401 $824,006
Compact Truck N/A Vehicles 4 $34,299 $137,196
Full Truck N/A Vehicles 14 $43,497 $608,961
Specialty Vehicle N/A Vehicles 6 $167,000 $1,002,000
Motorcycle N/A Vehicles 35 $28,982 $1,014,384
Passenger Van N/A Vehicles 24 $36,674 $880,173
Passenger N/A Vehicles 230 $30,589 $7,035,532
SUV N/A Vehicles 25 $44,151 $1,103,774
Pursuit Vehicles [2] N/A Vehicles 226 $84,268 $19,044,568
Other N/A Vehicles 54 $31,273 $1,688,758
Total Police Fleet 628 $53,088 $33,339,353

Buildings sq. ft. per sq. ft. [3] items

Joseph E. Rooney Police Facility 5303 Franklin Blvd Police Station 16,765 $531 $8,902,215
Joseph E. Rooney Police Facility Garage 5303 Franklin Blvd. Shop 4,756 $531 $2,525,436
Miller Park (Fredrick) Equestrian Facility (Police) 2700 Front Street Miscellaneous 8,000 $215 $1,720,000
POLICE HORSE Unit/Bike Unit Offices 2640 FRONT ST UNIT C Office 500 $531 $265,500
911 Communications Building 7397 San Joaquin Street Office 34,500 $848 $29,247,600
William J. Kinney Police Facility 3550 Marysville Blvd. Police Station 18,481 $531 $9,813,411
William J. Kinney Police Facility Garage 3550 Marysville Blvd. Shop 8,384 $531 $4,451,904
Public Safety Admin Building PSAB (Police) 5770 Freeport Blvd. Office 104,971 $531 $55,739,601
300 Richards 300 Richards Blvd. Office 73,250 $490 $35,892,500
Sequoia Pacific Police Property 555 Sequoia Pacific Blvd. Warehouse / Storage 10,747 $300 $3,224,100
Total Buildings 280,354 $541 $151,782,267

Total Value of Police Vehicles, Equipment, and Facilities $185,121,620

police_facilities

Source: City of Sacramento.

[1]  Provided by City of Sacramento DGS staff.
[2]  Replacement value includes $61,800 for the vehicle itself, as well as $22,468 per pursuit vehicle to reflect the cost of radio and computer equipment.
[3]  Value per sq. ft. provided by city staff and includes design and engineering, surface parking, site construction, vertical construction, site landscaping, furnishings, 
      fixtures, equipment, and land acquisition.
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DRAFTTable B-10

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Police Facility Level of Service Standard

Facilities and Equipment

Adjustment

Factor

Existing

Inventory

Existing Level

of Service
per 1,000 

persons served

Railyards

Development

Persons Served [1]

Residents 1.00 485,683 [2] 15,720
Employees 0.50 172,500 [2] 11,452
Total Persons Served 658,183 27,172

Facilities

Building Sq. Ft. 280,354 425.95 11,574

Police Fleet

Cargo Van 10 0.02 0.41
Compact Truck 4 0.01 0.17
Full Truck 14 0.02 0.58
Specialty Vehicle 6 0.01 0.25
Motorcycle 35 0.05 1.44
Passenger Van 24 0.04 0.99
Passenger Van 230 0.35 9.50
SUV 25 0.04 1.03
Pursuit Vehicles 226 0.34 9.33
Other 54 0.08 2.23
Total Police Fleet 628 25.93

Police_LOS

Source: City of Sacramento.

[1]  Service population estimates are derived based on a weighting of 1.0 for residents and 0.5 for employees.
[2]  California Department of Finance estimated population for City of Sacramento, January 1, 2016. 

          ----------------------------sq. ft.------------------------------

         ---------------------------vehicles----------------------------

[3]  US Census Onthemap.ces.census.gov estimated a total of 304,609 jobs in Sacramento, CA in 2015.
      California EDD reports an annual average growth rate of 2.96% since 2014 for the Sacramento MSA. EPS
      escalated 2015 employment figure to arrive at 2016 employment estimate, adjusted by an additional 10%
      to account for self-employed workers, and rounded to the nearest hundred employees.
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Table B-11

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Estimated Railyards Police Facility and Equipment Costs (2016$) [1]

Planned Facilities and Sites

Total Cost of

Planned Facilities [3]

Facilities Construction 11,574 sq. ft. $544 per sq. ft. $6,296,130

Police Fleet

Cargo Van 0.41 vehicles $82,401 per vehicle $34,017
Compact Truck 0.17 vehicles $34,299 per vehicle $5,664
Full Truck 0.58 vehicles $43,497 per vehicle $25,140
Specialty Vehicle 0.25 vehicles $167,000 per vehicle $41,365
Motorcycle 1.44 vehicles $28,982 per vehicle $41,877
Passenger Van 0.99 vehicles $36,674 per vehicle $36,336
Passenger Van 9.50 vehicles $30,589 per vehicle $290,446
SUV 1.03 vehicles $44,151 per vehicle $45,567
Pursuit Vehicles 9.33 vehicles $84,268 per vehicle $786,211
Other 2.23 vehicles $31,273 per vehicle $69,716
Subtotal Items $1,376,338

Total Existing LOS Facility and Equipment Costs for Railyards Development $7,672,468

police_cost

Source: City of Sacramento.

[1]  Computes the cost of planned facilities based on the existing level of service and the projected future City of Sacramento population.
[2]  Unit cost estimates from City of Sacramento, based on experience with similar projects, include site work, building construction, furniture,
       equipment, and project planning, design, engineering, environmental, management services, and land acquisition.
[3]  Planned facilities needed to serve Railyards development. Facilities may be on or offsite. 

Number Unit Cost [2]
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Table B-12

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Existing Fire Facilities Inventory

Facilities and Equipment Address Type Total

Value

per Unit

Current 

Replacement

Value

Apparatus and Equipment item per item [1]

Cargo Van N/A Apparatus and Equipment 5 $29,538 $147,689
Compact Truck N/A Apparatus and Equipment 1 $34,299 $34,299
Full Truck N/A Apparatus and Equipment 23 $48,403 $1,113,261
Heavy Truck N/A Apparatus and Equipment 8 $104,487 $835,893
Ladder Truck N/A Apparatus and Equipment 13 $917,242 $11,924,147
Medium Truck N/A Apparatus and Equipment 2 $101,442 $202,883
Passenger Van N/A Apparatus and Equipment 1 $34,082 $34,082
Passenger N/A Apparatus and Equipment 26 $33,193 $863,028
Pumper Truck N/A Apparatus and Equipment 32 $411,060 $13,153,921
SUV N/A Apparatus and Equipment 15 $49,144 $737,157
Engine N/A Apparatus and Equipment 14 $457,146 $6,400,044
Other N/A Apparatus and Equipment 49 $48,178 $2,360,739
Total Apparatus and Equipment 189 $37,807,143

Buildings sq. ft. per sq. ft. [3] items

City / County Fire Dispatch (911) 10230 Systems Parkway 911 Dispatch 6,450 $848 $5,468,030
Drill Tower Fire Training Center 3230 J Street Miscellaneous 2,400 $590 $1,416,000
Fire Station # 01 624 Q Street Fire Station 5,896 $590 $3,478,640
Fire Station # 02 1229 I Street Fire Station 8,588 $590 $5,066,920
Fire Station # 03 7208 West Elkhorn Blvd. Fire Station 3,264 $590 $1,925,760
Fire Station # 04 3145 Granada Fire Station 5,990 $590 $3,534,100
Fire Station # 05 731 Broadway Fire Station 10,000 $490 $4,900,000
Fire Station # 06 3301 Martin Luther King Blvd. Fire Station 6,610 $590 $3,899,900
Fire Station # 07 6500 Wyndham Way Fire Station 5,714 $590 $3,371,260
Fire Station # 08 5990 H Street Fire Station 7,803 $590 $4,603,770
Fire Station # 09 5801 Florin Perkins Rd. Fire Station 6,036 $590 $3,561,240
Fire Station # 10 5642 66Th Street Fire Station 4,637 $590 $2,735,830
Fire Station # 11 785 Florin Road Fire Station 6,800 $590 $4,012,000
Fire Station # 12 4500 24Th Street Fire Station 6,036 $590 $3,561,240
Fire Station # 13 1341 43 Rd Ave. Fire Station 4,593 $590 $2,709,870
Fire Station # 14 1341 N. C Street Fire Station 2,684 $590 $1,583,560
Fire Station # 15 1591 Newborough Dr. Fire Station 2,651 $590 $1,564,090
Fire Station # 16 7363 24Th Street Fire Station 6,950 $590 $4,100,500
Fire Station # 17 1311 Bell Ave. Fire Station 6,000 $590 $3,540,000
Fire Station # 18 746 N. Market Blvd. Fire Station 2,600 $590 $1,534,000
Fire Station # 19 1700 Challenge Way Fire Station 5,737 $590 $3,384,830
Fire Station # 20 300 Arden Way Fire Station 12,400 $590 $7,316,000
Fire Station # 30 1901 Club Center Drive Fire Station 10,225 $590 $6,032,750
New Fire Station 43 El Centro Fire Station 14,732 $590 $8,691,880
Fire Station # 56 (Old 22 ) 3720 47Th Ave. Fire Station 7,282 $590 $4,296,380
Fire Station # 57 (Old 23 ) 7927 East Parkway Fire Station 3,810 $590 $2,247,900
Public Safety Admin Building PSAB (Fire) 5770 Freeport Blvd. Office 20,801 $600 $12,480,600
Fire Station # 60 (Old 21) 3301 Julliard Dr. Fire Station 2,573 $590 $1,518,070
Fire Station # 70 (Old 11, 25 ) 1910 Arica Way Fire Station 2,935 $590 $1,731,650
Total Buildings 192,197 $114,266,770

Total Value of Fire Vehicles, Equipment, and Facilities $152,073,912

fire_facilities

Source: City of Sacramento.

[1]  Provided by City of Sacramento DGS staff.
[2]  Value per sq. ft. provided by city staff and includes design and engineering, surface parking, site construction, vertical construction, site landscaping, 
      furnishings, fixtures, and equipment.
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Table B-13

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Fire Facility Level of Service Standard

Facilities and Equipment

Adjustment

Factor

Existing

Inventory

Existing Level

of Service

(per 1,000 
persons served)

Railyards

Development

Persons Served [1]

Residents 1.00 485,683 [2] 15,720
Employees 0.50 172,500 [2] 11,452
Total Persons Served 658,183 27,172

Facilities

Building Sq. Ft. 192,197 292.01 7,934

Apparatus and Equipment

Cargo Van 5 0.01 0.21
Compact Truck 1 0.00 0.04
Full Truck 23 0.03 0.95
Heavy Truck 8 0.01 0.33
Ladder Truck 13 0.02 0.54
Medium Truck 2 0.00 0.08
Passenger Van 1 0.00 0.04
Passenger 26 0.04 1.07
Pumper Truck 32 0.05 1.32
SUV 15 0.02 0.62
Engine 14 0.02 0.58
Other 49 0.07 2.02
Total Apparatus and Equipment 189 7.80

Fire_LOS

Source: City of Sacramento.

[1]  Service population estimates are derived based on a weighting of 1.0 for residents and 0.5 for employees.
[2]  California Department of Finance estimated population for City of Sacramento, January 1, 2016. 

     ----------------------------sq. ft.------------------------------

    ---------------------------vehicles----------------------------

[3]  US Census Onthemap.ces.census.gov estimated a total of 304,609 jobs in Sacramento, CA in 2015. 
      California EDD reports an annual average growth rate of 2.96% since 2014 for the Sacramento MSA. EPS
      escalated 2015 employment figure to arrive at 2016 employment estimate, adjusted by an additional 10%
      to account for self-employed workers, and rounded to the nearest hundred employees.
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Table B-14

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Estimated Railyards Fire Facility and Equipment Costs (2016$) [1]

Planned Facilities and Sites

Total Cost of

Railyards Facilities [2]

Facilities Construction [1] 7,934 sq. ft. $506 per sq. ft. $4,014,812

Apparatus and Equipment

Cargo Van 0.21 vehicles $29,538 per vehicle $6,097
Compact Truck 0.04 vehicles $34,299 per vehicle $1,416
Full Truck 0.95 vehicles $48,403 per vehicle $45,958
Heavy Truck 0.33 vehicles $104,487 per vehicle $34,508
Ladder Truck 0.54 vehicles $917,242 per vehicle $492,261
Medium Truck 0.08 vehicles $101,442 per vehicle $8,376
Passenger Van 0.04 vehicles $34,082 per vehicle $1,407
Passenger 1.07 vehicles $33,193 per vehicle $35,628
Pumper Truck 1.32 vehicles $411,060 per vehicle $543,029
SUV 0.62 vehicles $49,144 per vehicle $30,432
Engine 0.58 vehicles $457,146 per vehicle $264,211
Other 2.02 vehicles $48,178 per vehicle $97,458
Subtotal Items 7.80 vehicles $1,560,781

Total Fire Facility and Equipment Cost for Railyards Development $5,575,592

fire_cost

Source: City of Sacramento.

[1]  Weighted average Current Replacement Value per sq. ft. for current facilities serves as a proxy for construction costs. Costs include design 
      and engineering, surface parking, site construction, vertical construction, site landscaping, Furnishings, Fixtures, and Equipment, and land acquisition.
[2]  Planned facilities needed to serve Railyards development. Facilities may be on or offsite.  If onsite, Project would receive credit for land acquisition.

Number Unit Cost
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Table B-15

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Existing City of Sacramento Library Facilities Inventory

Facilities Address Type

Building

Area Collections

Technology

Workstations

Branches sq. ft. volumes items

Central Library [3] 828 I Street Library Branch 105,600 288,000 139
Central Library - City of Sacramento Share of Systemwide Space [4] 828 I Street Systemwide 21,760 N/A N/A
Colonial Heights Library 4799 Stockton Blvd. Library Branch 12,211 56,000 64
Belle Cooledge Library 5600 South Land Park Drive Library Branch 12,000 64,000 49
Del Paso Heights Library 920 Grand Ave Library Branch 5,425 30,000 24
North Sacramento-Hagginwood Library 2109 Del Paso Blvd Library Branch 4,000 42,000 23
North Natomas Library 4660 Via Ingoglia Library Branch 22,645 82,000 136
South Natomas Library 2901 Truxel Road Library Branch 13,615 68,000 59
Martin Luther King, Jr. Library 7340 24th St. Bypass Library Branch 15,078 68,000 64
Valley Hi-North Laguna Library 7400 Imagination Parkway Library Branch 20,505 67,000 89
McClatchy Library 2112 22nd St Library Branch 2,557 18,000 11
McKinley Library 601 Alhambra Blvd Library Branch 4,681 43,000 25
Robbie Waters Pocket-Greenhaven Library 7335 Gloria Drive Library Branch 15,000 52,000 66
Total All Branches 255,077 878,000 749

library_facilities

Source: Sacramento Public Library Authority.
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Table B-16

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Library Facility Level of Service Standard

Facilities and Equipment
Existing

Inventory
Existing Level

of Service
Railyards

Development

Residents 485,683 [1] 15,720

Building Sq. Ft. 255,077 0.53 8,256
Collections 878,000 1.81 28,418
Technology Workstations 749 0.0015 24

Library_LOS

Source: Sacramento Public Library Authority; California Department of Finance.

[1]  California Department of Finance estimated population for City of Sacramento, January 1, 2016. 
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Table B-17

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

Estimated Library Facility and Equipment Costs (2016$) [1]

Planned Facilities

Total Cost of

Railyards Facilities [2]

Facilities

Construction [3] 8,256 sq. ft. $702 per sq. ft. $5,795,729
Land Acquisition [4] 0.8 acres $217,800 per acre $165,120
Subtotal Facilities $5,960,849

Items [5]

Collections 28,418 items $30 per item $852,541
Technology Workstations 24 items $1,200 per item $29,091
Subtotal Items $881,633

Total Existing LOS Facility and Equipment Costs for Railyards Development $6,842,482

library_cost

Source: Sacramento Public Library Authority; County of Sacramento Library Facilities Impact Fee Study; EPS.

[1]  Computes the cost of planned facilities based on the existing level of service and the projected future City of Sacramento population.
[2]  Planned facilities needed to serve Railyards development. Facilities may be on or offsite.  If onsite, Project would receive credit for land acquisition.
[3]  Unit cost estimates from the Sacramento County Library Facilities Impact Fee Study, based on experience with similar projects, include site
      work, building construction, furniture, equipment, and project planning, design, engineering, environmental, and management services.
[4]  County of Sacramento Library Facilities Impact Fee Study assumes 0.25 FAR.  Unit cost estimate based on recent Library Authority and County
      experience purchasing land for library facilities. 
[5]  Unit costs for collections and computers based on the Library Authority's recent experience.

Number Unit Cost
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Table C-1

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

City, County, and Other Fee Revenue per Unit, Sq. Ft. and Room

Fee Source

District/

Zone Residential Retail Office

Flexible
Mixed-Use 

Office Courthouse
Hospital and 

Medical Office Hotel MLS Stadium

Existing Development Impact Fees Per Room Per Seat

City/County Fees

Park Impact Fee
Neighborhood and Community Parks [1] Central City $900 $0.09 $0.15 $0.15  -    $0.09 $150.00 $0.92
Citywide Parks/Facilities [1] Central City $540 $0.07 $0.08 $0.08  -    $0.07 $80.00 $0.72
Subtotal Park Impact Fee $1,440 $0.16 $0.23 $0.23 $0.00 $0.16 $230.00 $1.63

Sewer Fee [2] CSS $2,426 $0.81 $1.63 $1.63 $1.63 $2.53 $975.52 $32.52
Water Fee City $745 $0.66 $0.77 $0.77  -    $0.14 $156.49 $7.90
Total City/County Fees $5,311 $1.63 $2.62 $2.62 $1.63 $2.83 $1,362.00 $42.05

Other Agency/Special District Fees

School Mitigation [3] $3,024 $0.54 $0.54 $0.54  -    $0.54 $540.00 $5.52
I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program [4] District 1 $846 $2.62 $2.60 $2.60  -    $2.60 $733.00 $22.98
Total Other Agency/Special District Fees $3,870 $3.16 $3.14 $3.14 $0.00 $3.14 $1,273.00 $28.50

Total Existing Devel. Impact Fees per Unit, Sq. Ft., Room and Seat $8,481 $4.80 $5.76 $5.76 $1.63 $5.96 $2,635 $70.55

"Fees"

Source: City of Sacramento; Kimley-Horn and Assoc. May 2016 Railyards Sanitary Sewer Master Plan; New Economics & Advisory August 2016 City of Sacramento Park Impact Fee Nexus Study; DKS; EPS.

[1]  Based on the proposed rates for FY 2015-16 according to the August 2016 City of Sacramento Park Impact Fee Nexus Study prepared by New Economics & Advisory, which states that Sports Complexes are to be 
       charged the commercial rate.  For purposes of this analysis, the MLS Stadium is assumed to be built at an FAR of 0.35.
[2]  Combined Sewer Service Area charges $130.31 per Equivalent Single Family Dwelling Unit (ESD) for the first 25 ESDs, and $3,271.72 for each ESD thereafter. For the purposes of this analysis, the first 25 ESDs are 
       assumed to be from residential units, and the residential fee per unit is adjusted accordingly.
[3]  For purposes of this analysis, the MLS Stadium is assessed the commercial rate of $0.54 per square foot, assuming that the stadium is built at an FAR of 0.35.
[4]  Based on the January 2016 Nexus Study for the I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program prepared by DKS. For purposes of this analysis, all retail is assessed the General Retail fee rate of $2.62 per square foot.
      Portions of the Project's retail component may be eligible for the Restaurant Retail rate of $1.86 per square foot.  Estimated SCMP fee rate for MLS Stadium provided by DKS 10/07/16.  MLS Stadium fees based on 
      30 weekday events per year.  Railyards may be eligible for credit to the extent funding for Richards/I-5 Interchange is included in Plan Area Fee Program. 

Current plan area fees (Transportation Fee and Public Facilities Fee) are excluded from this analysis because the actual fee amounts will be updated following approval of 

the City's Specific Plan.  In place of estimating plan area fee revenue in this appendix, this Financing Plan approximates the total amount of revenue that may be generated 

by the Project (shown in Estimated Sources and Uses tables in Chapter V) after accounting for other potential funding sources.

Per Unit

READER'S NOTE: 

Existing City, County and Special Financing District Development Impact Fees shown do not include all current and proposed fees.  Only fees that may be used for project-

related infrastructure and public facilities are included.

Per Bldg. Sq. Ft.

Sacramento City, County, and Other Fees by Land Use Type

Nonresidential

Fees Current as of:

07/01/16
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Table C-2

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

City, County, and Other Fee Revenue: Initial Phase (2016$)

Fee Source

District/

Zone

Total     

Revenue Residential  Retail Office 

Flexible 
Mixed-Use 

Office Courthouse
Hospital and 

Medical Office Hotel MLS Stadium

Assumptions

Residential Units 300 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  
Retail Sq. Ft. - 0 -  -  -  -  -  -  
Office Sq. Ft. - -  0 -  -  -  -  -  
Flexible Mixed-Use Office Sq. Ft. - -  -  0 -  -  -  -  
Courthouse Sq. Ft. - -  -  -  0 -  -  -  
Hospital Sq. Ft. - -  -  -  -  1,168,003 -  -  
Hotel Rooms - -  -  -  -  -  0 -  
MLS Stadium Seats - -  -  -  -  -  -  22,000

Existing Development Impact Fees Residential

City/County Fees

Park Impact Fee
Neighborhood and Community Parks [1] Central City $395,346 $270,000  -  -  -  - $105,120  - $20,225
Citywide Parks/Facilities [1] Central City $259,491 $162,000  -  -  -  - $81,760  - $15,731
Subtotal Park Impact Fee $654,837 $432,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $186,880 $0 $35,956

Sewer Fee CSS $4,395,675 $727,735  -  -  -  - $2,952,562  - $715,378
Water Fee City $563,289 $223,648  -  -  -  - $165,854  - $173,787

Total City/County Fees $5,613,801 $1,383,383 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,305,297 $0 $925,122

Other Agency/Special District Fees

School Mitigation $1,659,274 $907,200  -  -  -  - $630,722  - $121,352
I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program District 1 $3,790,423 $253,800  -  -  -  - $3,030,968  - $505,655

Total Other Agency/Special District Fees $5,449,697 $1,161,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $3,661,689 $0 $627,007

Total Existing Development Impact Fees at Buildout $11,063,498 $2,544,383 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,966,986 $0 $1,552,129

"Fees_ph1A"

Source: EPS.

[1]  Based on the proposed rates for FY 2015-16 according to the August 2016 City of Sacramento Park Impact Fee Nexus Study prepared by New Economics & Advisory.

Initial Phase

Sacramento City, County, and Other Fees by Land Use Type at Initial Phase

Nonresidential

Total Nonresidential

READER'S NOTE: 

Existing City, County and Special Financing District Development Impact Fees shown do not include all current and proposed fees.  Only fees that may be used for project-related 

infrastructure and public facilities are included.

Current plan area fees (Transportation Fee and Public Facilities Fee) are excluded from this analysis because the actual fee amounts will be updated following approval of the City's 

Specific Plan.  In place of estimating plan area fee revenue in this appendix, this Financing Plan approximates the total amount of revenue that may be generated by the Project (shown in 

Estimated Sources and Uses tables in Chapter V) after accounting for other potential funding sources.
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Table C-3

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

City, County, and Other Fee Revenue: Remaining Phases (2016$)

Fee Source

District/

Zone

Total     

Revenue Residential  Retail Office 

Flexible 
Mixed-Use 

Office Courthouse
Hospital and 

Medical Office Hotel MLS Stadium

Assumptions

Residential Units 5,700 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  
Retail Sq. Ft. - 905,363 -  -  -  -  -  -  
Office Sq. Ft. - -  3,457,027 -  -  -  -  -  
Flexible Mixed-Use Office Sq. Ft. - -  -  685,703 -  -  -  -  
Courthouse Sq. Ft. - -  -  -  400,000 -  -  -  
Hospital Sq. Ft. - -  -  -  -  0 -  -  
Hotel Rooms - -  -  -  -  -  1,100 -  
MLS Stadium Seats - -  -  -  -  -  -  0

Existing Development Impact Fees Residential

City/County Fees

Park Impact Fee
Neighborhood and Community Parks [1] Central City $5,997,892 $5,130,000 $81,483 $518,554 $102,855  -  - $165,000  -
Citywide Parks/Facilities [1] Central City $3,560,794 $3,078,000 $63,375 $276,562 $54,856  -  - $88,000  -
Subtotal Park Impact Fee $9,558,686 $8,208,000 $144,858 $795,116 $157,712 $0 $0 $253,000 $0

Sewer Fee CSS $23,021,876 $13,826,970 $735,997 $5,620,642 $1,114,856 $650,344  - $1,073,068  -
Water Fee City $8,205,721 $4,249,304 $598,130 $2,658,782 $527,370  -  - $172,134  -

Total City/County Fees $40,786,283 $26,284,273 $1,478,984 $9,074,541 $1,799,938 $650,344 $0 $1,498,202 $0

Other Agency/Special District Fees

School Mitigation $20,556,770 $17,236,800 $488,896 $1,866,795 $370,279  -  - $594,000  -
I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program District 1 $18,754,555 $4,822,200 $2,375,672 $8,970,985 $1,779,398  -  - $806,300  -

Total Other Agency/Special District Fees $39,311,325 $22,059,000 $2,864,568 $10,837,780 $2,149,678 $0 $0 $1,400,300 $0

Total Existing Development Impact Fees at Buildout $80,097,607 $48,343,273 $4,343,552 $19,912,320 $3,949,616 $650,344 $0 $2,898,502 $0

"fees_rem_ph"

Source: EPS.

[1]  Based on the proposed rates for FY 2015-16 according to the August 2016 City of Sacramento Park Impact Fee Nexus Study prepared by New Economics & Advisory.

Remaining Phases

Sacramento City, County, and Other Fees by Land Use Type at Remaining Phases

Nonresidential

Total Nonresidential

READER'S NOTE: 

Existing City, County and Special Financing District Development Impact Fees shown do not include all current and proposed fees.  Only fees that may be used for project-related 

infrastructure and public facilities are included.

Current plan area fees (Transportation Fee and Public Facilities Fee) are excluded from this analysis because the actual fee amounts will be updated following approval of the City's 

Specific Plan.  In place of estimating plan area fee revenue in this appendix, this Financing Plan approximates the total amount of revenue that may be generated by the Project (shown in 

Estimated Sources and Uses tables in Chapter V) after accounting for other potential funding sources.
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Table C-4

City of Sacramento

Railyards Public Facilities Financing Plan

City, County, and Other Fee Revenue at Buildout (2016$)

Fee Source

District/

Zone

Total     

Revenue Residential  Retail Office 

Flexible 
Mixed-Use 

Office Courthouse
Hospital and 

Medical Office Hotel MLS Stadium

Assumptions

Residential Units 6,000 -  -  -  -  -  -  -  
Retail Sq. Ft. - 905,363 -  -  -  -  -  -  
Office Sq. Ft. - -  3,457,027 -  -  -  -  -  
Flexible Mixed-Use Office Sq. Ft. - -  -  685,703 -  -  -  -  
Courthouse Sq. Ft. - -  -  -  400,000 -  -  -  
Hospital Sq. Ft. - -  -  -  -  1,168,003 -  -  
Hotel Rooms - -  -  -  -  -  1,100 -  
MLS Stadium Seats - -  -  -  -  -  -  22,000

Existing Development Impact Fees Residential

City/County Fees

Park Impact Fee
Neighborhood and Community Parks [1] Central City $6,393,238 $5,400,000 $81,483 $518,554 $102,855  - $105,120 $165,000 $20,225
Citywide Parks/Facilities [1] Central City $3,820,285 $3,240,000 $63,375 $276,562 $54,856  - $81,760 $88,000 $15,731
Subtotal Park Impact Fee $10,213,522 $8,640,000 $144,858 $795,116 $157,712 $0 $186,880 $253,000 $35,956

Sewer Fee CSS $27,417,551 $14,554,705 $735,997 $5,620,642 $1,114,856 $650,344 $2,952,562 $1,073,068 $715,378
Water Fee City $8,769,010 $4,472,951 $598,130 $2,658,782 $527,370  - $165,854 $172,134 $173,787

Total City/County Fees $46,400,084 $27,667,656 $1,478,984 $9,074,541 $1,799,938 $650,344 $3,305,297 $1,498,202 $925,122

Other Agency/Special District Fees

School Mitigation $22,216,044 $18,144,000 $488,896 $1,866,795 $370,279  - $630,722 $594,000 $121,352
I-5 Subregional Corridor Mitigation Program District 1 $22,544,978 $5,076,000 $2,375,672 $8,970,985 $1,779,398  - $3,030,968 $806,300 $505,655

Total Other Agency/Special District Fees $44,761,021 $23,220,000 $2,864,568 $10,837,780 $2,149,678 $0 $3,661,689 $1,400,300 $627,007

Total Existing Development Impact Fees at Buildout $91,161,105 $50,887,656 $4,343,552 $19,912,320 $3,949,616 $650,344 $6,966,986 $2,898,502 $1,552,129

fees_bo

Source: EPS.

[1]  Based on the proposed rates for FY 2015-16 according to the August 2016 City of Sacramento Park Impact Fee Nexus Study prepared by New Economics & Advisory.

Current plan area fees (Transportation Fee and Public Facilities Fee) are excluded from this analysis because the actual fee amounts will be updated following approval of the City's 

Specific Plan.  In place of estimating plan area fee revenue in this appendix, this Financing Plan approximates the total amount of revenue that may be generated by the Project (shown in 

Estimated Sources and Uses tables in Chapter V) after accounting for other potential funding sources.

Sacramento City, County, and Other Fees by Land Use Type at Buildout

READER'S NOTE: 

Buildout

Nonresidential

 Nonresidential

Existing City, County and Special Financing District Development Impact Fees shown do not include all current and proposed fees.  Only fees that may be used for project-related 

infrastructure and public facilities are included.
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Table D-1

OFFICE BUILDING

Summary of Infrastructure Cost per Acre Class I 

Based on a 243,680-Sq.-Ft. Building, 1-Acre Site (0.859 acres)

Building Value:  $29,904,410

Yolo County

City of West
Sacramento

Railyards Area River Bridge District
Summary of Infrastructure Costs Per Acre Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

Total City/County Development Impact Fees

 Fees - Table D-2

Per Acre $3,202,917 $3,208,590 $3,202,917 $2,843,265
Per Gross Square Foot of Land $73.53 $73.66 $73.53 $65.27
Per Square Foot of Building $11.29 $11.31 $11.29 $10.02

Plan Area Fees - Table D-3

Per Acre $3,729,405 $3,177,800 $508,849 $5,399,773
Per Gross Square Foot of Land $85.62 $72.95 $11.68 $123.96
Per Square Foot of Building $13.15 $11.20 $1.79 $19.03

Estimated Bond Debt of Special Taxes 

and Assessments - Table D-4 [1]

Per Acre $0 $0 $0 $2,430,215
Per Gross Square Foot of Land $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $55.79
Per Square Foot of Building $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $8.57

Total Infrastructure Cost Per Acre $6,932,322 $6,386,390 $3,711,766 $10,673,253

Per Gross Square Foot of Land $159.14 $146.61 $85.21 $245.02
Per Square Foot of Building $24.44 $22.51 $13.08 $37.62
Floor Area Ratio 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51

"summary"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Railyards land secured financing is excluded from this analysis because it is anticipated to directly offset the plan area  
      infrastructure costs. 

City of Sacramento

Sacramento County

High-Rise 

Office Building
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Table D-2

OFFICE BUILDING

City/County Fees per Acre  Class I 

Based on a 243,680-Sq.-Ft. Building, 1-Acre Site (0.859 acres)

Building Value:  $29,904,410

Yolo County

City of West
City/County Development Impact Fees per Sacramento
Acre: These are fees charged by the City or County Railyards Area River Bridge District
and do not include fees for a special plan area. Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

CITY/COUNTY FEES PER ACRE  

Processing Fees per Acre [1]

Building Permit      $184,938 $184,938 $184,938 $160,122
Plan Check         $151,302 $151,302 $151,302 $131,009
Energy          - - - $80
Technology Surcharge $26,899 $26,899 $26,899 $12,810
Seismic/Strong Motion $7,311 $7,311 $7,311 $7,311
California Building Standards Commission Fee $1,393 $1,393 $1,393 $1,393
Other Building Permit and Processing Fees $23,283 $23,283 $23,283 -
Fire Review Fee $10,780 $10,780 $10,780 $6,133
Total Processing Fees per Acre $405,905 $405,905 $405,905 $318,857

Development Impact Fees per Acre

Sewer [2] $376,440 $376,440 $376,440 $1,905,188
Water [3] $33,502 $33,502 $33,502 $95,695
Traffic            $149,912 $149,912 $149,912 $49,865
Sacramento Transportation Authority (STA) $410,881 $410,881 $410,881 -
Drainage - - - -
School $153,187 $158,860 $153,187 $158,860
Parks/Open Space [4] $65,246 $65,246 $65,246 -
Fire/Police        - - - -
Habitat / Greenbelt Preservation [5] - - - -
Affordable Housing $709,256 $709,256 $709,256 -
In-Lieu Flood Protection Fees $893,589 $893,589 $893,589 $109,784
Other General Fees $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 -
Countywide Fee - - - $205,015
Total Development Impact Fees per Acre $2,797,012 $2,802,685 $2,797,012 $2,524,407

TOTAL CITY/COUNTY FEES PER ACRE  $3,202,917 $3,208,590 $3,202,917 $2,843,265

Fees per Gross Square Foot of Land $73.53 $73.66 $73.53 $65.27
Fees per Square Foot of Building $11.29 $11.31 $11.29 $10.02
Floor Area Ratio 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51

"city county"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Processing fees exclude mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and other similar review fees.
[2]  Sewer fees include the City of Sacramento combined sewer development fee and Regional San sewer fee.
[3]  Assumes two 2-inch water meters.
[4]  Assumes the proposed rates for FY 2015-16 for central city from the August 2016 City of Sacramento Park Impact Fee Nexus  
      Study prepared by New Economics & Advisory.
[5]  Assumes no habitat/greenbelt preservation at this time, but will depend on individual project environmental review. 

City of Sacramento

High-Rise 

Office Building

Sacramento County
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Table D-3

OFFICE BUILDING

Plan Area Fees per Acre Class I 

Based on a 243,680-Sq.-Ft. Building, 1-Acre Site (0.859 acres)

Building Value:  $29,904,410

Yolo County

City of West
Plan Area Fees: These fees are charged only Sacramento
within a certain area of a County or City to fund Railyards Area River Bridge District
facilities to serve a specific development project. Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

PLAN AREA FEES PER ACRE

Infrastructure Fee - $259,457 - -
Transportation Impact Fee - $2,527,787 $496,438 -
Public Facilities Impact Fee - $277,653 - -
Preliminary Estimated Railyards Impact Fee $3,620,782 - - -
Administration Fee $108,623 $112,903 $12,411 -
Bridge District (Triangle) Specific Plan Fee - - - $32,244
Bridge District Specific Plan Administrative Fee - - - $322
Bridge District OTST and Regional OTST (Tier 2) - - - $5,367,207

TOTAL PLAN AREA FEES PER ACRE $3,729,405 $3,177,800 $508,849 $5,399,773

Fees per Gross Square Foot of Land $85.62 $72.95 $11.68 $123.96
Fees per Gross Square Foot of Building $13.15 $11.20 $1.79 $19.03
Floor Area Ratio 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 

"plan area"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

High-Rise 

Office Building

City of Sacramento

Sacramento County
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Table D-4

OFFICE BUILDING

Special Taxes and Assessments per Acre Class I 

Based on a 243,680-Sq.-Ft. Building, 1-Acre Site (0.859 acres)

Building Value:  $29,904,410

Yolo County

City of West
Sacramento

Special Taxes and Assessments per Acre for Railyards Area River Bridge District
Infrastructure Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan [2]

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

Annual Special Taxes and Assessments per Acre

Infrastructure CFD excluded [1] - - $162,929
Infrastructure Assessment District - - - $638
Total Annual Special Taxes and Assessments $0 $0 $0 $163,567

Annual Special Taxes and Assessments

Per Gross Square Foot of Land $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $3.755
Per Square Foot of Building $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.577
Floor Area Ratio 6.51 6.51 6.51 6.51 

Estimated Bond Debt of Special Taxes and Assessments per Acre

Infrastructure CFD - - - $2,421,195
Infrastructure Assessment District $0 - - $9,020
Total Estimated Bond Debt $0 $0 $0 $2,430,215

"bond debt"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Land secured financing is excluded from this analysis because it is anticipated to directly offset the plan area infrastructure costs. 
[2]  The infrastructure assessment for the Triangle is for the West Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency.  The assessment 
      district funds levee improvements and operation and maintenance costs.  The assessment amount shown above, reflects the
      improvement portion only.  

Sacramento County

High-Rise 

Office Building

City of Sacramento
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Table D-5

RETAIL CENTER BUILDING

Summary of Infrastructure Costs Per Acre

1 Acre Site, 130,950 Sq. Ft. Project 

Building Value: $13,508,737

Yolo County

City of West 
Sacramento

Railyards River Bridge District
Summary of Infrastructure Costs Per Acre Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

Total City/County Development Impact

Fees - Table D-6

Per Acre $1,420,306 $1,422,925 $1,420,306 $742,599
Per Gross Square Foot of Land $32.61 $32.67 $32.61 $17.05
Per Square Foot of Building $10.85 $10.87 $10.85 $5.67

Plan Area Fees - Table D-7

Per Acre $1,846,913 $1,859,038 $257,710 $2,037,411
Per Gross Square Foot of Land $42.40 $42.68 $5.92 $46.77
Per Square Foot of Building $14.10 $14.20 $1.97 $15.56

Estimated Bond Debt of Special Taxes and Assessments - Table D-8 [1]

Per Acre $0 $0 $0 $1,160,619
Per Gross Square Foot of Land $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $26.64
Per Square Foot of Building $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $8.86

Total Infrastructure Cost Per Acre $3,267,219 $3,281,963 $1,678,015 $3,940,629

Per Gross Square Foot of Land $75.01 $75.34 $38.52 $90.46
Per Square Foot of Building $25.00 $25.11 $12.84 $30.15
Floor Area Ratio 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

"retail summary"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Railyards land secured financing is excluded from this analysis because it is anticipated to directly offset the plan area  
      infrastructure costs. 

Sacramento County

City of Sacramento

Retail
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Table D-6

RETAIL CENTER BUILDING

City/County  Development Impact Fees Per Acre

1 Acre Site, 130,950 Sq. Ft. Project 

Building Value: $13,508,737

Yolo County

City of West 
City/County Development Impact Fees Per Sacramento
Acre: These are fees charged by the City or County Railyards River Bridge District
and do not include fees for a special plan area. Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

CITY/COUNTY FEES PER ACRE

Processing Fees Per Acre [1]

Building Permit   $74,702 $74,702 $74,702 $63,600
Plan Check     $61,107 $61,107 $61,107 $52,036
Energy      - - - $95
Technology Surcharge $10,865 $10,865 $10,865 $9,251
Seismic/Strong Motion $3,782 $3,782 $3,782 $2,837
California Building Standards Commission Fee $540 $540 $540 $540
Other Building Permit and Processing Fees $20,000 $20,000 $20,000 -
Fire Review Fee $4,976 $4,976 $4,976 $3,014

Total Processing Fees Per Acre $175,973 $175,973 $175,973 $131,374

Development Impact Fees Per Acre

Sewer [2] $138,429 $138,429 $138,429 $267,616
Water [3]   $28,778 $28,778 $28,778 $82,202
Traffic   $69,201 $69,201 $69,201 $26,929
Sacramento Transportation Authority (STA) $236,818 $236,818 $236,818 -
Drainage - - - -
School     $70,713 $73,332 $70,713 $73,332
Parks/Open Space [4]   $20,952 $20,952 $20,952 -
Fire/Police       - - - -
Habitat / Greenbelt Preservation [5] - - - -
Affordable Housing $261,950 $261,950 $261,950 -
In-Lieu Flood Protection Fees $412,493 $412,493 $412,493 $78,177
Other General Fees $5,000 $5,000 $5,000 -
County-Wide Fee - - - $82,970

Total Development Impact Fees Per Acre $1,244,333 $1,246,952 $1,244,333 $611,225

TOTAL CITY/COUNTY FEES PER ACRE $1,420,306 $1,422,925 $1,420,306 $742,599

Fees Per Gross Square Foot of Land $32.61 $32.67 $32.61 $17.05
Fees Per Gross Square Foot of Building $10.85 $10.87 $10.85 $5.67
Floor Area Ratio 3.00  3.00  3.00  3.00  

"retail city county"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Processing fees exclude mechanical, electrical, plumbing and other similar review fees.
[2]  Sewer fees include the City of Sacramento combined sewer development fee and Regional San sewer fee.
[3]  Assumes two 2-inch water meters.
[4]  Assumes the proposed rates for FY 2015-16 for central city from the August 2016 City of Sacramento Park Impact Fee Nexus Study
      prepared by New Economics & Advisory.
[5]  Assumes no habitat/greenbelt preservation at this time, but will depend on individual project environmental review. 

Retail

City of Sacramento

Sacramento County
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Table D-7

RETAIL CENTER BUILDING

Plan Area Fees Per Acre

1 Acre Site, 130,950 Sq. Ft. Project 

Building Value: $13,508,737

Yolo County

City of West 
Plan Area Fees: These fees are charged only Sacramento
within a certain area of a County or City to fund Railyards River Bridge District
facilities to serve a specific development project. Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

PLAN AREA FEES PER ACRE

Infrastructure Fee - $427,389 - -
Transportation Impact Fee - $1,236,501 $251,424 -
Public Facilities Impact Fee - $131,610 - -
Preliminary Estimated Railyards Impact Fee $1,793,120 - - -
Administration Fee $53,794 $63,539 $6,286 -
Bridge District (Triangle) Specific Plan Fee - - - $32,244
Bridge District Specific Plan Administrative Fee - - - $322
Bridge District OTST and Regional OTST (Tier 2) - - - $2,004,845

TOTAL PLAN AREA FEES PER ACRE $1,846,913 $1,859,038 $257,710 $2,037,411

Fees Per Gross Square Foot of Land $42.40 $42.68 $5.92 $46.77
Fees Per Gross Square Foot of Building $14.10 $14.20 $1.97 $15.56
Floor Area Ratio 3.00  3.00  3.00  3.00  

"retail plan area"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

Sacramento County

City of Sacramento

Retail
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Table D-8

RETAIL CENTER BUILDING

Special Taxes and Assessments Per Acre

1 Acre Site, 130,950 Sq. Ft. Project 

Building Value: $13,508,737

Yolo County

City of West 
Sacramento

Special Taxes and Assessments Per Acre for Railyards River Bridge District
Infrastructure Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

Annual Special Taxes and Assessments Per Acre

Infrastructure  CFD excluded [1] - - $75,210
Infrastructure Assessment District [2] - - - $3,038
Total Annual Taxes and Assessments $0 $0 $0 $78,248

Annual Special Taxes and Assessments

Per Gross Square Foot of Land $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $1.80
Per Square Foot of Building $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 $0.60
Floor Area Ratio 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 

Estimated Bond Debt of Special Taxes and Assessments

Infrastructure  CFD $0 - - $1,117,656
Infrastructure Assessment District - - - $42,963
Total Estimated Bond Debt $0 $0 $0 $1,160,619

"retail taxes"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Land secured financing is excluded from this analysis because it is anticipated to directly offset the plan area infrastructure costs.
[2]  The infrastructure assessment for the Triangle is for the West Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency.  The assessment 
      district funds levee improvements and operation and maintenance costs.  The assessment amount shown above, reflects the
      improvement portion only.  

Sacramento County

City of Sacramento

Retail
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Table D-9
MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENT
Summary of Infrastructure Costs Per Unit
Based on a 2 Acre, 200 Unit Complex (900 Sq. Ft.  Per Unit)
Building Value:  $18,433,800

Yolo County
City of West
Sacramento

Railyards River Bridge District
Summary of Infrastructure Costs Per Unit Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

Total City/Countywide Development $10,168 $10,168 $10,168 $15,351
Impact Fees (from Table D-10)

Plan Area Fees (from Table D-11) $9,680 $6,376 $941 $17,525

Total School Mitigation
(from Table D-12) $3,024 $3,132 $3,024 $3,132

Estimated Bond Debt Of Special

Taxes and Assessments (from Table D-13) [1] $0 $0 $0 $7,878

Total Infrastructure Cost Per Unit $22,872 $19,676 $14,133 $43,886

Total Fees (City, County, Schools and Plan Area) $22,872 $19,676 $14,133 $36,007

Total Annual Taxes $0 $0 $0 $531

"MF summary"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Railyards land secured financing is excluded from this analysis because it is anticipated to directly offset the plan area  
      infrastructure costs. 

Sacramento County

Multifamily

City of Sacramento
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Table D-10
MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENT
City/County  Development Impact Fees per Unit
Based on a 2 Acre, 200 Unit Complex (900 Sq. Ft.  Per Unit)
Building Value:  $18,433,800

Yolo County
City of West

City/County Development Impact Fees per Sacramento
Unit: These are fees charged by the City or County Railyards River Bridge District
and do not include fees for a special plan area. Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

CITY/COUNTY FEES PER UNIT

Processing Fees per Unit [1]
Building Permit $500 $500 $500 $429
Plan Check $409 $409 $409 $351
Energy Fee - - - $95
Technology Surcharge $73 $73 $73 $62
Seismic /Strong Motion $26 $26 $26 $26
California Building Standards Commission Fee $4 $4 $4 $4
Other Building Permit and Processing Fees $100 $100 $100 -
Fire Review Fee $34 $34 $34 $20

Total Processing Fees per Unit $1,145 $1,145 $1,145 $987

Development Impact Fees per Unit
Sewer [2] $4,983 $4,983 $4,983 $2,519
Water [3]  $745 $745 $745 $4,159
Traffic $446 $446 $446 $101
Sacramento Transportation Authority (STA) $844 $844 $844 -
Drainage  - - - -
Parks/Open Space [4] $1,440 $1,440 $1,440 -
Fire/Police - - - -
Habitat / Greenbelt Preservation [5] - - - -
Affordable Housing - - - $4,512
In-Lieu Flood Protection Fees [6] $540 $540 $540 $148
Other General Fees/One-Time Taxes $25 $25 $25 -
Countywide Fees  - - - $2,925

Total Development Impact Fees per Unit $9,023 $9,023 $9,023 $14,364

TOTAL CITY/COUNTY FEES PER UNIT $10,168 $10,168 $10,168 $15,351

"mf city county"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Processing fees exclude mechanical, electrical, plumbing, and other similar review fees.
[2]  Sewer fees include the City of Sacramento combined sewer development fee and Regional San sewer fee.
[3]  Assumes two 4-inch water meters for the City of Sacramento.
[4]  Assumes the proposed rates for FY 2015-16 for central city from the August 2016 City of Sacramento Park Impact Fee Nexus  
      Study prepared by New Economics & Advisory.
[5]  Assumes no habitat/greenbelt preservation at this time, but will depend on individual project environmental review. 
[6]  The SAFCA fee for Sacramento assumes the apartments 3-4 rate.

Multifamily

City of Sacramento

Sacramento County
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Table D-11
MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENT
Plan Area Fees per Unit
Based on a 2 Acre, 200 Unit Complex (900 Sq. Ft.  Per Unit)
Building Value:  $18,433,800

Yolo County
City of West

Plan Area Fees: These fees are charged only Sacramento
within a certain area of a County or City to fund Railyards River Bridge District
facilities to serve a specific development project. Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

PLAN AREA FEES PER UNIT
Infrastructure Fee - $1,103 - -
Transportation Impact Fee - $3,538 $918 -
Public Facilities Impact Fee - $1,470 - -
Preliminary Estimated Railyards Impact Fee $9,398 - - -
Administration Fee $282 $265 $23 -
Bridge District (Triangle) Specific Plan Fee - - - $322
Bridge District Specific Plan Administrative Fee - - - $3
Bridge District OTST and Regional OTST (Tier 2) - - - $17,199

TOTAL PLAN AREA FEES PER UNIT $9,680 $6,376 $941 $17,525

"mf plan area"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

Multifamily

Sacramento County

City of Sacramento
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Table D-12
MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENT
Estimated School Mitigation Per Unit
Based on a 2 Acre, 200 Unit Complex (900 Sq. Ft.  Per Unit)
Building Value:  $18,433,800

Yolo County
City of West
Sacramento

Railyards River Bridge District
Estimated School Mitigation Per Unit Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

School District Sacramento Twin Rivers Sacramento Washington 

City USD USD City USD USD

A. Annual School Mello-Roos CFD Taxes - - -

B. Present Value of School Taxes $0 $0 $0 $0

C. School Fee Per Sq. Ft.:
Stirling Fee $3.36 - $3.36 -
Level 2 (or 3) SB50 Fee - $3.48 - $3.48
Mitigation Agreement - - - -

D. Total School Fee:
Stirling Fee $3,024 - $3,024 -
Level 2 (or 3) SB50 Fee - $3,132 - $3,132
Mitigation Agreement - - - -

Total School Mitigation (B + D) $3,024 $3,132 $3,024 $3,132

"mf school"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

Sacramento County

City of Sacramento

Multifamily
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Table D-13
MULTIFAMILY DEVELOPMENT
Special Taxes and Assessments Per Unit
Based on a 2 Acre, 200 Unit Complex (900 Sq. Ft.  Per Unit)
Building Value:  $18,433,800

Yolo County
City of West
Sacramento

Special Taxes and Assessments Per Unit for Railyards River Bridge District
Infrastructure [1] Specific Plan District Downtown Specific Plan

Current as of Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16 Jul-16

Annual Special Taxes and Assessments Per Unit
Infrastructure CFD excluded [2] - - $517
Infrastructure Assessment District [3] - - - $14

Total Annual Taxes and Assessments $0 $0 $0 $531

Estimated Bond Debt of Special Taxes and Assessments
Infrastructure CFD $0 - - $7,681
Infrastructure Assessment District - - - $197
Total Estimated Bond Debt $0 $0 $0 $7,878

"mf taxes"

Source: Various cities and counties; various plan area fee programs; and EPS.

[1]  Taxes and Assessments for schools can be found in Figure M-4.
[2]  Land secured financing is excluded from this analysis because it is anticipated to directly offset the plan area infrastructure costs
[3]  The infrastructure assessment for the Triangle is for the West Sacramento Area Flood Control Agency.  The assessment 
      district funds levee improvements and operation and maintenance costs.  The assessment amount shown above, reflects the
      improvement portion only.  

Sacramento County

City of Sacramento

Multifamily
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Table E-1

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

CFD Bond Proceeds and PAYGO Summary

Year

Bond

Proceeds

Potential

PAYGO

Total

Bond Proceeds

and PAYGO

Discounted

Bond

Proceeds

Discounted

Bond Proceeds

and PAYGO

Discount Rate

1 $15,800,000 $97,480 $15,897,480 $15,800,000 $15,897,480
2 $141,190 $141,190 $137,077
3 $144,013 $144,013 $135,746
4 $146,894 $146,894 $134,429
5 $149,832 $149,832 $133,123
6 $15,800,000 $250,308 $16,050,308 $13,629,219 $13,845,137
7 $297,074 $297,074 $248,795
8 $303,016 $303,016 $246,380
9 $492,414 $492,414 $388,716

10 $15,800,000 $418,589 $16,218,589 $12,109,384 $12,430,198
11 $462,752 $462,752 $344,331
12 $472,007 $472,007 $340,988
13 $481,448 $481,448 $337,678
14 $1,991,000 $503,544 $2,494,544 $1,355,774 $1,698,663
15 $518,881 $518,881 $343,042
16 $529,259 $529,259 $339,711
17 $539,844 $539,844 $336,413
18 $550,641 $550,641 $333,147
19 $561,654 $561,654 $329,912
20 $572,887 $572,887 $326,709
21 $584,344 $584,344 $323,537
22 $596,031 $596,031 $320,396
23 $607,952 $607,952 $317,286
24 $620,111 $620,111 $314,205
25 $632,513 $632,513 $311,155
26 $645,163 $645,163 $308,134
27 $658,067 $658,067 $305,142
28 $671,228 $671,228 $302,180
29 $684,653 $684,653 $299,246
30 $698,346 $698,346 $296,340
31 $2,905,871 $2,905,871 $1,197,181
32 $2,963,989 $2,963,989 $1,185,557
33 $3,023,269 $3,023,269 $1,174,047
34 $3,083,734 $3,083,734 $1,162,649
35 $3,145,409 $3,145,409 $1,151,361
36 $5,401,876 $5,401,876 $1,919,737
37 $5,509,913 $5,509,913 $1,901,099
38 $5,620,111 $5,620,111 $1,882,641
39 $5,732,514 $5,732,514 $1,864,363
40 $8,040,723 $8,040,723 $2,538,887
41 $8,201,537 $8,201,537 $2,514,237
42 $8,365,568 $8,365,568 $2,489,827
43 $8,532,879 $8,532,879 $2,465,654
44 $8,979,851 $8,979,851 $2,519,234
45 $8,985,300 $8,985,300 $2,447,342
46 $8,985,300 $8,985,300 $2,376,060
47 $8,985,300 $8,985,300 $2,306,855
48 $8,985,300 $8,985,300 $2,239,665
49 $8,985,300 $8,985,300 $2,174,432
50 $8,985,300 $8,985,300 $2,111,099

TOTAL $49,391,000 $147,451,179 $196,842,179 $42,894,377 $91,047,223

cf sum

3%
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Table E-2

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

Estimated Annual Absorption Schedule - Taxable Acres

Year Kaiser MLS

More

Dense

Less

Dense Total

1 2020 0.00 14.74 0.00 0.00 14.74

2 2021 17.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.41

3 2022 0.00 0.00 0.93 0.93 1.87

4 2023 0.00 0.00 1.86 1.86 3.72

5 2024 0.00 0.00 1.86 1.86 3.72

6 2025 0.00 0.00 1.86 1.86 3.72

7 2026 0.00 0.00 6.03 6.03 12.06

8 2027 0.00 0.00 6.03 6.03 12.06

9 2028 0.00 0.00 6.03 6.03 12.06

10 2029 0.00 0.00 3.02 3.02 6.05

11 2030 0.00 0.00 3.02 3.02 6.05

12 2031 0.00 0.00 3.02 3.02 6.05

13 2032 0.00 0.00 3.02 3.02 6.05

14 2033 0.00 0.00 3.02 3.02 6.05

17.41 14.74 39.72 39.72 111.59

acres sum
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Table E-3

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

Maximum Annual Special Tax (MAST) Rates

Land Use Acres

MAST

Per Acre

Kaiser 17.41 $ 17,860

MLS 14.74 $ 45,000

More Dense 39.72 $ 45,000

Less Dense 39.72 $ 30,000

111.59

Undeveloped [1] $ 35,400

mast

[1] Weighted average of developed rates.
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Table E-4

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing Tax Escalation Factor:    2.00%

CFD Bond Calculations and Assumptions

Item Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 4 Series 5 Series 6 Totals

Estimated Year of Bonds 1 6 10 14

Assumptions

Assumed Average Interest Rate 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00% 6.00%
Bond Term (Years) 30 30 30 30 30 30
Reserve Fund Requirement 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00%
Capitalized Interest Period (Months) 12 12 12 12 12 12
Cost of Issuance 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00% 5.00%
Debt Service Coverage 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00% 10.00%
Estimated Admin Costs 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00% 3.00%

Estimated Revenue for Debt Service

Special Taxes [1] $1,392,000 $1,392,000 $1,392,000 $175,545
Less Debt Service Coverage ($139,000) ($139,000) ($139,000) ($18,000)
Less CFD Admin ($42,000) ($42,000) ($42,000) ($5,000)
Available for Debt Service $1,211,000 $1,211,000 $1,211,000 $152,545 $0 $0

Estimated Bonds

Gross CFD Bonds (Level DS) $16,669,000 $16,669,000 $16,669,000 $2,100,000 $0 $0 $52,107,000

Estimated Bond Escalation Factor 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%

Gross CFD Bonds (Esc. DS) $20,000,000 $20,000,000 $20,000,000 $2,520,000 $0 $0 $62,520,000

Less Capitalized Interest ($1,200,000) ($1,200,000) ($1,200,000) ($151,000) $0 $0 ($3,751,000)

Less Reserve Fund ($2,000,000) ($2,000,000) ($2,000,000) ($252,000) $0 $0 ($6,252,000)

Less Cost of Issuance ($1,000,000) ($1,000,000) ($1,000,000) ($126,000) $0 $0 ($3,126,000)

Net Construction Proceeds $15,800,000 $15,800,000 $15,800,000 $1,991,000 $0 $0 $49,391,000

Proceeds as a Percent of Total Bonds 79% 79% 79% 79% 0% 0%

Total Bond Costs 21% 21% 21% 21% 0% 0%

bonds

[1] See Table E-5.
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Table E-5 Tax Escalation Factor 2.00%

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

Special Tax Revenue by Bond Series

Year Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 4 Series 5 Series 6 Subtotal

Developed
MAST

Undeveloped
Taxes Total

Remaining
After DS

Source: Table E-7

1 $1,392,000 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 $1,392,000 $663,300 $728,700 $1,392,000 -                 
2 $1,419,840 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 $1,419,840 $993,727 $426,113 $1,419,840 -                 
3 $1,448,237 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 $1,448,237 $1,086,477 $361,760 $1,448,237 -                 
4 $1,477,202 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 $1,477,202 $1,256,245 $220,957 $1,477,202 -                 
5 $1,506,746 -                 -                 -                 -                 -                 $1,506,746 $1,432,369 $74,377 $1,506,746 -                 
6 $1,536,880 $1,392,000 -                 -                 -                 -                 $2,928,880 $1,615,036 $1,313,845 $2,928,880 -                 
7 $1,567,618 $1,419,840 -                 -                 -                 -                 $2,987,458 $2,156,533 $830,926 $2,987,458 -                 
8 $1,598,970 $1,448,237 -                 -                 -                 -                 $3,047,207 $2,719,043 $328,164 $3,047,207 -                 
9 $1,630,950 $1,477,202 -                 -                 -                 -                 $3,108,151 $3,303,192 -                   $3,303,192 $195,041

10 $1,663,569 $1,506,746 $1,392,000 -                 -                 -                 $4,562,314 $3,640,303 $922,012 $4,562,314 -                 
11 $1,696,840 $1,536,880 $1,419,840 -                 -                 -                 $4,653,561 $3,989,577 $663,984 $4,653,561 -                 
12 $1,730,777 $1,567,618 $1,448,237 -                 -                 -                 $4,746,632 $4,351,366 $395,266 $4,746,632 -                 
13 $1,765,393 $1,598,970 $1,477,202 -                 -                 -                 $4,841,565 $4,726,030 $115,534 $4,841,565 -                 
14 $1,800,700 $1,630,950 $1,506,746 $175,545 -                 -                 $5,113,941 $5,113,941 -                   $5,113,941 -                 
15 $1,836,714 $1,663,569 $1,536,880 $179,056 -                 -                 $5,216,220 $5,216,220 -                   $5,216,220 -                 
16 $1,873,449 $1,696,840 $1,567,618 $182,637 -                 -                 $5,320,544 $5,320,544 -                   $5,320,544 -                 
17 $1,910,918 $1,730,777 $1,598,970 $186,290 -                 -                 $5,426,955 $5,426,955 -                   $5,426,955 -                 
18 $1,949,136 $1,765,393 $1,630,950 $190,016 -                 -                 $5,535,494 $5,535,494 -                   $5,535,494 -                 
19 $1,988,119 $1,800,700 $1,663,569 $193,816 -                 -                 $5,646,204 $5,646,204 -                   $5,646,204 -                 
20 $2,027,881 $1,836,714 $1,696,840 $197,692 -                 -                 $5,759,128 $5,759,128 $0 $5,759,128 -                 

mast dev

Debt Service and Annual Costs Special Tax Levy
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Table E-6

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing Tax Escalation Factor 2.00%

Maximum Annual Special Tax (MAST) per Acre and Total MAST

Year Kaiser MLS
More

Dense
Less

Dense Undeveloped Kaiser MLS
More

Dense
Less

Dense Undeveloped Developed Undev. Total

1 $17,860 $45,000 $45,000 $30,000 $35,400 -             14.7       -             -             96.9            $663,300 $3,428,490 $4,091,790
2 $18,217 $45,900 $45,900 $30,600 $36,108 17.4       14.7       -             -             79.4            $993,727 $2,868,420 $3,862,147
3 $18,582 $46,818 $46,818 $31,212 $36,830 17.4       14.7       0.9         0.9         77.6            $1,086,477 $2,856,994 $3,943,471
4 $18,953 $47,754 $47,754 $31,836 $37,567 17.4       14.7       2.8         2.8         73.9            $1,256,245 $2,774,386 $4,030,630
5 $19,332 $48,709 $48,709 $32,473 $38,318 17.4       14.7       4.7         4.7         70.1            $1,432,369 $2,687,330 $4,119,699
6 $19,719 $49,684 $49,684 $33,122 $39,084 17.4       14.7       6.5         6.5         66.4            $1,615,036 $2,595,683 $4,210,718
7 $20,113 $50,677 $50,677 $33,785 $39,866 17.4       14.7       12.5       12.5       54.4            $2,156,533 $2,166,915 $4,323,447
8 $20,516 $51,691 $51,691 $34,461 $40,663 17.4       14.7       18.6       18.6       42.3            $2,719,043 $1,719,958 $4,439,002
9 $20,926 $52,725 $52,725 $35,150 $41,477 17.4       14.7       24.6       24.6       30.2            $3,303,192 $1,254,257 $4,557,449
10 $21,344 $53,779 $53,779 $35,853 $42,306 17.4       14.7       27.6       27.6       24.2            $3,640,303 $1,023,473 $4,663,776
11 $21,771 $54,855 $54,855 $36,570 $43,152 17.4       14.7       30.6       30.6       18.1            $3,989,577 $782,957 $4,772,534
12 $22,207 $55,952 $55,952 $37,301 $44,015 17.4       14.7       33.7       33.7       12.1            $4,351,366 $532,411 $4,883,777
13 $22,651 $57,071 $57,071 $38,047 $44,896 17.4       14.7       36.7       36.7       6.0              $4,726,030 $271,530 $4,997,560
14 $23,104 $58,212 $58,212 $38,808 $45,794 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,113,941 $0 $5,113,941
15 $23,566 $59,377 $59,377 $39,584 $46,710 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,216,220 $0 $5,216,220
16 $24,037 $60,564 $60,564 $40,376 $47,644 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,320,544 $0 $5,320,544
17 $24,518 $61,775 $61,775 $41,184 $48,597 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,426,955 $0 $5,426,955
18 $25,008 $63,011 $63,011 $42,007 $49,569 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,535,494 $0 $5,535,494
19 $25,508 $64,271 $64,271 $42,847 $50,560 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,646,204 $0 $5,646,204
20 $26,019 $65,557 $65,557 $43,704 $51,571 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,759,128 $0 $5,759,128
21 $26,539 $66,868 $66,868 $44,578 $52,603 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,874,311 $0 $5,874,311
22 $27,070 $68,205 $68,205 $45,470 $53,655 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $5,991,797 $0 $5,991,797
23 $27,611 $69,569 $69,569 $46,379 $54,728 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $6,111,633 $0 $6,111,633
24 $28,163 $70,960 $70,960 $47,307 $55,822 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $6,233,865 $0 $6,233,865
25 $28,727 $72,380 $72,380 $48,253 $56,939 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $6,358,543 $0 $6,358,543
26 $29,301 $73,827 $73,827 $49,218 $58,077 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $6,485,714 $0 $6,485,714
27 $29,887 $75,304 $75,304 $50,203 $59,239 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $6,615,428 $0 $6,615,428
28 $30,485 $76,810 $76,810 $51,207 $60,424 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $6,747,736 $0 $6,747,736
29 $31,095 $78,346 $78,346 $52,231 $61,632 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $6,882,691 $0 $6,882,691
30 $31,717 $79,913 $79,913 $53,275 $62,865 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $7,020,345 $0 $7,020,345
31 $32,351 $81,511 $81,511 $54,341 $64,122 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $7,160,752 $0 $7,160,752
32 $32,998 $83,141 $83,141 $55,428 $65,405 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $7,303,967 $0 $7,303,967
33 $33,658 $84,804 $84,804 $56,536 $66,713 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $7,450,046 $0 $7,450,046

Maximum Annual Special Tax per Acre [1] Cumulative Acres MAST Revenue
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Table E-6

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing Tax Escalation Factor 2.00%

Maximum Annual Special Tax (MAST) per Acre and Total MAST

Year Kaiser MLS
More

Dense
Less

Dense Undeveloped Kaiser MLS
More

Dense
Less

Dense Undeveloped Developed Undev. Total

Maximum Annual Special Tax per Acre [1] Cumulative Acres MAST Revenue

34 $34,331 $86,500 $86,500 $57,667 $68,047 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $7,599,047 $0 $7,599,047
35 $35,018 $88,230 $88,230 $58,820 $69,408 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $7,751,028 $0 $7,751,028
36 $35,718 $89,995 $89,995 $59,997 $70,796 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $7,906,049 $0 $7,906,049
37 $36,432 $91,795 $91,795 $61,197 $72,212 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $8,064,170 $0 $8,064,170
38 $37,161 $93,631 $93,631 $62,421 $73,656 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $8,225,453 $0 $8,225,453
39 $37,904 $95,503 $95,503 $63,669 $75,129 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $8,389,962 $0 $8,389,962
40 $38,662 $97,414 $97,414 $64,942 $76,632 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $8,557,761 $0 $8,557,761
41 $39,436 $99,362 $99,362 $66,241 $78,165 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $8,728,916 $0 $8,728,916
42 $40,224 $101,349 $101,349 $67,566 $79,728 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $8,903,495 $0 $8,903,495
43 $41,029 $103,376 $103,376 $68,917 $81,322 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $9,081,565 $0 $9,081,565
44 $41,849 $105,444 $105,444 $70,296 $82,949 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $9,263,196 $0 $9,263,196
45 $41,849 $105,444 $105,444 $70,296 $82,949 17.4     14.7     39.7     39.7       -                $9,263,196 $0 $9,263,196

46 $41,849 $105,444 $105,444 $70,296 $82,949 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $9,263,196 $0 $9,263,196
47 $41,849 $105,444 $105,444 $70,296 $82,949 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $9,263,196 $0 $9,263,196
48 $41,849 $105,444 $105,444 $70,296 $82,949 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $9,263,196 $0 $9,263,196
49 $41,849 $105,444 $105,444 $70,296 $82,949 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $9,263,196 $0 $9,263,196
50 $41,849 $105,444 $105,444 $70,296 $82,949 17.4       14.7       39.7       39.7       -                  $9,263,196 $0 $9,263,196

mast rev

[1] MAST stops escalating after bonds paid off.
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Table E-7 Tax Escalation Factor 2.00%

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

CFD Cash Flow Analysis

Year

Developed
MAST

Undeveloped
Taxes Total

Series 1
Debt SVC

Series 2
Debt SVC

Series 3
Debt SVC

Series 4
Debt SVC Subtotal 

Less
Delinq. [2]

Less
Admin

Plus Prior 
Yr. Delinq. Total PAYGO

Source: Table E-6
Formula a b c d e f g=c+d+e+f h=a*.03 i=a*.03 j k=g+h+i+j b+k a/g

Year of Bond Issue 1 6 10 14

1 $663,300 $728,700 $1,392,000 ($1,211,000) -                  -                  -                  ($1,211,000) ($41,760) ($41,760) $0 ($1,294,520) $97,480 55%
2 $993,727 $426,113 $1,419,840 ($1,235,220) -                  -                  -                  ($1,235,220) ($42,595) ($42,595) $41,760 ($1,278,650) $141,190 80%
3 $1,086,477 $361,760 $1,448,237 ($1,259,924) -                  -                  -                  ($1,259,924) ($43,447) ($43,447) $42,595 ($1,304,223) $144,013 86%
4 $1,256,245 $220,957 $1,477,202 ($1,285,123) -                  -                  -                  ($1,285,123) ($44,316) ($44,316) $43,447 ($1,330,308) $146,894 98%
5 $1,432,369 $74,377 $1,506,746 ($1,310,825) -                  -                  -                  ($1,310,825) ($45,202) ($45,202) $44,316 ($1,356,914) $149,832 109%
6 $1,615,036 $1,313,845 $2,928,880 ($1,337,042) ($1,211,000) -                  -                  ($2,548,042) ($87,866) ($87,866) $45,202 ($2,678,572) $250,308 63%
7 $2,156,533 $830,926 $2,987,458 ($1,363,783) ($1,235,220) -                  -                  ($2,599,003) ($89,624) ($89,624) $87,866 ($2,690,384) $297,074 83%
8 $2,719,043 $328,164 $3,047,207 ($1,391,058) ($1,259,924) -                  -                  ($2,650,983) ($91,416) ($91,416) $89,624 ($2,744,191) $303,016 103%
9 $3,303,192 -                   $3,303,192 ($1,418,880) ($1,285,123) -                  -                  ($2,704,002) ($99,096) ($99,096) $91,416 ($2,810,778) $492,414 122%
10 $3,640,303 $922,012 $4,562,314 ($1,447,257) ($1,310,825) ($1,211,000) -                  ($3,969,082) ($136,869) ($136,869) $99,096 ($4,143,726) $418,589 92%
11 $3,989,577 $663,984 $4,653,561 ($1,476,202) ($1,337,042) ($1,235,220) -                  ($4,048,464) ($139,607) ($139,607) $136,869 ($4,190,808) $462,752 99%
12 $4,351,366 $395,266 $4,746,632 ($1,505,726) ($1,363,783) ($1,259,924) -                  ($4,129,433) ($142,399) ($142,399) $139,607 ($4,274,624) $472,007 105%
13 $4,726,030 $115,534 $4,841,565 ($1,535,841) ($1,391,058) ($1,285,123) -                  ($4,212,022) ($145,247) ($145,247) $142,399 ($4,360,117) $481,448 112%
14 $5,113,941 -                   $5,113,941 ($1,566,558) ($1,418,880) ($1,310,825) ($152,545) ($4,448,807) ($153,418) ($153,418) $145,247 ($4,610,397) $503,544 115%
15 $5,216,220 -                   $5,216,220 ($1,597,889) ($1,447,257) ($1,337,042) ($155,596) ($4,537,784) ($156,487) ($156,487) $153,418 ($4,697,339) $518,881 115%
16 $5,320,544 -                   $5,320,544 ($1,629,847) ($1,476,202) ($1,363,783) ($158,708) ($4,628,539) ($159,616) ($159,616) $156,487 ($4,791,285) $529,259 115%
17 $5,426,955 -                   $5,426,955 ($1,662,443) ($1,505,726) ($1,391,058) ($161,882) ($4,721,110) ($162,809) ($162,809) $159,616 ($4,887,111) $539,844 115%
18 $5,535,494 -                   $5,535,494 ($1,695,692) ($1,535,841) ($1,418,880) ($165,120) ($4,815,532) ($166,065) ($166,065) $162,809 ($4,984,853) $550,641 115%
19 $5,646,204 -                   $5,646,204 ($1,729,606) ($1,566,558) ($1,447,257) ($168,422) ($4,911,843) ($169,386) ($169,386) $166,065 ($5,084,550) $561,654 115%
20 $5,759,128 $0 $5,759,128 ($1,764,198) ($1,597,889) ($1,476,202) ($171,790) ($5,010,080) ($172,774) ($172,774) $169,386 ($5,186,241) $572,887 115%
21 $5,874,311 -                   $5,874,311 ($1,799,482) ($1,629,847) ($1,505,726) ($175,226) ($5,110,281) ($176,229) ($176,229) $172,774 ($5,289,966) $584,344 115%
22 $5,991,797 -                   $5,991,797 ($1,835,472) ($1,662,443) ($1,535,841) ($178,731) ($5,212,487) ($179,754) ($179,754) $176,229 ($5,395,765) $596,031 115%
23 $6,111,633 -                   $6,111,633 ($1,872,181) ($1,695,692) ($1,566,558) ($182,305) ($5,316,737) ($183,349) ($183,349) $179,754 ($5,503,681) $607,952 115%
24 $6,233,865 -                   $6,233,865 ($1,909,625) ($1,729,606) ($1,597,889) ($185,951) ($5,423,071) ($187,016) ($187,016) $183,349 ($5,613,754) $620,111 115%
25 $6,358,543 -                   $6,358,543 ($1,947,818) ($1,764,198) ($1,629,847) ($189,671) ($5,531,533) ($190,756) ($190,756) $187,016 ($5,726,030) $632,513 115%
26 $6,485,714 -                   $6,485,714 ($1,986,774) ($1,799,482) ($1,662,443) ($193,464) ($5,642,164) ($194,571) ($194,571) $190,756 ($5,840,550) $645,163 115%
27 $6,615,428 -                   $6,615,428 ($2,026,509) ($1,835,472) ($1,695,692) ($197,333) ($5,755,007) ($198,463) ($198,463) $194,571 ($5,957,361) $658,067 115%
28 $6,747,736 -                   $6,747,736 ($2,067,040) ($1,872,181) ($1,729,606) ($201,280) ($5,870,107) ($202,432) ($202,432) $198,463 ($6,076,508) $671,228 115%
29 $6,882,691 -                   $6,882,691 ($2,108,380) ($1,909,625) ($1,764,198) ($205,305) ($5,987,509) ($206,481) ($206,481) $202,432 ($6,198,038) $684,653 115%
30 $7,020,345 -                   $7,020,345 ($2,150,548) ($1,947,818) ($1,799,482) ($209,412) ($6,107,259) ($210,610) ($210,610) $206,481 ($6,321,999) $698,346 115%
31 $7,160,752 -                   $7,160,752 -                  ($1,986,774) ($1,835,472) ($213,600) ($4,035,846) ($214,823) ($214,823) $210,610 ($4,254,880) $2,905,871 177%
32 $7,303,967 -                   $7,303,967 -                  ($2,026,509) ($1,872,181) ($217,872) ($4,116,563) ($219,119) ($219,119) $214,823 ($4,339,978) $2,963,989 177%
33 $7,450,046 -                   $7,450,046 -                  ($2,067,040) ($1,909,625) ($222,229) ($4,198,894) ($223,501) ($223,501) $219,119 ($4,426,778) $3,023,269 177%
34 $7,599,047 -                   $7,599,047 -                  ($2,108,380) ($1,947,818) ($226,674) ($4,282,872) ($227,971) ($227,971) $223,501 ($4,515,313) $3,083,734 177%
35 $7,751,028 -                   $7,751,028 -                  ($2,150,548) ($1,986,774) ($231,207) ($4,368,529) ($232,531) ($232,531) $227,971 ($4,605,619) $3,145,409 177%

Special Tax Revenue Less Debt Service and Annual Costs Coverage

from Dev.

MAST

Table E-4
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Table E-7 Tax Escalation Factor 2.00%

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

CFD Cash Flow Analysis

Year

Developed
MAST

Undeveloped
Taxes Total

Series 1
Debt SVC

Series 2
Debt SVC

Series 3
Debt SVC

Series 4
Debt SVC Subtotal 

Less
Delinq. [2]

Less
Admin

Plus Prior 
Yr. Delinq. Total PAYGO

Source: Table E-6
Formula a b c d e f g=c+d+e+f h=a*.03 i=a*.03 j k=g+h+i+j b+k a/g

Year of Bond Issue 1 6 10 14

Special Tax Revenue Less Debt Service and Annual Costs Coverage

from Dev.

MAST

Table E-4

36 $7,906,049 -                   $7,906,049 -                  -                  ($2,026,509) ($235,831) ($2,262,341) ($237,181) ($237,181) $232,531 ($2,504,173) $5,401,876 349%
37 $8,064,170 -                   $8,064,170 -                  -                  ($2,067,040) ($240,548) ($2,307,588) ($241,925) ($241,925) $237,181 ($2,554,256) $5,509,913 349%
38 $8,225,453 -                   $8,225,453 -                  -                  ($2,108,380) ($245,359) ($2,353,739) ($246,764) ($246,764) $241,925 ($2,605,341) $5,620,111 349%
39 $8,389,962 -                   $8,389,962 -                  -                  ($2,150,548) ($250,266) ($2,400,814) ($251,699) ($251,699) $246,764 ($2,657,448) $5,732,514 349%
40 $8,557,761 -                   $8,557,761 -                  -                  -                  ($255,272) ($255,272) ($256,733) ($256,733) $251,699 ($517,038) $8,040,723 3352%
41 $8,728,916 -                   $8,728,916 -                  -                  -                  ($260,377) ($260,377) ($261,867) ($261,867) $256,733 ($527,379) $8,201,537 3352%
42 $8,903,495 -                   $8,903,495 -                  -                  -                  ($265,585) ($265,585) ($267,105) ($267,105) $261,867 ($537,927) $8,365,568 3352%
43 $9,081,565 -                   $9,081,565 -                  -                  -                  ($270,896) ($270,896) ($272,447) ($272,447) $267,105 ($548,685) $8,532,879 3352%
44 $9,263,196 -                   $9,263,196 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    ($277,896) ($277,896) $272,447 ($283,345) $8,979,851 n/a
45 $9,263,196 -                   $9,263,196 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    ($277,896) ($277,896) $277,896 ($277,896) $8,985,300 n/a
46 $9,263,196 -                   $9,263,196 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    ($277,896) ($277,896) $277,896 ($277,896) $8,985,300 n/a
47 $9,263,196 -                   $9,263,196 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    ($277,896) ($277,896) $277,896 ($277,896) $8,985,300 n/a
48 $9,263,196 -                   $9,263,196 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    ($277,896) ($277,896) $277,896 ($277,896) $8,985,300 n/a
49 $9,263,196 -                   $9,263,196 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    ($277,896) ($277,896) $277,896 ($277,896) $8,985,300 n/a
50 $9,263,196 -                   $9,263,196 -                  -                  -                  -                  -                    ($277,896) ($277,896) $277,896 ($277,896) $8,985,300 n/a

cf

[1] Cash flow assumes issuing bonds only on developed units.  MAST stops escalating after bonds paid off.
[2] Assumes a 3-percent delinquency rate each year.  Also assumes that 3-percent is paid in full within a year, so is added 
back into the PAYGO component in the following year.
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Table E-8

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

Value per Developable Acre Required for Value to Lien Feasibility

Item Formula

Assumption/

Source Series 1 Series 2 Series 3 Series 4

Developable Acres a 111.59

Bond Size Table E-4 $ 20,000,000 $ 20,000,000 $ 20,000,000 $ 2,520,000
Cumulative Bonds Issued b $ 20,000,000 $ 40,000,000 $ 60,000,000 $ 62,520,000

Assessed Value Required c=b*3 $ 60,000,000 $ 120,000,000 $ 180,000,000 $ 187,560,000
(3:1 value to lien ratio)

Assessed Value per Developable Acre Required [1] c/a $ 537,683 $ 1,075,365 $ 1,613,048 $ 1,680,796

value

[1] Assessed value would include vertical development once constructed.
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Table E-9

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

Planned Land Uses

Lot Description Acres

Dwelling

Units

Hotel

Rooms

MLS

Seats

Residential
Bldg. Sq. Ft.

Hotel
Bldg. Sq. Ft. Kaiser Other Total

Square Feet per Room/Unit 900 1,000

Taxable Lots

2 Kaiser Hospital 17.41 0 0 1,168,003 1,168,003

3 3.41 523 470,700 0 22,216 492,916

4 3.50 600 450 540,000 450,000 523,419 1,513,419

6 4.28 0 0 577,103 577,103

7 3.41 0 0 410,176 410,176

8 2.81 0 0 339,861 339,861

9 1.92 0 0 185,652 185,652

10 Historic Retail portion 0.89 0 0 10,000 10,000

12 1.76 277 249,300 0 210,947 460,247

15 2.85 0 0 675,567 675,567

18 0.38 0 0 41,663 41,663

19 0.31 0 0 9,901 9,901

20 Paint shop - Existing 1.54 0 0 56,750 56,750

22 0.19 0 0 20,000 20,000

23 0.26 0 0 56,511 56,511

24 0.61 0 0 38,331 38,331

25 0.88 0 0 45,456 45,456

26 0.46 0 0 37,756 37,756

27 0.87 0 0 40,587 40,587

35 4.98 543 450 488,700 450,000 32,017 970,717

40 1.86 0 0 0 0 175,335 175,335

43 2.60 468 421,200 0 253,262 674,462

44 1.65 0 0 28,929 28,929

46 3.38 0 0 301,966 301,966

47 3.15 0 0 385,566 385,566

48 2.71 532 478,800 0 19,275 498,075

49 4.00 354 200 318,600 200,000 236,571 755,171

50 1.52 177 159,300 0 42,110 201,410

52 MLS Stadium 14.74 22,000 0 0 0 NA  

56 2.89 332 298,800 0 78,956 377,756

57 2.85 347 312,300 0 20,451 332,751

58 2.36 277 249,300 0 16,335 265,635

59 2.53 296 266,400 0 17,446 283,846

69 4.12 354 318,600 0 84,220 402,820

70 Excludes Open Space portion 3.79 421 378,900 0 24,289 403,189

71 1.69 199 179,100 0 11,761 190,861

73 3.03 300 270,000 0 17,707 287,707

Total Taxable 111.59 6,000 1,100 22,000 5,400,000 1,100,000 1,168,003 5,048,092 12,716,095

Building Square Feet
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Table E-9

Sacramento Railyards Land Secured Financing

Planned Land Uses

Lot Description Acres

Dwelling

Units

Hotel

Rooms

MLS

Seats

Residential
Bldg. Sq. Ft.

Hotel
Bldg. Sq. Ft. Kaiser Other Total

Building Square Feet

Non-Taxable Lots

1 Open Space 0.53 0

4e Water Tower 0.08 0

5 Stanford St. Median (.24 os) 0.66 0

10 Open Space Portion 0.61 0

11 Private Street 0.00 0

17 Parking Garage 1.74 0

21 Open Space 3.89 0

28 Museum 2.32 100,000 100,000

29 Museum 1.81 80,000 80,000

30 Open Space 4.77 0

31 Open Space 2.08 0

32 Open Space 0.76 0

33 ? (1.13 open space) 4.23 0

34 Open Space 1.11 0

41 Courthouse 2.50 0

42 SMUD 1.18 0

45 Open Space 0.22 0

51 Fire and Police Dedication 5.01 0

53 Open Space 0.50 0

60 Open Space 0.18 0

61 Levee 0.00 0

62 Levee 0.00 0

63 Levee 0.00 0

64 Levee 0.00 0

65 Open Space 0.69 0

67 Open Space 0.00 0

68 Open Space 1.76 0

70 Open Space portion 0.55 0

72 Open Space 9.28 0

Total Not Taxable 46.46 0 0 0 0 0 0 180,000 180,000

TOTAL ACRES 158.05 6,000 1,100 22,000 5,400,000 1,100,000 1,168,003 5,228,092 12,896,095

lu
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